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PREFACE

Thb crowning achievement of the Hindus was metaphysical

speculation. But die philosophical literature of India is not only rich

in Met^ysics but also in Psychdogy, Logic, Ethics, iEstfaedcs,

and Epistemology. There is no system of Indian philosophy which

has not advanced a theory of knowledge, and which has not appealed

to the Acts of our experience. Every sdiool of philosophy hu made
valuable contributions to Psychology, Logic, Ethics, and other mental

sciences. But these have never been treated as separate branches of

study in India.

The Hindu mind is essentially synthetic. It always anal3rse8

a problem into its various a^iects, and considers them in their synthetic

relation to one another. It never destroys the organic unity of

a subject and makes a compartmental study of its different aspects.

In the philosophical literature of India we find a synthedc treatment

of a problem in all its mulriArious aspects, psy^ological, logical,

ethical, and metaphysical. In the later stages of the development of

Indian thought, though we come across separate treatises and mono-

graphs on Logic and Epistemolc^, we find them mixed up with

Metaphysics. There is not a single work which is exclusively devoted

to the psychological analysis of mental processes.

But though there are no independent sciences of Psychology, Lc^c,

Ethics, Epistemology, etc., we can collect ample material fimm the

original works on different schools of Indian philosophy dealing with

these mental sciences, disengage them from their metaphysical setting,

and make a consistent study of them. Indian Metaphysic has, for

scune time past, evoked a great deal of interest among the Eastern

and Western orientalists. In recent times some comprehensive works

have been published on systems of Indian philosqihy, which,

incidentally, treat of Psycholt^, Logic, and Ethics. Some valuable

works on Indian Ix^c and Indian Ethics also have been publi^ed.

Mrs. Rhys Davids’ Buddhist Psychology is a monumental work on the

psychology of the Buddhists. But no attempt has yet been made to

give a comprehensive account of the psychology of the Hindus.

The present work is an attempt at a constructive survey of Indian

Psychology. The aim of this hoolc is to give, in brief compass, an

outline of the most important topics of Indian Psycholi^. It will

be complete in two volumes. The first volume is whoUy devoted to

the psydiology of perception. The subject is vast and immense in

scope, and there is abundant wealth of material on ffiis subject. My
account of the psychology of perception is not at all con^ete and

comprehensive. My task here is not an historical survey of all die
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problems of perception in dieir chronological order, but a systematic

eJcpondcHi and interpretation of the nmst fundamental problems of

perception in their logical development of thought. I have tried to

throw light on different topics from the different standpoints of Indian

thought.

There is no empirical psychology in India. Indian Psychology

is based on Metaphysics. The p^chological account ofsome problems

of percqrdon, e.g. percqrdon of the self, percepdon of the universal,

etc., is unintelligible without consideradon of their metaphysical

fbundadons. So I found it extremely difficult to avoid metaphysical

oondderarions altogether in my treatment of these topics.

Indian Psychology is based on introspecdon and observation }

it is not based upon experiments. Students of introspective psychology

will find ample food for reflecdon in Indian Psychology. They will

find acute psychological analysis of some very subde mental processes

which have not yet attracted the attendon of the Western
psychologists.

I have indulged in compadsons of Indian Psychology with Western
Psycholt^ here and there, which, I am sure, will be agreeable to

some and disagreeable to others. But such comparisons are

unavoidable to students of Indian and Western Psychology, though

they truy be misleading.

The present work was platmed and partly composed more than

a decade ago. Different parts of this work were submitted to the

Calcutta University for Premchand Roychand Studentship in 1922,
I9a3,and 1924. The work was completed in 1924, and some portions

of it were published in the Meerut College Magmine in 1924 and

1926. But owing to unforeseen circumstances its publication has

been delayed so long. The work has since undergone considerable

alterations in course of revision.

I acknowledge my deep debt of obligation to Sir Brajendra Nath
Seal, then George V Professor of Philosophy of Calcutta University,

who suggested the subject to me, indicated ^e main line of research,

and helped me with important references.

In addition to the works referred to in the foomotes, I desire to

express my general debt to the works of Thibaut, Keith, Mrs. Rhys
Davids, Aung, S.C. Vidyabhushan, Ganganath Jha, and S. N.
Das Gupta.

My b^ thanks are due to Professor Haridas Bhattacharya of the

Dacca University, who was good enough to go through a con-

siderable part of the MS. and helped me with many valuable

suggestions. I am also obliged to the publishers for their expediting

the publication of the work.

July, 1933-



BOOK I

Chapter I

THE PHYSICAL BASIS OF PERCEPTION

^ I . Introduction

The ancient Hindus developed a conception of the nervous

system, which is mainly to be found in the medical works of Caraka

and Sujruta, and in the works on Tantra. Caraka and Su^ruta

regarded the heart as the seat of consciousness, but the Tantric

writers transferred the seat of consciousness to the brain. Caraka

had a clear conception of the sensory nerves {manovahn na£) and the

motor nerves {ajnJvahil ntleU). The Tintric writers constantly

referred to the centres of different kinds of consciousness. They
not only distinguished between the sensory nerves and the motor

nerves, but also recognized different kinds of sensory nerves : the

olfiurtory nerves {gandhavahS nafi\ the optic nerves {riipavaha nS^)y

the auditory nerves {iahdavahS H3^)y the gustatory nerves (j-asavahd

and the tactile nerves {sparlavahs

In the philosophical literature of the Hindus we find an elaborate

account of the sense-organs in the treatment of the problems of

perception. The different schools of philosophers had different

views as to the nature, origin, and functions of the sense-organs.

Their views were based mostly on their systems of philosophy,

though they advanced certain facts of experience in support of their

views. The Hindu accounts of the sense-organs are widely different

from those of Western physiology, because they are based more on

metaphysical speculation thiui on scientific observation and experiment.

In the first Book we shall treat of the nature, origin, and functions

of the sense-oigans without comprehension of which there cannot

be an adequate conception of some important problems of the Indian

psychology of perception.

% 2. TIu Nature of the Sense-organs, (i) The BuddKst

The Buddhists recognize six varieties of consciousness ; visual,

auditory, olfiwxory, gustotory, tactile, and purely mental.

^ Dr. B. N. Seal, 7he Positive Sciences of the Ancient Hindus,

pp. aiS-aa;. Sec also H.I.P., ii, 344-357-
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Corresponding to these there are ^ bases (Hirtya) : the organs of

vision, audition, smelling, tasting, touch, and consciousness itself j

and there are six objects {vifaya) : colours, sounds, smells, tastes,

tangibles, and ideas.^ The preceding moment of consciousness is

die basic element of the next mom^t of consciousness.* Thus there

are six sense-organs including consciousness. Consciousness is the

faculty of intellect which apprehends non-sensuous objects.® It is

called the mind. It is immaterial and invisible.®

Leaving out the mind, there are five sense-organs. They are

the end-organs {gelaka). They are the eye, the ear, the nose, the

tongue, and the skin. They are made up of a kind of translucent

subde matter. The five sense-oigans are made up of five different

kinds of atoms.® Thus the sense-oigans are material but invisible.

They are divided into two classes, viz. prOpyakOri and aprttpyakSri

sense-organs. The former apprehend their objects when they come

in direct contact with them. The latter apprehend their objects

without coming in contact with them. The organs of smell, taste,

and touch are prapyakOri ; they must be in immediate contact with

their objects. The organs of vision and audition are aprSpyakOri ;

they apprehend their objects at a distance.® The Buddhists do not

hold with the Nyaya-Vai&§ika that the sense-organs are different

from the peripheral organs, and the visual organ and the auditory

organ come in contact with their objects in order to ai^rehend them.''

s 3 - (m) 2^#

The Jaina recognizes five sense-organs.® They are of two kinds :

objective senses {dravyendriya) and subjective senses {bhdvendriya)*

The former are the physical sense-organs. The latter are their

psychical correlates. They are the invisible fiunxlties of the soul.

A ph]rsical sense-organ {dravyendnyd) consists of two parts, viz.

the organ itself and its protecting environment. The former is

called nirufti. The latter is call^ upakarana?-^ Each of these is

of two kinds, internal and external. The internal organ is the soul

itself which is embodied in the sense-organ. The external organ is

® Stcherbatsliy, Tie Central Conception ofBuddiim, p. 58.
* Ibid., p. 58. ® Ibid., pp. 96^.
* Keith, Buddhist Philosophy, p. 102.
* The Central Conception ofBuddhism, pp. 12-13.
* The Central Conception of Buddhism, p. 60.
’ VPS., p. 187; AdvaitabrahnuuiddU, p. 74,
* U.T.8., ii, IS. • U.T.S., ii, 16. « U.T.S., ii, 17.
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die physical organ which is permeated by the soul. The internal

environment of the visual organ is the pupil of the eye. The external

environment is the eyelid.^ The subjective senses {bhOvetidriya)

are of two kinds : /aiJhi and upayoga.* “ Labdtu is the manifesbdon

of the sense-faculty by the par^ destruction, subsidence, and

operation of the knowledge-obscuring karma relating to that sense.

Upayoga is the conscious attention ofthe soul directed to that aeanse." *

Tliere are five sense-organs : organs of touch, taste, smell, vidon,

and audition.* The tactual organ pervades the whole body. The
Jaina does not regard the mind as a sense-organ.* He conceives the

soul as pervading the whole body. A particular kind of sense-

perception is generated in the soul through that part of it which is

associated with a particular sense-organ. Of the physical sense-organs

the visual organ is aprUpyakOri ; it does not come in direct contact

with its objects.* On this point the Jaina agrees with the Buddhist.

The Jaina holds that the visual organ apprehends objects at a distance

with the help oflight. But he does not explain the nature ofthe action

of light upon the visual organ. All the other sense-organs are

prapyakOri 5 they come in direct contact with their objects.’ But

the direct contact may be gross {tthola) or subtle {^sQkpm). The
organs of touch and taste come in contact with gross objects. But

the organs of smell and hearing come in contact with subtle objects.

The organ of smell has direct contact with minute particles of the

object smelt. The organ of hearing has direct contact with merely

a kind of motion. Sound is due to the knocking of one physic^

object against another. It is the agitation set up by this knock. The
auditory organ comes in contact with this motion.*

S 4. (iii) The Samkfya

VijRanabhiksu says :
“ An Indriya is the instrument of the

Lord of the body or the soul. The essential nature of a sense-organ

consists in its instrumentality (in producing cognitions and actions),

and in being an effect of ahamkSra (egoism).”* Kapila qpeaks of

eleven sense-organs: five organs of knowledge {budeUandriya)^

^ TattXrthailokavtrtika, p. 336 (Bombay). U.T.S., ii, 18,

» J. L. Jaini, U.T.S., p. 65. See PKM., p. 6r.

* U.T.S.,ii, 19. • Anindriyaih manah. PMV., ii, 5.

* Rfipaih pajya^asarbsprftam. Tsttvarthasara, ii, 49, p. 69 (Calcutta).

’ TattvarthasBra, ii, 49.

A Chakravarly, Pafichastikayasttra, Introduction, p. xnviu.
* SPB., ii, 19.
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five oiguu of action {karmmdriya)^ and the internal organ or mind

{manat)?- iivarakr;rui also sometimes mentions eleven sense-organs :

the sensory organs, the motor or^uis, and the mind which partakes

of the nature of both, and is thus a sensori-motor organ.* And some-

times he mentions thirteen sense-org^ adding huddhi and ahamiSra

to the above list.* Manas, buddin, and ahamkSra are the three forms

of the internal organ. The SSthkhya recognizes two classes of sense-

organs, external and internal. It divides the external sense-organs

into two classes : organs of cognition {huddhindriya) and organs of

action {karmendriya)? The visual organ, the auditory organ, the

ol&ctory organ, the gustatory organ, and the tactual organ are the

organs of cognition. The vocal organ, the preherrsive organ, the

locomotive organ, the evacuative organ, and the generative organ

are the organs of action. By these organs of cognition and action the

Ssmkhya does not mean the gross material organs, e.g. the eye, the

ear, etc., and hands, feet, etc. By these it means determinate

modifications of the indeterminate mind-stuff {ahamkSra or egoism}.*

The gross material organs, e.g. the eye, the ear, etc., and hands, fe^
etc., are the seats of those determiiute sensory and motor

psychophysical impulses. By the buddhindriyas the SSmkhya means

the determinate sensory psychophysical impulses which go out to

the external objects and receive impressions from them, and by the

karmendriyas it means the determinate motor psychophysical impulses

which react to the objects perceived. The sense-organs are not

products of gross matter {bhautika) but of ahamkSra (egoism) which,

though not spiritual, nuy be called mental or psychophysical. Hence,

the distinction between the organs of knowledge and the organs of

action is ultimately based upon the primary distinction between the

sensory and motor mechanisms of the psychophysical organism, by

which it knows the external world and reacts to it.

The internal organs are the instruments ofelaboration. The mind

presides over both the sensory and motor organs. The external senses

give immediate impressions oftheir objects. These discrete impressions

are synthesized by tnanas by assimilation and discrimination. Then
they are referred to the unity of apperception by ahamkSra. Then
they are determined by buddM which hands them over to the self and

reacts to them.*

Vy3sa refers to two kinds of sense-organs, viz. gross organs and

* SS. and SPB., ii, 19. * SK., 26-7. > SK., 32-3.
* SK., 26 ; SS., ii, 19.

Tie Positive Sciences of tie Ancient Hindns, pp. lo-ii.
* Chapter VIII.
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subtle organs.^ VijfI2nabhik;u says that buddfd and ahamkHra are

subtle {tOkpna) sense-organs, and the five organs of cognition, the

five organs of action, and the central sensory or numas are gross

{sthBla) sense-organs,® Vyisa says that the five cognitive organs, the

five motor organs, and the nuiru» which apprehends all objects are

the determinative modifications of indeterminate egoism (asmita).*

The sense-organs are not the same as their physiological sites

or end-organs (adfufthJna). The Buddhists wrongly hold that the

sense-organs are nothing but the end-organs. They are super-

sensuous.® Aniruddha argues that, if the sense-organs were identical

with their physical seats, one whose ears have been cut off would be

unable to hear, and one whose eyes are affected with cataract would

be able to see.® So the sense-organs are not identical with their sites.

The sense-organs are not material {bhautika) but are products of

ahamkSra (^oismj.® Aniruddha says that the NaiySyikas labour

under a misconception when they argue that the sense-organs are

made up of those material elements which are apprehended by them.’

^ 5. The Origitt of the Sense-organs

According to the Saihkhya, Prakrti, the equilibrium of sattva

(essence), rajas (energy), and tasnas (inertia) is the ultimate ground of

all existence. Buddhi evolves out of Prakrti when the equilibrium

of sattva, rajas, and tamas is disturbed by a transcendental influence

of the Self {furusa) for the sake of which all evolution takes place.

Buddhi is the cosmic matter of experience : it is the undifferentiated

matrix of the subjective series and the objective series.* From buddM

evolves ahamkSra (the empirical ego) which gives rise to the eleven

sense-organs and the subtle elements {tanmStra) of matter under the

influence of sattva, rajas, and tamas? I^varakf^ holds that all

the eleven sense-organs evolve out of ahamkSra by the preponderance

of sattva, and five tanmStras evolve out of ahamkSra by the

preponderance of tamas, and both the sense-organs and the tanmStras

evolve with the help of rajas?^ VScaspatimi^ra elaborates this view.

The cognitive organs {buddhtndriya) are the instruments ofknowledge.

1 YBh., ii, r8.

* MahadaiuufalcOrau sQkfmendriyaiii ekadaia ca sthalendTiya^i. Yoga-

vSrtika, ii, r8. See also ChS/Svftti, u, r8.

* YBh , ii, 19. ‘ SS., u, 23. » SSV., n, 23.
* S.S., ii, 20 ; v, 84. ’ SSV., V, 84.

^ Tie Positive Sciences of the Ancient Hindus, p. 10.

» SS., ii, 16-18. 1® SK., 25.
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So they are endowed with the quali^ of manifesting objects. They
are also capable of quick movement. The cognitive organs quickly

move out to distant objects. The motor organs {kamundriya) also

are capable of quick action. And these properties of illumination and

light movement are the disdncdve properties of sattva. Hence the

preponderating element in the constitution of the sense-organs is

sattva, though they evolve out of ahamkSra. The five tamOtras

also evolve out of ahamkOra ; but the preponderating element in

their constitution is tamas (inertia) because they are extremely inert

in their nature. The preponderance of sattva in ahamkSra gives rise

to the sense-organs, and the preponderance of tamas in ahamkSra

gives rise to the tanmStras. But if sattva and rajas do everything,

what is the use of rajas ? Rajas (energy) is necessary to give impetus

to sattva (essence) and tamas (inertia) to perform their functions.

They cannot act without the help of rajas. When rajas sets them

in motion on account of its characteristic property of energizing they

perform their functions. Hence, both the sense-organs (sSftvie)

and the tanmStras (tSmasic) evolve out of ahamkSra with the help

of rajas.^ Aniruddha also bolds that the eleven sense-organs are

evolved from ahamkSra under the influence of sattva.* But

Vijfiatubhilqu holds that the mind {numas) is evolved from ahamkSra

owing to the preponderance of sattva } the five cognitive organs and

the five motor organs evolve out of ahamkSra owing to the

preponderance of rajas $ and the five tanmStras evolve out of

ahamkSra owing to the preponderance of tamas.* B3larama holds

that all the sense-organs have the preponderance of sattva^ but there

are different degrees of its preponderance. The mind arises from

ahamkSra when sattva is most preponderant ; the organs ofknowledge

arise from ahamkSra when sattva is less preponderant ; and the organs

of action arise from ahamkSra when sattva is least preponderant.*

S 6. The Principal and Subordinate Organs

The three internal organs, bssddhi, ahamkSra, and manas, are

the principal sense-organs, since they apprehend all objects past,

present, and future. The external senses are the subordinate organs,

since they ^rehend only present objects. The former are called

gatekeepers, while the latter are called the gateways of knowledge.®

Buddhi is the prindpal organ not only in comparison with the external

organs but also with the internal organs of manas and ahamkSra.*

1 STK., 25. * SSV., ii, 18. » SPB., ii, 18.

* Vidvattoji^ on STK., 25. » SK., 35, and GaudafA^ Bhlfya.
• STK., 35.
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Superiority and inferiority depend upon functions ; they are relative

terms.^ Manas is the chief organ in relation to the functions of the

external senses ; ahamkSra is the chieforgan in relation to the function

ofmanas ; and huddhi is the chieforgan in relation to the function of

ahamkSra.* BuddM is the chief organ for the following reasons.

Firstly, buddhi directly brings about the experience ofthe self{puntfa).,

while the other senses do it through the mediation of huddM.* Buddhi

is the immediate instrument among all the external and internal setrses,

and makes over the object to the self, even as among a host of

servants some one person becomes the prime minister while the

others are his subordinate officers.* Secondly, buddhi pervades all

the sense-organs, and never fails to produce the result in the shape

of knowledge.* Thirdly, buddhi alone is the receptacle of all sub-

conscious impressions {samskSra). The external organs cannot retain

the residua, for in that case the blind and the deaf would not be able

to remember things seen and heard in the past. Manas and ahamkSra

also cannot retain subconsdous impressions because even after their

dissolution by means ofknowledge of Truth {tattvajhSna) recollection

persists. Hence huddhi has pre-eminence over all.® Fourthly, the

superiority of huddhi is inferred from the possibility of recollection

which is of the nature of meditation, the highest of all mental

functions. Recollection is the function of bstddhi.'’ Thus buddhi is

the chief organ and all the other senses are secondary organs.

If buddhi is the principal organ, why should we not regard it as

the only sense-organ and di^nse with the other sense-organs ?

Vijfi2nabhik;u replies that widiout die help of the external senses

bssddM cannot serve as an instrument in all sense-activities, since in

that case the blind would be able to see, the deafwould be able to hear,

and so on.® Kapila holds that the ten external senses may be regarded

as different modifications of the chief organ, manas., owing to the

difference of the modifications of the constituent paias, sattva, rajas,

and tasnas.* Just as one and the same person assumes many roles in

association with different persons, so manas also becomes manifold,

through association with different sense-organs being particularized

by the functions of the different senses by reason of its becoming one

with the senses. This diverse modification of the mind is due to the

diverse modification of the constituent gunas.^

1 SS., u, +5. * SPB , ii, +5.
* Vedantin Mahadeva’s commentary, ii, 39.
* SPB., ii, +0. • SPB, li, 41.
* SPB., ii, 43. ® SPB., ii, 44.

1® SPB., ii, 25, and ii, 27.

« SPB., ii, 42.
• SS., ii, 27.
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5 7. The Vrtti ef the Sense-organs

The SiUnkhya holds that the sense-organs are prOpyakSri } they

move out to their objects in the form of vrttis or modifications, take

in their forms, and apprehend them. The vrttis of the senses cannot

be perceived. But their existence can be inferred from the fact that

the sense-organs carmot apprehend their objects without being related

to them, even as a lamp carmot illumine objects without being related

to them. If the sense-organs be said to apprehend their objects without

being related to them, then they may apprehend all objects, distant

and hidden. But this is not a feet. Hence the sense-organs must be

conceived as moving out to their objects and assuming their forms

without leaving connection with the body. And this is possible only

by means of a peculiar modification of the senses called vrtti. Thus
the existence of tvY/i is established. It connects the senses with their

objects.^ The vrtti is neither a part not a quality of the senses. If

it were a part it would not be able to bring about the cormection of

the visual organ with distant objects like the sun. If it were a quality

it would not be able to move out to the object. Thus the vrtti of

a sense-organ, though existing in it, is difiFerent from its part or quality.

Hence, it is establi^ed that the vrtti of buddhi also is, like the flame

of a lamp, a transformation quite of the nature of a substance which,

by means of its transparency, is capable of receiving images of the

forms of objects.*

S 8. (iv) Suirvta and Caraia

Su^ruta holds with the Sarhkhya that there are eleven sense-

organs : five organs of knowledge, five organs ofaction, and the mind

which partakes of the nature of both.® The sense-organs evolve out

of ahamkOra under the influence of rajas (energy).* Caraka also

holds that there are eleven sense-organs, five sensory organs, five

motor organs, and one internal organ or manas.'^ Sometimes

he mentions twelve sense-organs : five organs of knowledge,

five organs of action, manas and buddhi.^ The mind is atomic

and one in each body.^ It is diflerent from the external senses. It

is sometimes called sattva. Its functions are regulated by the contact

of its objects with the soul. And it controls the functions of the

^ SPB., V, 104 j SS., V, ro6, and SPB., v, ro6. * SPB., v, 107.
® Sujratasarhhitfl, ^liiasthBna, i, 4-5. * Ibid., a-3.
® Carakasarhhia, ^raathlna, 1, 6, and 30 (Bangabasi edition, (^cutta).
• Ibid., i, a6. * Ibid., i, 7,
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external senses. They can apprehend their respective objects when
they are led by the mind.^ The functions of the mind are the

apprehension of objects through the external senses, subjecting them

to control, comparison, and ratiocination. Then buddhi ascertains

the nature of the objects. Certain knowledge is the function of

buddhi. When buddhi has brought about definite apprehension one

begins to act, guided by buddhi.^

Caraka says :
“ There are five sense-organs, five materials

that constitute the senses, five seats of the senses, five objects of the

senses, and five kinds of perception obtained through the senses.” ’

Here evidently he freaks of the organs of knowledge. The organs

of vision, audition, smell, taste, and touch are the five sense-organs.

The materials that enter into the composition of the five senses

are light, ether, earth, water, and air respectively. The physical

seats of the five senses are the two eyes, the two ears, the nose, the

tongue, and the skin. The sense-organs are not the same as

the peripheral organs which are their seats. The objects of the five

senses are colour, sound, odour, taste, and touch. Visual, auditory,

olfactory, gustatory, and tactual perceptions are five kinds of sense-

perception.* As to the composition of the external senses Caraka

seems to be in agreement with the NySlya-Vai^ika view. But he

does not wholly agree with it. According to him one particular

element does not enter into the composition of a particular sense-

oigan ;
but all the primal elements exist in each sense-organ, though

only one element predominates in the composidon of a paiticular

scnse-oigan. Thus light especially enters into the composition

of the visual oigan, ether into that of the auditory organ, earth into

that of the olfectory organ, water into that of the gustatory organ,

and air into that of the tactual organ. The particular sense into whose

composition a particular element especially enters apprehends that

particular object which has that element for its essence, since both

partake of the same nature, and one is invested with greater power

over the other.* Light especially enters into the composition of the

visual organ ; so it can apprehend colour which has light for its essence.

Both the visual organ and colour partake of the nature of light, the

former being more powerful than the latter. Hence the visual organ

can apprehend colour. Such is the case with the auditory organ and

sound, and so with the others. This doctrine of Caraka is kindred

to the Nyaya-Vai&§ika doctrine. But Caraka does not regard the

^ CarakasamhitB, SutrasthSna, viu, a-3. * Ibid., Ssrirasthlna, i, 7-8.
* Ibid., SGtnuthSna, viii, 2. * CarakasaiiihiQl, Sutrasthlna, viii, 4.

* Carakaiamhitl, Sfltrasthlna, viii, 7—8.
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scnse-oigans as products of matter as the Nyaya-Vaifc?ika holds.

He traces the origin of the senses to ahamkSra after the SSifikhTa.

His cosmology is the same as that of the SSriikhya.^ Thus Caralm’s

views as to Ae nature, kinds, and ftinctions of the sense-organs are

partly similar to the S^khya view, and partly to the NySya-

Vai^ika view.

S 9. (v) The Vedanta

The ^mkarite agrees with the Saihkhya in recognizing five

organs of knowledge, five organs of action, and the internal organ.®

The S3mkhya recognizes three forms of the internal organ, huddhi,

ahamkara, and manas. But the Saihkarite admits four forms of the

internal organ, manas, huddhi, ahamkara, and dtta. Though the

internal organ is one and the same, it assumes different forms

according to its diverse ftinctions. When it has the function of doubt

or indeterminadon it is called manas. When it has the ftincdon of

determirudon it is called huddhi. When it produces the nodon of

ego in consciousness it is called ahamkara. And when it has the

ftmcdon of recollecdon it is called dtta. These functions arc different

modifications of the same internal organ {antahkarana)?

The five organs of knowledge arc miule up of the sdttvic * part

of the unquintuplied material elements. The organs of vision,

audition, smell, taste, and touch are made up of the sattvic parts of

light, ether, earth, water, and air respectively in an uncombined

state.® The organs of action are made up of the rajasic • part of the

unquintuplied material elements. The organ of ^leech, hands, feet,

the excretive organ, and the generative organ are made up of the

rajadc parts of ether, air, light, water, and earth respectively in an

uncombined state. ^ The internal organs are made up of the sattvit

parts of the five material elements combined.®

The Ramanujist recognizes eleven sense-organs : five organs of

cognition, five organs of action, and the mind.® The Saiiikhya

admits three internal organs, and the ^athkarite admits four internal

organs. Both these views are wrong. The so-called internal organs

are nothing but different functions of one and the same internal

t CarakamriihitB, S&rIrastliEiia, i, 30-1.
* Advaitacintfkaastubha, p. 70. ® Ibid., p. 6;.
® Pertaining to sattva or essence. ® AdvaitacmtSkanstubha, p. 62.
* Pertaining to rajas or energy. ® Advaitacintflkaastubha, p. 65.
® Ibid., p. 62 ; VP., p. 357. ® Tattvatraya, p. 34 and p. 70.
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organ, tnams.^ Sometimes the manas is induded in the organs of

knowledge.*

S 10. The Nature of the Sense-organs

The author of Fivaranaprameyasamgraha discusses the tuture of

the sense-organs.

The Buddhists hold that the sense-organs are the peripheral

organs, vix. the eye, the ear, the nose, the tongue, and the skin.

It is the sockets {golaka) in the body that constitute the sense-organs.

The MlmSihsakas hold that the sense-organs consist in the

Acuity ofpotency (Jakti) abiding in the sockets. The mere end-organs

do not constitute the sense-organs.

Others hold that the sense-organs are distinct from both the

end-organs and their potency, and are distinct substances by

themselves.*

The &uhkarite rejects the first theory on the ground that certain

animals (e.g. serpents) can hear, though they do not possess the ear-

hole, and the plants which are believed to be sentient living beings

are devoid of end-organs or sockets. For the same reason the

Mlmiifisaka theory is rejected. The MlmSiftsaka argues that

the Law of Parsimony demands that we should assume the existence

of potency [iakti) ordy, and not of the sense-organs endued with

a potency. But S^karite contends that it is needless to assume

the existence of the potency also } the Law of Parsimony, if rigidly

applied, will lead us to assume the existence only of the self capable

of knowing things in succession. The self is all-pervading ; so it

can produce cognitions in the end-oigans. The Mlmarfisaka himself

admits that the self has modifications ofconsciousness {jnUnapari^ma)

only in those parts of the body in which there are end-organs. Thus
the Mimamsaka argument ultimately leads to the denial of the sense-

organs altcgether. So the Mlm3msaka doctrine is not tenable. The
third theory also is not acceptable. There is no proof of the existence

of the sense-organs as distinct substances quite different from the

sockets. It may be argued that perceptions of colour and the like are

due to the action of the self, and since an action always requires an

instrument, the self must require the instrumentality of the sense-

organs to perceive colour and the like. This argument is wrong. The
reason is over-wide. The self acts upon the sense-organs to incite

^ TattvamuktXlulBpa, p. 94
* Yadndnunatadlpiks, p. t6; NySyasiddhlfijana, p.

VPS., p. 185.
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them to action ; but m doing so it does not require any instrument

If it did it would lead to infinite regress. So the third theory also

cannot be maintained. But the Saifilcarite believes in the existence

of sense-organs as something different from the peripheral organs on

the authority of the scriptures.^

S II. (vi) The NySya-Vailesika

Gautama establishes the existence of five sense-organs on the

following grounds :

—

In the first place, the existence of five sense-organs is inferred

from five distinct functions.* Vatsyiyana argues that there are five

purposes (prayajana) of the senses ; touching, seeing, smelling, tasting

and hearing ; these five purposes require five distinct sense-organs,

viz. the tactual organ, the visual organ, the olfactory organ, the

gustatory organ, and the auditory organ. Touch is apprehended by

the tactual organ j but it does not apprehend colour. So we infer

the existence of the visual organ which serves the purpose of

apprehending colour. Similarly, touch and colour are apprehended

by the tactual organ and the visual organ respectively; but these

organs do not apprehend odour. So we infer the existence of the

olfactory oigan which serves the purpose of apprehending odour.

In the same manner, touch, colour, and odour are apprehended by

the tactual organ, the visual organ, and the olfectory organ

respectively ; but these organs do not apprehend taste. So we infer

the existence of the gustatory organ which serves the purpose of

apprehending taste. Lastly, touch, colour, odour, and taste are

apprehended by the tactual oigan, the visual organ, the olfrctory

organ, and the gustatory organ respectively 5 but these organs do

not apprehend sound. So we infer the existence of the auditory organ

which serves the purpose of apprehending sound. The function of

one sense-organ caimot be performed by another. So the existence

of five sense-oigans is inferred from five kinds of sense-activities.*

In the second place, the existence of the five sense-organs is

inferred from the fivefold character of the signs in the shape of

perceptions, the sites, the processes, the forms, and the constituents.*

Firstly, there are five different kinds ofperception, visual, auditory,

olfectory, gustatory, and tactual, from which we infer the existence

of five sense-organs.*

^ VPS., pp. 185-6. • Indriyarthapaficatvat. NS., iii, i, 58.

» NBh., lii, I, 58, * NS., iii, i, 6a.
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Secondly, there are five sense-organs corresponding to the five

sites {adidffhma) or end-oigans. The tactual organ, which is indicated

by the perception oftouch, has its seat throughout the body. The visual

organ issuing out to the object as indicated by the perception of

colour has its site in the pupil of the eye. The ol&ctory organ has

its site in the nose. The gustatory oigan has its site in the tongue.

The auditory organ has its site in the cavity of the ear.^ The diversity

of the sense-organs is proved by the diversity of their locations.

Things with distinct locations are always found to be distinct as in

the case ofjars. If the whole body is said to be the seat of all the sense-

organs, then deafness, blindness, and the like would be impossible.

But if the diflFerent sense-oigans are held to have different sites, the

site of one organ being destroyed, the other organs may remain

unaffected so that a deaf or blind person would not necessarily be

deprived of all the sense-organs. Thus this theory does not involve

any incongruity.® This argument shows that the sense-organs are

different from their physical seats (^laka).

Thirdly, the five sense-organs involve different processes (gati).

The visual organ, which is of the nature of light, issues out of the

pupil and moves out to the objects endued with colour. The tactual

organ, the gustatory organ, and the ol&ctory organ come in contact

with their objects resting in their ovm sites. They do not move out

to their objects like the visual organ. The auditory organ also does

not move out to its object. Sound travels from its place of origin

to the auditory organ in a series of waves. This argument shows that

all the sense-organs are prSpyakSri : they apprehend their objects

by coming in direct contact with them.®

Fourthly, the five sense-oigans have different magnitudes

{Bkrti). The olfactory organ, the gustatory oigan, and the tactual

organ have the magnitudes of their sites j they are coextensive with

their seats. The visual organ, though located in the pupil, issues out

of it and pervades its objea. Thus it is not coextensive with its site

but with the field of vision. The auditory organ is nothing but

akaittf which is all-pervading ; still it cannot apprehend all sounds

because its scope is restricted by the disabilities of the substratum

in which it subsists. The all-pervading Bkaia located in the ear-hole

owing to the adfffa of a person assumes the role of the auditory

organ, and produces the perception of sound through it.

Lastly, the five sense-organs have their origin (/iJff) in five material

elements. The olfiurtory organ is made up of earth and apprehends

NBh., iii, i, 62. NV., p. 394. NBh., ill, I, 62.
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smell which is its characteristic quality. The gustatory organ is

made up of water and apprehends taste which is its characteristic

quality. The visual organ is made up of light and apprehends colour

which is its characteristic quality. And the auditory organ is nothing

but akala and apprehends sound which is its characteristic quality.^

There is a community of nature between the sense-organs and their

objects. A sense-organ apprehends the distinctive quality of that

substance which enters into its constitution. The Vaij^ika also

agrees with this view.

Gautama does not distinctly mention anywhere that the mind

(manas) is a sense-organ. But VstsySyana points out that Gautama’s

definition of perception, as a non-erroneous cognition produced by

the intercourse of the sense-organs with their objects, inexpressible

by words and well-defined, implies that the mind is a sense-organ.

Ifby the sense-organs he means only the external senses his definition

would apply only to perceptions of external objects. But Gautama
does not give a separate definition of internal perception of pleasure

and the like. This shows that his definition covers both external

perception and internal perception, and the mind is a sense-organ.*

VStsyayayana includes the mind in the sense-organs and points out its

distinction from the external senses,* Vi^vanltha regards the mind

as a sense-organ. He argues that Ae perception of pleasure must

be produced Arough an instrument just as Ae visual perception of

colour is produced Arough Ae instrument of Ae eyes j and Ais

instrument is Ae mind (manas) which is Aus a sense-organ (iarana)*

Praiastap£da describes Ae mind as Ae internal organ (antahkarana).

He argues Aat pleasure and pain arc not perceived Arough Ae
external senses ; but Aey must be perceived Arough an instrument,

and that is Ae mind.* Samkaranuira also gives Ae same argument.*

S il. (vii) TTu MlnUfmsaka

A sense-organ is defined by Ae Mimirhsaka as that which, rightly

operating upon its object, produces direct presentations. There are

two kinds of sense-organs, external and internal. There are five

external organs : Ae olfiutory organ, Ae gustatory organ, Ae visual

organ, Ae tactual organ, and Ae auditory organ. Of Aese Ae first

four are made up of earth, water, light, and air respectively. So fiu:

Ae Mlmgmsaka agrees wiA Ae Nyaya-Vai&?ika. But Ae NySya-

^ NBh.., iii, i, 62 ; NM., p. 477. NBh., i, i, 4.

» NBh., i, I, 4. * SM., 85.

‘ PBh., pp. 152-3 ; Kir., p. 153. • VSU., iii, a, 2.
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Vaije$ika regards the auditory organ as of the nature ofether {Ska{a\

while the Mlmaihsaka regards it as a portion of qrace {dik) confin^

within the ear-hole. There is only one internal organ, viz. the mind

{numas). The mind is atomic in nature, as proved by the impossibility

of umultaneous cognitions. It is called the internal organ, since it

operates independently in the perception of the self and its qualities.

But in the perception of exterml objects it acts in co-operation with

the external senses, since being an internal organ it cannot come in

contact with external objects. It depends upon marks of inference

{Rnga) to produce inferential cognitions, and it depends upon sub-

conscious impresaons (samskOra) to bring about recollection.^ Thus
the MimStimka view of the nature and functions of the sense-organs

resembles the Nyiya-Vai^ika view.

^13. jfre the Karmendriyas really Sense-organs f

The SSrhkhya and the Vedantist hold that the vocal organ, the

prehenrive organ, the locomotive organ, the excretive organ, and the

generative organ are the organs of action {karmendriya). They are

regarded as sense-organs because they are the instruments which

pr^uce the functions of speaking, grasping, walking, evacuation, and

sexual intercourse re^cdvely. The function of one cannot be

done by another.

But Jayanta urges that if these organs are r^rded as sense-organs,

many other organs also should be regarded as such. The throat has

the function of swallowing food ; the breasts have the function of

embracing ; shoulders have the function of carrying burdens. So

they also must be regarded as sense-organs. If it is argued that these

functions can be done by other organs also, then it may equally be

argued that eating and drinking can sometimes be done by hands and

feet, swallowing food by the anus, and the gra^mg of things by the

mouth. The functions of the so-called motor organs are sometimes

done by other organs also. But the function of one ccgtutive organ

{buddJundriya) can never be done by another. A person whose eye-

balls have been taken out of their sockets can never perceive colour.

But a person can grasp and walk a little even with his hands and feet

amputated. Besides, walking b not the function of fi^ alone ; it

can also be done by hands. If the different parts of the body having

different functions in the shape of actions are said to be motor organs,

then throat, breast, shoulder, etc., also should be included in the

motor organs.* Vidyinandin argues that the so-called motor organs

^ SD., pp. 115-16. NM., pp. 48a-3 ; NVT., p. 37a.
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are included in the tactual oi]gan.^ Hence, there is no necessity of

supposing the existence of the so-called motor organs.

% 14. Art there three Internal Organs f

Jayanta argues that one internal organ, manas^ is quite adequate.

It is needless to assume three internal organs, manas, aharnkOra,

and buddhi. Buddhs is of the nature of cognition, and so it is of the

nature of an operation of an instrument. Hence it caimot be an

instrument of o^ition. AhamhSra (egoism) also is an object of

cognition j so it cannot be an instrument of cognition. Therefore,

there is only one internal organ, viz. manas.* Vidy&nandin argues

that buddhi and ahamkOra carmot be regarded as sense-organs, since

they are modifications of the soul, and results of the sense-organs and

the rnind.^ VenkatanStha argues that the so-called internal organs

of buddhi and ahamkBra are functions of the mind which is the only

internal organ.*

^15. Is the Manas a Sense-organ f

Gautama does not include the manas (mind) in the list of sense-

organs.® He mentions it separately among the objects of valid know-

ledge (p-ameya).* Kanida is silent upon the point. But the N3raya-

Vai^ika writers generally regard the manas as the internal organ

through which we perceive pleasure and pain.’ The Mlmarhsakas

also recognize the manas as the internal organ. They call it the

internal organ, since it operates independently in the perception of

the self and its qualities. But in the perception of external objects it

acts in co-operation with the external senses, since being an internal

organ it carmot come in contact with external objects.® The Saihkhya

also regards the manas as an internal sense-organ. Ifvarakr$na says

that the manas is a sensori-motor oigan {ubhayUtmakam manah) • ;

it partakes of the nature of both the organs of knowledge and the

organs of action. The Vedintists also generally recognize the manas

as a sense-organ. The Rindnujists regard the manas as the internal

organ of knowledge, which is the cause of recollection.^ They difFer

^ Tattvtrthailoka^teoka, p. 326. * NM., p. 483.
* TattvarthaflokavSrtiia, p. 326. * Tattvamuktskalapa, p. 94.
® NS., i, r, r2. • NS., i, r, 9.

» NBL and NV., i, r, 4 ; NM., p. 484 ; SM., p. 397 ; VSU., iii, 2, 2.

® SD., pp. rr5-r6. • SK., 27.
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from the SSmkhya which regards the manas as partakit^ of the nature

of both the organs of knowledge and the organs of action.* They
differ from the Ny5ya-Vaife?ika in holding that the manas is not the

organ of internal perception {mUnasa-pratyakfa)^ since there is no
internal perception at all.* ^aihkara admits that the manas is a sense-

organ because it is distinctly laid down in the Smrd.* Manu says :

“ There are eleven sense-organs of which the eleventh organ is the

manas." ^ VScaspatimijra also holds the same view.* But some

Saihkarites hold a contrary view.

• The authors of VedantaparthhafU, Jdvaitabrahmasiddhi, and

Advoitacintaiaustuhha hold that the snanas is not a sense-organ on the

authority ofthe ^rud. “ The objects are greater than the sense-organs,

and the manas is greater than the objects.” In this text the manas is

given a higher place than the sense-organs. So it cannot be regarded

as a sense-organ.* The NySya-Vai^esika argues that the manas

should be regarded as a sense-organ, since it is the oigan of the

perceprion of pleasure and pain. Percepdon is always of sensuous

origin. There can be no percepdon without a sense-organ. The
author of Vedantaparihhe;S argues that the perception of pleasure and

pain does not necessarily imply that the manas is a sense-organ through

which the ^If perceives pleasure and pain. The perceptual character

of a cognidon does not consist in its being produced by a sense-organ.

In that case, inferendal cognidon also would be regarded as perception,

ance it is produced by the mind. The perceptual character of

a cognidon depends on the idendficadon of the apprehending mental

mode with the perceived object.’

The Jaina also does not regard the manas as a sense-organ. It is

called anindriya. It is not a sense-organ.* VidySnandin argues that

the mind is not a sense-organ because it is different from the sense-

oigans. The sense-organs apprehend specific objects. One sense-

organ carmot apprehend the objects of another. But the mind can

apprehend all objects. So it cannot be regarded as a sense-organ. It

may be argued that the mind is an instrument (Jcarana) of cognidon,

and so it must be regarded as a sense-organ. But in that case smoke

also would be a sense-organ, since it is an instrument {karana) of

• Nyayasiddhttfijana, pp. 16-17.
• Nyttyapaniuddhi, p. 76.
• S.B., ii, 4, 17.

• ManasaihhitS, ii, 89-92.
s Bhlmad, ii, 4, 17.

• VP., pp. 49-51.
’ VP., pp. 52-8; Advaitabrahmasiddhi, p. 156; Chapter VIII.

• S. C. Ghoshal, Dravyasamgraha, p. 13 ; PMV., ii, 5.
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cognition, being a mark {Mga) of inference. Hence it is wrong to

include the mind in the sense-oigans.^

% i6. The External Organs and the Internal Organ or Organs

The SSmkhya regards the internal organ as threefold in character.

It assumes the forms of buddhi, ahathiOra^ and manas according as its

functions differ, t^raki^na holds that the external organs can

apprehend only the present. But the internal organs can apprehend

the present, the past, and the future.* Gaudapfida makes it clear by

examples. The visual organ apprehends only the present colour,

neither past nor future colours. The auditory organ apprehends

the present sound, neither past nor future sounds. The tactual organ,

the gustatory organ, and the olfectory organ apprehend reqrectively

the present touch, taste, and odour, but not past or future ones. This

is the case with the motor organs also. The vocal organ utters only

present sounds, but not past or future ones. The hands can grasp only

the present jars, but not the past or future ones. The feet can walk

upon only the present road, but not upon past or future ones. The
excretive and generative organs can perform their functions only at

present. The functions of the external organs are confined only to

the present time. They cannot carry us forward to the future and

backward to the past. For this we have to ^1 back upon the internal

organs. The manas assimilates and discriminates the present as well

as past and future objects. The ahamkSra refers the present as well

as past and future objects to the unity of the empirical ego. The
buddltt determines the ruture ofpresent, past, and future objects.® The
internal organs bring us into contact with the past and the future as

with the present. VScaspatimijra refers to it in Bhsmati,^ He holds

that the immediate past and the immediate future should be included

in the present owing to their close proximity to it. He seems to believe

in the specious present, which is a meeting point of the present, the

past, and the future. And this tract of time is an object of sense-

perception.®

The NySya-Vaifejika believes in only one internal organ or

manas. What is the difference between the mind and the external

^ TattvSrthajlokavBmka, p. 326.
* Simpratakllaih valiya± trikSlam abhyantaraifa tarat>am . SK., 33.
* GandapZik BhOfya on SK., 33.
* Bhlimid, ii, 4, ry.

® VartBTngTHiMtTirpainaritiiingnagiifainapi vartarngTiatn . STK., 33. See

Chapter X.
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senses ? Vatsyiyana mentions three points of difference. In the

fiist place, the external sense-oi^gans are material, but the mind is

immaterial. The mind is not material, since it is not of the nature of

an effect, and so does not possess any quality of matter.^

In the second place, the external senses apprehend only a limited

number of objects (niyatavifaya)^ but the mind apprehends all objects

{sarvavifoya). For instance, colours, sounds, tastes, odours, and

touch are apprehended by the visual organ, the auditory organ, the

gusutory organ, the olfiictory organ, and the tactual organ

respectively. But all these are apprehended by the mind. It guides

all the external senses in the apprehension of their objects and it

directly apprehends pleasure, pain, and the like.^ Vyasa also holds

that the manas apprehends all objects {s/iruSrtha).* In the third place,

the external senses are of the nature of sense-organs owing to the

ffict that they are endued with the same qualities as are apprehended

by them. For instance, the ol&ctory organ is endued with ^e quality

of odour, and consequently it can apprehend odour. The visual

oigan can apprehend colour because it is endued with the quality of

colour. The gustatory organ is endued with the quality of taste, and

so it can apprehend taste. The auditory organ is endued with the

quality of sound, and so it can apprehend sound. And the tactual

organ can apprehend touch because it is endued with the quality of

touch. But the mind is not endued with the qualities of pleasure,

pain, etc., which are apprehended by the mind.’

Udyotkara recognizes only the second point of difference between

the mind and the external sense-organs. He rejects the other two

points of difference. VsEtsyayana holds that the external sense-organs

are material, but the mind is immaterial. But this is not right. In

feet, the mind is neither material nor immaterial ; materiality and

immateriality are properties of products : what is produced out of

matter is materia4 and what is produced not out of matter, but out

of something else is immaterial. As a matter of feet, however, the

mind is not a product at all, and as such it can be neither material

nor immaterial. Moreover, the auditory organ, which is an external

sense-oigan, is not material, since it is not a product of matter, but

akeia itself. So the auditory organ also is neither material nor

immaterial -

But this objection of Udyotkara is based on a misconception of

the meaning of the word “ material It may mean either a product

of matter (hhtttajanya) or of the nature of matter {bhutotmaka).

i, I, +.^ NM., p. +97. YBh., ii, 19. NBh.
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In the latter sense, the auditory organ also is material, since it is of

the nature of HkHia (ether), though it is not a product of it. In the

former sense, all the other sense-organs are material. The tactual

organ is a product of air $ the visual organ is a product of light

;

the ol&ctory organ is a product of earth ; and the gustatory organ

is a product of water.

Further, Vat^yana holds that the external senses are sense-

organs because they are endued with certain distinctive qualities,

but the mind is a sense-organ without being endued with any specific

quality. But Udyotkara disputes this point also. For the auditory

organ also does not, through its own quality of sound, apprehend

a sound exterior to itself, as the other external senses do. For instance,

the olfactory organ apprehends an odour exterior to itself, through

the odour inherent in itself. But the auditory organ apprehends

a sound which is not exterior to itself, but which is actually produced

within the ear itself. Hence, Udyotkara concludes that there is only

one point of difference between the mind and the external sense-

organs; the external senses can apprehend only certain qiedfic

objects, but the mind can apprehend aU objects. And it is proved by

the following reasons. Firstly, the mind is the substratum of the

conjunction with the condition of recollection. Secondly, it is the

subitum of the conjunction which brings about the cognition of

pleasure and the like. And thirdly, it presides over all other sense-

organs.^

§ 1 7. Jre the External Sense-organs PrUpyakari or AprSpyakOr'i ?

The Nyaya-Vaife§ika, the Mimariisaka, the Sarrikhya, and the

Ved2ntist hold that all the sense-organs are prSpyakari ; they

apprehend their objects when they come in direct contact with them.

This doctrine is called the doctrine ofprUpyakHritH. But the Buddhist

holds that the visual organ and the auditory organ are aprSpyakUri ;

they apprehend their objects at a distance without coming in contact

with them. All the other sense-organs are prapyakOri ; they

:q>prehend their objects when they come in contact with them. The
Jaina holds that oiily the visual organ is aprapyakOrt ; it apprehends

its object at a distance with the help of light without getting ^t it.

S 18. (i) The Buddhist

According to the Buddhist, the visual organ is the eyeball or

the pupil of the eye {jgolaka)^ and it can apprehend its object without

1 NV., i, I, 4.
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coming in direct contact with it, because the eyeball can never go

out of its socket to the object existing at a distance. According to

the NjrSya-Vai^e^ika, on the other hand, all the sense-organs are

prapyakSri ; they can apprehend their objects only when they come

in direct contact with them. Thus the visual organ cannot apprehend

its object without coming in direct contact with it. The N)raya-

Vai^ika holds that the visual organ is not the eyeball or the pupil

of the eye ; it is the seat {^golaka or adJuflhUna) of the visual organ

which is of the nature of light {fejai) ; and this ray of light goes out

of the pupil to the object at a distance and comes in direct contact

with it.

The Buddhist offers the following criticism of the Nylya-

Vai^ika doctrine ofprapyakHritH :

—

(1) Firstly, the sense-organs are nothing but end-organs {golaka)

which are within the range of perception. They are not mysterious

entities behind these peripheral organs. So the visual organ is nothing

but the pupil of the eye through which we see visible objects. And
the pupil can never go out of the eye to the object, and come in

direct contact with it.

(2) Secondly, the visual orgw cannot come in direct contact with

its object in order to aj^rehend it, for in that case it would not be

able to apprehend an object bigger than itself. But, as a matter of

fact, the visual organ can ai^rehend vast objects like mountains and

the like.

(3} Thirdly, the visual organ apprehends the branches of a tree

and the moon at the same time ; it takes the same length of time to

apprehend these objects though they are at different distances. If

the eye goes out to its object in order to apprehend it, then it must

take less time to apprehend a near object, and more time to apprehend

a distant object. But, in foct, the eye apprehends the branches of

a tree and die moon at the same time ; it does not take more rime

to apprehend the moon than to apprehend the branches
;

just on

opening our eyes we see both die objects at the same time.

(4) Fourty, the eye cannot go out to its object 5 for if it could

go out to its object of apprehension, it would never be able to

apprehend objects hidden behind glass, mica, etc., as it would be

oUtructed by them.^

Hence, the Buddhist concludes that the visual organ can never

go out to its object to apprehend it it apprehends its object from

a distance without getting at it.

1 Kir., p. 74-
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% 19. pi) Th* NySya-FaUefika

Udayana criticizes the above arguments of the Buddhist in

Kiranavatt as follows :

—

(1) Firsdy, what apprehends or manifests an object must come

in direct contact with it A lamp manifests an object only because

the light ormes in direct contact with it The visual organ is of the

nature of light, and so the ray of lig)it must go out of the pupil to the

object in order to apprehend it

(2) Secondly, the light of the visual organ issues out of the pupil,

and spreads out, and thus can cover a vast object. Hence the field

of vision is not co-cxtensive with the eyeball or the pupil of the eye.

(3) Thirdly, it is wrong to argue that a near object and a distant

object can be perceived through the visual organ in ^e same space of

dme. There must be some difference in the moments of time required

in the apprehension of the two objects, though it is not distinctly

felt by us. Light is an extremely lig^t substance, and its motion is

inconceivably swift. So even the distant moon is seen just on openir^

the eyes. Some hold that the light of the visual organ, issuing out

of the pupil, becomes blended wA Ae external light, and Aus comes

in contact wiA far and near objects simultaiteously, so Aat Ae eye

can apprehend Ae branAes and Ae moon at Ae same dme. But this

is not a correct explanadon. On Ais hypoAesis, Ae visual organ would

be able to apprAend Aose objects whiA arc hidden from our view,

e.g. objects bAind our back. But it can never apprAend Aese objects.

(4) FourAly, glass, mica, etc., are transparent by Aeir very

nature ; and so Acy cannot obstruct Ae passage of light. Hence Ae
light ofAe visual organ can penetrate Aese substances and apprAend

objects hidden behind Aem. Therefore, Ae visual organ must be

supposed to go out to its object and come in direct contact wiA it.^

The NySya-Vai^ejika does not r^rd Ae auditory organ as moving

out to sounds, whiA are held to travel to Ae ear; eiAer sounds reaA

Ae ear in concentric circles of waves like Ae waves of water or Aey
Aoot out in all direcdons like Ae filaments of a kadamba*

^ 20. (iii) Tht Samkhya

The SSAkhya also holds that Ae sense-organs are prapyakSri :

Aey get at Aeir objects in order to apprehend Aem. All sAools of

philosophers admit that Ae organs of touch, taste, and smell come

1 Kir., pp. 74-5. • BhP., 166.
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in direct contact with their objects. The NySya-Vaiicfika holds that

the visual organ moves out to its objects, but the auditory organ does

not. The Ssdilchya differs from the Nyaya-Vai^ika in holding that

the sense-organs come in contact with their objects through their

vfitis or functions, and the auditory organ also moves out to sounds

through its vrtti like the visual organ.

The Buddhists argue that the visual orgw does not move out

to its object, since we see objects through glass, mica, and crystal

;

and the auditory organ does not move out to its objects, since we hear

sounds at a distance. The SSihkhya refutes this view. Kapila urges

that the sense-organs do not apprehend objects which they do not

reach, because of their not reding, or b^use they would reach

everything.! Aniruddha explains this argument. The sense-organs

do not manifest those objects which they do not reach, because they

have the nature of manifesting only what they reach, or come in

contact with. The visual organ goes out to objects hidden by glass,

mica, and crystal in the form ofvftti j these substances do not obstruct

the passage of the vrtti on account of their transparency. The
auditoryorgan is connected with sound bymeans of its vrtti or function,

which moves out to it. It does not apprehend sound at a distance

without reaching out to it. The sense-organs apprehend objects

at a distance by means of their vrttis. If it is argu^ that the sense-

organs do not apprehend objects at a distance because they do not

reach out to them, as in the case of hidden objects, then it may be

pointed out that this disability ofthe sense-organs (i.e. their not moving

out to their objects) would affect not only the cognitions of distant

and hidden objects but also those of unhidden objects as well, since

the disability must operate equally in both the cases. But, in &ct,

the cognitions of unhidden objects are never so affected. Therefore,

it cannot be maintained that the sense-organs do not reach out to their

objects. If, on the other hand, it is argued that the sense-organs

iqiprehend objects even without reaching out to them, then they would

apprehend everything which exists within the universe, since there is

no distinction in this respect with r^rd to all things.^ Hence the

Sariikhya concludes that all sense-organs get at their objects.

The Sariikhya holds with the Nyaya-Vaifc§ika that the visual

organ moves out to its object. But it does not hold like it that the

visual organ is nuule up of light, though it has the power of gliding,

since the phenomenon of movement of the visual organ can be

explained by its vftti or function.’ Aniruddha says that the foct that

the visual organ moves out to distant objects, like light, and manifests

! SS., V, 104. * SSV., V, 104. * SS., V, 105.
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them, leads to the misconception that it is made up of light. But, in

reality, the visual organ is related to its objects through its vftti

or function.^ VijilSnabhik^u says that the visual organ, though not

made rip of light, shoots out to distant objects like the sun by means of

its particular modification called vrtii without altogether leaving the

body, even as the vital air {prOna) moves out from the tip of the nose

up to a certain distance by means of its particular modification called

vitalizing without altogether leaving the body.*

S 21. (iv) The MimSmsaka

Kumirila criticizes the Buddhist and Sadikhya theories of

auditory perception. The Buddhist holds that the auditory organ

apprehends sounds without coming in contact with them. Kumarila

contends that in that case all sounds near and distant would be equally

perceptible, since they are equal in having no contact with the

auditory organ. In that case, both near and distant sounds could be

either perceived or unperceived ; there would be no sequence in the

perception of sounds, near sounds being first perceived and then

distant sounds ; and sounds coming from different distances would not

have different degrees of intensity. This shows that sounds must

come in contact with the auditory oigan in order to be perceived.*

The Saiiikhya holds that the auditory organ moves out to the

region where sounds are produced through the vrtti. Kumlrila

urges that the Saiiikhya doctrine involves the assumption of two
imperceptible things. The so-called wtti or function of the auditory

organ is imperceptible, and the movement of the vrtti also is

imperceptible. It is difficult to conceive how a modification is produced

in the auditory organ by a dbtant sound. The SSdikhya may argue

that the auditory organ moves out to distant sounds, owing to its

all-pervading nature, being a product of all-pervading ah^kSra.
Kumarila urges that this feet would apply equally well to the case of

very distant sounds, and hence all sounds would be heard equally

well. Moreover, the function ofthe auditory organ, being immaterial,

could not be obstructed by any material obstacles, and hence even

intercepted sounds would be heard.* Thus the Sathkhya theory is

untenable. Kumlrila holds that sound travels through the air and

reaches the space in the ear, and then produces a modification

{samskOra) in it. This theory explains many facts about auditory

perception. Sounds are carried to die ear through the air. So when
1 SSV., V, 105. » SPB., V, 105.
• fiV., pp. 76^1 ; see Chapter IX.
* SV., pp. 359-3fo; aim Ny«yaratn#kara.
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the air is intercepted by obstacles sounds cannot be heard. The air

moves along in a certain order of sequence, and hence, we first hear

sounds near at hand, and then distant sounds, and near sounds are

intense and distant sounds are faint.^

S 22. (v) The VedOntist

The ^adikarite also holds that the sense-organs are prBpyakilri :

they apprehend their objects when they come in contact with them.

Of the five external senses, the olfectory organ, the gustatory organ,

and the tactual organ apprehend their objects, remaining in their

seats. But the visual organ and the auditory organ go out to their

appropriate objects and apprehend them. Even the auditory organ

can move outward to sounds because it is the all-pervading ether

limited by the ear-hole. Just as the visual organ, which is of the nature

of light and very transparent, can move outward to its object and

apprehend it, so the auditory organ also, which is of the nature of

ether, can move out to its objea and apprehend it.

The Saiiikarite differs from the Nyaya-Vaifc?ika in his view of

the nature of the auditory organ. The Nyip-Vai^efika holds that

a sound is produced somewhere in space and ^reads in concentric

circles like the waves of water and ultimately strikes the drum of the

ear, and thus produces the auditory perception of sound.* But the

Sadikarite urges that if this were the case, we would apprehend the

sound as in the ear, and not in the place in which it is generated.

But, in feet, we always perceive a sound in such a form as “ I hear

a sound there ” and not “in the ear”. This conclusively proves that

the auditory organ also, like the visual organ, moves out to the object

and apprehends it. The Saihkarite thinks that it is unnecessary to

assume an infinite series of sounds coming from the original place

in concentric or spherical circles to the auditory organ to produce

the auditory perception ofthe original sound. The Law of Parsimony

requires that there must be a connection between the sound produced

somewhere in space and the auditory organ. And the connection can

be easily established by supposing that it is the auditory organ itself

that goes outward to Ae sound and apprehends it.® In fiwrt, it is the

translucent antahkarana (internal organ) which streams out through

the orifices of the visual organ and the auditory organ and gets at

visible objects and sounds.* The Rlm2nujist also holds the same view.®

The Veikntists agree with the Simkhya on this point.

® SV., p. 763. ® BhP., 165-6. ® VP., pp. 180-1 ; also Sikhlma^d.
* VP., p. 57. • TattvamukakalSpa, pp. 104. ff.
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S 23. Are the External Seme~9rgans Physical (bhautika) or Psychical

(ahaipkarika) f

The Nyaya-Vai&fika holds that the external sense-organs are

material (b^utiia) in nature. But the Saihkhya disputes this view

on the following grounds ;

—

(i) In the first place, the sense-organs are prSpyakihi ; they

apprehend their objects only when they come in contact with them.

If the sense-organs were products of gross matter, they could never

go out to distant objects and apprehend them. But, as a matter of

fact, some sense-organs (e.g. the visual organ) can apprehend distant

objects, and hence they must reach out to them. And they can move
out to distant objects if they are products of ahamkOra (egoism) and

as such capable of expansion. So the Saihkhya concludes that the

sense-organs are psychica4 being products of aharhkOray and reach out

to distant objects m the form of functions (vrtti) which are modified

into the forms of these objects.

(z) In the second place, if the sense-organs were material they

would apprehend only those objects which are of their size. But, as

a nutter of fiict, they can apprehend objects which are larger or smaller

than themselves. This proves that the sense-organs are not products

of matter but of ahamkOra.

(3) In the third place, material objects like lamps, which manifest

other objects, also manifest themselves. So, if the sense-organs were

material they would be able to manifest not only other objects but

also their own nature. But they cannot manifest themselves ; the

sense-oigans are not objects of sense-perception. So they are not

material.^ They are products of ahamkOra. The Ramwujist also

agrees with this view.*

Jayanta Bha^ refutes these arguments as follows :

—

(i) The first argument is based on a fidse assumption. The
Njraya-Vaiiefika agrees with the &mkhya in holding that the sense-

organs are prOpyakOri ; they come in contact with their objects in

order to apprehend them. But the sense-organs are not the peripheral

organs or the physical seats of eyes, etc. For example, the visual organ

is not the pupil but the ray of light {tejas) which has its seat in the

pupil. And ^e ray of light can easily stretch out to a distant object

and apprehend it, since its motion is extremely swift. So the sense-

organs need not necessarily be psychical {ohamkOrika) in order to get

at their objects } they ixuy be material {bhautika) and jetprOpyakOri.

* NM., pp. 477-8. • Tattvamuktllullpa, p. 92.
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(2) The second argument also is without foundation. The sense-

organs cannot be said to be psjrchical {ahafhkOrika) because they can

apprehend objects bigger or smaller than themselves. They can do

it even if they are material. For example, the visual organ, which is

of the nature of light, can expand and apprehend a larger object.

The expansion of an object is not the sign of its psychical character.

(3) The third argument also is beside the mark. The different

sense-organs apprehend different qualities. Every sense-organ does

not apprehend all qualities. The sense-organs can apprehend only

those qualities of ^eir objects, which inhere in themselves. For

instance, smell inheres in the ol&ctory organ ; so it can apprehend

only the smell of an object. But it cannot apprehend its own smell.

It is by virtue of its own inherent smell that it can apprehend smell

in its object. If the sense-organs were devoid of qualities, they would

not be able to apprehend anything at all, and they would cease to be

sense-organs. Thus the sense-organs can apprehend other objects

but not themselves.^ Hence the Nyaya-Vaii^ika concludes that the

sense-organs are material.

S 24. Is there only One Sense-organ f

Some hold that there is only one sense-organ ; it appears to be

many owing to the difference of upadhis or limitations. Kapila

refers to this view and criticizes it.* Aniruddha argues that though

there is a difference of upddhis we must also admit that there is a real

difference of powers, and if the difference of powers is real, the

plurality of sense-organs also is real.* Vijhanabhikfu argues that the

theory of one sense-organ performing different functions through

diversity of powers amounts to the assumption of a plurality of sense-

organs, since these different powers also have the character of sense-

organs.* Hence there is not one sense-organ only.

S 25. Is the Tactual Organ the only Sense-organ ?

Caraka holds that the organ of touch pervades all the sense-organs.

They are modihcations of the sense of touch. All the sense-organs

apprehend their objects when they (x>me in contact with them, and

contact is nothing but touch. Thus the sense of touch is con-

terminous with all the senses. It is perpetually coimected with the

mind which presides over all the external senses.*

1 NM., pp. 478-481. • SS, 11, 24. » SSV., ii, 24.
* ^tlnlmaplndriyatvlt SPB., ii, 24.
* CaraluuaihhitS, SfitnuthSna, xi, 32.
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Vacaspatimi^ra lefen a similar doctrine to some SUhkhyas

who hold that there are seven sense-organs : the tactual organ which

is the only organ of knowledge and capable of apprehending various

objects like colour, etc, five oigans of action, and ^e mind {manas)?-

Gautama also refers to the doctrine that the sense of touch is the

only sense-organ and criticizes it.* VltsySyana, Udyotkara, and others

ela^rate his arguments. Some hold that the sense of touch is the only

sense-organ, since all the seats {adhkfhana) of sense-organs are

pervaded by the tactual organ, so t^t in the presence of the sense of

touch there is perception and in its absence there is no perception at

all. So the tactual organ is the only sense-organ,* This doctrine caimot

be maintained on the following grounds.

It contradicts the focts of actual experience. If the tactual organ

were the only sense-organ it would be able to apprehend all sensible

objects, so that colour would be perceived by the blind, sound by the

dea^ and so forth. But, as a matter of foct, the blind can never see

colour, the deaf can never hear sound, and so on. Hence the tactual

organ is not the only sense-organ.*

But it may be urged that the various sense-organs are only special

parts of the tactual organ, which is the onlysense-organ. The different

kinds of sensible objects are perceived through its different parts, so

that when these particular parts are destroyed we cannot perceive

the corresponding objects. The blind fail to see colours because the

particular part of the tactual or^n which was located in the eye and

was the means of colour-perception has been destroyed. The deaf

camiot hear sounds because the particular part of the tactual organ

which was located in the ear-hole and was the means of sound-

perception has been destroyed.

This view is self-contradictory. If the perception of colours,

sounds, etc., is held to be brought about by different parts of the

tactual oigan, then it contradicts the doctrine that the tactual organ

is the only sense-oigan. Are the so-called special parts of the tactual

organ of the nature of sense-or^ns or not ? If they are, then there

are many sense-organs, and the doctrine of a single sense-organ falls

to the ground. If they are not, then colours, sounds, etc., cannot be

r^rded as perceptible by the senses.® The hypothesis ofa single sense-

organ with different parts endowed with Afferent powers amounts

to the assumption of many sense-organs.®

1 Ta&mstraiaeva hi bnddhindnyamanekarupff digrahwijasaniHrthamekam.

Bhcmad, ii, 2, 10. * NS., in, i, 52-7.
* NBh., iii, i, $2. * NBh.iii, i, 53.
• NV., pp. 389-390. • NM., p. 482.
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Further, the tactual org^ cannot he regarded as the only sense-

organ because, in that case, there would be simultaneous perception

of colour, sound, and the like. The soul would come in contact with

the mind, the mind with the single sense of touch, and the tactual

organ with colour, sound, etc. Thus there would be simultaneous

perception of them all. But it is not a feet of experience. Colour,

sound, etc., are never perceived at the same time.^ Hence there is

not a single sense-organ which apprehends all kinds of sensible

objects.*

Moreover, the doctrine of a single sense-organ involves a con-

tradiction. The tactual organ is prUpyakOri 5 it can apprehend only

those objects which it comes in contaa with 5 it cannot apprehend

distant objects. But colour and sound can be perceived from a great

distance. How, then, can they be perceived through the tactual

organ ? If they are perceived through it though it does not come in

contact with them, it should apprehend touch also without coming in

contact with it. Or if the tactual oigan can apprehend touch when it

comes m contact with it, it should apprehend colour and sound also

when it comes m contact with them. It should not operate on touch,

colour, and sound in different ways.

But it may be argued that the tactual organ is prapyakari in

apprehending touch, and aprSpyakUri in apprehending colour and

sound. If the tactual organ can apprehend colour without coming

in contact with it, it should perceive hidden as well as unhidden colours,

which b not a feet 5 and perception of colour near at hand and non-

perception of colour at a distance would remain unexplained.*

Moreover, if the sense of touch is the only sense-organ, its

derangement or destruction would make all perception impossible.*

But, in fact, we find that though one sense-organ is deranged or

destroyed, we can perceive through the other sense-organs. Hence

there is not a single sense of touch.

1 This is the NyBya View.
* NBh , ui, I, 57

* NBh , ii, I, 56.

* NV., p. 391.





BOOK II

Cmaptbr II

INDETERMINATE PERCEPTION AND
DETERMINATE PERCEPTION

S I. Introduction

The Indian thinkers generally recognize two distinct stages of

perception, indeterminate {niruikalpa) and determinate {savikalpa).

The former is the immediate apprehension of the mere form of an

object, while the latter is the mediate perception of the object with

its different properties and their relations to one another. The former

is an undifferentiated and non-relational mode of consciousness

devoid of assimilation and discrimination, analysis and sjmthesis.

The latter is a differentiated and relational mode of consciousness

involving assimilation and discrimination, analysis and synthesis.

The former is purely sensory and presentadve, while the latter is

presentadve-representative. The former is dumb and inardculate

—

free from verlnl images. The latter is vocal and ardculate—dressed

in the garb ofverbal images. The former is abstract and indeterminate,

while the latter is concrete and detenninate. The former is what

William James calls “ knowledge of acquaintance ”, and the latter

is what he calls “ knowledge-about ”.

The disdncdon between indeterminate percepdon and detenninate

percepdon has for centuries engaged the attendon of all schools of

Indian thinkers, from both the psychological and epistemological

points of view. Here we diall attempt a psychological analysis ofthese

two stages of percepdon from the Indian standpoints. Though
almost all the systems of Indian thought recognize the existence of

indeterminate percepdon and detenninate perception, they hold

slighdy different views about thenatureofthese two types ofperc^don.
^adikara holds that indeterminate percepdon apprehends the

mere “ Being ”
; it can ^prehend neither an individual object nor

its properdes ; it is absolutely indeterminate. The Buddhist holds

that percepdon is always indeterminate; there is no determinate

percepdon ; the so-called determinate percepdon is not perceptual

in character. Indeterminate percepdon apprehends the ^lecific

individuality of an object (sva/aifona) devoid of its generic character

and other qualidcadons. KurnSrila, the founder of the Bha^ school

31
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of Mlin£ths!l, holds that indeterminate perception apprehends the

individual (vyaiti), which is the substrate of its generic character

{sttmSnya) and specific character (viJefa). Prabhlkara, the founder of

another school of MlmSth^ holds tJiat indeterminate perception

apprehends both the generic character and the specific character of

its object as an undisdnguishable mass. PSrthasirathimiira, a follower

of Kumfirila, holds that indeterminate perception is the immediate

i^rehension of an object with its multiform properties such as

generality^ substantiality, quality, action, and name, but not as

related to each other. VSca^dmi^ra represents the SSmkhya view

of indeterminate perception as the ample apprehension of an object,

pure and simple, unqualified by its properties. The earlier

Vai^ikas hold that indeterminate perception is the immediate

cc^nidon of the generic and specific characters of its object

undifferentiated from each other. The earlier Naijr^pkas hold that

there is no difference between indeterminate percepdon and

determinate percepdon except that the former does not apprehend

the name of its object, l^th of them apprehend subs^dality,

generality, acdon, and quality. The later N)r5p-Vai^e§ika holds

that indeterminate percepdon apprehends an object and its properdes

as unrelated to ea^ o^er. The Neo-^aihlurite also holds that

indeterminate percepdon is the non-reladonal apprehension of an

objea which is not necessarily sensuous in character. RlrnSnuja

holds a different view. He regards indeterminate perception as

reladonal apprehension which apprehends the first individual ofa class

with its generic character in the shape of a structure {samsthOna)

and also its reladon to the individual. Thus most of the schools of

Indian philosophers admit the existence of indeterminate percepdon,

though they hold different views as to its nature and object. But

M2dhva and Vallabha, the founders of minor schools of Vedmta,

deny the existence of indeterminate percepdon. They regard all

percepdon as determinate. The Ssbdikas also hold the same view.

They hold that there can be no thought without language, and hence

no nameless, indeterminate percepdon. No one denies the existence

of determinate percepdon $ only the Buddhist holds that the so-called

determinate percepdon is not perceptual in character. We shall

consider these different views in detaU.

f 2. (i) Samkara

According to Saifakara, indeterminate percepdon cannot apprehend

any qualificadons whatsoever. It cannot apprehend even an object
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(e.g. mere jar, ghafa}, and its generic nature (e.g. mere jamess,

ghafatva) unrelated to each other, as some hold ; for the apprehension

of these qualifications presupposes the apprehension of their difference,

uid difference means mutual non-existence, which is not apprehended

even by determinate perception. So it can never be apprehended by

indeterminate perception. Non-existence is apprehended by non-

perception {anupalabdM). Hence indeterminate perception apprehends

the mere undifferenced “ Being ” (sa/ta), which is identical with

universal consciousness. Thus Saihkara regards indeterminate

perception as absolutely indeterminate or devoid of all determinations.

It neither apprehends an individual object nor its qualities ; it merely

apprehends “ Being ” or existence {sanmatravisayam)?-

S 3. (ii) The Buddie

Some hold that indeterminate perception apprehends an object

(yAitsya) and its qualifications {vtiefona) but not their relations to

each other. But the Buddhist holds that indeterminate perception

does not at all apprehend the qualifications of its object, viz. generality,

substantiality, quality, aaion, and name. They are the forms of

thought {vikalpa). Perception is always presentative and hence

indeterminate j it is free from all forms and determinations. It merely

apprehends the specific individuality of its object (sva/aifana) devoid

of all qualifications.* The so-called determinate perception is not

perceptual in character, since it is a presentative-representative process

and not produced by peripheral stimulation alone. The recollection

of a name intervenes between the purely sensory presentation of an

object and the determinate cognition of it as qualified by its name.

So the determinate cognition of a qualified object caimot be regarded

as a perceptual process.®

Thus the Buddhist agrees with Saihkara in holding that

indeterminate perception cannot apprehend the qualifications of its

object. But he differs from Saihkara in so &r as he holds that

indeterminate perception does not apprehend the mere “ Being ” ^

but the ^lecific individuality of an object. Hence the indeterminate
;

perception of the Buddhist is more determinate than that of Samkara. ^

^ 4. (iii) The MxmBmaka

Kumirila holds that immediately after peripheral stimulation ‘

there is an undefined and indeterminate perception of an object,'-'*'

^ SD., pp. 126-7. * NM., p. 92; SDP., p. 139. ® PP., p. 49^
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pure and simple, similar to the simple apprehension ofa baby or a dumb
person. It arises purely out of the object itself {iuddhavastuja). It

apprehends only an individual object which is the substratum of

generic and q>eciiic characters. Even in indeterminate perception

there is the apprehension of an object in its two-fold aspect, generic

and q>eciiicj but there is no distinct apprehension of the generic

diaracter as generic, and the specific character as ^>ecific. But is it

not self-contradictory to say that indeterminate perception apprehends

an object, in its two-fold aspect, generic and spedhc, but yet it

cannot apprehend its generic character as generic and specific

character as specific ? Kun^rila points out that there is no

contradiction here. The generic character is common to many
individuals. The specific character is peculiar to one individual.

The former is inclusive, and the latter is exclusive. Inclusiveness of

the generic character and exclusiveness of the specific character are

not apprehended by indeterminate perception, since it apprehends

only one individual. It cannot apprehend its object as specific, since

it cannot distinguish it from other objects ; nor can it apprehend its

object as generic, since it cannot assimilate it to other objects. It

apprehends an object, pure and simple, not as qualified by its generic

and specific characters. They qualify the object of indeterminate

perception, which is their subitum, but they are not apprehended

by it as qualifying its object. All that Kumarila means by mentioning

the two-fold aspect of the object of indeterminate perception is to

define the character of the object., and to emphasize that its object

has a two-fold aspect, generic and ^dfic.^

Prabhakara holds that indetermiiute perception apprehends not

merely the individual object, which is the substrate of its generic and

specific characters, but it apprehends also the generic and specific

characters of its object without ;q>prehending their distinction. It

is not an object of inference ; it is felt as perception. The Buddhist

is wrong in holding that indeterminate perception apprehends merely

the specific individuality {svalakfom), since we are distinctly conscious

of the generic character (jsti) in it. ^aihkara also is wrong in holding

that it apprehends merely the generic character (sOtrUrnyamOtra),

since we are distinctly conscious of the specific character in it It

apprehends the bare nature (svarUpoTrUltra) of the generic character

or community and the specific character or particularity but not their

distinction from each other. Community {sUmltnya) is inclusive

^ Na viiefo na amlnyaih tadgnimanubhujate.

Tayoisdhlrabhata tu vyaktirevgvBsIyate.—SV., Sutra, iv, 113 See
also SQtra, hr, iiz, and 118, and N^yaratngkara.
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{anugata) in character ; it is common to many individuals ; and

particularity (vtiefa) is exclusive (vyOvrtia) in character ; it is confined

to a particular individual. The former is the ground of assimiladon,

and the latter of discrimination. Indeterminate perception is the

immediate apprehension of an object with its generic and ^>ecific

characters. But since it is devoid of assimilation and discrimination

it cannot distinguish the two from each other and apprehend the object

as belonging to a definite dass. Indeterminate perception does not

involve assimilation, discrimination, recollection, and recognition.

But how is it that the generic c^racter and the specific character

of an object are apprehended by indeterminate perception, but not

their distinction ? PrabhSkara replies that the apprehension of two

different objects does not necessarily imply the apprehension of their

difference ; the apprehension of the difference between two objects

involves an additional factor, viz. the apprehension of the distinctive

characters of both these objects. Though indeterminate perception

apprehends both the generic and specific characters of its object it

cannot apprehend the difference between the two, because, having

a single individual for its object, it cannot apprehend their distinctive

characters, viz. indusiveness and exdusiveness respectively.^

But determinate perception apprehends the generic character of

its object as generic and its spedfic character as spedfic, because it

assimilates its object to other like objects and distinguishes it from other

unlike objects. But it may be objected that in determinate perception

also only one individual object is present to a sense-organ ; no other

object is present. Hence determinate perception also cannot

apprehend the generic character as generic and the spedfic character

as spedfic, since it presupposes an apprehension of other like and

unlike objects which are not present to the sense-organ. PrabhJkara

replies that the sense-organs, being material and unconsdous, cannot

apprehend objects ; nor can cognitions by themselves apprehend

objects ; it is the self which apprehends all that can be apprehended.

And after indetermiiuite perception of an object the self remembers

some other objects of the same class, from which it differs in some

respects, and which it resembles in others, by reviving the sub-

consdous impressions of previous perceptions of these objects. And
thus the self comes to have a determinate perception of an object as

belonging to a particular class. ^ Indeterminate perception appr^ends

the bare nature of the generic and q>edflc characters but not the

difference between them. But determmate perception distinguishes

1 PP., pp. 5^-5 .
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them from each other and apprehends its object as qualified by them.

It apprehends the qualified object and the qualifjdng properties in

the subject-predicate relation.^

PSrthasSrathimifra, a follower of Kumirila, holds a slightly

different view. KumZrila holds that indeterminate perception

apprehends an individual object (tyaiti) in which the generic character

{samOt^a) and the specific character (vilesa) subsist. Prabhidcara

holds that indeterminate perception apprehends both the generic

character and the q)ecific character of its object but not their

distinction from each other. Parthasarathimi^ra holds that

indeterminate perception is an undifferentiated and non-relational

apprehension of an object with its multiple forms and properties, viz.

genus, substance, quality, action, and name. Determinate perception

breaks up this undifferentiated sensory matrix into its component

Actors, viz. the qualified object and its qualifying properties,

differentiates them from and relates them to each other, and

integrates them into the unity ofa determinate percept.^ It apprehends

an object as belonging to a particular class (e.g. “ this is a cow
as being qualified by a particular substance (e.g. “ this is with a staff

as being endowed with a particular quality (e.g. “ this is white ”), as

doing a particular action (e.g. “ this is going and as bearing a

particular name (e.g. “ this is pittha ”).*

Bham also holds a similar view. He defines indeterminate

perception as the sqiprehension of an object and its properties as

unrelated to each other. For instance, it apprehends a jar (ghafa)

and its generic character {ghatatva), but not as related to each other.

It does not apprehend its object as a qualified substance and its generic

character as its qualifying property. Just after the contact ofan object

with a sense-organ there is the apprehension of the mere individual

object in which the generic character and the specific character are

not yet differentiated from each other.*

Ga^ Bha^’s view resembles that of VifvanStha, who holds that

indeterminate perception ^rehends an object (ghafa) and its generic

character (ghatatva) as unrelated to each other. It also resembles

the view of Prabhklcara, who holds that indeterminate perception

r SsmSnyaviietau dve vastuni pratipadyamgnaifa pratyakfaih pratha-

mamutpadyate. . . . Savikalpantu tatpnfhabhkvl te eva vastuni sKmanyaviie-

fltmanfl pradpadyate. PP., p. 54 and p. 55.
* Ninritfllpalrafnat'^tstainiti vastu sanunugdhaifa gfh^Sd, savikalpakadi

tvduikBkSraifa jStyZdikaiii vivicya vifaylkarod. , p 140.
» SD., pp. 139-140.
* BhSftacintSnuugi, p. 21.
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apprehends an object in which the generic character {sttmanja) and

the specific character (vilefa) are not distinguished from each other.

Gag3 Bhatta holds that indeterminate perception is an object of

perception. There is a distinct apprehension that there is sometMng.

Some hold that indeterminate perception is an object of inference.

It is inferred from determinate perception of a qualified object, which

presupposes indeterminate perception of its qualifying properties.

Others hold that there is no need of assuming the existence of

indeterminate perception to account for determinate perception. The
intercourse of an object and its qualifications with the sense-organs

is the condition of determinate perception. Indeterminate perception

of qualifications is not the condition of determinate perception of

a qualified object. G2lg3l Bhatu holds that indeterminate perception

is not an object of inference. It is not merely a logical stage in the

development of perception. It is a distinct psychological process. It

apprehends an undifferentiated mass of many properties which are

not related to the object in the subject-predicate relation.

Bham de^es determinate perception as the apprehension

of a qualified object, its qualifications, and the relation ^tween the

two.^ This definition closely resembles that of Nllakaiiitha.

Bha^ accepts the Neo-Naij^yilca definition of determinate

perception. Like Parthasirathtmi^ra, he divides determinate

perception into five kinds, according as it apprehends an object as

qualihed by a genus, a substance an attribute, an acuon, and a name.*

% 5. (iv) The Samkhja

Aniruddha holds that perception is of two kinds, indeterminate

and determinate. The Buddhists do not recognize determinate

perception. They define perception as a non-erroneous cognition

free from imagination {kalpanS). Imagination is the apprehension of

an object as associated with name, class, and other vikalpas or

eateries. And the so-called determinate perception involves such

foctors of imagination. So it carmot be regarded as perception.

Perception is entirely free from imagination.

Aiiiruddha criticizes the Buddhist theory of perception. He urges

that the Buddhist definition of perception is wrong. Perception is

direct and immediate apprehension of an object. It is produced by

conditioirs of direct and immediate knowledge, not vitiated by any

1 Savifefyakaih sapralrlrakaih sasaihsargakaih vS jfianaih savikalpam,

BhlttacintSma^i, p. 21.

* Bhinacintama^i, p. ai.
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defect.^ And this direct apprehension or perception is either

indeterminate or determinate. Indeterminate perception is the

immediate apprehension ofan object free from all associations ofname,

dasB, and the like. It is purely presentative in character. It is free

from representative elements. But determinate perception is

a prescntative-representative process. It involves the recollection of

name, class, etc., of the object, which were perceived in the past

and are brought back to consciousness by the law of similarity. The
perception of an obj^ reminds us of its name heard in the past } it

reminds us of the class to which it belongs, and so on. And this

perception of an object as having a particular name, and belonging

to a particular class, is called by a special name, viz. determinate

perception because it contains an additional fector of representation

of name and dass.^

The Buddhists may argue that the so-called determinate perception

involves an dement of representation, and so cannot be regarded as

perception. But Aniruddha contends that the representative element

does no harm to the conditions of perception, nor does it in any way
vitiate the perceptual character of the cognition. The name of an

object revived in memory by the perception of it does not vitiate the

perceptual character of the determinate cognition. A name is an

arbitrary mark ofan object. It cannot obscure its intrinsic character.®

So the determinate perception of an object as bearing a particular

name can apprehend its red nature, tiiough it involves the recollection

of its name.

VSeaspatimi^ra also recognizes the distinction between

indeterminate and determinate perception. He defines indeterminate

perception as the first act of immediate cognition which apprehends

an object, pure and simple, devoid of the relationship between the

qualified object and its qualifications. And he defines determinate

perception as the definite cognition of an object as qualified by

its generic character, qiedfic character, and other properties.

Indeterminate perception is the function of the external senses ; they

give us a non-relational apprehension of an object unqualified by its

properties. Determinate perception is the function of manas or the

central sensory. It distinguishes the generic character from the specific

character, and apprehends its object as qualified by them. The
external senses are the oigans of indeterminate perception, while

^ AduytasaksttbCripramljanakadnugrijanitaiii pratyakfam. SSV., i, 89.
* SSV., 1, 89.
* SadiitU hi smaryamOQBpi pratyakiatvaih na bldhate.

Samjfiinah si tatasthl hi na ruplcchldanat»iml.—SSV., i, 89.
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manas is the organ of determinate perception. The external senses

apprehend an object as merely “ this ”, not as “ like this ” or “ unlike

this”. Assimilation and discrimination which are involved in

determinate perception are the hmctions of manas.^

Vijfi2nabhik$u also distinguishes between indeterminate and

determinate perception. But his view is slightly different from that of

Vacaspati. Vacaspati holds that we have indeterminate perception

through the external senses, which give us only an unconnected mass

of presentations ; and then we have determinate perception through

the internal organ of manas, which converts it into a concrete object

of perception by assimilation and discrimination. Vijfianabhik^u,

on the other hand, holds that we have both indeterminate and

determinate perception through the external senses. Manas does not

play any part in determinate perception. Up to the stage ofdeterminate

perception the external senses do everything. Assimilation and

discrimination, analysis and synthesis are not the functions of manas

but of the external senses. Vijhanabhikju cites the authority of VySsa,

who holds that we perceive an objea as endued with generic and

speafic characters {samttnyaviiesatma) through the external senses.®

Bhik;u thinks that the senses can directly perceive the determinate

qualities of things without any intervention of manas^ whereas

Vacaspati ascribes to manas the power of arranging the sense-data

in a definite order and of making the indeterminate sense-data

determinate.” ® VSeaspati seems to be in the right. We can hardly

ascribe the interpretative processes of assimilation and discrimination

to the external senses. They are essentially the functions of manas.

^ 6. (v) The Failesikas

Pra^astap^ holds that just after the intercourse of an object

with a sense-organ there is immediate apprehension of the mere form

of the object {svarUfamUtra). This is indeterminate perception. It

apprehends an object with its generic and specific characters, but does

not distinguish them from each other. It is the primal stage of

perception. It is not the result of any other prior cognition. It is not

of the nature of resultant ct^idon.*

Sridhara clearly brings out the characterisdes of indeterminate

1 STK., 27.
* SPB., ii, 32.
* A History of Indian Philosophy, vol. i, p. 225.
* SBmlnyavi^efajfUnotpattavibhaktamalocanam&tradi pratyakyaih

prams^am asminnlnyat pr<iTTianBTitiirgma«ti aphalarupatvBt. PBh., p. 187.
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perception. It is the immediate apprehension of the mere form of

an object, which is purely a piesentative process free from all

determinations and representative elements.^ It apprehends both the

generic character and the specific character of its object as an

indistinguishable mass. It does not analyse its object into its component

qualities, generic and specific, distinguish them from each other, and

combine them together by a 8)mthetic act of apperception. It

apprehends its object with its generic and specific characters, but does

not apprehend the generic diaracter as generic and the specific

chara^r as specific, since it apprehends a single individual belonging

to a class, and cannot therefore assimilate it to other like objects,

and distinguish it from other unlike objects. Thus both generic and

specific characters are apprehended by indeterminate perception, but

they are not differentiated from each other and recognized as such.

It is only at the stage of determinate perception that the generic and

speafic characters are distinguished from each other, and the object

is recognized as belonging to a definite class. Ifthe generic and spedfic

characters were not apprehended by indeterminate perception, they

could not be distinguished from each other by determinate perception.

Hence it cannot be denied that indeterminate perception apprehends

both common and distinctive features of an object. But it cannot

recognize them as such because it is a purely presentative process,

and consequently caimot revive the subconscious impressions of other

individuals perceived in the past. It cannot recognize the generic

character of its object as common to the whole class, and its distinctive

characters as peculiar to it alone, which distinguish it from all other

objects of the same class.* Thus Sifdhara’s view is similar to that of

Prabh^ra.

SivSditya agrees with Pra&stapada and Srtdhara in his view on

the nature of indeterminate and determinate perception. He defines

the former as the apprehension of the bare nature of an object

(yasturvarOpoTnatra)^ and the latter as the apprehension of an object

as qualified by its properties Samkara Mi^ra also agrees

with Sridhara in his view ofmdcterminate and determinate perception.

He holds that in the perception of substances, qualities, and actions

there is a determinate consciousness of these individual objects as

qualified by their generic characters. And this determinate

apprehension presupposes an indeterminate apprehension of the

^ SvarupasyBlocanamatraih graha^iamltTadi vikalparaUtadi pratyak-

famJti^ti yffvat. NK
, p 189.
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individual objects which are qualified and the generic characters

which qualify them. And this indeterminate a{^rehension is produced

by the intercourse of the individual objects (vi/efa) and their generic

characters (saTtiOTtya) with the sense-organs. This is called

indeterminate perception. It apprehends both common characters

(sSnUtnya) and individual characters (viiefa) of its object but not the

relation between them. It is only at the stage ofdeterminate perception

that this relation is apprehended and a particular substance, quality,

or action is recognized as “ this is a,.substance ”, “ this is a qudity ”,

or “ this is an action Determinate perception is due to three

causes, viz. indeterminate perception of the qualifying properties,

intercourse of the qualified object with a sense-organ, and non-

apprehension of the absence of connection between the qualified

object and its qualifying properties.* Thus ^aihkara Mirra’s view is

substantially the same as that of Sridhara.

S 7. (vi) The Naiyayikas

VS^tsyayana recognizes a nameless perception which may be called

indeterminate perception. An object may be perceived even without

an apprehension of its name. When an object is perceived along with

its name and their relation to each other it is said to be apprehended

by determinate perception. Determinate perception has the same

object as indeterminate perception, but it difiFers from the latter in

apprehending an additional factor, viz. the name of its object revived

in memory by association. The former is mixed up with the verbal

image of the name of its object, while the latter is free from verbal

images.*

Jayanta Bham discusses the different views of indeterminate

perception in the following manner :

—

(1) Some (e.g. Buddhists) hold that the object of indeterminate

perception is the qiedfic individual {svalaksana) as distinct from all

other homogeneous and heter<^eneous objects.*

(2) Some (e.g. Samkara) hold that the object of indeterminate

perception is Being which is the summum genus.^

1 VSU , viu, I, 6.

* Vih?tajfSane vifc?a?aiMnavi<esyendriyasannikar?atadubha}«8ainsarga-

grahasya kanujutWCvadliSranlL VSU., viii, i, 2.

» NBk, i, I, 4.
* SajSdya-vijatiya-paravfttaiii svalakpmam. NM., p. 97.
* Mahgrilmgnyaili sattB. NM., p. 98.
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(3) Some (e.g. Ssbdilcas) hold that the object of indeterminate

perception is die word denoting the object, which constitutes its

essential nature.^

(4) Others hold that the object of indeterminate perception is

a multiform object qualified by the different forms of qi^ity, action,

substance, genus, etc.*

Jayanta Bhatta oflFers the following criticism ofthe Buddhist view.

If indeterminate perception apprehends only the specific individuality

of its object, how do its common features suddenly enter into the

determinate cognition ? In fiut, the consciousness of generality must

be already imbedded in indeterminate perception, which is only

brought to relief by determinate perception. The consciousness of

the classKdiaracter must be implicit in indeterminate perception.®

Jayanta Bha^ rejects the Vedantist view also on the following

ground. Mere “ Being ” or existence {satta) cannot be regarded as

the object of indeterminate perception. For, if it apprehends the mere

being or bare existence of its object how can its particular features

be perceived ? The existence of an object can never be perceived

apart from its different qualities.®

Jayanta Bha^ rejects the Sabdika view also on the ground that

indeterminate perception can never apprehend the name of its object,

since it presupposes the apprehension of the relation of the object to

its name, and mdetenninate perception, being of the nature of non-

relational apprehension, can never apprehend any relation.® Jayanta’s

criticism will be given in detail later on.

Jayanta Bha^ rejects the fourth view also. It is curious to

hold that indeterminate perception has for its objects all the difiFerent

qualities taken together, viz. quali^, action, substantiality, generality,

etc. They do not always exist in an object. Sometimes we perceive

generality, sometimes substantiality, sometimes action, sometimes

quality, and so on. So the object of indeterminate perception cannot

be regarded as a multiform object with all its qualif^g properties.

Jayanta Bha^ concludes tiiat the object of indeterminate

perception is essentially the same as that of determinate perception ;

the only difference between them lies in the £u:t that the former is

devoid of all reference to a name * and hence free from verbal images,

while the latter apprehends the name of its object and is thus mixed

1 Vlgrflpaip tattvam. NM., p. 98.
* Gnpakri;<dravyajstibhedadirGfitaifa &ba]aiii vaatu. NM., p. 98.
» NM., p. 98.
* NM., p. 99.
* SabdolleUiaviTatjita. NM., p. 99.
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up with verbal images. Both the types of perception apprehend

generality, substantiality, quality, and action. But the former is

nameless, dumb, and inarticulate, while the latter is vocal and

articulate. Thus determinate perception differs from indeterminate

perception only in apprehending die name of its object^

BhasarvajfUi dehnes indeterminate perception as apprehension

of the bare nature of an object immediately after peripheral stimula-

tion.* Thus he agrees wi^ PraiastapSda and ^ivSditya. Vasudeva

points out that immediately after the intercourse of an object with

a sense-organ there is no recollection of its relation to a name and

other qualifications. So there is only an immediate apprehension

of the mere existence of the object apart ftom its qualities. And this

is called indeterminate perception.* JayasithhasOri points out that

immediately after sense-object-intercourse there is an immediate

apprehension of the bare existence of an object, which is free ftom

recollection and cognition of time and spedal properties.

But it may be argued that as soon as there is the sense-object-

intercourse determinate perception emerges into consciousness and

we are not conscious of indeterminate perception arisii^ before

determinate perception. So there is no indeterminate perception.

But Jayasithhasilri urges that we are not distinctly conscious of

indeterminate perception arising before determinate perception in

our adult experience because, owing to habit, as soon as indeterminate

perception arises determinate perception supervenes and shuts out

the former ftom our view. This is the reason why, in our adult

expenence, as soon as we perceive that an object exists we perceive

what it is. But we are distinedy conscious of indeterminate percep-

tion in perceiving an entirely new object, where habit does not

convert indeterminate perception into determinate perception

at once.'*

Bhasarvajfla defines determinate perception as the apprehension

of an object qualified by its qualifications such as name, substance

quality, action, genus, and non-existence. The concept of name
{samjna) enters into such a determinate perception as “this is

Deiwlatta”. The concept of substance {dravja) enters into such

a determinate perception as “the man is with a stick”. The

* NM., p. 99.
* VastnsvarupomStrSvabhSMlutifa nirvikalpaliaiii yathfi prgfhatnaVMMi^-

nipStajaih jfUiuun. Nyflya^ra, p. 4.
* NyflyasBrapadap^eika, p. 15.

* AbhySsadaftyBih Mvikalpasygfutpgditvtonirvikalpgnupakmbhe* pyana-

bhybadaAlyBifa tasya tphutopalambhBt. NTD., p. 86.
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concq>t of quality {guna) enters into such a determinate perception

as “ the cloth is white The concept of action {karman) enters

into such a determinate perception as “ the man is going The
concept of genus {sSmUnja) enters into such a determinate perception

as “ this is a cow **. The concept of non-existence {abhOva) enters

into such a determinate perception as “ the ground is without a jar

VaradarSja also holds that indeterminate perception apprehends

an object in itself devoid of all qualifications such as name, class,

substwce, quality, action, and the like ; and determinate perception

apprehends an object as qualified by these qualifications.

‘

Vasudeva raises an interesting question. What is the organ of

determinate perception ? Is it the external sense-organs or the

internal oigan of manai i Vlsudeva holds that if the same external

sense-organ apprehends the qualified object (yiiesya) and its qualifica-

tions (vthfana)^ then this sense-organ is the organ of determinate

perception. But if the qualified object and its qualifications are

apprehended by different external sense-organs, then the internal

organ or manas should be regarded as the organ of determinate

perception. For example, the visual organ is the organ of the

determinate perception of a white cloth because it apprehends the

cloth as well as its white colour. But the manas is the organ of the

determinate perception of an object with a name such as “ this is

Devadatta’\ because “this” is apprehended by the visual organ

which cannot apprehend its name, and the name (Devadatta) is

remembered by the manas. The manas also is the organ of the

determinate perception of a fragrant flower because the flower

is apprehended by the visual organ, and its fragrance by the ol^tory

organ. The manas synthesizes the discrete presentations of the

flower and its fragrance given by two diflFerent sense-organs into the

composite percept of a fragrant flower. This is a type of

apperception.^

Ke&vami^ra describes the process of perception as follows.

The self comes in contact with the manas. The manas comes

in contact with a sense-organ. And the sense-organ comes in contact

with an object. The sense-organ can manifest an object when

it gets at, and is related to, the object. Then immediately after the

sense-object-intercourse there arises an indeterminate perception

of an object as “ this is something ”. It is the apprehension of the

mere existence of the object devoid of all its qualifications such as

^ Nytyaslrapadapafiukl, p. 14.

* TR., p.
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name, class, and the like. It is followed by determinate perception.

It is the apprehension of the object as qualified by name, class, and

other qualifications. It apprehends the relation between the

qualified object and the quidifications. It connects them together

by the subject-predicate relation. Indeterminate perception is

vague and abstract. Determinate perception is definite and concrete.

The former is the apprehension of an object as something. The
latter is the apprehension of an object as having a certain name,

as belonging to a certain class, or as having a certain quality.^

Ke&vami^ra raises an interesting question here. There are

three Actors in the production of an effect. There is an instrument

{karma) ; there is an operation of the instrument {vyBpara) ; and

there is a result of the instrument (phala). When a tree is cut by

an axe, the axe is the instrument of cutting
5 the conjunction of

the axe with the tree is the operation of the axe j and the cutting

of the tree is the result. So in every act of perception there are three

factors. When we have indeterminate perception just after sense-

object-contact, the sense-organ is the instrument {karana) of indeter-

minate perception, the sense-object-contact is the operation {vyopora)

or intermediate agency, and indeterminate perception is the result

{phala) of the operation. When we have determinate perception

after indeterminate perception, the sense-object-intercourse is the

instrument {karma)^ indeterminate perception is the intermediate

agency {vySpetra)., and determinate perception is the result {phala).

When after determinate perception we perceive that the object ought

to be accepted, or rejected, or neither accepted nor rejected, indeter-

minate perception is the instrument {karana)^ determinate perception

is the intermediate agency {vySpSra), and the apprehension of

acceptability, rejectability, or neutrality of the object is the result

(phala).^

% 8. (vii) The Neo-NaiySyikas

Gaiigefe defines indeterminate perception as the non-relational

apprehension of an object free from all associations of name, genus,

and the like.* Vi^vanJtha elaborates the view of Gange&. He
defines indeterminate perception as the apprehension of an object and

its generic character as unrelated to each other immediately after

the intercourse of a sense-organ with the object. For instance,

immediately after the contact of a jar with Ae visual organ we
caimot perceive it as belonging to the class of jars ; we perceive the

^ TBh., p. 5. • Tattvadntama^, vol 1 (B.I.), p. 809.
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mere jar (ghafa) and mere jameas (genus of jar, ghafatva) without

their mutual connection.^ It is only by determinate perception

that we can apprehend the relation between an object and its generic

character, and perceive it as belonging to a particular class.

According to Vi^vardtha, indeterminate perception is not an

object of perception. It is a non-relational mode of consciousness.

It :4>prehends an object and its generic character but not the relation

between them. It does not apprehend any subject-predicate relation.

And since it is purely non-relational in character, it cannot be

!q)propriated by the self. A cognition can be appropriated by the

self only when it apprehends a property {ghafatva) as qualifying an

object {ghata). For instance, when we have the determinate percep-

tion of a jar as qualified by its generic character, we can appropriate

it to the self and distincdy apprehend it as our own experience.

Here the cognition of the jar qualifies the self-appropriated cognition

{amevyavasOya). The jar qualifies the cognition of the jar. And
Ae generic character of the jar {ghafatva) qualifies the jar. All these

qualifications qualify the self-appropriated determinate perception

of the jar. But in indeterminate perception there is no apprehension

of any qualification {viiesana) as qualifying an object {vi/esya).

Though it apprehends an object and its generic character, it does not

apprehend the relation between them. It cannot apprehend the

object as qualified by its generic charaaer. So in indeterminate

perception of a jar its generic character is not the qualification

{praitlra) of consciousness ; and unless there is a qualification of

consciousness it cannot be appropriated by the self and be an object

of distinct apprehension. Indeterminate perception is not an object

of perception. It is supersensuous and imperceptible.*

This argument does not seem to be convincing. Indeterminate

perception is vague and indistinct consciousness. How, then, can

it be an object of distinct consdousness ? It is simple, immediate,

non-relational apprehension. So it cannot be referred to the self.

But because it cannot be distinctly felt as the selPs experience, it

cannot be said that it is not an object of perception.

Annambhatte defines indeterminate perception as the immediate

apprehension of an object with its properties without apprehending

the relation between them.* He defines determinate perception

as the apprehension of the relation between the qualified object

1 Prathamatah ghataghatatvayorvaififfylnavagilu jfiflnadi jlyate, tadeva

nirviialpam. SM., 58.
• SM., 58.

* Viiciaya-vifeya-aamhandhanavaglhi jfilnam. TSD,, p. 30.
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(yUefya) and its qualifications (yiUfa^)^ viz. name, genus, and the

like.i

Nllakan^ holds a slightly different view. He holds that

indeterminate perception is the mere apprehen»on of an object

{vUe}ya), its qualifications {vtiefaHa)^ and the relation of inherence

(samavUya) without their mutual connection. It does not recognize

its object as a qualified thing (yiiefya\ its qualifications as qualifica-

tions (yUesana)^ and the relation of inherence as subsisting between

the two. The mutual connection among these elements is appre-

hended by determinate perception. Thus unlike Vi^vanJtha and

Annambhatu, Nllakan^ makes the relation of inherence also an

object of indeterminate perception, though not the connection of

this relation with the qualified object and the qualifications.* But

he agrees with them in regarding indeterminate perception as an

inunediate sensory presentation of an object.

^ 9 (viii) The Neo-Samkarite

DharmartjSdhvarlndra, the author of FedantaparibhafS^ also

holds that indeterminate perception is the immediate apprehension

of an object without apprehending its relations $ but it may not be

sensuous in character,* The cognitions produced by such sentences

as “ this is Devadatta ”, {so*yam Devadattah) “ that thou art
”

[tattvamasi) are indeterminate perceptions. Determinate perception

is the relational apprehension ofan object such as “ I know the jar

But how can these cognitions be perceptual in character, since

they are not produced by the sense-organs ? Are they not verbal

cognitions (iabdajnana), since they are produced by sentences P

DharmarSjadhvatlndra argues that the perceptual character of a

cognition does not lie in its sensuous origin, but in the identification

of the apprehending mode (pramOna-caitanya) with the apprehended

object {prameya-caitanya) which is capable of being perceived and

present at the time of the cogmtion. And these characteristics of

perception are found also in a cogmtion produced by such a sentence

as “ this is Devadatta ”. In this case Devadatta, the apprehended

object, is present to the apprehending mental mode whi^ goes out

to the object and identihes itself with its object. So the cognition

produced by such a sentence as “ this is Devadatta ” satisfies all the

1 Namajltyadiviie^avijeyyasambandhSvagalu jfianam. Ibid., p. 30.
* NHak^^, p. 42.
* Nirvik^pak^ tu saduar^navagBhi jfianam. VF., p. 89.
* Savikalpakaih vaUif^vag^ jfianam. VP., p. 89.
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conditions of percq>tiony and consequently must be regarded as

perceptual in character. Likewise in the cognition produced by

such a sentence as “ that thou art ”, the cognizing self itself becomes

the object of cognition so that there is an identification of the appre-

hending mental mode with the apprehended object. Hence, this

cc^nition also must be r^arded as perceptual in cluiracter.

Further, it may be objected : How can the cognition of such a

proposition as “ that thou art ” be indeterminate in character ?

Does it not apprehend the relation between the subject and the

predicate ? Does it not apprehend the meaning of the subject,

the meaning of the predicate, and the relation between the two ?

If it does not apprehend the relation between the two terms of the

proposition, it cannot understand the meaning of the proposition.

If it does apprehend the relation between the two, then it cannot

be regarded as an indeterminate perception.

Dharmarajadhvarlndra says that it is not necessary to apprehend

the meaning of the subject, the meaning of the predicate and the

relation between the two to comprehend the meaning ofa proposition.

If we can only understand the intention of the q)eaker, we can

understand the meaning ofa proposition. The import ofa proposition,

therefore, is not always understood by apprehending the relation

between the different parts of the proposition. Moreover, according

to the Samkarite, the proposition “ that thou art ” is an analytical

proposition ; it is not a synthetic proposition as Ramanuja and

M3dhva hold. There is no synthetic relation between the subject

and the predicate of this proposition ; but there is simply an identity

of essence or co-essentiality between the subject and the predicate.

In this proposition there is no relation of conjunction, inherence,

cause and effect, or any other kind of relation {jtamsarga) ;
such a

proposition is called an akhandOrtha proposition, the import of which

can be understood without apprehending the relations among its

different parts. Hence the perception of the import of such a pro-

position as “ that thou art ” does not apprehend the relation between

its subject and predicate; and, therefore, it is non-relational or

indeterminate.^

Thus, according to the Neo-Saihkarite, any non-relational

consciousness of a presentadve character, in which there is an

identification of the apprehending mental mode with the apprehended

object, be it produced by the sense-organs or not, must be regarded

as an indeterminate perception.*

^ VP., pp. 90-101, and &kli£ma9i.
• Chapter VIII.
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MahSdevSnanda Sarasvatl, the author of TattvOnusandhSna^

differs from other ^aihkarites. He does not recognize the distinction

of indeterminate and determinate perception. He says that the

Vai^ikas divide perception into two kinds, viz. indeterminate

perception and determinate perception, and regard the former as non-

qualified or non-relational apprehension and the latter as qualified

or relational apprehension. But this view is wrong. There is

no proof of the existence of nameless indeterminate perception.^

The Vai^ikas argue that indeterminate perception is inferred from

determinate perception as its invariable condition. Determinate

perception is the apprehension ofan object as qualified by its properties.

But there can be no perception of an object as qualified unless there

is already the perception of its qualifying properties, which is indeter-

minate. This argument is wrong. The determinate perception

of a qualified object is not produced by the indeterminate perception

of the qualifications but by the intercourse of the qualifications

with the sense-organs.* So the hypothesis of indeterminate per-

ception is gratuitous.

% 10. (ix) Ramanuja

According to Ramanuja, both indeterminate perception and

determinate perception appr^end object affected with difference.

Indeterminate perception is not the apprehension of an absolutely

unqualified and undifferenced object or mere “ Being ”, as ^amkara

holds, nor the apprehension of a qualified object and its qualifications

unrelated to each other, as the Nyaya-Vai^ika and Mimaihsaka

hold, but it consists in the apprehension of an object ^lifted by

some difference or qualification. It can never apprehend an object

devoid of all difference or qualifications, but of some qualifications.*

We never perceive an entirely unqualified object^ and, moreover,

it is impossible ; for discrimirtation is the most fundamental condition

of all consciousness, and consequently no consciousness is possible

without some distinction. We can never perceive an object without

apprehending some special feature of the object, e.g. the particular

arrangement of its parts {samsthOna-viitia), We can never perceive

a cow without apprehending the peculiar arrangement of her parts,

e.g. dewlap and Ae like. Indeterminate perception must appr^end

* AftbdanirvikalpajfiBne mlnlbblvSt. Tattvanusandiana on Advaita-

cinttkaustubha, p. 141.
* VUetapaunnikaryldvififpijfiXnopBpatteb, ibid., p. 141.
* Nirvik^palcaib nSma kenacidvifcf^a viyukusya. gnbapaib at strvtvi-

icfarahita^ R.B., i, i, i.
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an object qualified by some qualities, e.g. its generic character in

die sluqie of a pardcular configuradon (sathsthana) of its parts, etc.,

because in determinate perception only those qualities which were

apprehended by indeterminate perception are remembered and

reo^zed,^
The only difference between indeterminate perception and

determinate perception lies in the &ct that the former is the percep-

tion of the first individual among a number of objects belonging to

the same dass, while the latter is the perception of the second

individual, third individual, and so on. In the perception of the

first cow, there is indeed the apprehension of the class-character

of the cow in the shape of her particular configuration, viz. dewlap

and the like, but there is no consciousness of this generic character

being common to all the cows, since there is no perception of other

cows except die first cow in indeterminate perception. But in the

perception of the second individual, third individual, and so on, this

generic character is recognized as the common character of the whole

class. Thus in the indeterminate perception of the first individual

there is an apprehension of its generic character in the shape of a

particular arrangement of parts, but it is not recognized as common
to the whole da®. Thus what was indeterminate in the perception

of the first individual of a class becomes determinate in the perception

of the second individual, third individual, and so on. Hence, the

former is called indeterminate perception, and the latter, determinate

perception. In indeterminate perception there is the apprehension

of the generic character in the shape of a particular structure, since

an object having a structure (samsthSnin) can never be perceived

apart from its structure (samsthOna), In determinate perception

we perceive in addition to the object possessing a structure, and the

structure itsdf, the character of the structure as being common to

the whole dass.*

Venkatanatha elaborates the view of lUmanuja. He defines

indeterminate perception as perception devoid of recognition, and

determinate perception as perception involving recognition. The
former is pure perception, while the latter is recognitive perception.

The former is a presentative process, while the latter is a presentative-

represenutive process.* The object of both indeterminate and

^ Nirvikalpamapi saviiefgvi^ayxmeva, savikalpale svasminnanubhuta-

padZrtluivififtapratusndiiSnaiietutvSt R.B., i, i, i.

• R.B., i, r, I.

* Sapra^vamar&pniQ'aifaiii savikalpsm. Tadrahitaih pratyabaifa

Birrikilpasa. Nyflyapa^ddhi, p. 77.
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determinate perception is qualified {vUifta) j it is affected with

difference. Indeterminate perception does not apprehend an

unqualified object as some suppose. We are never conscious of a

cognition appr^ending an unqualified object. Nor is there a proof

of its existence.

It is generally held that perceptions of the dumb, babies, and

animals are namdess and indeterminate, and apprehend unqualified

objects.^ Venlcatanltha admits that these perceptions are indeter-

minate and are devoid of the apprehension of names. But he does

not admit that they sqiprehend unqualified objects. Babies and

animals do not, of course, perceive objects as having particular names.

But they do perceive them as having certain qualities. They never

perceive unqualified objects. They react to different objects

in different ways. They appropriate those objects which are

beneficial to them. And they avoid those which are injurious to

them. This dearly proves that they never perceive objects without

qualities.

The Naiya}nkas, the Mlmlmsakas and others hold that indeter-

minate perception apprehends an unqualified object {avitistaiAfaya).

But VenkapmStha asks : Does it apprehend an unqualified object

because it does not apprehend the qualifications {viieima), or the

qualified object (viJefya)^ or the relation between the two (viiefona-

^esyasambmdha) ? It does apprehend qualifications. We can

never have a cognition without an object. An objectless cognition

is a logical abstraction. It is never a concrete feet of experience.

And no cognition ofan object, pure and simple, without qualifications

is possible. So indeterminate perception cannot but apprehend

objects with their qualifications. In feet, even the Naiyiyika

admits that indeterminate perception apprehends objects and their

qualifications but not their relation to each other. But what is

Ae nature of this relation ? It is either inherence or svarSpa-

sambandha. If it is inherence, as the NaiySyika supposes, why
should he hold that it is apprehended by determinate perception

and not by indeterminate perception ? There is nothing to hinder

the apprehension of the relation of inherence by indeterminate

perception. If it apprehends the qualified object (dharmin) and the

qualifications (dharma) through the sense-organs because of their

fitness (yogyata) and intercourse with the sense-organs, it may as well

apprehend the relation of inherence between ^em for ^e same

reason. If the rdadon cannot be apprdiended by indetemnnate

Sy.,iQtra4, iia.
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perception, it can neither be apprehended by determinate perception.

The NaiySyika should not arbitrarily reserve the apprehension of

the relation of inherence for determinate perception. If the relation

between the qualified object and the qualifications is tvarOpa-

samhimdha, then as soon as indeterminate perception apprehends

them it also afq>rehend8 the relation betwew ^em. SvarOpa-

samhandha is not an external relation. It is internal and constitutive.

It constitutes the essence of the terms it relates. So as soon as

indeterminate perception apprehends the terms of the relation it

also apprehends the relation between them. Thus, indeterminate

perception apprehends not only the qualified object and the qualifica-

tions but also the relation between ^em.^ Both indeterminate and

determinate perception are of the nature of relational consciousness.

Both ^rehend qualified objects. The only diflFerence between

them lies in the fact that the former is free from representative

elements, while the latter involves memory and recognition.*

(x) Msdhva and Vallahha

The indeterminate perception, according to ^aihlcara, is a purely

non-relational apprehension whidi apprehends the mere “ Being
”

{satta). The Buddhist makes it more determinate by regarding

the ^)ecific individual {svalaksand) as its object. The indeterminate

perception of Kumarila also is more determinate than that of

Saihkara, since it apprehends an individual object in which the

generic character and the specific character subsist. PrabhUkara

and ^ildhara make it more determinate, since they make it apprehend

the generic character and the specific character as undistinguished

from each other. Jayanta Bhatja makes it more determinate, and

regards it as a nameless perception which apprehends generality,

quali^, action, etc. Partha^rathimi^ra makes it more determinate,

since he makes it apprehend an object with its multiple forms such

as genus, substance, quality, action, and name, but not in subject-

predicate relation. The Samkarite, the Buddhist, the SSml^ya,

the Mlmgrfisaka, and the Ny2ya-Vai^ika regaid indeterminate

perception as non-relational appr^ension.

But lUrnSnuja r^ards it as relational apprehension, which

apprehends the generic character of an object in the shape of a

structure {toAisthOna) and also the relation of the structure to the

object itsdf. Indeterminate perception apprehends an object

1 Cr. Nllak^tha.
• Nyayaparifuddhi with commentary, pp. 77-80.
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not devoid of all qualifications but as qualified by some qualifications.

It apprehends the relation between its object and some qualifications.

VeAkapuiStha also holds that indeterminate perception S4>prehends

not only the qualified object and its qualifications, but also the rdadon

between them. Thus the RSn^ujist does not regard indeterminate

perception as a non-relational mode of consciousness, as all others

hold, but as a relational experience. This is almost a denial of

indeterminate perception. But if the indeterminate perception

of the RSmSnujist has a semblance of indeterminateness, M^va,
Vallabha, and Bhartfhari deny the possibility of indeterminate

perception altc^ether.

The Madhva VedSntist holds that all perception is determinate.

He defines perception as the concrete apprehension of an object

with its determinate forms. It is of eight hinds. It may be the

apprehension of an object as qualified by a substance, or a quali^,

or an action, or a name, or generality, or particularity, or inherence,

or non-existence. Perception is always concrete and determinate

;

it is never without any form. The Msdhva Vedantist does not

recognize formless, indeterminate, non-relational apprehension.^

The Vallabhite also does not admit the possibility of indeterminate

perception. Puru^ttamajl Maharaja, a follower of Vallabha,

says that all knowledge is determinate. All knowledge is in the form

of judgment, and all judgment involves a subject-predicate relation.

So perceptual judgment also is a determinate relational consciousness

involving a subject-predicate relation. Determinate relational

consciousness does not presuppose indeterminate consciousness

of the terms of the relation. The consciousness of the terms of the

relation is as determinate as the consciousness of the relation. For

example, determinate perception of a man with a stick {dandin) does

not presuppose indeterminate perception of the stick, but definite

and determinate perception of it. Otherwise the stick can never

be used as a term of the relation.* “ Relational consdousness always

demands a definite knowledge of the terms of relation, and definite-

ness implies determinateness. Indeterminate knowledge is then

not a possibility. Knowledge is definiteness and definiteness involves

predication.” *

Puru§ottamajl Maharaja recognizes two kinds of determinate

perception : (i) vUiffabuddhi^ and (a) samShSvalamhana, Fitiffa-

buddhi is the determinate apprehension of an object as qualified by

1 Prama^apaddhad, p. 11, quoted in NySyaieda (1893), pp. 896-7.
* Prasthinaratnikara, p. 9.
* Dr. M. N. Sirkar, Comfnrative Studies iu Fedautism, pp. 240-1.
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some properties. It may assume another form called vUifta-

vmHftja-huddhi. It is the qualified form ofdeterminate apprehension.

It apprehends an object (e.g. man) qualified by a qualification {dan^\
which again is quidified by another qualification {dan4a). Fiiiffa-

vaUiftya-buddftt is more complex than vUifta-budM. Both are

determinate and relational consciousness. The former is qualified

relational consciousness, while the latter is unqualified rational

consciousness. FiHffa-buddtu ^rehends the ration between a

subject and a predicate. FUiffa-vaiiifija-buddhi ^prehends the

relation between a subject and a predicate, which, in its turn, involves

a subject-predicate relation. Samehalamkonabuddhi is the deter-

minate consdousness of the relation of a qualified object and its

qualification, e.g. a man, a stick, and the conjunction between them.

It assumes another form. The determinate consciousness of a

collection of objects such as a jar, a cloth, and a pillar is a qualified

form of samahslamboHahuddU or combining consciousness. It is

called vt^a-sttmOhalambmabuddhi}-

S 12. (xi) Tht SahSka

Bhartrhari and other Sabdikas hold that an object is identical

with its name ; so when an object is apprehended it is apprehended

along with its name. There can be no thought without language.

All cognitions are, as it were, interpenetrated by names. Even

children and dumb persons perceive objects along with their names

known in their previous births. Hence there can be no nameless

or indeterminate perception.*

Further, the Sabdikas argue that all practical uses and actions

follow upon determinate perceptions ; hence there is no need of

assuming the existence of indeterminate perception.®

$ 13. The Naiyi^ka Criticism of the Sdbdika View

Vacaspatimiira has elaborately criticized the doctrine in

Njayavartikatatparjatika. If objects are identical with their names,

as the Sabdika hold% are they identical with the eternal sound {Sabda

Brahsna) or with conventional words which are heard ? The first

alternative is untenable. We never perceive the identity of sensible

^ Prasthlnaratnakara, p. 13.

* Na w’ln pratyato lolw yah fabdfangamgdrte. Annviddhamiva jfilnaifa

larvaib kbdena gamyate. NYIT., p. 83 ; TK, p. 61 ; NM., p. 80.

* Vyavaayltmakatvena larva^a vyavuhlrayogyatvflt. NK., 189.
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sounds with the supersensible eternal sound. The second alternative

also caimot be maintained. If objects are identical with their names,

then children and dumb persons can never perceive objects, since

they never perceive names. It is absurd to hold that they perceive

the identity of objects with their names heard in their past lives.

Moreover, different cognitions are produced by different objects,

and not by different names. A visual perception can apprehend only

a colour ; it can never apprehend a sound or a name. Likewise

an auditory perception can apprehend only a sound ; it can never

apprehend a colour. If an object, say, a colour, were identical

with its name, then a blind man would perceive colour through his

auditory organ as he perceives its name through it ; and a deaf man
also would perceive a name through his visual organ as he perceives

the object through it. But this is absurd.

Hence, VZcaspatimi^ra concludes that those who have not yet

learned the meanings of words, or the relation of words to their

objects, must have nameless, indeterminate perception of objects.

Even those who are well versed in the meanings of words, have at

first a nameless, indeterminate perception of an object, which revives

the subconscious impression of its name perceived in the past, and,

t(^ther with the recollection of the name, forms determinate

perception.!

Jayanu Bha^ wrongly represents the ^bdika view of percep-

tion and criticizes it. He says that according to some, the object

of indeterminate perception is the word or name which constitutes

the essence ofthe object.® Evidently he refers to the Sibdika doctrine

here. The Ssibdika holds that all cognitions apprehend objects

together with their names •, there is no nameless apprehension.

Indeterminate perception, which is supposed to be nameless, is

impossible. So the Sibdika does not hold that the object of

indeterminate perception is the word or name, but he denies the

existence of indeterminate perception altogether.

However, Jayanta argues that the Sabdika is wrong in holding

that all cognitions apprehend objects with their names because they

constitute their very essence. Indeterminate perception can never

apprehend the name of an object. Ifwe perceive an object through

the visual organ, it is absurd to suppose that we perceive also its name

through it. A name can never be an object of visual perception.

Moreover, we can never comprehend the meaning of a name unless

we apprehend the relation between the name and the object denoted

! NVTT., pp. 83-4.
® VlgrQpam spare tattvaih prameyaifa ta^ msnvate. NM., p. 98.
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by it. There can never be the comprehension of a name, if the

ration between the name and its object has not already been appre-

hended, or ifbeing perceived in the past it is forgotten, or the residuum

left by the previous perception is not revived. But in indeterminate

perception the relation between its object and its name is not appre-

hend^ ; nor does it revive the name in memory by association.

It is a purely non-relational presentative cognition. Hence it cannot

^>prehend the name of an object.^

VaradarJlja also repeats the arguments of V^caspati and Jayanta.

He argues that the ^bdika doctrine, that there can be no cognition

of an object without its name, contradicts an actual fact of experience.

We do perceive an object even without knowing its name. And even

if we know the name of an object, at first we perceive the object in

itself, apart from its name, just after its contact with a sense-organ,

and then remember its name perceived in the past. The object was

perceived in the past, and its name was heard, and the relation between

them was perceived. Thus an association was established between

the idea of the object and the idea of its name. Now just after

peripheral stimulation the object is perceived apart from its name ;

and then the perception of the object reminds us of its name. And
when the name is remembered Ae object is perceived as qualified

by its name. And this is determinate perception. The recollection

of the name is due to no other condition than indeterminate perception

of the object apart from its name owing to association and revival

of the subconscious impression of the name.‘ Thus, determinate

perception ofan object qualified by its name presupposes indeterminate

perception of the object in itself apart from its name.^

i 14. of the ExisteHce of Indeterminate Perception

PirthasSrathimifra says that the denial of indeterminate percep-

tion is contradicted by our experience. Just after the contact of an

object with the sense-oigan we do experience an immediate cognition

of an object devoid of all relations, viz. the relation between the

qualified and the qualifications, in which there is not yet a differentia-

tion of the generic characters from the specific characters.* If there

1 NM., p. 99.
* Sadijfiinirviluilpakameva sShacoiyat saiiiskarodbodliadvara pradyogi-

saifajlUsmitihetuh. Sirasaikgraha on TR., p. 62.
* TR., pp. 61-2.
* Pradmo hi vayamakfasannip&tliiantanunaviviktasamanyavijetavi-

bhKgaib lla^n^mg<^hava^lt^lIn^tTagnra^amkUv«naj^^gnatn SD., p. 125.
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were no indeterminate perception there would be no determinate

perception too. For determinate perception is the apprehension

of the relation between the qualified object and the qualifying

properties, and the apprehension of this relation depends upon the

previous perception of the terms of the relation, viz. the qualified

object and the qualifications. Unless these are implidtl^ known
together by indeterminate perception they can never be differentiated

from, and related to, each other by determinate perception. Therefore,

indeterminate perception must be the invariable antecedent of deter-

minate perception. In the determinate perception of an object we
remember the particular class to which it belongs, and the particular

name which it bears, which were already apprehended implicitly

by indeterminate perception, and refer them to the object present to

the sense-organs.^ If the class and the name were not perceived at

all, they could never be remembered. Hence we must adrmt the

existence of indeterminate perception.

The earlier Nai)rayikas, Vai^ikas, and MimSrhsakas hold that

indeterminate perception is an object of perception. But the Neo-
Naiyayikas hold that indetermirrate perception is not an object of

perception. There can be no perception of indeterminate per-,

ception because there can be no self-appropriation {anuvyavasSya) of it

Indeterminate perception is purely non-relational in character

;

if it were related to the self, it would cease to be non-relational and

indeterminate. It can be known only by inference. The deter-

minate perception of an objea as qudified by some qualifications

presupposes an indeterminate perception of the qualifications of the

object, without which there can be no determinate perception.

Vijvanatha’s argument has already been given in detail.

If it is urged that the perception of the qualifications also is

determinate, then it would presuppose the perception of the qualifica-

tions of those qualifications and so on ad infinitum. To avoid this

infinite r^ess we must admit that the perception of the qualifica-

tions of an object, which is presupposed by the determinate percep-

tion of the object as qualified by the qualifications, is indeterminate.

‘

J^naklnatha elaborates this argument further. The cognition

of a qualified object [vUiftajfUhui) presupposes the cognition of

qualifications (viiefaruijB/hia)^ which is its cause. And this cognition

1 VikalpayatS hi pQrvanubhutaifa jltivilefarh saihjfUtvifefaih cSnusiuftya

tena pui^thitaih vastu vikal^yitayyam. SD., p. 125.
* Yiiinajfilnaifa viiefat^jfiaaajanyaih vijiftajUnatvat dar^d^njUInavat.

Vifcfa^ajMnasyapi savikalpatve anavasthaprasai^t nirvikalpasiddhib. TSD.,

p. 30-
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is indeterminate. When we have a determinate perception “this

is a jar ”, the jar (ghafa) is perceived as possessed of its generic

character (ghafatva). This perceptual judgment presupposes the

cognition of the genus ofjar (ghataiva or jamess). If there were no

cognition of the qualification (jamess) there would not be the cogni-

tion of the qualified object (e.g. “ diis is a jar ”). And when there

b the o^nidon of the mere qualificadon (jamess) there is not yet

the cx^nidon ofa qualified object. The apprehension ofthe qualifica-

don is endrely indeterminate. This is indeterminate percepdon.

It is presupposed by determinate percepdon.

It is childish to argue that the determinate cognidon of the

qualificadon (jamess) in the past life is the cause of determinate

percepdon of a qualified object in this life, because the cause must

be an immediate antecedent of the effect. A cognidon in the past

life has nothing to do with a cognition in this life.

It is also foolish to argue that the divine cognidon of the qualifica-

don (jamess) is the cause of the determinate percepdon of the jar,

since the two cognidons of the qualified object and the qualiBcadon

abide in different substrata ; they must co-inhere in the same sub-

stratum to be related to each other as cause and effect. The cognidon

of a qualificadon (e.g. a sdek) in one person is not the cause of the

o^nidon of a qualified object (e.g. a man with a sdclc) in another

person.

The determinate recollecdon of the qualificadon (jamess) also

cannot be the cause of the determinate percepdon of a qualified

object (jar). Even this determinate cognidon is not possible without

the cognidon of qualificadons. A determinate cognidon is always

produced by the cognidon of qualificadons. And even the deter-

minate recollecdon is not possible without the previous cognidon

of qualificadons.

The recollecdon of the qualificadon cannot be indeterminate.

There can be no recollecdon without previous percepdon. And
if there is no determinate percepdon of the qualificadon, there can

be no recollecdon of it. RecoUecdon depends upon previous

percepdon. If it depends upon previous recollecdon it will lead to

infinite r^ress.

Besides, if the qualificadon is not remembered, the determinate

percepdon of a qualified object is not possible. And the condidons

of die determinate percepdon of a qualified object being absent, and

the condidons of ^e immediate iqiprehension of the qualificadons

(e.g. jar and the genus of jar) being present, there is nothing

to hinder the produedon of the immediate apprehennon of the
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qualifications. And this immediate apprehension is called

indeterminate perception.^

LfCt us briefly review the nuin doctrines of indeterminate and

determinate perception. According to the older NaiySyikas,

indeterminate perception is the perception of an object without a

name, while determinate perception is the perception of an object

together with its name. Jayanta Bha^ emphasizes this doctrine in

NyByamaHjari in unequivo(^ terms. He says that the object of

indeterminate perception is essentially the same as that of determinate

perception ; the only difference between them lies in the fact that

the former apprehends an object without a name, while the latter

apprehends an object together with its name ; both of them appre-

hend substance, generality, quality, and action.*

But according to Srtdhara, Prabhakara, Pirthasarathimi^ra,

Neo-Naiylyikas, and Neo-Saiiikarites, indeterminate perception is

the imm^iate apprehension ofan object and its qualifications without

their mutual connection, while determinate perception is the appre-

hension of an object as qualified by its qualifications with t^eir

mutual relations. Indeterminate perception is an undifferentiated

and non-relational mode of apprehension, while determinate per-

ception is a relational and discriminative apprehension of an object.

In indeterminate perception we are merely conscious of the terms

of relations in an object, viz. generality, particularity, substantiality,

quality, action, etc. j but we are not conscious of the relations

among the terms. Indeterminate perception apprehends an object

and its qualifications as mere thats-, and not as whatSf while determinate

perception apprehends them as whats. In the language of William

James, in indeterminate perception we have a “ knowledge of

acquaintance” with the “bare immediate natures” without their

relations, while in determinate perception we have a “ knowledge-

about ” them and of their relations inter se.

S IS- Pre^ of the Existence ef Determinate Perception

The Buddhists deny the perceptual character of the determinate

cognition following upon a peripheral stimulation, and regard

indeterminate cognition alone as truly perceptual in character.

According to them, perception is dways indeterminate ; the

determinate cognition following upon an indeterminate perception

cannot be r^rded as perceptual in character, since it depends upon

^ NyflyasiddhSntamafijail (with Nllakaytha’s Commentaiy), pp. 20-5.
• NM„ p. 99,
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the recollection of the name denoting its object, and not upon the

direct contact of an object with a sense-organ. Between peripheral

stimulation and the determinate cc^idon of an object there is an

intervening fiictor of the teoollecdon of the name of the object.

The determinate o^idon, therefore, is not direcdy produced by

peripheral sdmuladon but by the recoUecdon of the name of its

object ; it is not a purely sensory presentadon but a complex of a

sensory presentadon and a memory-image ; it is not purely

presentadve but presentadve-representadve in character.^

This objecdon of the Buddhists is more apparent than real.

Peripheral sdmuladon is the prindpal cause of the determinate

cognidon, and the recollecdon of the name is only an auxiliary cause.

Peripheral sdmuladon by itself cannot produce a determinate cogni-

don ; it requires the help of the recollection of the name of the

object to bring about a determinate cognidon.* A determinate

cognidon is produced by peripheral sdmuladon, for the sense-organ

condnues to operate at the dme of this cognidon, and produces

a direct presentadon of an object. Thus a determinate cognidon

is perceptual in character, because it is produced by peripheral

sdmuladon which does not cease at the dme of the determinate

cognidon, and because it consists in the direct presentadon of an

object, which is not posdble widiout peripheral sdmuladon.’ Thus,

though a determinate cognidon apprehends an object connected

with a name, it cannot but be regarded as perceptual in character,

because it is produced by peripheral sdmuladon and brings about

a direct and distmct manifestadon of its object as an indeterminate

cognition.’

The Buddhists contend that a determinate cognidon is not a

direct presentadon ; it is an indirect cognidon of its object, since

it is not direcdy produced by peripheral sdmuladon. Sridhara

argues that cognidons are indirect whenever they are not produced

by peripheral sdmuladon or the contact of an object with a sense-

oigan, as we find in the case of inferential cognidons. But a

determinate cognidon is produced by peripheral sdmuladon ; hence

it cannot be i^arded as an indirect cognidon.

The Buddhists may uiige that a cognidon is non-sensuous or

non-perceptual, if it is preceded by recollecdon, as an inferential

* NK., p. 191.
* NK., pp. 191-*.
* Savikalpamapyanupaimtendr^v^plra^a j9yamXnamaparok{Svabha-

satvtt prs^akyameva. $D., p. 119. See also FP., p. 56.

’ NK., p. 193.
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cognition ; a detenninate a^nidon is preceded by recollection,

and hence it is non-sensuous or non-perceptual in character, ^rldhara

argues that if sensuousness is ever perceived, it is perceived only in

a determinate cognition ; and hence it cannot be denied.^ And
a determinate cognition is perceptual in character, not only because

it is produced by peripheral stimulation, and directly manifests an

object, but also because we And in it no such Actors as inferential

mark and so forth as we find in inference.*

The Buddhists contend that it is self-contradictory to assert that

a cognition is determinate (viialpa) and, at the same time, a direct

presentation (aparakfOvabh/lsa). A direct presentation consists in

the apprehension of the ^dfic individuality ofan object (svalaksana),

and the specific individuality is apprehended only by indeter-

minate perception, and not by determinate cognition. A determinate

cognition apprehends an object connected with a word ; and because

a word is not connected with the specific individuality, being a

conventional sign for many objects in general, a determinate cognition

cannot apprehend the specific individuality of an objert. If a word

could denote the specific individuality of an object, it would bring

about a direct presentation of it even without the operation of the

sense-organs, and we should have a perception of it But, in foct,

it does not bring about a direa presentation. Hence a determinate

cognition too, which apprehends an object connected with a word,

cannot apprehend its specific individuality. And because it cannot

apprehend the specific individuality of an object, it is not a direct

presentation (apareifOvai/uisa)^ and because it is not a direct presenta-

tion it is not a distinct cognition or perception (vifadOvabhUsa)*

But when we see a cow with our eyes wide open and have a

determinate perception such as “ this is a cow ”, is it not a direct

presentation {aparohOvabhSsa) or a distinct perception {ytlads-

vabhasa) ? The Buddhists urge tiiat such a determinate cognition

is not really a direct and distinct presentation, but it appears to be so,

inasmuch as it borrows a semblance of directness {aporoksya) and

distinctness {vaiiadya) from its connection with the immediately

preceding indeterminate perception which is a direct and distinct

presentation of the specific Individuality of its object.*

If the directness or distincmess of a determinate cognition

following upon an indeterminate perception were not derived from

its connection with the immediately preceding indeterminate percep-

tion—if it were not an adventitious mark of a determinate cognition

^ NK., p. 193. NK., p. 191.
* $D., pp. 119-120. * SD., p. 121.
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but its intrinsic character—then even verbal and inferential cognitions

too, which are not connected with indeterminate perceptions, would

be regarded as direct cognitions because they are determinate cogni>

tions. But they are r^rded by none as direct cognitions.

Hence only the indeterminate cognition of the specific individual

{svalak^ana) produced by peripheral stimulation is perceptual in

character ; the detenninate cognition following upon an indeter-

minate perception cannot be regarded as perceptual in nature, since

it contains representative elements, and is not of the nature of a direct

and distina cognition. There is only indeterminate perception

and no determinate perception.

PSrthasirathimi^ra urges that this doctrine of the Buddhist is

an3rthing but satisfiurtory. When we perceive a cow with our eyes

wide open we have a direct apprehension of tiie cow as a cow ; we
feel it as a direct presentation. And the direcmess of this presentation

is not an adventitious character of the determinate cognition due

to its connection with an indeterminate perception, as the Buddhists

suppose, but it is an intrinsic character of the determinate cognition,

constituting its essential nature. And it cannot be proved that the

directness of the determinate cognition is due to its connection with

an indeterminate perception. The Buddhists labour under a mis-

conception that directness or indirecmess of a cognition is due to

the nature of its object, when they argue that a cognition is direct

if it apprehends the specific individual, and a action is indirect

if it fails to apprehend the specific individual. Were it so, then

generality {sOmSnja) would always be apprehended by an indirect

cognition (c.g. inferencej, and the ^lecific individual {svalaksana)

would always be apprehended by a direct cognition or perception.

But, as a matter of fact, we know generality both by perception

and inference, and the ^ledfic individual also both by perception

and inference. Even the same object may be apprehended both by

a direct cognition and an indirect cognition ; when it is known
through a sense-organ it is known by a direct cognition } and when
it is known through marks of inference, and so fbrth, it is known by

an indirect cognition. Hence the directness or indirectness of a

cognition is not due to the nature of its object,^ but to the instrument

of the cognition. If the cognition of an object is brought about

by peripheral stimulation it is direct^ and if it is produced by words,

marks of inference, and so forth, it is indirect. When a determinate

cognition is produced by peripheral stimulation, even with the help of

recollection, we must r^;ard it as a direct o^nition or perception,

^ Na hyayaih parok|IpaTokHvibhEgo viiayak^tab. ^D., p. 123.
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just «8 an indeterminate cognition produced by peripheral stimulation

is regarded as a direct cognition or perception. Hence directness

is not the qpedal characteristic of indeterminate perception alone,

but also of determinate perception, since both of them are produced

by peripheral stimulation. Though determinate perception is not

purdy presentadve in character, being a complex of presentadve

and representative processes, it must be r^rded as perceptual in

character, because the presenudve element in it preponderates over

the representative dement owing to peripheral stimulation. Hence
we must admit that determinate cognition produced by peripheral

stimulation is of the nature of perception.^

S 16. The NyHya-Vmitfika Analyai of a Defimte and DetermnaU
Perception

We have distinguished between indeterminate perception and
determinate perception. We have found that indeterminate percep-

tion is a purely presentative cognition ofan object, devoid of assimila-

tion and discrimirmtion, while determinate perception is a complex
presentative-representative process, involving a direct perception of
an object, and assimilation of it to other like objects, and discrimina-

tion of it from other unlike objects reproduced in memory by
association. Thus determinate perception involves a presentative

dement and a representative element. When it is definite and
certain, it involves an act of recognition of the particular class to

which its object bdongs
j and it also involves a feding-tone either

pleasant or unpleasant, and also a conative attitude of the self to

react to the objea for its appropriation or rejection.*

% 17. Does Determinate Perception involve Inference f

Some hold that a full-fledged perception involves an element of
inference also. According to them, a complete perception involves

the following processes :

—

(1) At first after the peripheral contact of a sense-organ with an
object, e.g. a fruit, we perceive the fruit.

(2) Then we remember that this kind of fhiit (e.g. kapittha)

gave us pleasure in the past.

(3) Then after recollection we have a parOmariajiUhui (know-
ledge that the middle term which is an invariable concomitant of

* $D. and SDP., pp. laa-^. » NM., pp. 66-7.
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the major term exists in, or is related to, the minor term), such as

“ this fruit belongs to the class of kafitthas

(4) After this parOmariajfittna wc infer the pleasure-giving

prc^rty {sukhasUdhanatva) of the kapittha fhiit perceived, such as

“therefore, the fruit perceived must be pleasure-giving”. The
process of inference may be shown as follows :

—

All Kapitthas are pleasure-^ving ;

The fruit perceived is a kapittha :

Therefore, the fruit perceived must be pleasure-giving.

(5) Then after this act of inference, there is another act of

inference such as the following :

—

All pleasure-giving things are acceptable (upad^a) ; the Kapittha

perceived is pleasure-giving | therefore, the kapittha perceived is

acceptable. And when we have come to know that the fhiit

perceived is acceptable, the perception of the fruit produced by peri-

pheral stimulation has vanished, and no trace of the perception is

left. Therefore a complete act of perception must be regarded

as rather an act of inference than an act of perception, inasmuch

as the knowledge of the acceptability of the object of perception is

the result of inference.^

Vacaspatimi^ra admits that this is the order of the successive

steps of a complete perception. At first the perception of the fruit

is produced by the peripheral contact ofa sense-organ with the object.

Then this perception brings about a recollection of the pleasure-

giving property {mkhasadhanatvasmrti) of this kind of fruit. Then
this recollection in co-operation with the intercourse of the sense-

organ with the object produces a porBmoriajnana that “ this fruit

belongs to the class of kapitthas Then this paramOrlajHSna

produces an inferendal cognition that “ this kapittha must be pleasure-

giving ”. Then this inferential o^idon, in co-operadon with

the sense-object-contact, brin^ about the percepdon that “this

kapittha is acceptable”.*

Thus according to Vica^dmisra, a complete act of percepdon

involves not only an element of recoUecdon but also an element

of inference. But he contends that, on this ground, percepdon

should not be idendfied with inference because the act of inference

involved in a complete percepdon is not independent of sense-

percepdon produced by peripheral sdmulation ; it co-operates with

the peripheral contact of a sense-organ with its object to produce the

1 NM., p. 66. * NM., pp. 66-7.
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perception that “die objett perceived is acceptable*'.^ Though
recollection and inference are involved in a complete act ofperception,

they enter as constituent elements into the perceptive process not

independently of peripheral sdmuladon ; they always act in co-

operation with peripheral excitadon or sense-object-contact, and thus

produce, after all, a complex percepdon which involves memory
and inference as integral factors. According to the NySya-Vaiie^ika,

whatever mental state is produced by peripheral sdmuladon or sense-

object-intercourse must be regarded as percepdon, though it involves

memory and inference.

Others, however, hold that percepdon never involves an element

of inference. According to them, at first there is a sensuous per-

cepdon of an object, e.g. a fruit, produced by peripheral sdmuladon.

Then this percepdon brings about a recollecdon that this kind of

firuit is pleasure-giving. And when this recollecdon is produced,

the initial percepdon is destroyed ; but when it is being destroyed,

it produces a definite knowledge that “ the fruit perceived is pleasure-

giving ”. And this knowledge of the pleasurableness of the fruit

perceived is nothing but the knowledge of its acceptability, because

acceptability is nothing but pleasurableness. Hence there is no

parSnutriajnana^ or inference, in an act of percepdon. What is the

use of postulating an element of inference in percepdon, which is

never experienced ? Thus according to some, though perception

involves recollection, it does not involve inference.^

But it may be objected that pleasurableness of an object cannot

be an object of perception, inaanuch as the power of yielding pleasure

is imperceptible ; so pleasurableness of an object is inferred from the

knowledge that it belongs to a particular class of pleasurable objects.

Jayanta Bha^ uiges that if pleasurableness of an object is known
by an inference, then that inference also must be proved by another

inference, and so on ad infinitum. In fact, there is no supersensible

power ; hence pleasurableness of an object is known by direct

percepdon.

But when we see an object through the eyes, we do not perceive

its pleasurableness through the eyes. How, then, can we perceive

that the fruit is pleasurable through the eyes ? Jayanta Bhatm

replies that pleasurableness of the object is not perceived through

the eyes, but through the mind. Thus there is no need of assuming

an inference in an act of perception to know the pleasurableness

and acceptability of the objett of perception,*

1 NM., p. 67. » NM., p. 69.
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THE OBJECTS AND CONDITIONS OF PERCEPTION

S 1. Objects ef Perctptim

The NySya-Vaifejika divides perception mainly into two kinds,

viz. external perception and internal perception. External perception

is derived through the external senses, and internal perception

through the mind. External perception is of live kinds, viz.

oliactory, gustatory, auditory, visual, and tactual perception. The
objects of these different kinds of external perception are respectively

the qualities of odour, taste, sound, odour, and touch as well as their

generalities and negations. The objects of internal perception

are the qualities of pleasure, pain, desire, aversion, o^ition, and

volition. Substances can be perceived only by the visual organ and

the tactual organ { the remaiiung sense-org^ are c^ble of per>

ceiving qualities only.^ Let us briefly consider the objects of ^ese

different kinds of perception.

(i) Olfactory Perception

Through the olfactory organ we caruiot perceive a substance

which is the substratum of odour. We have oliactory perception

of odour, the genus of odour, the genus of fragrance, and the genus

of bad odour. We can never perceive potential or infra-sensible

{anudbhftta) odour ; we can perceive odour only when it is in an

sqrpredable degree {udbketa).

^i) Gustatory Perception

Through the gustatory organ we carmot perceive sl substance

which u the substratum of taste. We can perceive taste and the

genus of taste through the gustatory organ. But we can perceive

taste only when it is in an appreciable d^ree {udihOta) ; we carmot

perceive inappreciable or unmanifested {anudUoua) taste.

(iii) jlu£tory Perception

Through the auditory organ we carmot perceive akela (ether)

which is the substrate of sound. We can perceive only sound and

^ SM., pp. 242-4.
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the genus ofsound through the auditory organ. But we can perceive

sound only when it is in an appreciable d^ree {udbheta).

(iv) yisual Perception

Through the visual organ we perceive not only colours but also

coloured substances. Appreciable colours {udhhiUarSpa), substances

possessed of appreciable colours, separateness, number, disjunction,

conjunction, priority, posteriority, viscidity, liquidity, and magnitude

are the objects of visual perception. The movement, the genus,

and the inherence existing in visible things are also the objects of

visual perception. The conjunction of light with visible objects

and iq>preciable colour are the conditions of visual perception. The
heat of summer is infhi-visible because it has not an appreciable

colour i but it is an object of tactual perception because it has the

quality of appreciable touch.

(v) Tactual Perception

Through the tactual organ we perceive substances as well as

qualities. Appreciable touch {udbhotasparia) with its genus and

substances endued with appreciable touch are the objects of tactual

perception. All objects of visual perception other than colour and

the genus of colour are the objects of tactual perception. For
example, separateness, number, disjunction, conjunaion, priority,

posteriority, viscidity, fluidity, and magnitude, and also the move-
ments and the universals which subsist in tangible objects are the

objects of uctual perception.^

(vij Internal Perception

Pleasure, pain, desire, aversion, cognition, and volition are the

objects of internal perception. They are perceived through the

mind along with the genus of pleasure, the genus of pain, etc. The
self also is an object of internal perception.® The conjunction

of the mind with the self is the condition of the perception of the

self. The united inherence of die mind in the self is the cause of

the perception of the qualities of the self.® But according to the

older Nyaya-Vaifc?ilca, the self is not an object of perception but an

object of inference ; it can be perceived only by theyijfw.*

^ SM., pp. 243-$ ; also Dinakari.

* SM., p. 253.
* See Copter IV.
* See Chapter XIII.
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% 2. Common Sensibles

There are certain objects which can be perceived through the

visual organ and the tactual organ both. Numbers, magnitudes,

separateness, conjunction and disjunction, priority and posteriority,

motion, visddity, fluidity, velocity, and their universal essences are

both visible and tangible, if they inhere in substances having appreci-

able colours. These are invisible and intangible in uncoloured or

in^ropriate substances.^

Thus certain objects, e.g. colour, sound, odour, taste, and touch

are perceived throu^ one sense-organ. Certain other objects,

e.g. numbers, magnitudes, etc., are perceived through two sense-

organs, viz. the visual otgan and the tactual organ. Pleasure,

pain, etc., are the objects of internal perception. Existence {sattd)

and the genus of quality {gunatva) are perceived through all the

sense-organs.*

% 3 . 77io Condition Knowledge

According to the later Vaik;ika, the condition of knowledge

in general is the contact of the mind or central sensory with the

tactual organ.* But what is the proof of this ? In dreunless sleep

the mind gives up its connection with the tactual organ, which is

aerial in nature, and retires into the nerve of puritat, which is free

from air, where it cannot bring about any cognition. But it may
be urged that the mind cannot produce cognition in dreamless sleep

because there is no condition of cognition at that time. Supposing

that the mind does bring about cognition in deep sleep, what kind of

cognition is produced by it ? Does it bring about apprehension

(anubhava) or recollection (marana) i It carmot brii^ about

perception as the conditions of perception are absent. There cannot

be any visual perception in dreamless sleep, since there is no contact

of the visual organ with the mind. For the same reason there

cannot be any other kind of external perception. Nor can there be

an internal perception, since there are no cognitions at that time,

and in the absence of cognitions there cannot be the perception of

the self as well. In dreamless sleep there can be no inference as

die knowledge of invariable connection is absent ; nor can there be

1 VSU. and VSV., iv, i, 11-12.
• V.S. and VSU., iv, i, 13.

* SM., pp. *47-8-
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anal(^ as the knowledge of similarity is absent ; nor can there be

verbal cognition as the knowledge of words is absent. Thus there

can be no apprehension in deep sleep as all the conditions of appre-

hension are absent. Nor can there be recollection in deep sleep

as there is no suggestive force {ttdhodhaka) at the time to resuscitate

the subconscious traces of previous perceptions. Thus there can

be no cognition in deep sleep, either in ^e form of apprehension

or recollection, because the conditions are non-existent. What,

then, is the necessity of postulating the contact of the mind with the

tactual organ as the general condition of all knowledge ? Vi^vanitha

contends that it cannot be said that there is no possibility of cognition

in deep sleep. For the individual acts of cognition, volition, etc.,

which are the psychoses immediately preceding deep sleep, can be

apprehended during sleep, and the self also can be perceived in relation

to these psychoses. And there is no evidence to prove that the

psychoses immediately preceding deep sleep are supra-sensible

{aSHdriya) 5 nor is there any evidence to prove that those cognitions

which immediately precede deep slumber are indeterminate

(nirvikalpa) and hence supra-sensible (atindriya). Hence we must

reasonably conclude that there is no cognition in deep slumber,

because tiiere is no contact of the mind with the tactu^ organ at

that time, the mind retiring into the nerve of pwitaty which

is free from air and consequendy free from contact with the

tactual organ.

But if the contact of the mind with the tactual organ, which is

aerial in nature, is regarded as the general condition of all knowledge,

then either visual perceprion and gustatory perceprion must involve

tactual perception, because at the time of visual or gustatory per-

ception there is the contact of the tactual organ {tvak) with an object

as well as the contact of the mind with the tactual organ, or there

would be no cognition at all, owing to the inhibition of both visual

or gustatory perception and tactual perception by each other. To
explain this difficulty some suppose that the contact of the mind with

the tactual oigan is, no doubt, the condition of knowledge in general,

but visual perception does not involve tactual perception, because

the conditions of visual perception inhibit the emergence of tactual

perception. Others, again, suppose that the contact of the mind

with the skin [charman) and not with the tactual organ {fvak) is the

condition of all knowledge. According to them, the absence of

consciousness in deep sleep is due to the absence of the contact of

the mind with the skin, and the absence of tactual perception at the

time of visual perception is due to the absence of the contact of the
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mind with the tactual oipui, which is aerial in nature, though there

is the contact of the mind with the skin.^

% 4. The General Cenditims of External Perception

The older Vai^ikas hold that external perception depends upon

the following conditions :

—

(1) The object of external perception must have extensity

{mahattva) or appreciable magnitude. Atoms are imperceptible as

they have no appreciable magnitude.

(2) The object of external perception must consist of many
substances. It must be a composite of many parts {anekadravyavat).

A mote is perceptible but an atom is not, because the former has

magnitude, while the latter has none. A mote has magnitude because

it is composed of many parts. An atom has no magnitude because

it does not consist of parts. Therefore, an object, in order to be

perceived, must not be a simple, indivisible atom, but a composite

substance in which a plurality of substances co-inhere. It must

be composed of many parts and consequently it must have an appreci-

able magnitude.*

(3) The object of perception must have colour {rUpa). The
air is made up of many parts, and so it has an appreciable magmtude.

But still it is not perceived through the visual organ because it is

devoid of the impression of colour {rupasamskOra). The term
“ impression of colour ” {rUpasaihskSra) means inherence of colour

lrupasamavSja\ or appredabili^ of colour [rupodbhava), or non-

obscuradon of colour (rupOTiabkibhava). The light of the eye has

colour and magnitude. But it is not visible because there is not

appreciable or manifested colour in it. The light of a meteor also

has colour and magnitude. But it is not visible in midday because

it is obscured by the stronger lig^t of the sun.*

The older Vai^ikas hold that manifest or appreciable colour

{udbhetarepa) is a necessary condition of every l^d of external

perception ofa substance. But the later Vai^ikas hold that manifest

or appreciable colour is the necessary condition of visual perception

only, and manifest or appreciable touch (udbhBtasparla) is the

necessary condition of tactual perception, and so on. This is proved

by the double method of agreement in presence and agreement

1 SM., pp. a47-aS 3 -

* V,S. and VSU., iv, t, 6.

* V.S. and VSU., iv, r, 7.
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in absence. What, then, is the general condition of all kinds of

external perception ? Either there is none, or it is the possession

of a witfaguM (distinctive quality) other than sound and those which

exist in the self. The Ukala (ether) cannot be an object of sense-

perception, thougji it is endued with a distinctive quality, viz. sound.

The self also is not an object of external percqidon, though it is

endowed with the distinctive qualities of pleasure, pain, cognition,

desire, aversion, and volition. So the possession of any odier

distinctive quality than sound and the qualities of the self may be

r^arded as the general condition of all kinds of external

perception.^

TTie older Vaifc^ikas may ui^e that there is a parsimony of

hypotheses if colour is regarded as the general condition of all kinds

of external perception. But in that case, air would not be an object

of tactual perception as it is devoid of colour. If the oj^nent

admits that air carmot be an object of tactual percepdon, then it may
be urg^ that there is a parsimony of hypotheses even if we suppose

that appreciable touch {udhhotasparia) is the general condidon of

all kincb of external percepdon. If the opponent contends that on

this view a ray of lig^t would not be an object of visual percepdon

as it is devoid of appreciable touch, why should we not admit that it

cannot be an object of visual percepdon, just as the opponent admits

that air cannot be an object of tactual percepdon P In &ct, just

as we perceive a ray of light through our visual organ, so we perceive

air through our tactual organ ; these are the facts of experience ;

the tactual percepdon of air is as much a fwt of experience as the

visual perception of a ray of light. So, neither colour nor touch

is the general condition of all kinds of external perception of

substances. ‘

The later Vaije;ikas agree with the older Vai^ikas in holding

that octensive magnitude (mahattva) is the general condition of six

kinds of percepdon.* Extensity is the cause of the percepdon of

a substance in consequence of its inherence in it. It is the cause of

the percepdon of the qualides, acdons, and generalides inhering in

substances in consequence of its inherent-inherence or inherence in

the qualides, etc., which inhere in substances. It is the cause of

the percepdon of the genus of quali^ (gimatva)^ the genus of acdons

(iamui/va), etc., which inhere in qualides and acdons respectively,

which, again, inhere in substances in consequence of its inherent-

inherent-inherenoe.* By mahattva we mean proportionate extensity,

SM., p. 24$. SM., pp. 245-6.
» BtP., 58. ‘ SM., p. 256.
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neither infinite nugnitude nor atomic magnitude. Neither all-

pervading ether nor atoms are perceptible.

% 5. The CetuHtions ef the Fisual Perception of Colour

The older Vai^kas hold that perception of colour depends on

two conditions, viz. co-inherence of many substances {anekadravya-

samavOya) and particularity of colour (rUpaviJefa).^ We cannot

perceive the colour of an atom (paramOnu) and a binary atomic

aggregate or a dyad (dvanuka)^ since an atom does not consist of parts,

and a dyad is composed of two atoms only. The colour of an atom

and a dyad cannot be perceived, because they are not composed of

many substances or a plurality of substances do not inhere in them.’

Perception, therefore, depends on the co-inherence of a plurality

of substances from a tertiary atomic aggregate (just perceptible

Toater-trasarenu) and upwards in which a plurality of substances

co-inhere.®

Besides the co-inhesion of a plurality of substances {anekadravya-

sammiByd) there is another condition of the perception of colour,

viz. particularity of colour (rOpavUefa). “ Particularity of colour
”

means particularity abiding in colour. It has three forms, viz.

appredability {udbhStatva}, non-obscuration {anahhihhmatva)^ and

the essence of colour {rOpatva).* We have no visual perception

of taste, touch, etc., because they are devoid of the essence of colour

(rUpatva). There can be no visual perception of the light of the

eye owing to the absence of appredability (udhhotatva). “ Appreci-

ability or manifestness is a kind of universal entity residing in a

particular quality of colour, etc., and induded in the essence of

colour.” *

We have already seen that according to Vi^vSnatha, conjunction

with light {Sloka-tamyoga) and appreciable colour {udbhUtarUpa) are

the conditions of visual perception.®

S 6. The Conditions ef Tactsusl, O^actory, and Gustatory Perception

The older Vai^ikas hold that tactual, ol&ctory, and gustatory

perceptions also depend upon similar conditions. Just as visual

perception of colour depends on a particularity of colour {repavilefdy,

1 V.S., iv, 1, 8. * VSU., IV, I, 8.

• Gough, VaUefika Aphorisms of KafSio,p. 138.
* VSU., iv, I, 8; Gough,E.T., p. 138.
» SM., p. 244.
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that is, on the distinctive qualities ofnon-obscuradon {anahhibhatatva\

appredahility or manifestness {ftdhhutatvdy, or the essence of colour

{rOpatva), so the gustatory percepdon of taste depends on a

pardculanty of taste {rasaviiefay, i.e. on the peculiar qualides of

non-obscuradon, appredability, and the essence of taste.^

There are similar condidons also in other kinds of external

percepdon (viz. olfactory and tactual) which also depend upon the

co-inhesion of a plurality of substances. Those smells, tastes, and

touches are not apprehended, which are infra-sensible or inappreciable

to the organs of smell, taste, and touch. In a stone we cannot

apprehend smell and taste, because these are inappreciable to the

corresponding sense-organs. But in the ashes of a stone we can

perceive its smell and taste, because they are there in an appreciable

degree. Some hold that we can apprehend the smell and taste of

a stone, no doubt, but not disdncdy. We cannot perceive the light

(iejas) in hot water, since it is inappreciable or obscured by touch.

Likewise we cannot perceive the colour, taste, and touch in com-

minuted camphor, champaka perfume, etc., owing to their inappreci-

ability. In gold the colour is appreciable ; but its whiteness and

brightness are much obscured.^

But it may be urged that gravity inheres in a composite object

made up of many substances, which has thus extensive magnitude

and colour. But why is it not perceived through the visual organ ?

It cannot be perceived because the essence of colour (rUpatva) and

appredability are not existent in gravity. Pialastap^ and others

hold that gravity is supra-sensible (attndriya). But Vallavacarya

holds that gravity is not an object of visual perception but of tactual

perception.®

The Mimamsaka accepts the Vailefika view of the conditions

of perception. Extensive magnitude [mahattva) is the general

condition of all kinds of external perception. In the perception of

a substance, extensity is a condition through inherence. In the

perception of qualities, actions, and universals, it is a condition

through inherent-inherence. In the perception of the universals

of qualities and actions, it is a condition through inherent-inherent-

inherence.® Appreciable colour and the conjunction of light with

manifest or unobscured colour are the conditions of visual perception.

Some hold that extensive magnitude and manifest or unobscured

colour are not the conditions of the visual perception of dme. The
manifest or appredable touch is the condition of tactual perception.

1 VSU., iv, I, 9. * VSU., iv, I, 10.

* See Chapter IV.
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Colour is not a condition of tactual perception. So air also is

an object of tactual perception, though devoid of colour. Manifest

colour is not the general condition of every kind of extenud percept

don, as the older Vaife^'ka hol<k It is the oondidon of visual

perception only. Some hold that extensity is a condition of inter-

nal perception too. Others hold that it is not a condition of internal

perception. Some hold that motion is not an object of perception

but an object of inference. Hence extensity is not a condition of

the perception of motion, according to them.^

^ Bhnttaciatlma^i, p. 21.



BOOK III

Chaptir IV

PERCEPTION AND SANNIKARSA
(Or Intercourse of the Sense-organs with their Objects)

S I. Introduction

In this Book we shall deal with the different kinds of intercourse

of the sense-org^ with their objects, acquired perception, and

recognition.

Perception is presentadve knowledge. And presentadve know-
ledge depends upon the presentadon of an object to the self. And
most Indian philosophers are of opinion that for the presentadon

of an object it must enter into some sort of reladon with a sense-

organ. Percepdon depends upon some sort of intercourse (tanni-

kearfa) or dynamic communion between its object and a particular

sense-organ. External perception depends upon the intercourse

between external objects and the external sense-organs. And
internal perception depends upon the intercourse between the self

or its qualities and the internal organ or manas. The objects of

perception may be material or spiritual substances (r^oiya), their

qualities {guna\ and actions {karma\ and their generic characters

(jSti). These diverse objects of perception must enter into direct or

indirect relation with the external sense-organs or the internal organ

acoordir^ to their nature. Indian philosophers hold the peculiar

doctrine that substances alone can enter into direct communion
with the appropriate sense-oigans ; and the qualities, actions, and

communities inhering in the substances can enter into communion
with the sense-organs throu^ the medium of the substances in

which they inhere. And the conununities of qualities and actions

can enter into communion with the sense-organs through the qualities

or actions in which they inhere, which, again, inhere in substances.

Thus the abstract qualities are related to the concrete qualities which,

again, are related to a substance ; and a substance alone can have

a direct intercourse with a sense-organ. Thus some sort of direct

or indirect relation must be established between the percq>tible objects

and the appropriate sense-organs. In all kinds of perception the
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objects must be directly or indirectly prtstnted to consciousness.

Let us discuss the different views in connection with the intercourse

of the sense-organs with their objects.

\ 2. (i) 77u Earlier NyOya-Fatiesika

According to the earlier NyS)ra-Vai^ika, perception depends

upon the intercourse (satmiiarfa) of the sense-organs with their

objects. Sattmkarsa is the function of the sense-organs by means

of which they enter into a particular relation with their appropriate

objects and bring about the perception of the objects. This inter-

course between the sense-organs and their objects is of six kinds so

fiir as our ordinary perception is concerned, viz. (i) Union (samyega),

(2) United-inherence (satnyukta-samavaya)^ (3) United-inherent-

inherence (samyukta-samaveta-samav/tya), (4) inherence [samavaya)^

(5) inherent-inherence {samaveta-samavSya)^ and (6) the relation

of qualification and the qualified (vUefonata). These different

kinds of sense - object - intercourse (tndriydlrtha - sannikarfd) are

illustrated in the following examples :

—

(1) Union {samyoga). The perception of a substance {dravya)

is due to its union with a sense-oi^an. For instance, in the visual

perception of a jar there is a union of the visual organ with the jar.^

The NySya-Vai^ejika does not hold with the western psychologists

that a substance is perceived through its qualities. He holds a contrary

view. According to him, qualities are perceived through the sub-

stances in which they inhere.

(2) United-inherence or inherence in that which is in union

isarnyukta-sttmavayd). The perception of a quality or an action is

due to its inherence in a substance which is in union with a sense-

organ. For instance, in the visual perception of the colour of a jar

there is a union of the visual organ with the jar in which colour

inheres.

(3) United-inherent-inherence, i.e. inherence in that which

inheres in what is in union {samyukta-samveta-samavaya). For

instance, in the visual perception ofthe generic character of the colour

{yUpatva) of a jar, there is a union of the visual organ with the jar

in which inheres colour in which again inheres the generic character

of colour.

(4j Inherence (somovaya). For instance, in the auditory

^ A ray of light goes out of the visual organ to the object and comes in

contact with it. See Chapter I.
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perception of sound there is the inherence of sound in the sense-

oigsui, viz. the ear-drum which is pervaded by akuia (ether), the

substratum of sound.

(5) Inherent-inherence, i.e. inherence in that which inheres

in a sense-organ {samaveta-sanunjilya). For instance, in the

auditory perception of the generic character of sound {iabdatva)

there is the inherence of the generic nature of sound in sound which

again inheres in Sksh (ether) of the ear-drum.

(6) The relation of qualification and the qualified {viiesanata

or vilesya-viSefana-sambandha). For instance, in the perception

of the absence of a jar on the ground, there is a union of the visual

organ with the ground which is qualified by the absence of the jar.

According to the NaiySyika, inherence {samavUya) and negation

{abhdva) are perceived through this kind of intercourse. But

according to the Vai^ika, inherence is not an object of perception ;

it is an object of inference. So, according to him, negation alone

can be perceived through this kind of intercourse.^ “ All that is

the object of perception must fell within one or other of these modes

of contact. The divergence of modes rests on ontological theories :

the eye, for instance, as a substance can come into direct conjunction

with another substance, but only indirectly with colour which

inheres in that substance, and at a further remove with the class

concept which inheres in the colour which inheres in the object

with which the eye is in conjunction.” *

The last kind of the sense-object-intercourse, i.e. visesanatS is

of several kinds which are illustrate below :

—

(i) Samyukta-vUe^anatH. For instance, the visual perception of

the absence of a jar on the ground is due to its qualifying the ground

which is in direct contact with the visual organ.® Thus a negation

also must directly or indirectly enter into relation with a substance

which is in direct contact with a sense-organ.

(ii) Samyukta-samaveta-vihsanatH. For instance, the percep-

tion of the absence of taste in colour is due to its qualifying that which

inheres in something in contact with a sense-organ.* Here the

absence of taste qualifies colour ; colour inheres in a substance ;

and the substance is in direct conjunction with a sense-organ.

(iii) Smhyukta-samaveta-samaveta-vihfanata. For instance, the

perception of the absence of colour in the generic nature of number
is due to its qualifying that which inheres in something inhering in

^ p. 412. See also I.L.A., p. 75. * I.L.A, p. 75.
* SM., p. 263. * NK., p. 195.
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that which is in direct contact with a sense-organ.^ The absence of

colour qualifies the generic nature of number j the generic nature

of number inheres in number ; number inheres in a substance,

and the substance is in direct conjunction with a sense-organ.

(iv) Samyukta-samavtta-vUtfona-viitfimata. For instance, the

perception of the absence of rasatva or the generic nature of taste in

rUpatva or the generic nature of colour is due to its qualifying the

qualification existing in somethii^ inhering in that which is in

conjunction with a sense-organ.*

(v) Ftiefanata. For instance, the perception of the absence of

sound is due to its qualifying the sense-organ, viz. the ear-drum

pervaded by Ukaia (ether) which is the substratum of sound.^

(vi) Samaveta-vUefanatS. For instance, the perception of

the absence of the sound “ kha ” in the sound “ ka ” is due to its

qualifying that which inheres in the sense-organ, viz. the ear-drum.*

The absence of the sound “ kha ” qualifies the sound “ ka ” which

inheres in the ether of the ear-drum.

(vii) Samavtta-samaveta-viiefonata. For instance, the per-

ception of the absence of “ khatva ** (the generic nature of the sound
“ kha ”) in gatva ” (the generic nature of the sound “ ga ”

) is due

to its qualifying that which inheres in something inhering in a sense-

organ.* Here the absence of “ khatva ” qualifies “ gatva ”
j

“gatva" inheres in **ga" { and the sound inheres in the

ether of the ear-drum.

(viii) FiltfaHa-vi/efaMitl. For instance, the perception of

the absence of “ gatva ” in the absence of “ katva ” is due to its

qualifying that which qualifies a sense-organ.^ The absence of

“ gatva ” qualifies the ab^ce of “ katva ” ; the absence of “ katva ”

qualifies the ether of the ear-drum.

(ix) Samyukta-viitfana-vUtfaiutil. For instance, the percep-

tion of the absence of a cloth in the absence of a jar is due to its

qualifying that which qualifies something in conjunction with a

sense-organ.^ The absence ofa doth qualifies the absence of a pot {

the absence of a jar qualifies the ground ; and the ground is in

conjunction with Ae visual organ.*

Some people r^rd eiAer union (conjunction) or inherence only

as Ae cause of perception ; and Aey deny Ae intervening relation-

ships described above.* But Ae earlier N)rSlya-Vaife$ilca generally

admits six kinds of intercourse between Ae sense-organs and Aeir

objects, viz. union, united-iiAerence, united-iiAerent-ixAerence,

* SM., p. 263. * NK., p. 195. • See also I.L.A., pp. 77-8.
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inherence, inherent-inherence, and the relation of the qualified and

the qualification. Substances are perceived through the first kind

ofsanmkarfa ; qualities, actions, etc., through the second ; the genus

of qualities, through the third ; sound, through the fourth ; the

genus of sound, through the fifth j and the absence of a substance,

through the sixth.^ All objects of perception must depend upon

one or other of these kinds of sense-object-intercourse.

% 3. (ii) The Later Ny/tya-FaUefika or the Neo-Naiydyika {alau/dka

sanmkarfa)

In addition to the above six kinds of intercourse, which are called

ordinary intercourse (iaukika sanmkarfa)^ the Neo-Naiyiyikas

recognize three other Idnds of extraordinary intercourse {alaukika-

sannikarfa) between the sense-organs and their objects.

Ordinary sensuous perception depends upon one of the six kinds

of ordinary intercourse between an external or internal sense-organ

and its object. But super-sensuous perception is not produced by

any of these six kinds of ordinary intercourse j it is produced by an

extraordinary intercourse. The extraordinary intercourse is of three

kinds : (i) the intercourse (with all individual objects of a particular

kind) through the**" generic character [sHmUnya-lakfana-sanmkarfa),

which brings about the perception of these individual objects at all

times and places } (a) Ac intercourse (wiA an object not present

to a sense-organ) Arough its idea revived in memory {jnSna-takfana-

sanmkarfa) which brings about an indirect perception of that object

;

(3) Ae intercourse (wiA remote, subtle, past, and future objects)

produced by meditation (jogoja-sannikarfa), which brin^ about

Ae perception of Aese objects. Let us explain Aese different

kinds of extraordinary intercourse.

S 4* (i) The Intercourse through the Knowledge of Generic Character

(JSSmSnya-lakfana-sannikarfa)

Sometimes Arou^ Ae knowledgp of Ae generic nature of an

individual we perceive all oAer individuals of that kind at all times

and all places, which are possessed of Ae same generic nature. In

such a case, Ae knowled^ of Ae generic nature (sdnUh^a) of an

object constitutes Ae extraordinary intercourse. When, for instance,

we see a particular case of smoke wiA Ae visual organ, and perceive

1 NK., p. 195.
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its generic character {dhamatva\ there arises in us a perception of

smoke ofall times and all places. In thb perception there isan ordinaiy

intercourse, viz. union (samyega) between the visual organ and the

particular case of smoke, and there is an ordinary intercourse, viz.

united-inherence {samyukta-samaySya) between the visual organ

and the generic character of this smoke ; but the intercourse between

the visu^ organ and all cases of smoke of all times and all places is

not an ordinary one ; it is an extraordinary intercourse because

there cannot be an ordinary intercourse of the visual organ with all

cases of smoke of all times and all places. The extraordinary inter-

course consists here in the knowledge of the generic character of

smoke [dhSmatva) which is possessed by all cases of smoke of all

times and all plaixs. This kind of intercourse, which consists in

the knowledge of a generic character, is called an extraordinary

intercourse through the knowledge of a generic character {sHmOnya-

lakfona-sannikarsa).

But what is the use of admitting such an extraordinary perception

of all the objects at all times and all places possessed of a generic

character, and for that reason, an extraordinary intercourse of the

sense-organs with their objects ? It has been urged that the con-

nection between a particular case of smoke and fire was perceived

in a kitchen, but not the coiuiection between all cases of smoke

and fire, since all other cases of smoke were unperceived at the time ;

and if all cases of smoke and all cases of fire were not perceived

through an extraordinary intercourse, then there would not arise

any doubt whether all cases of smoke are accompanied by fire ;

and unless there is such a doubt there can be no inference that this

case of smoke is attended by fire, which removes the doubt.

According to Viivanatha, when all cases of smoke are brought to

consciousness through their generic character (e.g. dhOmatva), which

is perceived owing to its inherence in the smoke which is in

conjunction with the visual organ, there arises a doubt in us as to the

invariable concomitance between fire and the cases of smoke in

other times and places, which are not in direct contact with the

visual organ.

It may be objected that if there were an extraordinary intercourse

with all objects through the knowledge of their generic character,

we should become orrmisdent, inasmuch as in perceiving an object

of knowledge {prameya) we could perceive, through the knowledge

of its generic character (prameyatva), all objects of knowledge of

all times and places. But Vi^vanatha urges that though we can

perceive all objects of knowledge through the knowledge of their
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generic character, we cannot perceive their mutual differences

through this kind of intercourse and hence we cannot become

omniscient.^

^ 5. (ii) The Intercourse through Association {jnSna-lakfOM-

sanmkarfa)

Sometimes an object is not present to a sense-oigan, but it is

revived in memory ; and throu^ the medium of its idea revived

we perceive the object. This is called the intercourse through

association, which brings about an indirect perception of the object.

For instance, when we see a piece of sandal-wood we feel that it is

fragrant. What is the cause of this visual perception of fragrant

sandal i Here there is a conjunction of the visual oigan with the

piece of sandal-wood, which gives rise to the direct visual perception

of the sandal •
; but the fragrance of the sandal cannot come m

contact with the visual organ, and so there cannot be direct visual

perception of its fragrance. But the visual perception of the sandal

brmgs to consciousness the idea of fragrance by association, which

serves as the extraordinary intercourse in the visual perception of the

fragrant sandal. This will be ejqilained more elaborately in the

next chapter.

There is a difference between the intercourse through the know-
ledge of generic character {sSmOnya-lakfana-sannikarfa) and the

intercourse through the knowledge of an object revived in memory
{jhana-lakfana-samukarsay, though in both there is the intercourse

through knowledge. In the former, the knowledge of the generic

character (e.g. dhSmatva) does not bring about the perception of

itself but of its substrata, i.e. the individual objects of all times and

places (e.g. all cases of smoke), which are possessed of the generic

nature. In the latter, the knowledge of an object (e.g. fragrance of

sandal) revived in memory does not bring about the perception of

its substratum (e.g. sandal) but of the object itself (fragrance).*

Some have uiged that the visual percepdon of fragrant sandal

may be explained by the intercourse throu^ the knowledge of

generic character {sHmSsya-lakfana-sannikarfd). For instance, when
we see a piece of sandal, the visual percepdon of the sandal reminds

us of its fragrance {saurabha) perceived in the past, and the generic

character of fragrance {saurahhatva) which abides in the sandal in

^ SM., pp. 275-283. H.I.L., pp. 412-13.
* The visual qualities of the sandal-wood.
» SM., p. 282.
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the relation of inherence {tammOja) and inherent-inherence

{samurutta-samavaja) req>ectively. The recollection of the generic

nature of fragrance {smralhatva) through the intercourse through

the generic daracter {tOnUhtja-laifaHa-satimkarfa) produces in us

the perception of all individual fragrances, including the fragrance

ofthis piece ofsandal.

To this objection the Neo-Nai^pka replies that though through

the intercourse of the knowledge of the generic nature of fragrance

{sSmai^a-lakfana-tanmkarfa) we tnay perceive the fragrance of the

sandal, we cannot perceive throu^ this intercourse the generic

nature of fragrance itself, owing to the absence of the intercourse

of the visual organ with fragrance. Had there been the generic

nature of the generic nature of fragrance {saurabhatvatva)^ we
could have perceived the generic nature of fragrance [saurahhatva)

through the intercourse of the knowledge of its generrc character

{samai^a-lakfoM-satimkarsa). But, in fact, there is no generic

character of the generic character of fragrance. Hence we cannot

perceive the generic character of fragrance through the intercourse

of the knowledge of its generic character which is non-existent.

Thus we must admit that there is another extraordinary intercourse

through association {jnana-laksoM-sarmkarsa) to account for our

perception of the generic character of the fragrance of the sandal.

In illusory perceptions generally there is the intercourse through

association {jnana-lakfana-samikarsa). For instance, in the illusory

perception of silver in a nacre, no silver comes in contact with

the visual organ j but still the idea of silver revived in memory by

association produces the visual perception of silver.^

5 6. (iiij TTie Intercourse produced by Meditation {Togaja-

sannikarfa)

Besides the intercourse through the knowledge of generic

character and the intercourse through association, there is another

extraordinary intercourse of the sense-organs with their objects,

produced by meditation {yogaja-sanmkarfa). This kind of inter-

course again is of two kinds : (i) the intercourse in the perception

of a person who is in an ecstatic condition {yukta), and (2) the inteiv

course in the perception of a person who is out of the ecstatic con-

dition (ytdijihu). The tuture of yogic perception (jep-pratyaksa)

will be fully discussed in a subsequent chapter.*

^ H.I.L., pp. 413-14. SM., pp. 283-4; also Dinakaii, pp. 283-4.
* SM., pp. 284-5 ; Chapter XVIII.
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^ 7. (iii) Tht AHmamaka

Gaga Bhatta holds that there are three kinds of intercourse

between the sense-organs and their objects (1) union [samjtga),

(2} united-inherence {samjukta-tttmavaja\ and (3) united-inherent-

inherence {samjukta-samaveta-samavaya). Substances are perceived

through their union or conjunction with the sense-organs. The
qualities, actions, and generalities inhering in the substances are

perceived through united-inherence {samyukta-samavOya). And
the communities of these qualities and actions are perceived through

united-inherent inherence {samyukta-samaveta-samavSya). So hi
the Mimaihsaka agrees with the Nya3ra-Vai^ika. But he does not

recognize inherence and inherent-inherence. According to him,

sound IS not perceived through inherence {samavitya) as the Nyaya-

Vaik;ika holds, because sound is not a quality but a substance $

so it is perceived through union or conjunction {samyega) with the

ear. And consequently, the generic character of sound also is not

perceived through inherent-inherence ; it is perceived through

united-inherence like the generic character of any other substance

(e.g. a jar). Thus according to the MlmSmsaka there are only

three kinds of intercourse between the sense-organs and their objects.^

Sslikanitha, a follower of Prabhakara, holds that there are three

kinds of sense-object-intercourse, viz. union {sathyoga)^ united

inherence {samyukta-samavaya)^ and inherence [samavSya).^

S 8. (iv) The Samkarite

According to the Saihkarite, there is no relation of inherence

{samavSya). Inherence, according to him, is nothing but identity

or co-essentiality {fUdstmya). So the Samkarite recognizes the

following six kinds of intercourse between the sense-organs and their

objects :

—

(1) Samyoga. For instance, the visual perception of a jar is

due to its direct contact or conjunction with the visual organ.

(2) Somyukta-tsdatmya. For instance, the perception of colour

is due to its co-essentiality or identity with something (e.g. a jar)

which is in conjunction with the visual organ.

(3) SamyukiUhKmatadatmya. For instance, the perception of the

generic character of colour (rOpatva) is due to its co-essentiality with

something (e.g. colour) which is co-essential with that (e.g. a jar)

which is in conjunction with the visual organ.

^ BhBIpicmtliiiapi, p. 20. * PP., p. 46.
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(4) Taddtmya. For instance, the perception of sound is due

to its co-essentiality with the sense-organ, viz. the ear-drum which

is pervaded by ether (aiaJa).

(5) TsdittmyavadabJmmatva. For instance, the perception of

the generic chancter of sound {iahdatva) is due to its co-essentiality

with something (e.g. sound) which, again, is co-essential with the

sense-organ, viz. the ear-drum which is pervaded by ether {akula).

(6) Filtsya-VUefana-bhOva. For instance, the perception of

the absence of a jar on the ground is due to the absence qualifying

something (e.g. ^e ground) which is, therefore, possessed of this

qualification (e.g. the absence of the jar).^

Thus the Saihkarite’s samyoga, samyukta-tadutmya, samyuk-

tUbJutma-tsdstmya, tsdutmya, tadtttmyavadabhimatua, and vUefya-

viiefana-bhOva correspond to the Naiyiyika’s samyaga, samyukta-

satnav/^a, samyukta-tamaveta-samavilya, samavUya, samavtta-

samavSya, and viSesya-vUefona-sambandha respectively.

S 9. The Other Schools of FedOnta

The Rlminujist holds that there ate only two kinds of sense-

object-intercourse, viz. samyoga and samyssktairayona. The percef^-

tion of substances is due to their conjunction with the appropriate

sense-organs. And the perception of their qualities is due to the

contact of the sense-otgans with the substances in which the qualities

subust. The qualities are brought into relation with the sense-

organs through the direct contact of their substances with the senses.*

The Vallabhite recognizes five kinds of sense-object-intercourse,

viz. samyoga, tttdstmya, samyukta-tsdstmya, samyukta-vilesanatHy

and svarUpa. The perception of a jar is due to its contact [samyoga)

with the visual organ. The perception of the colour of a jar is due

to the contact of the visual organ with the jar which is identical

with its colour. The internal perception of cognition, pleasure,

and other properties of the mind {svadharma) is due to the relation

of identity {tsdotmya) ; there is identity between the mind and its

properties. The perception of the absence of a jar on the ground is

due to the conuct of the visual oigan with the ground which is the

locus of the absence of the jar. “ The locus is perceived by contact,

samyoga^ the nation as a predicate of the locus." * The perception

of the mental modes {vgtH) is due to svarUpasambandha

;

they are

VP. an<^ ^ikhlnut^i, p. 87.

• NyayapariAiddhi, p. 77.
* Comfara/tve Studies in FedanHsm, p. 242.
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perceived in themselves without implying any relation beyond

themselves.^

JanSrdana Bha^ a follower of M£dhva, refutes all kinds of

sense-object-intercourse except union (samyega). We directly

perceive objects and their qualities through the sense-organs. There

is a direct contact of all perceptible objects with the sense-organs.

And contact implies union. There are no other intervening relations

between the senses and their objects. “ The guna (quality) is identical

with the guni (substance), and no relation can be conceived among
them. Samav^a is refuted as involving an infinite regress and

with the refutation of samavitya, the forms of samavBya can have

no hold. JhhSva (non-existence) is directly perceived, and we require

no conception of relation.” ®

1 Prasthlaaratnakara, pp. 117-18. Dr. M. N. Sircar, Cmparattve

Studies in Fedantism, pp. 342-3.
• Dr. M. N. Sircar, Combative Studies in Fedantism, p 237.



Chapter V

ACQUIRED PERCEPTION

\ I. Introduction

In the last chapter we have found that, according to the Neo-

Naij^yikas, there are not only different kinds of ordinary intercourse

between the sense-organs and their objects, but also there are three

kinds of extraordinary intercourse. For instance, the visual per-

ception of fragrant sandal is explained by the Neo-Naiy3yikas as

due to an extraordinary intercourse through the knowledge of

iragrance, though it is not the proper object of the visual organ.

In western psychology such a perception is generally regarded as an

acquired perception. And this acquired perception has been

analysed by the different schools of Indian philosophers and explained

in slightly different ways. According to the Jaina, the so-called

acquired perception is a complex psychosis made up of presentadve

and representative processes mechanically associated with each other

and involving judgment and inference. According to the VedSntist

also, it is a psychic compound made up of presentadve and repre-

sentadve elements integrated together into a compound percepdon.

But, according to the Ny2ya-Vaiie;ika, an acquired perception is

a single int^ral pulse of consciousness which is presentative or

perceptual in character, though it is preceded by recollecdon. The
Nyiya-Vaifojika does not admit the possibility of a composite

consciousness or a psychic compound of distinct psychic entities.

Let us now discuss these different views about acquired perception.

S 2. (i) The Jaina

The Jaina holds that the visual perception of fragrant sandal

is a case of acquired perception. The visual organ alone cannot

produce the perception of fragrant sandal, since fragrance cannot

be apprehend^ by the visual organ. Nor can the visual organ

produce this perception, even in co-operation with the recollection

of fragrance ; for, in that case, odour would be apprehended by the

visual organ, which is impossible. The perception of odour cannot

be produced by the visual organ. So the perception of fragrant
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sandal can neither be produced by the vuual organ singly, nor in

co-operation with the recollection of odour.^ We have, indeed,

an apprehension of fragrant sandal after the operation of the visual

organ in co-operation widi the recollection of ftagrance. But

from this it does not follow that it is a simple psychosis of the ruture

of visual perception produced by the visual organ. In foct, it is a

complex psychosu of presentadve and representative processes mixed

up togedier. It is a mixed mode of consciousness made up of

presentative and representative elements mechanically associated

with each other. There is an int^radve assodadon of two

co-ordinate and co-existent elements, the visual percept of the sandal

and the idea of fragrance freely reproduced in memory. The
apprehension of fragrant sandal is simply a sum of two distinct psychic

enddes, the present (^tic sensation of the sandal plus an image of

its fragrance reproduced from past experience by assodadon and

integrated together into a complex psychosis. And not only so \

it involves a judgment and an inference. Though the sandal is

perceived by the visual organ, and the fragrance is reproduced in

memory by the law of assodadon, the apprehension of the sandal

as qualified by fragrance, or fragrant sandal, involves a process of

judgment and an inference. Thus, according to the Jaina, in the

acquired perception of fragrant sandal there is a free association of

ideas, judgment, and inference. An acquired percepdon is rather

an act of inference than perception, though it depends on both

perception and recollection.* This account of an acquired percep-

rion is similar to the account of the associationist psychology of

the west.

S 3. (li) The Samkara-FedOntist

The &uhkarite also holds that the visual percepdon of fragrant

sandal is not a simple psychosis but a psychic compound of a

presentadve element and a representadve element. It is a mixed

mode of consciousness made up of a perceptual consciousness and a

non-perceptual consciousness. There is a presentadon of the sandal

(i.e. its visual qualities) through the visual organ ; and there is a

representadon of fragrance, since it cannot be perceived by the visual

^ Na hi pariinalasmarai;;iasavyspek{adi locanaiii surabhi candanamiti

pratyayamutpadayati . . . gandhasytpi locanajflInavi?ayatvaprasaA^t.

PKM., p. ijo. See also p. 143.
* Gandhasmara^^haklnlocanavytplriliiantaraih surabhi candanamiti-

pratyayapradteh. Tanna pratyakje^lsau pradyate. PKM., p. 150.
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organ} tliese two heterogeneous elements are mixed up together

and produce the compound perception of fragrant san^. This

psychic compound is not of the nature of a chemical compound

but of the nature of a mechanical mixture. The presentative

element and the representative element do not lose their identity

in the mixed mode.^

The Naiyiyika may urge that if we recognize a mixed mode of

presentative and representative processes, then presentation and

representation would not be regarded as natural kinds. There

carmot be an intermixture of natural kinds. But the &uhkarite

contends that there is no contradiction in the intermixture of

presentative and representative elements in perception.* The
Naiy£yika prejudice against intermixture of natural kinds or genera

{sOiitiarya) does not find place in the Vedantic monism.

It may be a^ed : In the visual perception of fragrant sandal

is the apprehension of fragrance presentative or non-presentative ?

It may be said that it can be neither. It carmot be presentative

because here the apprehending mental mode does not take in the

form of fragrance and identify itself with it, which is a condition

of perception, according to the Sarhkarite. Nor can it be non-

presentative, because the conditions of non-presentative knowledge

are absent. For example, the knowledge of invariable concomitance

between sandal and fragrance being absent, there can be no inference

of fragrance in the visual perception of fragrant sandal. But the

Sarhkarite holds that the apprehension of fragrance must be non-

presentarive } for if fiagrance of this piece of sandal were already

perceived, then the ;^rehension of fragrance in this case would be

a readlection (s/nrti), and if it were not already perceived, then the

apprehension of firagrance in this case would be inferential.* It can

never be presentative because fragrance is not an object of visual

perception. Thus according to the Saihkarite, the visual perception

of fragrant sandal is a mixed mode of consciousness made up of a

presentative element and a representative element. It is a compound
perception or tied perception in which an idea is tied to a percept.

It is a presentadve-representative complex. In this way the visual

percepdon of sweet mangoes also may be explained.*

The &uhkarite does not hold that such an experience is not a kind

of percepdon at all but a case of inference. According to him,

^ SnrahhiraTi<}inainifyBHijSgTiamap} rani^aTiiHia^^aitifc parokgam, SSUr-

bhUhfe parokfam. VP., p. 67.
* VP., p. 68. * Sikhtma^i, p. 67. * SiUdUna^i, p. 68.
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even an act of inference involves an element of perception as a con*

sdtuent fiurtor ; for instance, in the inferential option of fire in

a mountain the apprehension of fire is inferential, but the appre-

hension of the mountain is perceptual ; these two psychoses are the

integral fiurtors of inferential knowledge. So, here, an act of percep-

tion involves an element of recollection and sometimes an act of

inference as an integral fiictor.i Herein lies the difference between

the Jaina and the Vedintist in their views of acquired perception.

^ 4. (iii) The NyHya-Fauesika

According to both the Jaina and the Sadikarite, the visual

perception of fragrant sandal is a mixed mode of consciousness or

a psychic compound of presentative and representative processes.

But the NySya-Vaife^ika, like William James, does not admit the

possibility of a mixed mode of consciousness. Every psychosis is

simple. There cannot be a psychic compound of simultaneous

psychoses owing to the atomic nature of the manat^ without which

there can be no psychosis at all. According to this view, the visual

perception of fragrant sandal is a simple psychosis, though it is

preceded by the visual perception of the sandal and die recollection

of its fragrance. It is an integral pulse of consciousness in the

language of William James.

Sridhara refutes the theory of psychic fusion m explaining an

acquired perception in NyOyakandati. In the visual perception

of fragrant sandal, fragrance is the qualification {vUefona) and sandal

is the qualified object {viiefya). Some hold that both the qualifica-

tion and the qualified object—^the fragrance and the sandal—are

apprehended by a single compound psychosis. They explain this

perception in the following manner. The visual organ cannot

apprehend odour (fragrance), and the olf^ory organ cannot

apprehend the sandal (i.e. the visual qualities of ^e sandal) ; and

hence these two sense-organs cannot apprehend the reladonship

between fragrance and the sandal, since the perception of relationship

would depend upon the perception of the two factors related. But

just as the single psychosis of recognition, which is a kind of percep-

tion, is produced by a sense-organ in co-operation with the sub-

conscious impressions of past experience, and thus apprehends both

the past and the present, so die visual perception of fragrant sandal

is produced jointly by the visual organ and the olfoctory organ,

and hence it apprehends both the sandal and its fragrance.* This

1 giUilmapi and Mapiprabha, pp. 68-9. • NK., p. 117,
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requirea a word of aqdanadon. According to this view, the vutial

perception of fragrant sandal is a compound perception involving two

fiwtois, viz. the visual perception of the sandal and the recollection

of fragrance. Here ^e first psychosis d^nds upon the past

experience of fragrance produced by the olfiurtory organ. Thus
ultimately the visual perception of fragrant sandal is produced by

both the visual organ and the olfactory organ.

But Sildhara contends that this explanation is not sads&ctory.

A cognition is not nude up of parts ; if it were so, then one part of

it could be produced by the olfactory organ, and the other by the

visual organ. But, in fiurt, there can be no composite consciousness

or a psychic compound. A cognition is an impartible whole or

a simple psychosis. And if such a simple psychosis produced by both

the visual organ and the ol&ctory organ apprehends the sandal as

well as its fragrance, then from this it would follow that the odour

(fragrance) is apprehended by the visual organ, and the sandal (apart

from fragrance) by the olfactory organ ; because that thing is appre-

hended by an organ which is the object of the cognition produced

by that organ. But since the internal organ or manas is atomic,

it cannot operate upon the two sense-organs at one and the same time.

Hence it must be admitted by all that m the visual perception

of fragrant sandal at first the fragrance of the sandal (visesana) is

perceived by the ol&ctory organ, and then afterwards the visual

organ produces the visual perception of the sandal alone (visefya) in

co-(q>eration with the previous olfiurtory perception of fragrance.^

Jayanta Bham also gives a similar account of acquired perception

in NyOyamanjari. He arulyses the visual perception of a fragrant

flower. In this perception diere is a visual perception of the flower,

but not of its fragrance, since odour is not an object of visual percep-

tion. So there carmot be a visual perception of the flower as qualified

by fragrance, or the fragrant flower. What happens in this case is

that the present visual perception of the flower is qualified by the

previous cognition of the fragrance produced by the ol&ctory organ

on a previous occasion, and the flower is perceived as flagrant not by

the visual organ, because it cannot apprehend odour, but by the internal

organ or manas. Thus, acconhng to Jayanta Bha^ though there

is a visual perception of the flower, there is not a visual perception

of the flagrant flower. The visual presentation of the flower

is qualified by the idea of fragrance perceived in the past by the

^ Ghilpena gandhe gfhlte pafc-gttnHgrahupaM haVanns cakfuyS kevala-

vifcfjiiUambaiuuiievedaifa viiefyajHanaih janyate ityakflmeiiapyabhyupagan-

Uvyam. NK., p. rry.
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olfactory organ, and the single unitary percq>tion of the fragrant

flower is not produced by the visual organ but by the internal organ

or manast even as the single unitary process of recognition—which

is a kind of qualified perception or a perception produced by peripheral

stimulation qualified by the recollection of a past experience—is

produced by the interrial organ or manas^ Thus Jayanta Bham
regards an acquired perception as a new type of a synthetic unity of

apperception.

It may be objected that the flower is qualified by present qualifica-

tions. But the fragrance that is manifested in consciousness in the

perception of the fragrant flower does not exist at present, but existed

in the past and was apprehended by the ol&ctory organ. How can

a past qualification qualify a present object ? Jayanta Bha^ replies

that just as after eating ninety-nine fhiits we come to the hundredth

fruit and recognize it as such, only because the perception of this

ftuit is qualified by the previous perception of the ninety-nine fruits

which no longer exist, so in the perception of a fragrant flower

the present visual perception of the flower is qualified by the previous

olfectory perception of fragrance.*

Thus Jayanta Bha^ holds that there cannot be a visual per-

ception of a fragrant flower, ance odour can never be perceived by

the visual organ. When the flower is perceived by the visual organ,

and the idea of fragrance is revived from past experience, the fragrant

flower is perceived by the central sensory or manas^ which can

apprehend all sensible objects, colour, odour, etc. But this is rather

avoiding the difficulty. When we see a flower, or a piece of sandal-

wood, we distinctly feel that it is fragrant. We distinctly feel that

we have a visual perception of the fragrant flower or the fragrant

sandal.

The Neo-Naiy&yikas, Ganged and his followers hold that

when we see a piece of sandal-wood and feel that it is fragrant, we
have not an internal perception of ftagrant sandal through the central

sensory, as Jayanta Bhatra holds, but a distinctly msual perception

of the fragrant sandal. But how can we have a visual perception

of fragrant sandal, since fragrance can never be an object of visual

perception i Gahge& replies that the visual perception of fragrant

sandal is not an ordiiury perception (lasMka-fratyaksa) due to an

ordinary intercourse {laukika-sanmkarfa)., but it is an extraordinary

^ Locanagocare’pi kundakusume tadavi^yagandhavijeyite vShyendriyad-

vg^a^a£^ah«^^mg^lll^»mgnaInl fi mananamgya surabhi kuSunumitijlUnaffl.

NM., p. 461.
* Ibid., p. 461.
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percqmon {alauMia pratyakfa) due to an extraordinary btercourse

{fdaukika samtikarfa). Tltere cannot be an ordinary intercourse

of the visual organ with the fragrance of the sandal, since odour u
not an object of visual perception. But the fragrance of the sandal

revived in memory by association constitutes an extraordinary inter-

course called jnSHa~lakfarui-saiodkarfay and through it gives rise

to the visual perception of the fragrant sandal. Here, though there

is an ordinary intercourse of the visual organ with the sandal—and

thus there is a direct visual perception of the sandal—there is an

extraordinary intercourse through the idea of fragrance revived in

memory by association, and thus there arises a visual perception of

the fragrant sandal. Thus the Neo-NaiyS3rika differs from Jayanta

Bha^ who holds that though the sandal is perceived by the visual

organ, the ftagrant sandal is not perceived by it but by the central

sensory or moMas, when there is a visual perception of the sandal

and a recollection of its fragrance perceived by the olfiurtory organ

in the past.^

VardhamSna distinguishes between the visual perception of

fragrant sandal and the olfurtory perception of the fragrance of sandal.

Sometimes we see a piece of sandal and at once perceive that it is

fragrant And sometimes we smell an odour and at once perceive

that it is the fragrance of sandal. The former perception is produced

by the visual organ in co-operation with the recollection of fragrance

perceived by the olfutory organ on a previous occasion. And the

latter perception is produced by the olffuxory organ in co-operation

with the recollection of sandal perceived by the visual organ in the

past.*

Both the earlier and later NaiySyikas admit that the perception

offragrant sandal is a single unitary presentation ; it is not a compound
of presentadve and representative elements but a presentation

qualified by a representative process which is its immediate ante-

cedent. The NaiySyika does not admit a psychic compound or

a mixed mode of consciousness, which is admitt^ by the Saihkarite.

According to him, there is no simultaneity of psychoses owing to

the atomic nature of the Ttumas, urd, moreover, there cannot be an

intermixture of two heterogeneous psychoses, e.g. a presentadve

process and a representadve process. This has been clearly pointed

out by Udayana in NjayakusumOnjali.*

* SM., pp. 283-4. See Dinakail also, pp. 283-4. TA., p. 14, See

Ch. IV, S j.

* KnramlfijaliprakBia, p. 105 (Benares, 1912).
* NTByakusumlfijali, p. 104 (Benares, rqra).



Chaptbr VI

RECOGNITION

^ I. The Nature of Recogmtion

The process of recc^;mtion has been analysed by all the schools

of Indian thinkers from both the standpoints of psycholc^ and

epistemology. Here, we shall attempt only a psychological analysis

of recognition from the different standpoints of Indian thinkers.

Recognition is a complex psychosis depending upon presentadve

and representative processes. It depends both upon peripheral stimula-

tion and ideal reproduction of a past experience. A cognition pro-

duced by peripheral stimulation is admitted by all to be perception,

and a cognition reproduced in imagination by the revival of the residua

of past experience is admitted by all to be recollection. But recogni-

tion is a complex psychosis which depends both upon peripheral

stimulation and reproduction of a past experience. Is it, then, to be

regarded as a single psychosis or two psychoses ? If it is a single

ps^osis, is it a kind of perception, or quite a new psychosis ? The
Buddhist holds that recognition is not a single unitary psychosis

but a mechanical composition of two psychoses, presentadve and

representative. The Nyaya-Vaiicfika, the Mimimsaka, and the

Vedandst hold that recognition is single psychosis of the nature of

perception ; according to them, it is a qu^iiied perception. The
Jaina holds that recognidon is a single psychosis, but it is not a kind

of perception ; it is a umque psychosis ; it is neither presentadve nor

representadve, nor both, but sui generis ; it is a chemical compound,

as it were, of presentadon and represcntadon, different from both.

Let us now consider the different views of recognidon in detail.

% 2. (i) The Buddhist

When we perceive a pot and recognize it to be an object of our

past experience, we have a recognidve consciousness such as “ this is

that pot ”. Is this recognidon a single psychosis or a combinadon

of two psychoses, presenudve and representadve ? If it is a single

psychosis, the Buddhist asks, what is its cause f

(i) The sense-organ cannot be the cause of recognidon,

since it requires a present object for its sdmuladon to pr^uce a

93
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cognition ; it can never come in contact with a past object and so

cannot account for the consciousness of thattuss or the past condition

of the object involved in recognition.

(2) The subconscious impressions (smhsiOra) left hj previous

perceptions cannot be cause of recognition, because they refer to past

perceptions of which they are rendua, and therefore cannot account

for the consciousness of thisness or the present condition of the object

involved in reo^ition.

(3) Nor can rea^idon be brought about by the co-operarion

of the sense-organ with sub-conscious impressions, because they are

found to operate separately and produce different effects. The
sense-organ always produces direct apprehension, and subconscious

impressions always produce memory ; so they can never bring about

a single effect in the shape of recognidon when they co-operate with

each other. ^

Hence reognidon is not a single psychosis produced either by

the sense-organs or by subconscious impressions or by both together,

but it involves two discrete psychoses, presentadve and representadve,

mechanically associated with each other. It cannot be a single

unitary process, for one and the same psychosis cannot apprehend the

past as well as the present condidon of an object, and thus can never

apprehend its identity in the past and the present. It is a mechanical

composition of presenttdve and representadve processes, of which the

former apprehends the present character of its object and the latter

apprehends its past character. We have no psychosis to apprehend

the identity of an objea in the past and the present.

Even if we con^e that recognition is a single psychosis, what

is the nature of its object ? If it apprehends a past object, it does

not differ from recollection ; if it ]q>prehends a future object, it does

not differ from constructive or anticipatory imagination ; if it

apprehends only what exists at the present moment, then it does not

recognize the identity of its object in the past and the present ; and

it is self-contradictory to hold that it can apprehend an object as

existing in the past, the present, and the future.*

For the same reason it carmot be held that recognition apprehends

an object as qualified by a previous cognition, for a past cognition

does not exist at present, and therefore cannot qualify the object of

the present cognition ; and if the past cognition, which is supposed

to qualify the object of recognition, is not at all apprehended as past,

an object cannot be perceived as qualified by the previous cognition

NM., pp. 448-9. * NM., p. 449.
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in «n act of recognition. Thus reception cannot be r^;arded

as a kind of qualified perception.' It consists of two distinct

psychoses, presentative and representative.

% 3. (ii) The Nyffya-Failefika

The N)r2ya-Vaije$ika holds that recognition is a angle unitary

process. It apprehends both the past condition of its object and its

present condition by a synthetic act of apperception. Jayanta Bha^
severely criticizes the Buddhist theory of recognition in NySyamanjari.

The Buddhist argues that there is no recognition as a single

psychosis because there is no cause of recognition. The effect

cannot exist if there is no cause of it. But this is reversing the order

of things. We may infer a cause of a given effect, but we cannot

deny the existence of the effect, even if we cannot account for it.

Though neither sense-organs nor subconscious impressions by them-

selves can account for the fact of recognition, still when Aey co-

operate with each other, their oo-opetadon can account for it. Though
sense-organs can produce only perception, and subconscious

impressions can produce only recollection, yet when they co-operate

with each other, they can produce recognition, which is a kind of

qualified perception.*

What is the object of recognition, according to the Nyaya-

Vaifo;ika ? The object of reo^ition is something existing at

present but also qudified by the past time. Thus recognition

apprehends both the past and present character of its object.*

But the Buddhist asks : Is it not self-contradictory to suppose

that one and the same mental process, viz. recognition, apprehends

the past as well as the present character of its object, inasmuch as

the past and the present cannot exist at the same time, and so cannot

simultaneously qualify an object ? The past is past ; it does not

exist at present ; how, then, can both the past and the present be

apprehended by the same act of reaignition, and qualify its object ?

The NaiySyika replies that the past is apprehended as past, and the

present is apprehended as present by recognition ; so that the object

of recognition is one and the same, being qualified by the past and

the present both. Hence there is no contradiction in holding that

recognition apprehends an object qualified both by the past and

the present.*

' NM., p. 449. * NM., p. 459.
* Adtakllavilifto vartemlnakallvacchinnafclrtlut etasySmavabhlsate.

NM., p. 459. * NM., p. 459.
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But the Buddhist asks again : How is it that a presentative

cognition produced by peripheral stimulation af^rehenck an object

qualified by the past time ? The NaiySyika replies that the object

which existed in the past exists at present also ; so in recognition

the object is presented to consciousness as existing at present and

also qualified by the past. And there is nothing incongruous in

this. When we eat a number of fruits, say, one hundred, and after

eating ninety-nine fruits come to the hundredth fruit, we have the

consciousness of having eaten nine^-nine fruits, so that the cognition

of the hundredth fruit is qualified by the fruits which existed in the

past, many seconds before the hundredth fruit is eaten, and the number

hundred recognized ; and even though what is past is not present

at the time, yet the relation which the object had with the past time

is certainly present in the object, and the qualification of an object

by its relation to the past time is all that is necessary for recognition

apprehending an object as qualified by the past dme.^

Is, then, recognition presentative or representative ? According

to the Nyiya-Vai^efika, it is presentative or perceptual in character,

though it is produced by the sense-organs with the help of sub-

conscious impressions. For, according to the Nyiya-Vaik$ika,

whatever mental state is produced by peripheral stimulation is an

immediate, presentative or perceptud cognition. Recognition

is produced by peripheral stimulation, though with the help of sub-

conscious impressions left by previous perceptions $ hence it must be

r^rded as a kind of presentative cognition or perception. Though
die sense-organs by themselves cannot produce the cognition of a

past object, yet in co-operation with the subconscious impressions

of past eiqierience they can produce the cogniuon of an object as

qualified by the post time. Hence recognition is defined by Jayanta

Bha^ as the perception of a present object qualified by die past

time, due to the contact of a sense-organ with the present object, or

as the perception of a present object, as modified by its past cognition.

Just as the visual perception of a flower is modified by the previous

olfactory perception of its fragrance, which is not perceived by the

visual organ at the present, and thus brings about the indirect visual

perception of a fragrant flower through the central sensory or manat.,

so in recognition the perception of a present object is modified by

a past cognition reproduced in imagination. Though pure perception

is produced by the peripheral organs, and pure recollection is produced

by subconscious impressions, recognition is produced by the co-

operation of both, and the object of recognition is perceiv^ through

^ NM., pp. 459-^60.
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the manaSf as qualified by the past cognition of the object.^ Siv^itya

also defines recognition as the apprehension of an object as qualified

by the past time.* Midhava Sarasvafl regards recognition as the

apprehension of an object as qualified by the present and the past

time.* Vi^van&tha refers to a doctrine which regards recollection

as a cause of recognition, since a subconscious impression without

being revived cannot bring about recognition, and it is better to hold

that a recollection, rather than a revived impression, is the cause of

recognition.*

Thus recognition is not a mixed mode of consciousness made
up of presentative and representative elements, for the NySya-

Vai^ika does not admit the simultaneity of two or more cognitions

owing to the atomic nature of the manas. According to this view,

recognition is a single presentative cognition or perception, but

qualified by the past time or by the past cognition of the object.

Recognition, therefore, is a kind of qualified perception.

% 4. (iii) The Mimamsaka

Kumarila agrees with the Naiyayika in regarding recognition

as a presentative cognition. He puts forward the following reason.

Whatever cognition is produced by peripheral stimulation is

presentative or perceptual in nature. Recognition is present when
there is peripheral stimulation. Though recognition is preceded

by an act of recollection, it is not to be regarded as non-perceptual

in character, inasmuch as it is produced by the contact of a sense-

organ with a present object. There is no injunction that only such

a cognition is to be regarded as a perception, as is prior to recollection.

Nor is the operation of the sense-organs, after recollection, precluded

by any valid reason. Thus the &ct of following upon recollection

cannot deprive a cognition of its perceptual character, if it is produced

by peripheral stimulation. For these reasons, Kumarila regards

every cognition as a perception, which is produced by peripheral

stimulation, whether it appears before or after recollection. Hence

he r^ards recognition as a kind of perception.*

S 5. (iv) The Samkara-VedUntist

The Sathkarite agrees with the Naiyayika and the Mlm^ihsaka

in holding that recognition is a perceptual cognition produced by

1 NM., p. 461. • SP
, p. 68.

* Mitabhljipi, p. aj. * SM., p. 497.
* SV., Satra IV, Slokas 234-7.
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peripheral srimularion and subconscious impressions co-operating

together.

A]chan^l3nanda Muni, the author of Taftva^pma asks : What
is the cause of recognition ? Is it produced by Ae residua of past

cj^rience ? Or is it produced by peripheral stimulation ? Or is it

produced by both together ? The first alternative is fiilse. Residua

of past ejqttrience can apprehend only the past condition ofan object ;

they cannot apprehend the distinctive character of the object as

determined by the present time and ^>ace. The second alternative

also is felse. The sense-organs can apprehend only the present

condition of the object } they cannot apprehend Ae distinctive

character of the object as determined by the past time and space.

And the Buddhist contends that the third alternative also is felse

for the following reason. If recognition were produced by peripheral

stimulation and subconscious impressions together, it would be

characterized by the dual nature of perception and recollection, and

thus would not be able to apprehend the identity of the object in

the past and the present. According to the Buddhist, one and the

same cognition cannot be both immediate and mediate, presentadve

and representative. But the Vedantist believes in the fusion of

psychoses, and thus regards recognition as a single complex psychosis

apprehending the identity of an object in the past and the present,

due to peripheral stimulation in co-operation with subconsaous

impressions. Akhanijananda Muni points out that though recognition

is produced by the co-operation of peripheral stimulation and sub-

conscious impressions, it is perceptual in character and does not involve

the twofold element of perception and recollection, for recollection

is produced by subconsdous impressions alone. But it may be

objected that if recognition is perceptual in character, it cannot

i^rehend the past condition of the object, which is involved in

recognition. The Vedintist replies that recognition apprehends

the past condition of the object, because it is not produced by peri-

pheral stimulation alone but by peripheral stimulation together

with subconscious impresaons.^

Thus both the VedSntist and the NaiySyika regard recognition

as a kind of perception. But there is a slight difFerence between

the two views. According to the Ved3ntist, recognition is a single

complex psychosis containing presentative and representative elements

—it is a presentative-representative process. According to the

Nai3rayika, recognition is a single simple psychosis which is presentative

Tattvadipana, p. 273. See also TattvapradlpikB, pp. 214-15.
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in character ; it does not contain both presentative and representative

elements 5 it is a kind of perception which is produced bjr peripheral

stimulation and subconscious impressions together. The Ve^dst
believes in the fusion of elementary psychoses into a composite

psychosis. But the Naiyayika cannot believe in psychic fusion for

two reasons. In the first place, two psychoses cannot be simul-

taneously present in the self, owing to the atomic nature of the mind.

In the second place, perception and memory are entirely difiFerent

kinds of psychoses, and there can be no intermixture of two distinct

classes. But the Vedantist does not believe in the atomic nature of

the mind, and he has no prejudice i^nst the intermixture of distinct

kinds of psychoses. So he believes in the simultaneous occurrence

of two distinct kinds of psychoses and their fusion into a uniary

composite psychosis. Herein lies the difference between the

Naiyayika view of recognition and the Vedantist view.

S 6. (v) The Jaina

The Jaina regards recognition as a single uniary psychosis

produced by perception and recollection both, which apprehends the

identity of an object in the past and present. It is neither of the

nature ofperception nor ofthe lature of recollection, nor a mechanical

association of perception and recollection both, nor a composite

psychosis containing the twofold element of perception and

recollection. It is a unique psychosis ; it is sid generis ; it is a single

uniaiy psychosis produced by perception and recollection both.

Perception apprehends the present condition of an object.

Recollection apprehends the past condition ofan object. Recognition

which is a quite new psychosis apprehends the identity of an object

in the past and the present. So recognition is different from percep-

tion and recollection, and its object also is different from that of

perception and recollection. Thus the Jaina differs from the NySya-

Vaifofika, the Mim&thsaka and the Vedantist, who regard recognition

as a kind of perception, and from the Buddhist, who regards it as a

mechanical association of two distinct psychoses, viz. perception

and recollection.

% 7. (i) The Jaina Criticism of the NySya-FaiSefika View

The Nyaya-Vaifo§ika, the Mimaifasaka and the Vedantist regard

recognition as a kind of perception. But it carmot be regarded as

a kind of perception. For wherever peripheral stimulation is present

perception is present, and wherever peripheral stimulation is absent
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perception is absent. But wherever peripheral stimulation is present,

recognition is not present, and wherever peripheral stimulation b
absent, recognition is not absent. In other words, recognition does

not direcdy follow upon peripheral stimulation. If it did, then we
should have recognition even at the time of the perception of an

individual object for the first time. Nor can it be said that recognition

b produced by a sense-organ in co-operation with the recollection

of the object owing to the revival of the residua left by the previous

perceptions of the object, because perception is quite independent of

memory. If perception did depend upon memory, it would never

apprehend an object which was never perceived in the past—it would

never apprehend a new object.

It may be argued that recognition b different from recollection,

since it apprehends an object exbting here and now ; and hence

it b a kind of perception. The Jaina contends that perception

b produced by peripheral stimulation ; and peripheral stimulation is

possible only when the stimulus is present ; and hence perception

apprehends only a present object. But as recognition apprehends

the identity of an object in the past and the present, its object cannot

be apprehended by perception which depends upon the stimulation

of a sense-organ by a present object. It has been urged that the

recollection of an object of past CKperience gives rise to a cognition

in response to peripheral stimulation, which is called recognition.

Thus recognition is a kmd of perception, inasmuch as it is produced

by peripheral stimulation not independently, but in co-operation with

the recollection of a past experience. But thb also b impossible.

A perception can never apprehend the past condition of an object.

How, then, can it incorporate into itself the recollection of past

experience ? ^ In fact, recognition is neither perception nor

recollection, but a sut generis psychosis produced by both.® It is

not a kind of perception, since it is not direct and immediate

knowledge.

^ 8. (ii) The yaina Criticism of the Buddhist View

The Buddhist holds that recognition is not a single psychosis,

but a mechanical association of two distinct psychoses, presentative

and representative, there being no third kind of cognition different

from perception and memory, which may be called recognition.

The Jaina contends that recognition b distinctly felt as a single

1 PKM., p. 97.
® DanlaTiaKiTniTa^fltlranalraiti aaAlralanaih pratyabhijfi&nam. PMS,, p. 2.
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unitary process produced by perception and memory both, which

apprehends the identity of an object in the midst of past and present

m^ifications.^ Recollection cannot apprehend the identity of an

object in the past and the present, since it can apprehend only the past

condition of an object. Nor can perception apprehend the identity

of an object in the past and the present, since it can apprehend only

the present condition ofan object. And if it is said that a determinate

cognition arising out of the residua of both perception and recollection

apprehends the identity of an object in the past and the present, then

that is nothing but recognition which is quite a new psychosis.

The Buddhist himself admits the possibility of a psychic fusion in

the consciousness of a motley colour {atrajnOna) in which many
cognitions of blue, yellow, etc., are fused together. Why, then,

should he object to Ae possibility of a new psychosis of recognition

produced by presentation and representation both ? Even supposing

that recognition consists of two discrete psychoses—presentative and

representative—mechanically associated with each other, are they

felt in consciousness as interpenetrating each other, or in mechanic^

juxtaposition with each other? In the former case, recognition

would be felt either as perception or as recollection. In the latter,

it would be felt as a dual consciousness, both presentative and repre-

sentative, distinct from each other. But, in &ct, recognition is

never felt either as perception or recollection or both together.

Hence it must be regarded as a unique psychosis differing both from

perception and recollection. And the object of recognition is neither

a past object nor a present object, but the identity of an object in

the past and the present, which can never be apprehended by percep-

tion and recollection.

The Jaina holds that there is a sort of mental chemistry in the

production of the state of recognition ; it is not a result of mechani-

cal composition and association of presentative and representative

processes, as the Buddhist supposes. Recognition is svi generis. It

is a compound psychosis, no doubt, but like a chemical compound,

it differs in quality from its constituent elements. It differs both from

perception and recollection, and is yet a combination of the two

psychoses.*

Prabhacandra includes all kinds of presentative-representative

cognition of relations in recognition. The perception of identity,

similarity, dissimilarity, relation of sign and signate, etc., are involved

1 Smarajjapratyakjajanyasya parvottaravivartavartyekadravyavijaTasya

gafikalanajflttnasyaikasya pra'^abhijfiBnatvena supratitatvat. PKM , p. 97.

PKM., pp. 97-9.
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in Fcoignition. It implies the ekboradve processes of comparison,

assimilation, discrimination, spatial and temporal localization.^

Prabhaondra agrees with Herbert Spencer and William James
in holding that not only the ultimate feelings and sensations are

presentations, but the relations among them also are presentations.

The relational processes do not imply the synthetic activity of the

understanding, and consequently are not necessarily involved in the

operations of conceptual thinking. Thus Prabhacandra differs

ftom Bradley and Green who regard relational processes as the

synthetic operations of the understanding.

But is it not self-contradictory to say that one and the same

psychosis has two temporal marks ? The Jaina replies that if there

is dual nature in the process of recognition, it is not self-contradictory,

because the manifoldness of one and the same object of knowledge

is usual, since contradiction is the very essence of the reality. The
manifoldness of recognition is a datum ; we cannot deny its existence

or explain it away.

^ PMS., p. 2, and PKM., p 97



BOOK IV

Chapter VII

THEORIES OF PERCEPTION

% I. The Buddhist Theory of Perception

There are four schools of Buddhists. The Vaibha$ikas hold

that the external world is an object of perception. They maintain

the independent existence of nature and mind ; the nature is extra-

mental and is immediately perceived by the mind. The Sautr^tikas

also hold that the external world exists. But according to them,

it is not an object of direct perception. The external objects produce

presentations in the mind through which we infer the existence of

external objects. From the epistemological point of view, both

the Vaibhafikas and the SautrSntikas are realists } but the former are

advocates of nSive realism, while the latter are hypothetical dualists or

cosmothedc idealists, to use the expression of Hamilton. The
Yogacaras do not believe in the existence of extra-mental objects.

According to them, the immediate objects of our consciousness are

the ideas of the mind ; these ideas can never carry us beyond them-

selves to extra-mental objects. Thus the YogScaras are subjective

idealists. The Madhyamikas aimul the existence ofmind and matter,

subject and object, and go beyond them to the void (sUnya) which

is beyond the scope of intellectual knowledge. Thus the Madhya-
mikas are nihilists. But here we are not concerned with the

epistemological theories of perception. We shall deal here only with

the psychological analysis of perception given by the Buddhists.

The only Buddhist work in which we find a psychological analysis

of perception is NySyalnndu of Dharmaklrti with its commentaries,

NySyahinduRkS and NySyabinduRkStippata. Here the subject has

been treated probably from the Sautilntika point of view.^

Dinnaga defined perception in his PramOna-samuccaya as the

cognition which is free from kalpanSs or mental concepts, e.g. name,

class, and the like.‘ Dharmaklrti defined perception as ^e non-

erroneous cognition devoid of mental concepts or kalpanSs? Percep-

tion must be non-erroneous. This is the logical condition of valid

1 Keith, Buddhist Philosophy, p. 308.
* Pratyakjaiii kalpanSpodham nlmajatyadyasaifiyutain.

* KapimSpodham abhrantaih pratyahtam. NB., p. ii.
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perception. But here we shall not discuss the conditions of valid

perception. So &r as its psychological nature is concerned, per-

ceptual cognition must be free fi’om mental constructs or kalfanBs.

Perception is direct or immediate knowledge. If perception is

defined as the cognition produced by the sense-object-contact^ as

the Naiyayika does, mentxd perception will be excluded from the

category ofperception. Perception is direct presentation of an object

{sBkfBtkBrijnanam).^

Perception must be free from kalpatiBs. But what is kalpanH ?

KalpanHy according to Dhannaldrti, is a name which denotes an

object. Perception, therefore, must be free from all association

of names. It must be inarticulate, nameless, or indeterminate

perception. Names are artificial verbal signs which are assigned

by the mind to the objects of perception, when it recognizes them as

members of a particular class or as the same as perceived before.

To associate an object of perception with a name, therefore, is to

remember similar objects perceived in the past and recognize them.

This is not produced by the object of perception. When the sense-

oigans come in contact with their appropriate objects, they produce

direct presentations or perceptual cognitions. The objects are

presented to the mind, when they come in contact with the proper

sense-organs. But the act of recognition or assigning a name to

the object of perception is not directly produced by the sense-object-

contaa. Names of objects are never presented to the sense-organs.

They are never presented to the senses by the objects of perception.

The acts of recognition and naming involve the unification of the

objects of present experience with the objects of past experience,

so that they are not directly produced by objects coming in contact

with the proper sense-organs, for past objects can never be presented

to the senses.

Stwnetimes though the objects of perception are not associated

with definite names, they are capable of being associated with names.

For instance, though an in&nt does not know the names of objects,

and as such his perception is not associated with any name, it may not

be free from kalpana or mental construct. Even an infant does not

b^jn to suck the breast of his mother, until he recognizes the breast

to be the same as experienced before. Thus perception must be

free from all association with names, and it must not involve any

content of consciousness which may be represented by names ; it

must not involve naming and recognition ; it must not contain any

ideal factor or mental construct. It must be the direct and immediate

1 NBT., p. I a.
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presentation of an object, free from all elaborative or interpretative

processes. It must represent only the given element in experience.

It must not import anything new into the given order from within

the mind from past experience.^

The Naiyayikas and others hold that indeterminate perception

apprehends the qualified object (viiesya) and qualifications (vilefana)^

but not their relations to each other. But the Buddhist contends

that indeterminate perception does not at all apprehend the qualifica-

tions of its object, viz. generality, substantiality, quality, action,

and name, but it simply apprehend the mere object apart from its

qualifications. It cannot apprehend both the qualified object and

its qualifications. It merely apprehends the specific individuality

of an object (svaiakfona) devoid of all qualifications.

The specific individuality of an object is unique and sui generis ;

it is quite different from anything other than itself } it can never

be expressed by words j it is apprehended only by perception. So

perception is always indeterminate. There is no determinate

perception. The so-called determinate perception is not perceptual

in character because it is not produced by peripheral stimulation.

It is produced by the recollection of the name of the object perceived.

Between peripheral stimulation and the determinate cognition there

is an intervening factor of the recollection of the name. So the

determinate cognition is not purely presentative in character, but

it is a presentative-representative process. But the Buddhist regards

perception as entirely free from fectors of imagination. So he does

not admit the possibility of determinate perception.®

Dharmakliti recognizes four kin^ of perception 5 sense-

perception {indriyajHana}, mental perception {manovijnana)^ self-

consciousness {svasamvedana), and yogic perception {yoppratyakfa).

Sense-perception is produced by the sense-organs. It is an
“ immediate feltness ”,® a bare sensation. It gives rise to mental

perception which immediately succeeds it, and belongs to the same

series. Mental perception is due to four causes ; the objective datum,

e.g. external stimulus {3lambana-pratyaya)f the co-operative cause

{sahakaripratyaya)^ e.g. light in visual perception, the dominant

cause, e.g. die sense-organ {adhipatipratyaya), and the immediate

cause, e.g. the immediately preceding cognition (samanantara-

pratyaya), Dharmottara distinguishes mental perception from

sense-perception. When the visual organ has ceased to operate we

^ NB and NBT., pp. 1 3-14 Sec also Buddhtss Philosophy, p. 309.
* See Chapter II.

* Buddhist Philosophy, p. 310.
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have mental perception. So long as the visual organ continues to

q>erate, the perception of colour is nothing but sense-percepdon.^

So mental perception is continuous with sense-perception, and

immediately follows upon it. Self-consciousness is the percep-

tion of the mind and mental states like pleasure and pain.

The direct and immediate apprehension of mental states is of the

nature of self-conscious awareness (svasatnvedana). They are not

perceived by other cognitions, as the Nyaya-Vaifofika holds. They
are directly perceived by themselves. Self-consciousness is percep-

tion, since it directly intuits itself, is devoid of concepts, and firM

from error.* Yogic perception is the direct intuition of the real,

due to intense m^itation on the four truths of Buddhism.* We
shall discuss the Buddhist doctrine of yogic intuition later on.*

S 2. The Jaina Theory of Perception

The Jaina recognizes only two kinds of valid knowledge ; direct

knowledge {apetreksa) and indirect knowledge (parokfa).^ Know-
ledge is direct when it is immediate or distinct. Knowledge is

indirect when it is mediate. Perception is direct or immediate

knowledge because it is directly derived from the senses and the

mind, while mediate knowledge (e.g. inferential knowledge, verbal

knowledge, etc.) is derived through the medium of some other

knowledge.

MSnikyanan^ defines perception as distinct apprehension

{viiadarii pratyakfam)* What is the meaning of cUstinctness ?

That knowle(^ is distinct, which is not mediated by some other

kind of knowledge. And that knowledge is distinct, which appre-

hends an object in all its details.^

Perception is of two kinds : sSmvyavahSrika pratyakfa and

mukhya pratyaksa? The former is the ordinary perception of

everyday life. The latter is super-normal perception. Sathvyavaha-

rika pratyaksa, again, is of two kinds : perception produced by

tile senses {yndriya-nivandhand) and perception not produced by the

senses {anindriya-nivandhana)* The Jaina regards the eye, the

ear, the nose, the tongue, and tiie titin only as sense-organs. He

1 NET., p. 19.

* Tacca jfUnarfipam vedanamgtmanah sSifStkOri nuvikalpalam

abhrantam. NET., p. 20, Sec Buddhtst Philosophy, p. 317.
» NET., pp. 20-1. * Chapter XVIII. « PMS., li, 1-2.

* PMS., ii, 3.
1 PMS., ii, 4.

* PMS., ii, s, n. PNT., ii, 4-5 . • PMS., ii, 5.
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does not regard the mind (manas) as a sense-organ. The mind is

called, no-sense-organ (timndriya). Hence the two varieties of

ordinary perception are sense-perception and mental perception.

Mukhja pratjakfa is of three kinds : avadtn or clairvoyant perception

of objects at a distance of time and ^>ace, matuhparyaya or telepathic

knowledge of thoughts in other minds, and kevala or infinite know-

ledge unlimited by time and space, or omniscience.^ All of them are

perceptual in nature.

The Jaina distinguishes between daritma andjnOna. Dariana is

the simple apprehension of an object. Just after peripheral stimula-

tion there is the bare cognition of an object in a general way. It

apprehends only its general features {sattamUtra) and not its particular

features. Jfiana is the apprehension of the special features of an

object. Dariana is the “ knowledge of acquaintance ”, while

jnSna is the “knowledge about” an object. Dariana is called

indeterminate perception {niruikalpa jfUlna) in other systems of

philosophy. But the Jaina does not recognize it as jnOna or know-

ledge. JnOna is always determinate } it must have a definite form

{lOkOra)
}

it must apprehend the special features (vUesa) of its objett.*

So the Jaina does not regard dariana as indeterminate perception,

because perception is always definite and determixute.

In our ordinary perception {sOmvyavahOrika pratyakfa) there

are four stages : (l) Avagraha, (2) IAj, (3) AvOya, and (4) DhOranO*

Just after dariana there is avagraha. Dariana is the simple

apprehension of an object in a general way. When a stimulus

acts upon a sense-organ, there is an excitation in consciousness,

and the person is barely conscious of the mere existence iyattOmOtra)

of an object. This is dariana. It is indistinct and mdeflnite.

Just after this simple apprehension there is the cognition of an object

together with its general and special features (e.g. white colour).

This is avagraha.^ It grasps the details of an object. But it does

not apprehend all the details of the object. It exdtes a desire in

the person to know more about the object. This desire to know
the particulars of the object is called iho.^ It is a desire to know
whether the object is this or that. In the stage of avagraha we have

the perception of white colour. But in the stage of iho we desire

to know whether the white object is a row of herons or a flag.*

Then there is avOya. It is the ascertainment of the true nature

^ PNT., ii, 19, 20, and 23. • Dravyasaifagrahavrtti, 4.

» PNT., ii, 6. UT,S,i, rj.

* PNT., ii, 7. Sarvarthasiddhi, i, rs.
* PNT., ii, 8. * Sarrttrthasiddlu, i, rj.
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of the object.^ “ In the third stage, Aviya, there is a definite finding

of the particulars which we desired to know in the second stage.

The second stage {avagraha) is merely an attempt to know the

particulars, while the third stage consists in the ascertainment of

these particulars.” * When we observe the upward and downward
movement of the birds and the fluttering of their wings we definitely

know that there is a row of herons and not a flag.’ AvSya is the

definite perception of an object as this and not that. It involves

assimilation and discrimination. In it we clearly perceive the

similarities of the object with other objects perceived in the past, and

its differences from others. It involves the recognition of an object

as belonging to a definite das. It is definite and determinate

perception. Then it gives rise to dhdranB or retention. “ Dhttrana

consists of the lasting impression which results after the object, with

its particulars, is definitely ascertained. It is this impression

{saihskOra) which enables us to remember the object afterwards.” *

Retention is the cause of recollection. Thus the Jaina recognizes

four stages of ordinary perception : avagraha or the perception of

some features of an object, ihs or the desire to know more about

it, avSya or the definite ascertainment of its real nature, and dhSranB

or retention of the perception. Of these the last can hardly be

regarded as a stage in perception. AvBya or definite and determinate

perception should be regarded as the last stage of perception. The
Jaina does not recognize darlana as a distinct stage in perception.

It is quite different from jhOna or knowledge. And perception

is a kind ofjnOna. Dariana is presupposed by perception but not

involved in it. Perception gives us knowledge of an object with its

qualities and relations. Different accounts are given by different

authors, of the four stages of perception given above.

Thus the Jaina theory of perception differs from the Buddhist

theory mainly in this that perception, according to the latter, is the

direct presentation of an object, while, according to the former, per-

ception is presentadve-representadve. According to the Buddhists

percepdon is always indeterminate, while according to the Jaina

percepdon is always determinate. According to the Buddhists, per-

cepdon is the immediate knowledge of the q>ecific individual

{svalak^ana) devoid of all association with names or facts of past

experience. According to the Jaina, however, perception is the

presentadve-representadve cognidon of extra-mental objects and

1 PNT., li, 9, S. C. Ghoshal, Dravyasaihgraba, p. 15.

* Sarvaithadddhi, i, 15. ’ S. C. Ghoshal, Dravyasamgraha, p. 1$.
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their relations to one another. According to the Buddhists, percep-

tion does not represent the relations of extra-mental objects ; these

are imported by thought or imagination from within the mind into

the sense-data to bring about determinate cognitions, which are,

therefore, not perceptual in character. According to the Jaina,

on the other hand, the extra-mental objects and their relations to

one another are facts of direct and immediate experience. The
Jaina, therefore, agrees with James and Herbert Spencer in holding

that relations are not imposed by the intellect upon the raw sense-

materials to convert them into a system of intelligible experience,

but they are embedded in direct and immediate experience as contents

of consciousness.

S 3. The NaiySyika Theory of Perception

Gautama defines perception as the non-erroneous cognition

produced by the intercourse of the sense-organs with the objects,

not associated wdth any name, and well-defined.'-

In this definition the different kinds of perception, the condition

of valid perception, and the genesis of perception have been described.

Perception is of two kinds, viz. indeterminate [avyapadeiya) and

determinate {yyavasSyStmakd). We have already discussed the

nature of indeterminate (nirvikalpa) and determinate {savikalpa)

perception in detail. Here we shall briefly discuss the nature and

origin of perception, and not the conditions of valid perception.

Perception is that cognition w4iich is produced by the intercourse

of the sense-organs with the objects. This definition is given in

Tarkasamgraha. *

In this definition only the specific condition of perception has

been stated. In perception there is not only the contact of the sense-

organs with the objects, but also the contact of the sense-organs with

the mind, and the contact of the mind with the self. Thus there is

a fourfold contact between the sense-organs and the objects, the

sense-organs and the mind, and the mind and the self.’

This definition, therefore, does not give us an exhaustive

enumeration of all the factors that co-operate in producing perception.

It points out only that condition which is the specific cause of percep-

tion, and which distinguishes it from all other forms of cognition.

' lndriyarthasaimikar?otpaniiaifa jiUnam avyapadeiyam avyabhicln

vyavaslyatmakaiii pratyakjam. NS., 1, i, 4.
’ Indriyflrtliasannikar^janyam jfilnam pratyak^am. TS

, p. 29.
* NBh., i, I. 4.
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It does not mention the other conditions, viz. the contact of the mind

with the sense-organs, and the contact of the mind with the self,

because they are common to inference and other forms of cognition

also.^

But it may be contended that the contact of the mind with

the sense-organs also is a specific condition of perception, which is

not present in other forms of cognition. So this condition also

should be distinctly mentioned. VStsyayana rightly points out

that the contact of the sense-organs with the objects is as good a

distinctive feature of percepdon, as the contact of the mind with

the sense-organs. So when one disdncdve feature has been men-

tioned, there is no need of mentioning the other similar features,

as the definition is not meant to be an exhaustive enumeration of all

the conditions of perception.*

Udyotkara offers other explanations too. Firstly, the sense-

object-contact is the distinctive feature of every individual perception.

In every individual perception, which is produced by the sense-

object-contact, what differentiates it from every other perception

is either the sense-organ concerned, or the object perceived ; and

each individual perception is called either after the sense-organ,

or after the object. For example, the perception of colour is called

either visual perception or ro/rar-perception } and no perception is

ever called after the mind-sense-contact ; the perception of colour,

for instance, is never called mental perception.

Secondly, the mind-sense-a>ntact is the common factor among all

kinds of perception, which are otherwise different. In other words,

the contact of the mind with the sense-organs does not differ in

different kinds of perception ; it remains the same in different kinds

of perception.

Thirdly, the mind-sense-contact is not mentioned as the

distinctive feature of perception, since with regard to perception the

mind-sense-contact stands on Ae same footing as the mind-soul-

contact, firstly because individual perceptions are never called either

after the mind or after the soul ) and secondly because both these

contacts subsist in a substratum which is imperceptible by the senses ;

thirdly because neither of these two contacts belongs to the perceived

object ; and lastly because both these contacts subsist in dhe mmd.
These are the reasons why the mind-sense-contact has not been

mentioned in the definition of perception.*

An objection has been raised against this definition that it excludes

1 NBh., i, r, 4. * NBh., i, I, 4.

• NV., i, I, 4; S.L., InJian Thought, vol. vi, pp. 135-7.
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cognition of the self and its qualities of pleasure, pain, etc., from the

category of perception, because the mind is not a sense-organ.

Gautama does not mention the mind as a sense-organ, when he

enumerates the sense-organs.^ Thus the cognition of pleasure,

pain, etc., which is produced through the instrumentality of the mind,

cannot be regarded as perception, since the mind is not a sense-organ.

But, as a matter of &ct, the cognition of pleasure and pain is neither

inferential nor verbal, since the conditions of inference and verbal

cognition are absent. So it is absolutely necessary that the cognition

of pleasure, pain, etc., should be included in perception, and yet

the above definition excludes it.

Vats]r2yana points out that the cognition of pleasure, pain, etc.,

is included in perception by Gautama, since perception is defined by

him as that kind of cognition which is produced by the contact of

the sense-organ and the object, and the mind is a sense-organ.

Gautama has not mentioned the mind as a sense-organ when he has

enumerated the sense-organs owing to the &ct that the mind is

different in character from the other sense-organs. What is the

difference between the mind and the other sense-organs ? VStsyayana

mentions three points of difference. In the first place, the external

sense-organs are material, while the mind is immaterial. In the

second place, the external sense-organs operate upon only a limited

number of objects, while the mind is effective on all objects. For

instance, colours are apprehended by the visual organ } odours are

apprehended by the olfactory organ ; tastes are apprehended by the

gustatory organ ; sounds are apprehended by the auditory organ ;

and touch is apprehended by the tactual organ. But the mind
apprehends all objects. In the third place, the external sense-organs

are of the nature of sense-organs owing to the fact that they are

endowed with the same qualities as are apprehended by them. The
olfactory organ is endowed with the quality of odour and consequently

it can apprehend odour. The visual organ is endowed with the

quality of colour and consequently it can ^rehend colour. The
gustatory organ is endowed with the quality of taste ; so it can iqipre-

hend taste. The auditory organ is endowed with the quality of

sound : so it can apprehend sound. And the tactual organ is

endowed with the quality of touch ; so it can apprehend touch.

But the mind is not endowed with the qualities of pleasure, pain,

etc., which are apprehended by the mind.®

Thus when perception is defined as the cognition produced

1 NS. I, 12. * NBh., i, I, +.
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by the contact of the sense-oi^ans with the objects, the o^ition
of pleasure and pain also is included in perception, inasmuch as the

mind is a sense-organ.

Though both the contact ofthe mind with the selfand the contact

of the sense-organs with the objects are necessary conditions of all

external perceptions, the latter must be r^rded as the principal

cause. For sometimes a man goes to sleep with the determination

that he will wake up at a certain time and by force of this determina-

tion he wakes up at that time ; but sometimes when a man is awakened

from deep sleep either by a very loud sound or by a rude shaking,

his waking perceptions of the sound or the touch are primarily due

to the contact of the sense-oigans with the objects. So predominance

must be given not to the mind-soul-contact, but to the scnse-object-

contact ; because in such cases the soul has no desire to know and

does not put forth an effort to direct the mind towards the object.

Moreover, when a man with his mind entirely pre-occupied with one

thing, desires to know another thing, he puts forth energy to direct

his mind towards the object and perceives it ; in such a case we cannot

say that the sense-object-contact is the principal cause. But when a

man with his mind entirely pre-occupied with one thing suddenly

comes to have the cognition of another thing, brought about by the

forcible impact of the object upon a sense-organ, without any desire or

mental effort on his part, the contact of the sense-organ with the

object must be regarded as the principal cause of perception, since in

this case there is no desire or effort on the part of the self to know
the object.^

In the case of the man whose mind is pre-occupied, the cognition

that suddenly appears is sometimes entirely due to the force of a

particular object of sense-perception ; its force stands for intensity

(fivratS) and vigour {patutS) ; and this force of the object affects

the sense-object-contact, and not the mind-soul-contact.* This

clearly shows that the sense-object-contact is the principal cause of

perception. The different kinds of sense-objcct-contact have already

been dealt with. Jayaniriyana holds that the soul is the constituent

cause, the mind-soul-contaa is the non-constituent cause, and the

sense-object-contact is the efficient cause of perception.®

Thus the NaiySyika explains the origin of perception by a con-

catenation of conditions, viz. the sense-object-contact, the mind-

sense-contact and the mind-soul-contaa. It does not describe the

^ NBh., ii, I, 26; E.T., IndtM Thought, vol. iJ, pp. 38-9.
* NBh., ii, I, 29 ; E.T., Indtun Thought, vol. ii, p. 42.
* VSV., viii, I, 3.
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specific functions of the different fiurtors involved in perception,

as the SSihkhya does. It, indeed, overcomes the Sathkhya duali«n

of huddhi (intellect) and purufa (self) by regarding the former

as a quality of the self ; but it does not explain the relation between

the self and the object, and the correspondence between knowledge-

forms and object-forms. An unwarranted and uncritical assumption

on which the Naiyipka theory of knowledge is based is that know-

ledge is produced, like any other physical effect, out of a collocation

of causal conditions ; psychic causation and physical causation are

quite the same in nature. “ The production of knowledge is no

transcendental occurrence, but is one which is similar to the effects

produced by the conglomeration and movements of physical causes." ^

The self, Ae mind, the sense-organs, and the objects are the main

Actors which bring about perceptual knowledge by their contact

with one another. They have no qrecific functions in the production

of perceptual knowledge ; they simply come into contact with one

another, and by their mutual contaa generate perception.

S 4. The Neo-NatyHyika Theory if Perception

The older Naiyayika defined perception as the non-erroneous

cognition produced by the contact of the sense-organs with the

objects, not associated with any name, and well-defined.* This

definition describes the nature of perception as well as the conditions

and kinds of perception. Perception is produced by the intercourse

of the sense-organs with their appropriate objects. The logical

condition of right perception consists in the want of contradiction

or in its correspondence with reality. It is oftwo kinds, indeterminate

{avyapadeiya) and determinate {yjyavasOyStmaka). But this definition

does not apply to the perception of God or to the perception of Yogis.

So Bhisarvajfia defines perception as right and direct or immediate

cognition.®

This definition is peculiar to Bh^rvajfia. Rlghava points

out in his commentary that if we adopt the definition of Gautama,

we exclude from perception the direct cognition acquired by the

which is undoubtedly a perceptual knowledge and yet it is not

produced by the intercourse of the sense-org^ with the objects.

The word aparokfa in the definition is explained by RSghava as the

cognition not produced by the word {iabda}, or the mark or sign of

t Das Gupu, A History of IndiM Pkthsopky, vol. i, p. 336.
• NS., i, I, 4.
* Samyagaptrokflnubhavasldhanadi pratyakpun. Nyayastra, p. 2.
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inference {Imgay, for the former b the instrument of verbal knowledge

or knowledge derived from authoritative statement (Jabdajfigna)^

and the latter is the instrument of inferential knowledge (anumiti).

Vi^vanStha defines perception as the cognition which is not produced

tlirough the instrumentality of another cognition.^ It is direct or

immedute knowledge. It b not derived through the medium of

some other knowledge. This definition applies both to human
perception and divine perception. It excludes inferential knowledge,

arulogical knowledge, memory and verbal knowledge, because

inferential knowledge b produced through the instrumentality of the

knowledge of universal concomitance ; analogical knowledge is

produced through the instrumentality of the knowledge of similarity ;

verbal knowledge is produced through the instrumentality of the

knowledge of words ; and memory is produced through the instru-

mentality of previous apprehension {anuhhava).^

This is the Neo-Naiyayika definition of perception. Gahge^
the founder of thb school of Nyilya, defined perception in this way.

Perception b direct or immedbte knowledge. This is the

characteristic of perception. It may be produced by the intercourse

of the sense-organs with their proper objects. Or it nuy be produced

directly by the contact of the mind wi^ the objects owing to certain

occult powers of the mind. So it is proper to define perception as

direct inunediate knowledge not derived through the medium of

some other knowledge.

S 5. The MimOmsaka Theory ofPerception

Jaimini defines perception as the cognition produced in the self

by the intercourse of the sense-organs with objects, and he points

out that it cannot apprehend super-sensuous merit.®

Thb definition b praaically the same as that of the Naiyayika.

Gautama defines perception as the non-erroneous cognition produced

by the sense-object-contact, inexpressible by words, and well-defined.

Thb definition states the conditions and kinds of perception. It

shows that perception is oftwo kinds, viz. indeterminate {avyapadeiya)

and determinate {vyayasOyHtmaka). It lays down the condition of

valid perception. Perception must be non-erroneous, in order to

be valid. Jaimini’s definition does not describe the different kinds

ofperception. Nor does it lay down the condition ofvalid perception.

^ jMnakanmakaifa jfilnaib pratyakftm. SM., p. 337.
* SM., pp. 237-240.
* JaiminuQtra, i, i, 4.
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Barring these, the two definitions are practically the same. Annadi

Bhatpi defines perception as the cognition produced by the intercourse

of the sense-oipuis with objects.^ This definition is almost identical

with that ofJaimini. Ifwe analyse Jaimini’s definition we find that

perception requires the existence of (i) a present object of perception,

(2) a sense-organ with which the object comes into contact, and (3)

the self (purufa) in which the cognition is produced. In perception

there must be an intercourse between the sense-organs and their

objects. And there must be something more. The sense-organs

must be coimected with the mind, and the mind with the self. Thus
there must be the sense-object-contact, the mind-sense-contact,

and the mind-soul-contact in external perception.*

The NaiySyilca contends that this definition includes doubtful

perception and illusion in perception. Though perception is said

to be produced by a real object, and as such excludes hallucinations

which are not produced by external stimuli, it does not exclude

doubtful perception and illusion which are produced by external

stimuli.*

Kumirila tries to avoid this objection by saying that samprayoga

means the right application of the sense-organs to their objects,

so that doubtful perception and illusion are excluded from perception.*

Partha^rathimi^ra points out that Jaimini has not defined

perception in the above sGtra.^ He simply says that petception

is not the condition of the apprehension of supersensuous merit.*

So the Naiyayika’s objection is l^ide the mark.

It cannot be urged that this definition does not include the

perception of pleasure, pain, etc., since it does not depend upon the

external sense-organs. For it depends upon the contact of pleasure,

pain, etc., with the internal organ or mind.''

Prabhakara defines perception as direct apprehension {sUksHt

pratttih)fi In every act of perception there is a triple consciousness

(triputisamvtt)f viz. the perception of the knowing self, the known
object, and knowledge itself. As regards the objects of perception,

they are to be classified into substances, qualities, and classes.*

As regards the act of perception itself, it is of two kinds, viz. indeter-

minate perception and determinate perception.^ As regards the

1 TS., p. 29.
* Yuktunehaprapura?! on $D., p 98. (Ch. S.S.)

* NM., pp. loo-ioi. * SV., Sutra 4, Sloka 38.

* JaimiiusQtra, i, i, 4. * SD., p. i i i ; also $V., iv, 19.
' $D., pp. iir-ra. • PP., p. 51.
* PP., p. 52. “ Chapter II.
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knowing self, it is manifested as the knower or subject of all kinds

of knowledge, e.g. perceptual, inferential, verbal, etc., because all

cognitions are appropriated by the self. And direct apprehension

itself also is always self-cognized ; it is not cognized by another

cognition, as in that case there would be rtgressus ad infinitum.'^

According to Prabhikara, consciousness is self-luminous j it manifests

both the self and the not-self, the knowing subject and the known
object. This is the peculiarity of the Pribhakara doctrine of percep-

tion as distinguished from the Bhatfa doctrine of perception explained

above.

1 Chapter XIII.



Chapter VIII

THEORIES OF PERCEPTION (Contd.)

% I. The SUmkhya Theory of Perception

Kapila defines perception as a cognition which takes the form

of an object, being related to it.^ Vijfianabhiksu elucidates the

definition by saying that perception is the psychic function

{buddhivrtti) which goes out to the object and is modified by the

particular form of that object to which it is related. The psychic

function itself is not produced by the proximity of the object, but only

its particular mode is produced by it, which inheres in the psychic

function. The psychic function goes out, like the flame of a lamp,

through the gateways of the sense-oigans, to the external object

which is proximate to it, and is modified by the particular form of

the object.*

Thus the proximity of an external object to the httddhi (intellect)

is the indi^nsable condition of perception in general. And the

proximity of the sense-organs is a special condition of external sense-

perception. But if the proximity of the object to the buddhi were

the condition of perception in general, perception would be possible

even when there was no conuct of the sense-organs. But such

perception is unknown. The Samkhya holds that tamas or inertia

of the buddhi obstructs its fimcaoning, and when it is overcome by

the contact of die sense-organs with objects, or by certain intuidve

powers of the yogiSf we come to have mental modes. And it is for

this inertia of the buddhi that there are no mental modes in dreamless

sleep.®

ifvarakrsna defines perception as determinate cognition of an

object (produced by its proximity to the sense-organ).*

Vlcasparimi^ra fully brings out the signiticance of this definidon.

In the first place, there must be a real object of percepdon.

This characteristic differendates percepdon from illusion. The
object transforms the mental mode into its own pardcular form,

which is in itself formless. The objects of percepdon are both

* Yatsambandhasiddhaib tadsklrollekhi vijiUnadi tat pratyakyam.

SS , i, 89. * SPB., i, 89.
* SPB., i, 91, * PradviyayS^yavasayo dnlam. SK.,

“7
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external and internal, external as the gross sensible objects, e.g. earth,

water, etc., and internal, as pleasure, pain, and the like. Even the

subtile tanrnOtrasy which are infra-sensiblc to us, are the objects of

perception to the Yogin.

In the second place, the perception of a particular kind of

object (colour, sound, etc.) involves the operation of a particular

sense-oigan (eye, ear, etc.), which consists in its intercourse with

its object. This characteristic differentiates perception from memory,

inference, etc.

In the third place, perception not only involves the existence

of an object, and the intercourse of a sense-organ with the object,

but it also involves the operation of the intellect {biuUhi) which

produces a definite and determinate cognition of the object. When
the sense-organs come in oontaxrt with the objects, the inertia (tamas)

of the intellect is overcome, and the essence or intelligence-stuff

(sattva) flings forth in it, in consequence of which a definite and

determinate cognition of the object is produced. This characteristic

of perception excludes doubtful cc^nitions.^

S 2 . The Place and Fmctim of the Sense-Organs

VScaspatimijra illustrates the process ofperception by an example.

Just as the headman of a village collects the taxes from the villa^rs

and gives them over to the governor of the province, and the local

governor hands them over to the minister, and the minister, to the

king, so the external sense-organs, having an immediate appre-

hension of external objects, communicate the immediate impressions

to the mind (manas), and the mind reflects upon them and gives them

over to the empirical ego (ahamkOra) which appropriates them to

itself by its unity of aj^rception and gives these self-appropriated

tqiperceived impressions of the objects for the enjoyment of the self

(purtifa)*

Thus perception involves the functioning of certain organs.

It involves the operation of the external sense-organs, the central

sensory or the mind {mattas\ empirical ego {ahamkHra) and the

intellect {hssddhi).

S 3. The Ftmetim of the External Sense-Organs

The sense-organs have only an immediate apprehension {dlocana-

sndtra) of objects.’ VScaspatimilra explains this immediate appre-

hension (dloeanajfiana) as samsnugdha-vastu-dariana^ i.e. intuitive

1 STK., 5. * STK., 36. » SK., a8.
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apprehension of an object as a homogeneous unit. The external

sense-organs apprehend an object as an undifferentiated homogeneous
unit^ as merely /Air, but not as like this or unlike this.^

But while Vacaspatimijra interprets the aloccmajnana as

indeterminate perception {tiiruikalpajnihia\ Vijfianabhik^u interprets

it as both indeterminate (nirviiajpa) and determinate (saviialpa)

apprehension. Some hold that the external sense-organs produce

an immediate, indeterminate apprehension of objects, and r^rd the

definite and determinate appr^ension as the product of the manat.

But Vijfianabhik?u cites the authority of VySsa who says in his

Yoga-bhUfya that the sense-organs give us definite and determinate

apprehension of objects. Vijff2nabhik$u further says that there is

nothing to contradict the determinate apprehension of the sense-

organs.*

S 4. The Function of the Manas (Afhul)

When the sense-organ has an immediate apprehension of the

object, the mind (manai) reflects upon it, breaks up its object into its

component Actors, viz. the substance, and its adjuncts, its thatness

and whatnessy and thus assimilates it to similar objects and dis-

criminates it from disparate objects. Thus I^varakr^na defines the

function of the manat as reflection or discrimination.* Vacaspadmi^ra

explains it thus. The mind carefully reflects upon the object

intuidvely apprehended by a sense-organ, and determines it as /tie

this and un/iie this, and thus discriminates it by relating the object

to its properties in the subject-predicate reladon (vtserana-visetya-

bhSva). The first apprehension is simple and immediate, like the

^prehension of a child, a dumb person, and the like ; it is produced

by the mere thing ; but when after this, the thing as disdnguished

from its properties, by its genus and the like, is reo^ized, that process

of determinadon is ^e operadon of the mind.* Vijiianabhik^u also

describes the function of the mind as determinadon or ascertairunent.*

Thus the fimcdon of the mind may be interpreted as the power
of selective attendon which, by its arialydco-synthedc fimcdon of

dissociadon and assodadon, breaks up the non-reladonal inunediate

intuidon of the object, brings out all the reladons involved in it, and
thus renders it defim'te and determinate by assimiladon and

discriminadon.

^ STK., a8, also STK., ay.
« SK., 27.
» SPB., i, 71.

SPB., ii, 32. See Chapter II.

* STK., 27.
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S S. Tht Function of jthamkSra {Empirical Ego or Egoism)

When the mind renders the immediate and indeterminate appre-

hension of the sense-organs definite and determinate by assimilation

and discrimination, the empirical ego {ahamkHra) appropriates it

to itselfand thus transforms the impersonal apprehension of the object

into a personal experience suffused with egoism.

I^arakfsna identifies egoism {ahamkSra) with self-appropriation

{abtumUna).^ V3caspatimi£ra explains the function of ahamkOra

as follows :

—

“ I alone preside over the object that is intuited by the sense-

organ, and deHnitely perceived by the mind, and I have the power

over all that is perceived and known, and all those objects are for my
use. There is no other supreme except “ I ”. / am. This

self-i^propriation is called ahamkHra or egoism from its exclusive

application.” * Vijhanabhik^u also regards self-appropriation as the

function of ahamkHra.*

§ 6. The Function of Buddhi {Intellect)

When the empirical ego {ahamkHra) appropriates the determinate

apprehension of the mind to itself by its empirical unity of apper-

ception, the intellect {buddhi) assumes a conative attitude to react

to it, and resolves what is to be done towards the object. The
function of the intellect is the ascertainment of its duty towards the

object known. This explanation has been offered by Vacaspatimi^ra,

who observes :
“ Every one who deals with an object first intuits

it, then reflects upon it, then appropriates it to himself, then

resolves, * this is to be done by me,’ and then he proceeds to act

This is &miliar to every one.” *

Thus the act of ascertainment that such an act is to be done is

the operation of the intellect. This is the specific funcuon of the

intellect, not differing from the intellect itself.

This will be clear from another example of Vicaspatimi^ra,

which illustrates the successive operation of the internal and external

organs in perception. “ In dim li^t a person at first apprehends

the mere object as an undifferentia^ unit, then attentively reflects

upon it, and determines it to be a terrible thief by his bow and arrow,

then thinks him in reference to himself, e.g. ‘ he is running towards

me ’, and then resolves or determines, ‘ I must fly from this place.’ ” *

1 SK., 24. « STK., 24. » SPB., i, 72.
« STK., 23. » STK., 30.
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Niiiyana Ttrtha gives the same explanation of adhyavasttya in

Samkhya-Condrika. AdhyavatSya is a modified condition of the

intellect, as flame is that ofa lamp ; it is determination in such a form

as “ such an act is to be done by me
But Gau^pSda explains adhyavasdya as intellectual determina-

tion of the object of perception as belonging to a definite class, such

as “ this is a jar ”, “ this is a doth”, etc.‘ Vacaspatimijra also

explains adhyavasSya elsewhere as ascertainment or determinate

knowledge consequent upon the manifestation of the essence {sattva)

of the intellect, when the inertia of the intellect is overcome by the

operation of the sense-organs in apprehending their objects.*

% 7. The Unity of the Functions of the Internal Organs

According to the SSihkhya, external perception involves the

co-operation of the internal organs with the external sense-organs.

But the internal organs are not to be regarded as three different

and independent substances or ^iculdes, but only as antahiarana in

its three grades of functions. Buddhi, ahamkOra^ and manas are one

in nature ; they together constitute the one internal organ (antak-

karana). The Saihkhya does not believe in Acuity psychology.

Vijflanabhiksu dearly brings out the organic unity of these three

internal organs and their functions. Every one has, at first, a definite

knowledge (niicayajhana) of an object, and then thinks it in reference

to himself in this way :
“ Here am I,” ” This is to be done by me.”

Thus self-apperception {ahhimUna) is an effect of determinate know-
ledge (niicayajhana). The function of the empirical ego (ahamkOra)

is self-appropriation (ahhimana)^ and that of the intellect (buddhi) is

determinate knowledge (micoyajhana) ; but self-appropriation is

the effect of determinate knowledge, since it is invariably preceded

by determinate knowledge. And if the functions of two substances

are related to each other as cause and efiFect, the substrata of these

functions too must be related to each other as cause and effect. So

empirical ego (ahamkSra\ the substratum of self-appropriation

(abhimUna),, must be the effect of the intellect (buddhi), the substratum

of determinate knowledge (niscaya-jfUtna). Hence though the

internal organ (antahkarana) is one and the same, it appears in its

threefold character as it has three distinct functions. Buddhi,

ahamkOra, and manas are three successive functional modifications

of one and the same antahkarana.

^ Sadikhyacandrikl, 23.
» STK., 5.

GaudajadablU^ya on SK., 23.
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Vijfi2nabhik$u supposes that self-apprx^riation. follows upon

determinate knowledge.^ But Vicaspadmi^ra interprets adhjavasBya

as the intendon or volidon of the agent to react to the object of

percepdon in a definite way and holds that this intendon follows

upon self-appropriated knowledge.

S 8 . The Relation rf the External Sense-Organs to the Internal

Organs

The reladon of the external organs to the internal organs has

been well defined by calling the former the gateways or doors of

knowledge and the latter the gatekeepers.*

The external organs receive immediate impressions from external

objects, and communicate them to the internal objects, and com-

municate them to the internal organ (antahiarana) which, in its

different fimcdons of refiecdon (manana)^ self-appercepdon

(abhtmOna)^ and determination (adlyavasttya), makes them definite

and determinate, and receives them for the enjoyment of the self.

The external sense-organs come in contact with external objects

and thereby supply us with the ** manifold of intuidons” in the

language of Kant The funcdon of the pardcular senses b simple

apprehension. What they apprehend is a mere manifold, a congeries

of discrete impressions, though each apprehends only a manifold

of a pardcular kind. The mind or cent^ sensory operates on this

“ manifold of intuidons ” and synthesizes the congeries of discrete

impressions into dbdnct aggregates or groups. Until the discrete

sensadons given by sensibility (or the external senses) are formed

into groups, there can be no perception of them as things. It b
the funcdon of the mind (manas) to form these groups and thereby

to transform a certain number of sensadons into one distinct percept.

Then the fluctuadng sensadons are referred to the unity of the

en^iirical ^o, when the consciousness supervenes that the sensadons

are miney that 2 perceive, Thb self-appercepdon is the funcdon

of the empirical ego {ahamkSra). The percepdon is not complete,

dll the object has been determined by a further process of thought,

dll it has been idendfied by reference to the category to which it

belongs. It b the funcdon of the intellect {buddhi) to define and

ascertain objects by recognizing that they realize a certain type.

And it b the intellect which imports the empirical reladons of ^lace

and dme, which are nothing but the construcdons or categories of

the understanding (buddhi-mrmOna) into the spaceless and dmeless

1 SPB., i, 64.
* SJL, 35 : tee Chapter I.
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continuum of discrete impressions S3mthesized by the mind into

distinct groups and referred to the unity of the empirical ego. When
the percept has been fully determined in this way, it is presented by

the intellect to the self{purufoy, in order that it may have an expcnemx

of it. According to Kant, sensibili^ supplies us with mere “ manifold

of intuitions ” ; the unity of the manifold is contributed entirely by

the understanding. According to the SSihlchya, synthesis proceeds

from the three internal instruments, mind, empirical ego, and the

intellect or understandir^. According to Kant, time and space are

the forms of sensibility. According to the SSihlthya-Yoga, space

and time are the eateries of the understanding. But according to

both, knowledge is the joint product of sensibility and reason (or the

intellect). But the SSmkhya does not oppose sensibility and reason

to each other ; sensibility, mind, self-appercepdon, and reason (or

intellect) all are the chaimels of perception ; all these are opposed

to the self (purusa) which alone is conscious—sensibility, mind,

empirical ego, and intellect being but insentient evolutes of Prakjti

for the enjoyment of the self.

^ g. The Purusa as the Transcendental Principle in Perception

We have explained the function of the external and internal

organs in the process of perception. But how is it that the external

and internal organs, which are insentient principles, can have

conscious apprehension of objects. It is the self {purusa) that makes

them i^prehend objects. According to the S2ihkhya-Yoga, percep-

tion depends upon two metaphysical conditions. In the first place,

it implies the existence of an extra-mental object. In the second

place, it implies the existence of the self (purufa).

Thus VySsa observes that the object is independent of the mind,

and common to all persons ; and the minds, too, are independent

of objects, which operate for the enjoyment of the self j the enjoy-

ment of Ae self (in the form of the knowledge of an object) arises

from the relation of the mind to the object.^

The Buddhists, however, deny the existence of the self and hold

that the mind is self-conscious and self-luminous. But the Siriikhya-

Yoga holds that the mind (citta) is not self-luminous, since it is an

object of consciousness.* Just as the other sense-organs and sensiUe

objects are not self-luminous, inasmuch as they are objects of

consciousness, so the mind, too, is not self-luminous inasmuch as

it is an object of consciousness. The mind cannot be self-conscious

^ YBh., iv, i6. * Na tat svlbhliaih dr^yatvSt YBh., hr, 19.
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(svJbhasa) as it is the effect of the unconscious prakrti. How, then,

can it manifist the object? The SSihkhya-Yoga admits the

existence of the self (purufa) as the a^nizer and enjoyer of the mind.

The essence of the self is consdousness ; it is not an attribute of

the self. The self-luminous self is reflected upon the unconscious

mind ^ {buddlu) and mistakes the state of the mind for its own state.

The self is neither entirely similar to the mind nor entirely different

from the mind. It is different from the mind for the following

reasons :

—

Firstly, the mind {buddM) undergoes change or modification,

since its objects are sometimes known and sometimes unknown ;

but the self is unchanging or immutable, since its object, the mind

is always known.®

Secondly, the self realizes its own end ; but the mind (buddhi)

realizes the end of the self, which is different from the mind, since

it co-operates with the body and the sense-organs.®

Thirdly, the mind ij^ddhi) takes the forms of all insentient

objects which are the combinations of the three ultimate reals, viz.

essence {sattva)^ energy (rajas)y and enertia (tamas)y and thus appre-

hends them. Hence the mind itself is made up of the three funda-

mental reals and is thus insentient ; but the self is the witness of the

unconscious buddhi and the ultimate reals.®

But if the self is not quite similar to the mind (buddhi), it is not

quite different from the mind (buddM), since the self, though pure

in itself, knows the state of the unconscious mind (buddhi) intelligized

by the reflection of the self in it, and erroneously supposes it to be its

own state.® The buddM, though unconscious in its nature, becomes

conscious or intelligized by the reflection of the self-luminous purusa.

But on this point there are two slightly different views.® VScaspati-

mi^ra holds that the self-conscious purufa is reflected on the

unconscious buddM and thus intelligizes it or makes it conscious.

Vijfiinabhikfu, on the other hand, holds that not only is the self

reflected on the buddM in its particular state, but the illuminated

condition of the buddhi, too, is reflected back upon the self. Thus
there is mutual reflection of the self upon the buddM and of the

buddM upon the self. Thus the Sariikhya-Yoga avoids the theory

of interaction, but it does not commit itself to the theory of psycho-

physical parallelism, since there is a mutual reflection of the sentient

selfand the insentient buddM upon each other.

^ Here we take the word “ mind ” in the sense of buddhi (intellect).

® YBh., ii, 20. » See Chapter XIII.
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The SZihkhya doctrine of perception is based upon dualistic

metaphysics. But the Saihkhya does not advocate the Cartesian

dualism of matter and mind because both these are made up of the

same stuff, viz. the ultimate reals, e.g. mass-stuff, energy-stuff, and

intelligence-stuff, and both are unconscious. The Slihkhya dualism

is the dualism of punifa (conscious self) and prakrti (unconscious

primal nature) of which buddU is an evolute or modification. The
SSmkhya dualism is not the uncompromising dualism of the

Cartesians. The dualism of the Saihkhya is modified by the

admission that there are different grades of existence among

the modifications ofprakrti^ the highest of which is buddhi. Buddbu

is unconscious, no doubt, but it is not entirely foreign to the nature

of^<tpwrtaa ; it is so transparent and light owing to the predominance

of intelligence-stuff (sattva) that it can catch the reflection of the

purufa^ whereas gross material objects cannot reflect the light of

the purusa owing to the predominance of mass-stuff (tamas)^ the

hictor of obstruction. Thus, according to the Saihkhya, buddhi

is an intermediate reality between gross matter and the conscious

purusa^ which partakes of the nature of both ; it is unconscious

like gross material objects, but it is transparent like the self-luminous

purusa. It is only in the buddM that the conscious purusa and the

unconsaous material objects come into contact with each other.

This supposition may be compared with the hypothesis of Descartes

that It is only in the pineal gland of the brain that the body and the

mind, which are entirely heterogeneous in nature, can interact upon

each other. The ^ihkhya, however, does not believe in the theory

of interaction. Nor does it believe in the theory of parallelism. It

holds an intermediate theory which partakes of the nature of both. It

advocates the theory of mutual reflection,^ of the conscious punqa
upon the unconscious buddhi^ and of the unconscious but intelligized

huddM on the conscious purufa. Thus the conscious purusa seems

to act upon the unconscious buddhi^ when it is reflected upon the

unconscious buddhi ; and the unconscious buddhi seems to act upon

the conscious punqa, when the intelligized buddhi is reflected upon

the conscious purusa. The Siihkhya doctrine of mutual reflection

of purusa and the buddM on each oAer thus looks like the theory of

interaction. And since corresponding to the consciousness of the

selfthere is a modification ofthe unconscious bssddlu and corresponding

to the modification of the buddhi there is a consciousness of the self,

the Saihkhya theory looks like the theory of parallelism. But
really it is neither of the two. The buddka is unconscious but active 5

^ This is the doctrine of VijtUnabhikfu. See Chapter XIII.
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die ptmtfa is conscious but inacdve. But the puruja erroneously

r^aitis itself as active owing to the reflection of active buJJhi on it,

and the unconscious btuiJhi seems to be conscious owing to its

proximity to the conscious pitrufa.^

But how is contact or proximity possible between two objects

which are entirely heterogeneous in nature and are thus independent

of each other ? Though the purufa and the buddhi are hetero-

geneous, they stand in a definite relation to each other. They are

related to each other as a means to an end ; the buddhi serves the

purpose of the purufa ; the activity of the buddiu is for the realization

ofan end of ^cpuntfa.

Thus though the self is chan^ess and inactive and consequently

cannot act upon the unconsdous buddhi to make it conscious, still it

reflects itselfupon the transparent essence of the buddhi {buddhisattva)

when it is transformed into the form of its object, and appears to have

the same function in itself, and the unconscious buddhi appears to be

conscious by receiving the reflection of the pttrufa*

S 1 0. The Relation ofthe Sense-Organs to the Puruja

We have discussed at length die relation of the puruja to the

buddH. Let us consider the general relation of the organs of percep-

tion, both external and internal, to the puruja and to their appropriate

objects. Why do the organs or instruments of perception act at ail ?

What induces them to perform their respective fiincdons ? They
are not guided by the puruja in performing their functions. The
external and internal organs perform their respective functions for

the accomplishment of the purpose of the purusa. They have a

^ntaneous di^iosition to realize the ends of the puruja and perform

Aeir reflective functions by mutual incitements.*

We may quote a few lines here from Profissor Wilson’s comment.
“ The organs of sense are said to act by mutual invitation or incite-

ment. Their co-operation in the discharge of their reflective

functions is compared to that of different soldiers in an army, all

engaged in a common assault, but ofwhom one agrees to take a spear,

another a mace, another a bow. It is objected, that the organs being

declared non-sentient, incapable of intelligence, cannot be supposed

to feel, much less to know, any mutual design or wish, Sketa or

abhiprttya } and the terms are explained to signify the sensible influence

which the activity of one exerts upon that of another, if there be no

^ SPB., i, 87, 99, and 104.
* yBli.,ii, 30.

* SK., 3x.
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impediment in the way ; a sort of sympathetic action. The motive

for this sympathetic action is the purpose of soxd, fruition, or libera-

tion j which purpose they of their own accord, but unconsciously,

operate to fulfil, in the same way as the unconscious breast

spontaneously secretes milk for the nourishment of the infant. As
^e milk of ^e cow of its own accord exudes for the use of the calf,

and awaits not the effort of another, so the organs of their own
accord perform their office for the sake of their master, soul. They
must act of their own nature ; it is not in the power of anpne to

compel them to act. . . . They are not compelled to action even by

soul, as a divinity ; but fiilffi soul’s purposes through an innate

property, undirected by any external agent.” ^

Thus there is an unconscious adaptation of the external and

internal organs to their appropriate objects and there is also an

unconscious adaptation between the organs of perception and the

self.® There is an unconscious teleology between them.

ViU:aspatimi^ra explains the operauon of the sense-oi^ans by

the thirst for enjo)rment {bhogatfs^). So long as it persists in

the mind, the sense-organs apprehend their proper objects for the

enjoyment of the self ; but when it is rooted out from the mind,

the activity of the sense-organs ceases and consequently there is

the cessation of the enjoyment of the purusa too.

VySsa says that even as the inactive loadstone attracts a piece

of iron to it by its own power, so the objects, though inactive in

themselves, attract the active mmd by their own influence, relate

the mind to themselves, and transform it into their own forms.

Hence that object which colours the mind in a particular state is

known by the mind in that state, and all other objects are unknown.®

S II. The Cotutitims of Perceptim

We may summarize the conditions of perception as follows :

—

(1) A real object of perception must exist. This characteristic

distinguishes perception from illusion.

(2) The external sense-organs )rield an immediate :q>prehension

of their objects.

(3) The mind (manas) reflects upon this immediate apprehension

of the external sense-organs, and makes it definite by assimilation and
discrimination.

(4) The ahamkOra (empirical ego) appropriates to itself this

1 SK., pp. 147-8 (Wibon’s edition, 1887).
« STK., 31. » YBh., iv, 17.
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determinate apprehension of the mind and refers it to the empirical

unity of apperception.

(5) The btMhi (intellect) resolves what is to be done towards

the object perceived ; it is the will to react to the object perceived.

(6) The purufa (self) enjo3is the perception of the object. It is

the transcendent principle of intelligence which intelligizes the

unconscious buddhi and makes perceptive consciousness possible.

Perception, therefore, involves many processes from the mere

sense-cognition to the conative attitude of the mind to react to

the object perceived ; it involves immediate apprehension as well

as many interpretative processes.

S 12. The FedSnta Theory of Perception

According to the Samkara Vedlnta, there is one universal,

eternal, ubiquitous, changeless light of consciousness, which is called

Brahman. This eternal consciousness is modalized in three ways.

It is modalized by different objects and called object-consciousness

(yifaya-caitanya). It is modalized by mental modes and called

cognitive-consciousness (pram^a-caitanya). And it is modalized

by different minds and called cognizing-consciousness {pramdtf-

caitanya). Thus though there is only one universal consciousness,

it is determined by the mind or internal organ {antahkarana)^ the

activities of the mind or mental modes {antahkaranavrtti\ and

the objects cognized {vi§aya). These are the determinants of

the universal light of consciousness.^

Perception, according to the Saihkarite, is only cmtanya or con-

sciousness.® Though the universal and eternal consciousness

{Brahman) can never be produced, the empincal modalities of this

consciousness as determined by the mental modes may be said to be

produced by the sense-organs ; for the sense-organs produce the

mental mode or activity of the internal organ, whic^ serves to mani-

fest and modalize the eternal light of consciousness. And the

activity of the mind or internal organ is said to be cognition {jhana\

inasmuch as it serves the purpose of qualifying or determining the

consciousness.®

S 13. The Identification of PramUna-caitanya with Prameya-

caitanya

Perception involves the function (vptti) of the internal organ

{antahkarana). The translucent andahkarana, which is of the nature

1 VP., pp. 55-^. « VP., p. 41 - ’ VP., p. 42.
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of light (taijasa), moves out to the object through the channel of

the sense-organs, and is modified into its form. This modification

of the internal organ into the form of the object cognized is called

vftti. Frtti, therefore, is the mental mode which ^prebends the

object.’^

This out-going of the apprehending mental mode (vrtti) to the

object is involved only in perception. In inference and other kinds

of cognition the mental mode does not go out to the object. For

instance, in the case of inference of fire from smoke, the mental mode
{’vrtti) does not go out to the fire, since the visual organ does not come
in contact with the fire but with the smoke. But in the case of the

perception of a jar, the mental mode which apprehends the jar goes

out to the jar, is modified into its form, and occupies the same position

in space with it. So the consciousness determined by the appre-

hending mental mode becomes identified with the consciousness

determined by the jar, since the determinants of the two conscious-

nesses having an identity of locus cannot bring about any difference

in the consaousnesses determined by them. Thus in the perception

of the jar, the consciousness modalized by the jar {ghatSvacchirma-

caitanya) is identified with the consciousness modaliz^ by the mental

mode which is modified into the form of the jar (ghatakSra-

vrttyavaechirmacaiianya). In other words, there is an identification

of the apprehending mental mode (pramSna-caitanya) with the object

{yA}aya~caitanya)—of the perceptive-consciousness with the percept.*

S 14. The Identification of PramUtr-caitanya with PramSna-

caitanya

There is a distinction between the bare perception of an object

and the perception of the object as object. In the former there is

only an identification of the cognitive-consciousness {framUna-

caitanya) with the object-consciousness {vi^aya-caitanya). But in

the latter there is not only an identification of the cognitive-conscious-

ness with the object-consciousness but also an identification of the

cognitive-consciousness {pramSm-caitanya) with the cognizing-

consdousness (pramatr-caiionya). In it the apprehending mental

mode is referred to the empirical self(pramUtr) and identified with it.

But it may be objected that in the perception “ I see this ” the

empirical self or /-consciousness (aham) is clearly distinguished

from the empirical object or /Aw-consciousness (jdani). How, then,

can the former be identified with the latter ? The Saihkarite

1 VP., p. S7.
* VP., pp. 58-9.
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points out that the perception of an object depends on the identifica-

tion of the object-consciousness (visaya-caitanya) with the cognitive-

consciousness (pramOna-caitanya), and the cognitive-consciousness

is not different from the cognizing-consciousness, or the consciousness

determined by the activity of the internal organ {antahkaranerurttya-

vacchirmacaitanya) is not different from the consciousness determined

by the internal organ itself {antahkaranSvacchinnacaitanya). Thus
in the perception ofan object as object, not only the object-conscious-

ness is identified with the cognitive-consciousness, but also the

cognitive-consciousness is identified with the cognizing-consciousness,

so that the object-consciousness becomes identified with the cognizing-

consciousness or self-consciousness. Here the identification of the

object-consciousness (prameya-caitanya) with the rr^-consciousness

{pramStr-caitanya) does not mean the absolute identity of the two.

All that it intends to convey is that the being of the object is not

independent of, and separate from, the being of the self. The
object becomes a percept, only when there is an identity of the

knowing subject with the known object When I see a jar, the

jar becomes identified, in point of being, with my being ; hence

the jar becomes an object of my perception. In the perception
“ I see the jar ”, though there is a distinction between my self and

the jar, the being of the jar {ghatasattS) is not independent of, and

separate from, the being of my self {pramStr-satti). The object

is not identical with the self, nor is it an evolute or modification of

the self. But the object being super-imposed on the object-

consciousness (vtsaya-caitanya\ the being of the object is identical

with the being of its substratum, viz. the object-consciousness,

since the Samkarite does not admit that the being of a superimposed

entity {SropitasattS) is separate from the being of its substratum

{adhtsthSna-sattS).

Thus the being of the substratum of the percept is identical with
the being of the percept. The substratum of the percept is the

object-consciousness {visaya-caitemya). The object-consciousness is

identical with the cognitive-consciousness {pramSna-caitanya\ because

when the mental mode is modified into the form of the object, the

consaousness determined by the mental mode [pramSna-caitanya) is

identified with the consciousness determined by the object {vifaya-

caitanya). The cognitive-consciousness {pramBna-caxtanya\ again,

is identical with the cognizing-consciousness or self-consciousness

{pramBtr-caitanya)^ because the former is the consciousness determined
by the activity {vrtti) of the internal organ {antahkarana\ while
the latter is the consciousness determined by the internal organ itself.
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and there is not a real difference between the internal organ and its

activity Thus the object-consciousness is identical with the self-

consciousness, and hence the being of the object perceived is identical

with the being of the percipient self. The self-consciousness

{pramUtf-caitanya) is the substratum of the percept, so that the being

of the percept is identical with the being of the self. Thus the

perception of an object as distinct from the self and yet related to it

involves the identification of the object-consciousness {visaya-

caitanya) with the cognitive-consciousness [^pramUna-caitanya) and

the self-consciousness {pramatr-caitanya).'^ In other words, it

involves the identification of the perceived object with the appre-

hending mental mode and the percipient self. We may graphically

represent the Samkarite doctrine of perception by the following

equations :

—

(1) The object-consciousness (vtsaya-caitanya) = the cognitive-

consciousness [pramSna-cattanya or antahkaranavrttyavacchinna-

cattanya).

The cognitive-consciousness [antahkarmavrttyavacchinnacat-

tanya) = the cognizing-consciousness or self-consciousness {antah-

karanavacchtnnacaxtanya).

.*. The object-consciousness {visaya-cattanya) = the self-

consciousness {pramatr-cattanya).

(2) The being of the cognized object {visayasattS) = the being

of the substratum of the cognized object {ynsaySdht§thSnasattS) or

the being of the object-consciousness {vtsaya-caitanya-sattS).

The being of the object-consciousness {visayacattemyasattS) = the

being of the self-consciousness {pramStrcaitanyasattS).

The being of the cognized object {visayasattS) = the being

of the cognizing self {pramStr-sattS).

% 15. The Internal Perception

Just as in external perception the object-consciousness is identified

with the cognitive-consciousness, so in the internal perception of

pleasure the consciousness determined by pleasure is identified with

the consciousness determined by the mental mode apprehending the

pleasure. Here both the consciousness determined by the pleasure

and the consciousness determined by the mental mode are determined

by limitations which subsist in the same substratum. In other words,

the pleasure and the apprehending mental mode, both of which are

1 VP., pp 58-9, and pp. 7 S-7 .
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determinants of universal consciousness, subsist in one and the same

substratum, viz. the internal organ.^ Thus both in external percep-

tion and internal perception there is an identification of the object-

consciousness with the cognitive-consciousness and the self-

consciousness. According to the Samkarite, this is the most funda-

mental condition of perception.

Thus mental states of pleasure and pain are perceived by the self

with the aid of their corresponding vrttis or mental modes. But

though pleasure and pain are perceived with the aid of their corre-

sponding vrttis^ these <urttis themselves are directly perceived by

the self without the intervention ofother vrttis. Ifone vrttl requires

another vrtti for its apprehension, then that will require a third

VT^ and so on ad infinitum. So, according to the Samkarite, vrttis

or mental modes are cognized by direct intellectual intuition

{kevalas8kfivedja\ in which the adventitious processes are not

necessary. The mind and its qualities, viz. pleasure and pain, are

directly perceived by the witness (sdisin) through the agency of the

corresponding vrttis or mental modes, but the vrttis themselves are

directly perceived by the witness (s8isin) not through the medium
of other intervening vrttts.'^

§ i6 The Identity of Locus of the Mental Mode and the Object

In the perception of an object the mind {antahkarana) streaming

out of the sense-orifices of the organism reaches the object, and is

determined into a mode or vrtti by taking the form of the object,

which occupies the same position in space with the object In this

way there is a correspondence or harmony between the mental order

and the given order.® The apprehending mental mode {yjrtti)

and the object (visaya) are distinct from each other, but still they

correspond with each other in occupying the same position in space,

and the mental mode (vrtti) having the same form as that of the

object. In &ct, according to the Samkarite, there is not an ultimate

distinction between the mind and the object, both of them being the

products of nesaence and determinants of the one universal, eternal

consciousness. It is by means of the vrtti or empirical mental mode
that the mind comes to be related to the object. The vrttiy therefore,

relates the mind to the object. But it is not a tertium quid between

two unrelated terms. The vrtti is an empirical mode of the mind,

® VP., p. 59.
® VP., pp. 79-82. See Chapter XII.

* K. C. Bhattacharya, Studies in Fedantism, p. 54.
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which takes the form of the object. The vrtti, therefore, is the

meeting-place, as it were, of the two substances, the mind and the

object. It is not different from the mind, because it is a mode of

the mind. It is not different from the object, because it is the trans-

formation of the mind into the form of the object, i.e. it incorporates

the form of the object into itself Thus the mental mode, being

identified with the object, occupies the same position in space. In

perception the mind and the object occupy the same space-position ;

they have an identity of locus. This distinguishes perception

from inference. In inference the mind does not go out to

the object inferred to take the form of the object. It merely thinks

of the inferred object but does not go out to meet it. But in percep-

tion the mind goes out to the object and is transformed into its shape.

Professor Bhattacharya rightly observes :
“ The distinction is

practically that drawn in modem psychology, only viewed from

the point of view of the SelPs spontaneity, that in perception the

given element and its interpretation are welded together in a unity,

while in inference they are kept distinct. In perception, the self

as invested with the mental mode becomes further materialized into

the particular function of the sense-organ excited by the particular

stimulus.” ^

% 17. The Identity cf the Time-position of the Mental Mode and

the Object

In perception the apprehending mental mode {vriti) and the

object (visaya) should not only occupy the same position in space

but also the same position in time. The mental mode in the form

of a perceptive process occupies the present moment in time. So

the object of perception also should occupy the present moment in

time. The perceptive process and the perceived object should

occupy the same time-position. Otherwise the perception ofpleasure

would be quite the same as the recollection of pleasure. In the

perception of pleasure the pleasure {visaya) and the apprehending

mental mode {vrtti) occupy the same space-position. In the

recollection of pleasure also the pleasure remembered (vifaya) and

the recollection of pleasure {vrtti) occupy the same space-position.

How, then, can we distinguish the perception of pleasure from

recollection of pleasure ? We can do so if we admit another con-

dition of perception. In the act of perception, the perceptive process

and the perceived object must occupy the same time-position. In

1 Studies tn Fedantism^ p. 54.
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the recollection of pleasure, the pleasure, which is the object of

recollection, exists in the past, while the apprehending mental mode
{vrtti) in the form of recollection exists at present, so that the two

are not co-eval. Hence, in order to exclude the act of recollection

from the act of perception, we must lay down another condition of

perception, viz. the object of perception must exist in the present

§ 1 8. The Fitness {Yogyata) of the Object

In order to exclude the sUbdajnana (knowledge through authori-

tative statement) by means of which we can apprehend supersensuous

objects such as spiritual merit and demerit {dharmSdharama), we
must add another qualification to the object of perception. The
object of perception must be yogya or capable of being perceived ;

It must not be by its very nature imperceptible {oyogya).

Spiritual merit and demerit are as much qualities of the mind as

pleasure and pain. Why, then, arc not the former perceived, while

the latter are perceived ? The Samkarite replies that the former

are, by their very nature, imperceptible. What is capable (yogya)

of being perceived and what is incapable (oyogyd) of being perceived

can be known only by the result of our attempt to perceive them.

Some objects are perceptible by their very nature, while others are

imperceptible by their very nature.*

Thus the direct percepnbility of an object consists in the fact

that the subjective consciousness underlying the apprehending

mental mode becomes united with the consciousness underlying the

object, the object existing m the present time and capable of being

perceived through a specific sense-organ, and the apprehending

mental mode also having the same form as that of the object.*

S 19 The Different Kinds of Perception

The author of VedOnta parihhasS divides perception into two

kinds, viz. sensuous (indriyajanya) perception and non-sensuous

(indriySjanya) perception. The former is produced by the sense-

organs, while the latter is not. Dharmaraja dvartndra regards the

external senses only as sense-organs. He does not regard the mind

as a sense-organ. So by sensuous perception he means external

perception, and by non-sensuous perception he means internal

1 VP, pp. 59-60. * VP., pp. 61-2 VP., p. 7+
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perception. We have sensuous perception of external objects, and

non-sensuous perception of pleasure, pain, and the like.^

But the Naiyayika may object that if the mind is not a sense-

organ, we cannot speak of the perception of pleasure and pain, because

perception is always produced by a sense-organ. The Samkarite

replies that the perception of pleasure and pain does not necessarily

imply that the mind is a sense-organ through which the self perceives

pleasure and pain. The directness {sSksattva) of a cognition does

not consist in its being produced by a sense-organ If it did so,

then inferential cognition also would be regarded as direct perception,

since it is produced by the mind which is regarded by the NaiySyika

as a sense-organ. Moreover, God has no sense-organ but still He
has perception. Hence the Naiyayika contention is absolutely

unfounded. According to the ^amkarite, production by a sense-

organ (tndrtyajanyatH) is neither a sufficing condition nor a necessary

condiuon ofperception [pratyahajnand)
;
the directness ofa cognition

{sSksSttva) or its perceptual character {fratyahatva) depends on the

identification of the cognitive-consciousness with the object-

consciousness, or, of the apprehending mental mode with the per-

ceived object * as we have already seen.

The Samkarite divides perception, again, into the perception

of an object {jneyapratyaksa) and the perception of a cognition

{jndnapratyaksa). The former is perceived through the medium
of a mental mode (vrtti). The latter is perceived in itself without

the intervention of a mental mode ® as we have already seen.

The Samkarite recognizes the distinction between indeterminate

(nirvtkalpa) perception and determinate {savtkalpa) perception.

We have already dealt with them.*

The Samkarite divides perception into two other kinds, viz.

the perception of the witness self {jivasUksipratyaksa) and the percep-

tion of the divine witness {JivarasShipratyaksa)? We shall deal

with them in the last chapter.

§ 20. The Function of jfntahkarana and the Sense-organs in

Perception

We have seen that vrtti or mental mode relates the percipient

self to the perceived object. It reveals the consciousness underljnng

the object. Without it there can be no perception of an object,

1 VP., p 177. * VP., p 52.

* VP„ pp. 79-82. * VP., p. 89 ; Chapter II,

* VP„ p. 102.
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mental or extra-mental. Pleasure and pain are perceived through

the corresponding mental modes, and external objects also are

perceived through the corresponding mental modes or vfitis. And
vrtti. is the modification of the internal organ {antahkarana) into the

form of the object. Therefore, without antahkarana there can be

no perception.

But if the empirical self {jiva) perceives an object through the

instrumentality of a vrtti or fonction of the internal organ {antah-

karana), what is the use of the sense-organs ? The Samkarite

holds that the intercourse of the sense-organs, with external objects

is necessary for perceiving them, since it is the cause of the vrtti

or mental mode which reveals the object-consciousness. If the

consciousness underlying the object is not revealed, it cannot be

perceived. And if a vrttt or mental mode does not move out to

the object and remove the veil of nesaence which conceals the

consciousness underlying the object, the object-consciousness cannot

be revealed And a vrtti or mental mode is not possible, if there is

no intercourse of the sense-organs with the objects of perception.

It is the sense-object-intercourse that produces a mental mode or

vrtti which is necessary for perception.*^ This is the function of

the sense-organs in perception. We have already discussed the

different kinds of sense-object-intercourse recognized by the

Samkarite.*

§ 21. The FedUnttst Doctrine of Vrtti

The Samkarite agrees with the Saihkhya in holding that the

mmd {antahkarana) goes out to the object and assumes its form,

so that the form of the object corresponds to the form of the appre-

hending mental mode. This account of the Saiiikhya-Vedanta

runs counter to the account of Western psychology, according to

which, the object comes in contact with a sense-organ and produces

an affection in it, which is carried to the bram, and this affection

produces an impression in the mind. Western psychology gives

priority to the object which acts upon the mind or subject. The
Samkhya-Vedanta, on the other hand, gives priority to the mind

or subject which goes out to the object, acts upon it, and assumes its

form. The physiological account of the perceptual process is

extremely vague. There is a yawning gulf between the cerebral

process and the mental process. It cannot be bridged over. How

1 VP., p. 87. * Chapter IV.
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the cortical vibration in the sensory centre in the brain produces

a sensation in the mind is a mystery. The Sarhkhya-Vedinta

mitigates the uncompronusing dualism of matter and spirit by

admitting that buddht or antahkarana is an intermediate reality

between unconscious matter and consaous spirit. It is material,

no doubt, but it is made up of very subtile matter, and is,

so to say, a hyper-physical entity. It is plastic and translucent in

nature and reflects the light of consciousness, on the one hand, and

takes in the form of the object, on the other. According to the

Samkhya-Vedanta, the object does not break in upon the mind

and imprint its form in it, but the mind goes out to the object and

assumes its form. Thus, though both the object and the subject

(mind) are necessary for perception, dominance is given to the sub-

ject, and the object is regarded as subordinate to the subject. The sub-

ject and the object, therefore, cannot be regarded as co-ordinate terms

in knowledge, but the subject is always the dominant factor. The
supreme importance of the vrtu of the mind in perception proves

the dominance of the subject-element. The object can never have

prionty to the subject. But the subject (mind) can pour itself

into the object and incorporate it into itself. This is what is intended

by the Samkhya-Vedanta, when it holds that the mind goes out to

the object and assumes its form. And it is much easier to conceive

the out-going of the mind intelligized by the conscious self to the

object than the in-coming of the unconscious object to the mind.

Moreover, according to the Samkarite, both the object and the mind

{antahkarana) have only an empirical existence, being modifications

of nescience ; but the mind has this advantage over the object that

it has the power of reflecting the light of consciousness in itself and

thus appearing to be conscious. So the mind is supposed to go out

to the object and assume its form. Thus the hypothesis of vrtti

is not entirely unreasonable.

S 22 Objections to the VedSntist Doctrine of VrtA Considered

Some object that all objects are capable of being illumined by

the light {prasSda) of the witness self {sSksin). What, then, is the

use of the vrtti or mental mode ? Even though it may be necessary

to postulate the vr^ to assume the form of the object, there is no

need of admitting that the vrftt moves outward to the object of

cognition. Just as it is held that the wimess {stlifin) illumines an

object of inference, which is not present to a sense-organ, through

the agency of a vrtti which does not move out to the object, so it may
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be held that the witness illumines the object of direct perception,

which is present to a sense-organ, with the aid of a vrtti which does

not move out to the object perceived.

This theory does not obliterate the distinction between perceptual

knowledge and non-perceptual knowledge. The difference between

the two lies in the fact that the former is produced through the

instrumentality of the sense-organs, while the latter is not produced

through the instrumentality of the sense-organs.^

This objection has been refuted in three ways by the Vedantists.

(1) Some Vedantists hold that in perceptual knowledge the

light of consciousness determined by the object of perception illumines

the object, since the object-consciousness {vtsaya-caitanya) is the

substratum of the object and hence this alone can illumine it The
cognizing-consciousness [pramStr-caitanya) or the consciousness deter-

mined by the internal organ cannot illumine the object, because it

does not constitute the essence of the object, and is not related to it

by the relation of identity in essence {tudstmya). And it is the

•urttt or apprehending mental mode that moves out to the object,

removes the veil of nescience that conceals the object-consciousness,

and reveals it. When the object-consciousness is thus revealed by

the vrtti It illumines the object. But in non-perceptual knowledge

there is no sense-object-intercourse which is the cause of the moving

out of the vrtti of the mind ; so the consciousness determined by

the mental mode, which does not move out to the object, illumines

the non-presented object.*

(2) Other Vedantists hold that just as the perception of pleasure,

pain, etc., is due to these being in direct relation to the principle

of consciousness underlying them, so the perception of external

objects is due to these objects being in direct relation to the light of

consciousness underlying them, and the outward movement of the

vrtti of the internal organ is necessary for disclosing the consciousness

that underlies these objects. Thus the direct cognition of external

objects is due to the direct relation between these objects and the

consciousness underlying them. But if the object-consciousness

is not disclosed, it cannot be directly related to external objects of

which it is the substratum. And the object-consciousness is disclosed

by the vrtti of the internal organ which moves out to the external

objects, removes the veil of nescience, and reveals the light of

consciousness underlying them.®

^ SLS., pp. 335 and the gloss. (JlvSnanda’s edition.)

* SLS., pp. 335-6. ® SLS, p. 336.
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(3) Other Vedantists hold that in the perceptual knowledge

ofan object we perceive a certain vividness (jpastata) which is lacking

in the object of non-perceptual knowledge. Thus though we might

hear of the sweetness and fragrance of the mango from a trustworthy

person even a hundred times, our knowledge of the sweetness and

fragrance would lack in vividness. This vuidness in the object of

direct sensuous perception is due to the fact that the consaousness

underlying the object, which is disclosed by the vrtti or mental mode

moving out to the object, is identical in essence with the object itself.

In other words, the vividness of the object perceived is due to the

disclosure of the object-consciousness which consists in the removal

of the veil of nescience which conceals it , and this removal of the

veil of nescience is due to the vrtU moving out to the object. The
absence of vividness in the object of non-perceptual knowledge is

due to the fact that no vrtti moves out to the object, and thus does not

disclose the identity of the object with the consciousness underlying

it.^ So the outward movement of the vrtti to an object is the

necessary condition only of the direct knowledge of the object

1 SLS
, p 337 and pp 339-340. See also SL





BOOK V

Chapter IX

PERCEPTION OF SPACE AND MOVEMENT

§ 1 . Introduction

The Nyaya-Vai^e?ika holds that there is one, eternal, ubiquitous

space, which is not an object of perception. It is inferred from the

spatial characters of pioximity {aparatva) and remoteness (paratva).

But the spatial characters of position, direction, and distance can be

perceived directly through vision and touch. The Mimamsakas
also hold that these can be perceived directly through vision and

touch. According to them, the spatial characters of direction and

distance can be directly perceived through the auditory organ also.

The Saihkhya-Patafljala, on the other hand, holds that space

and time are the categories of the understanding or constructions

of the intellect {buddhtntrmSna) according to which, it understands

the phenomenal world. It is the understanding which imports

the empirical relations of space, time, and causality into the world

of reals, viz. intelligence-stuflF {sattva) energy-stuff [rajas) and matter-

stuff [tamas). When we have intellectual intuition [mrvtcharB

nirvikalpaprajns) we apprehend the reals as they are in themselves

without the imported empirical relations ofspace, time, and causality.^

According to Samkara also, space, time, and causality are categories

of the understanding, according to which the world of phenomena
is interpreted According to the Buddhist idealists, space and time

apart from concrete presentanons are ideal constructions of the mind.

% 2 . The Mitndmsaka. Direct Auditory Perception of Direction

Space must be distinguished as deia (locus) and dii (direction).

According to the Mimaihsaka, both locus and direction are directly

perceived through the auditory organ, though they are perceived

as qualifying adjuncts (viiefona) of sounds. The Mlmiihsaka holds

that the ear-drum or the auditory organ is prdpyakdri and hence

produces the perception of a soun^ only when it actually comes in

^ B. N. Seal, Tie Positive Sciences of the Ancient Hindus, p. 21.
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contact with the sound The ear does not go out to its object,

viz. the sound which is at a distance, but the sound is produced in

a certain point of space at a distance and propagated to the ear-drum

through the air-waves. Thus the ear-drum never comes in contact

with the locus of a sound ; it comes in contact with the sound,

when it is carried into it through the air-waves. Thus we perceive

a sound, only when the sound is carried to the ear-drum through

the air waves. But can there be a direct perception of the locus

{deia) of the sound through the ear-drum ? The ear-drum produces

the perception of a sound when it is in actual contact with the sound,

which IS propagated to the ear-drum through the air-waves from

another point of space. So the audible sound may be said to have

its locus in the ear-drum itself. But is a sound perceived to have its

locus in the ear-drum ? Or, is it perceived to have its locus in another

point of space ? We find in our actual experience that sound is

never perceived without a local colouring ; and it is never perceived

as having its locus in the ear-drum. It is always perceived as having

Its locus in another point of space. But if the ear-drum can never

produce the auditory perception of a sound without coming in direct

contact with the sound, and if it can never go out to the locus of the

sound, where it is produced (iabdotpattideia), it cannot produce the

perception of a sound having its locus in a distant point of space.

All that It can do is to produce the perception of a sound having

its locus in the ear-drum, because the perception of the sound is

produced only when the sound is not in its original locus, i e. the

point of space where it was produced, but when it is in the ear-drum.

But, as a matter of fact, we never perceive a sound as having its locus

in the ear-drum, but in another point of space outside the ear-drum.

Sounds coming from different directions are perceived as having

different local characters. Whenever sounds are perceived they are

perceived as coming from particular directions ; they are never

perceived without their load characters. We have a distinct

auditory perception in such a form as “ the sound comes from this

direction ”. Thus when sounds come into the ear-drum from

different directions, they come into it not as mere sounds, but as

coloured by the different directions from which they come.^ And
the ear-drum, being in contact with these sounds, is in contact with

their different local colouring too, and consequendy, it produces

the perception of different sounds with different local characters.

Thus though the ear-drum cannot come in actual contact with the

1 Yatastu dUa SgatB dhvanayastayS viiiftaih khdaih bodhayad, sS. hi

dik frotrapraptyS kkyate frotre^a grahitum. SD., p. ; 54.
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direction of a sound, yet it can produce the perception of the sound

with the local character of its direction. This is the reason why
we perceive audible sounds not as seated in the ear-drum but coming

from different directions outside the ear-drum.

According to the Mimaihsaka, therefore, just as sounds are

directly perceived through the ear, so also the directions from which

they come. We never perceive sounds, pure and simple, but sounds

with their different local characters ; and hence through these local

characters of sounds we directly perceive the different directions

from which they come.

But though according to the Mimamsaka there is a direct

auditory perception of direction, we must not suppose that, according

to him, there can be a direct auditory perception of direction apart

from, and independently of, the perception of sounds. Just as there

can be no independent perception of time through the sense-organs

apart from the perception of their appropriate objects, so there can

be no independent perception ofspace in the form ofdirection through

the ear apart from the perception of sounds. Thus we perceive

space as direction through the auditory organ, not as an independent

entity, but only as a qualifying adjunct of sounds, which are coloured

by the directions from which they oome.^ Hence, according to the

Mimaihsaka, we have a direct auditory perception of space in the

form of direction.* The Naiyayika also holds that direction is

perceived through the perceptions of east, west, and the like.*

\ 3 Direct Auditory Perception of Distance and Position

The local posiUon of an object can be determined, if its direction

and distance from us can be ascertained, because the local position

ofan object is nothing but its position in a point of space in a particu-

lar direction and at a particular distance from us. Thus the local

position ofan object in relation to us involves its direction and distance

from us.

We have already seen that according to the Mimaihsaka, the

direction of a sound can be directly perceived as the local character

of the sound through the auditory organ. But how can distance

be perceived through the ear ? ^unds coming from a proximate

point of space are perceived as most intense (tivra) but their intensity

* Yadyapi na svatantr yena dUafi irotragrithyatvam tathSpi iabde

gthyamBi^e tadvije^anatayS digapi frotre^a grhyate. $D., p 554.
• pp. 553^.
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becomes feebler and feebler as they come from greater and greater

distances. Thus sounds are perceived as having different degrees

of intensity according to their varying distances. And through

these different degrees of intensity of sound-sensations we directly

perceive the distances from which they come.^

And as we direcdy perceive the directions of sounds through the

local characters of acoustic sensations, and their distances through

the diflFerent degrees of their intensity, we can easily infer the original

position of sounds. As a matter of fact, whenever we perceive

sounds, we direcdy perceive their directions as well as distances

through their different local characters and different degrees of

intensity respecdvely, and consequendy, we vaguely perceive their

local posidons too. But the local positions of sounds cannot be

exacdy ascertained without an act of inference from the directions

and distances of sounds. ‘

S 4. The Mimamsaka Explanation of the Extra-organic Localization

of Sounds

According to the Mimamsaka, the perception of a sound is

produced only when it has come into the ear-drum which is in direct

contact with it j it cannot be perceived when it is in its own original

position outside the ear-drum. Thus the real seat {paramartha deia)

of an audible sound is the ear-drum ; the real seat of an audible

sound can never be the place where it was originally produced

{dhvanyutpattideia). Still we perceive an audible sound as having

its seat not in the ear-drum, but in the original position in space.

For this the Mimamsaka offers the following reason. When the

sound comes into the ear-drum it comes with a particular local

colouring, qualified by the direction and position from which it

comes, and consequently we perceive the sound with a particular

local character and a particular degree of intensity through which we
directly perceive the direction and the original position of the sound.

And ^us because of the non-apprehension of the real seat of an

audible sound, viz. the locus of the ear-drum, and because of the

apprehension of the original position of the sound through its local

character and intensity, we mistake the original position of the sound

for its real seat. Thus in the extra-organic localization of sounds

1 Dhvanayaica krametja mandibhavantah pratySsannad durSd duratarScca

de&dSgatastlVTaih mandaih mandataraih ca kbdaih bodhayanU. SD.,

PP-55^-5-
* SD., pp. 5S+-5.
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there is an error of judgment. Just as in the illusory perception

of silver in a shell we perceive the shell before our eyes, but we
reproduce the silver in memory perceived in another place owing

to their similarity and erroneoi^y coimect the position of the shell

with silver, though in reality there is no connection between the two,

so we erroneously connect an audible sound with its original position

in space outside the ear-drum, though, in fact, the ear-drum itself

is the real seat of the audible sound. Thus in the perception of a

sound in such a form as “ there is a sound at such a distance to the

east ” there is an extra-organic localization of the sound in which

there is an illusory projection of the sound into the point of space

in which the sound was originally produced.^

^ 5. The Buddhist Explanation of the Extra-organic Localization

of Sounds

According to the Buddhists, though the olfactory organ, the

gustatory organ, and the tactual organ apprehend their objects,

viz. smell, taste, and touch respectively, when there is a direct contact

of the objects with the sense-organs, the visual organ and the auditory

organ are aprSpyakSri^ i e. they can apprehend their objects without

coming in direct contact wi^ them.* Thus a sound need not

come from its locus of origin into the ear-drum in order to be

perceived as the Mimaihsaica supposes ; but it can be perceived

through the ear though it is at a distance from the sound. And
as there is a real coimection between a sound and its place of origin,

the extra-organic localization of a sound-sensadon is not illusory.

There is no error of judgment in referring a sound-sensadon to

a particular point of space where the sound was originally produced.*

% 6. The MimSmsaka Criticism ofthe Buddhist Fieui

Kumirila offers the following cridcism of the Buddhist view.

On the Buddhist hypothesis, we carmot account for the apprehension

of a sound by a person near at hand and the non-apprehension of

a sound by a person for away from the sound. And also, on the

Buddhist view, we cannot account for the foct that a sound is first

perceived by a person near it, and then perceived by a person for

away from it ; nor can we account for the foct that sounds have

different degrees of intensity {fvuramandSdivyavasthS) according as

they come from greater and greater distances.

^ SD., and SDP., p. 555. See Chapter I.
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If the ear could apprehend a sound even from a distance without

coming in direct contact with the sound as the Buddhists suppose,

then all sounds fer and near would be simultaneously perceived

through the ear, and there would be no such order in the perception

of sounds as the sounds proximate to the ear are perceived first and

then those which are at a distance. But these are the facts of

experience. First we perceive those sounds which are near us,

and then we perceive those which are at a distance. The same

sound is first perceived by a person near the sound, and then by one

at a distance. This order of succession in the perception of sounds

can never be explained by the Buddhist theory. If the ear could

apprehend a sound from a distance without coming in direct contact

with the sound, then it would simultaneously apprehend all sounds

^r and near. Hence the Buddhist theory is not sound.^

% 7. Perception of Movement. (1) The PrShhSkara

The Prabhakara holds that movement is not an object of percep-

tion. It is inferred from disjunction and conjunction which are its

effects. SalikanStha says :
“ We do not perceive anything over

and above disjunctions and conjunctions m a moving substance.

The movement in a moving object is inferred from its disjunctions

and conjunctions.”* When an object moves, what we actually

perceive is not the movement of the object, but only its disjunctions

and conjunctions with certain points in space, from which we infer

the existence of movement. Movement is not the same thing as

disjunctions and conjunctions, since the former subsists in the moving

object, while the latter subsist in outside space *

S 8. (ii) The BhOtta MimSmsaka

Plrtha^rthimi^ra disputes the view of PrabhSkara and holds

that movement is an object of perception. Prabh£kara argues that

we perceive only the disjunction of an object from one point of space

and its conjunction with another point of space which did not exist

in the object before ; so they must spring out of a cause which is

inferred from the effect, and that cause is movement ; we never

^ ^D. and SDP., pp. 557-8; SV., pp 760-1.
* Pratyak?cpab gacchati dravye vibhSgasaifayogatiriktaviiesanupalabdheh.

Yaatvayam gacchatib pratyayah sa vibhSgasbhyoganunutakriyalambanah.

PP., p. 79
» PSPM., p. 91.
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perceive movement but infer it from its effect. The substance itself

cannot be regarded as the cause of its disjunctions and conjunctions,

since it was there even before they came into being. ^

PflrthasSrathimi^ra contends that movement can never be inferred,

since it could be inferred only as the immaterial cause (asamavayi-

kOroM) of the conjunctions and disjunctions of a thing with points

in space, and this would mean that movement would be cognized

as subsisting in the thing as well as in space ; but, as a matter of fact,

we never cognize movement in space but only in the moving thing.*

So movement cannot be regarded as an object of inference. Prabha-

kara argues that we do not perceive anything over and above the

conjunctions and disj unctions ofa moving object. Parthasarathimi^ra

contends that when a snake moves on the ground both the snake and

the ground have conjuncUons and disjunctions ; but still we appre-

hend that the snake is moving, and not the ground. Hence the

object of apprehension is the movement of the snake which is

responsible for our cognition that the snake is moving, and not the

ground And this movement can never be an object of inference.

It IS an object of perception.®

% g. (iii) The Vatitstka

Kanada holds that movement is an object of visual perception

when it inheres in a coloured substance.* ^amkaramiira points out

that it is an object of visual and tactual perception both.® Movement
cannot be perceived through vision and touch when it inheres in an

uncoloured substance.® According to the older Vaiksikas, colour

or form iyUfa) is a condition of both visual and tactual perception.

But the later Vai^e^ikas discard this doctrine. They make manifest

colour a condition of visual perception, and manifest touch a condition

of tactual perception.^ But both the schools hold that movement
is an object of visual and tactual perception under certain conditions.

This doctrine finds favour also with the Western psychologists.

^ifdhara quotes a passage from PrakartmapanakH explaining the

Prabhakara doctrine of inferrability of movement, and subjects it to

severe criticism.® His criticism is substantially the same as that of

Parthasarthimi^ra. PrabhSkara argues that we do not perceive

^ SD., pp. 267-8. * PSPM., pp. 91-2.
* SD, p. 274. * VS., IV, I, II.

* VSU., IV, I, II. ® VS., VSU., and VSV., iv, i, 12.

* VSV, pp. 373-4; BhP. and SM., 54-6; «ee Chapter III.

« PP., 79 ; NK., p. 194.
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anything apart from disjunctions and conjunctions in a moving

object ; movement is not perceived, but inferred from disjunctions

and conjunctions. This argument is unsubstantial. If movement
of an object is said to be inferred from disjunctions and conjunctions,

it should be inferred as subsisting both in the object and in what it

moves, since disjunctions and conjunctions belong to both of them.

For instance, when a monkey moves from the root of a tree to its

top and again from the top to the root, we ought to infer that the

tree is moving as well as the monkey, since the disjunctions and

conjunctions inhere as much in the tree as in the monkey. But

we never infer that the tree is moving.^ When we suddenly perceive

a flash of lightning at night in the midst of dense darkness we perceive

its movement, but not its conjunctions and disjunctions with points

of space. ‘ Hence movement is an object of perception.



Chapter X

PERCEPTION OF TIME

§ I. Introduction

In this chapter we shall deal with perceptual time as distinguished

from conceptual time, or with the time apprehended by perception

as distinguished from the time of ideal construction. We shall not

consider the nature of time as a reality. The Indian philosophers

are of opinion that time is a coefficient of all consciousness including

external perception and internal perception. But they do not

recognize the perception oftime as an independent entity. According

to them, there is no sense for empty time apart from events or changes ;

succession and duration are the two important constituents of dme.

So some Naiyayikas and the Vedantists analyse the perception of

time into the perception of succession and the perception of duration.

They derive the perception of succession from the perception of

changes, and the perception of duration from the perception of the

“specious present”. And they regard the perception of the

“ specious present ” as the nucleus of all our time-consciousness.

They derive the conception of the past and the future from the

perception of the “ specious present ” in which there is an echo of

the immediate past and a foretaste of the immediate future. In it

there is a rudimentary consciousness of the past and the future which

are clearly brought to consciousness by memory and expectation

respectively. The Buddhists, however, do not believe in duration

and the “ specious present ”. They believe only in succession and

the mathematical present. They recognize succession alone as the

only constituent of time, and identify the perception of time with the

perception of succession. And they regard the perception of

succession as identical with the perception of changes. They do

not believe in time apart from changes. They identify time with

succession, and succession with changes. Thus they identify percep-

tion of time with the perception of changes. They do not believe

in the perception of time as a qualifying adjunct of all events or

changes. But the consciousness of change is not identical with

change-consciousness. The consciousness of transition is not

the same as transition-consciousness. So the Buddhists try their

«49
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best to derive duration from succession, and explain away the unity

and continuity of time. Let us now discuss the main problems of

temporal perception.

§ 2. Is Time an Object of Perception ?

The first question that arises in coimection with temporal percep-

tion IS whether time is an object of perception or not. According

to the Vedantists, time is a coefficient of all perception. The
Bhitta Mlmarhsakas and some Naij^yikas too hold that time is

perceived by both the external and the internal sense-organs as a

qualification of their objects of perception.

Jayanta Bhatta has discussed the possibility of the visual percep-

tion of time. Can time be an object ofvisual perception ? According

to the Vai^ika, an object of visual perception must have extensity

or appreciable magnitude (mahattva) and manifest or sensible colour

(udhhOtarapavaitva).^ But time is colourless. How, then, can

it be an object of visual perception ? The Naiyayika retorts :

How is colour perceived though it is colourless ? Certainly an

object has colour which inheres in it } but colour itself has no colour

inhering in it. And ifcolour can be perceived, though it is colourless,

then time also can be an object of visual perception, though it is

colourless. Jayanta Bha^ sap that time is perceived through the

visual organ ; it is a fact of experience, and so it cannot be denied,

though we may not account for it ; a feet of expenence cannot be

argued out of existence. As a matter of feet, that is visible which

can be perceived through the visual organ, be it coloured or colourless j

and time can be perceived through the visual organ, though it is

colourless ; hence none can deny the visual perception of time.*

Ramakr^nadhvarin, the author of Sikhimani, rightly points out

that if we deny the visual perception of time because it is colourless,

we cannot account for our visual perception of an object as existing

at present, e.g. “ the jar exists now ” [idOnim ghate vartate). If

the present time were not an object of this perception, then there

would be no certainty as to the time in which the jar is perceived to

exist, but there would be a doubt whether the jar exists at present

or not. But, in feet, the jar is definitely perceived as existing now ;

the actual perception of the jar is not vitiated by the least doubt

whether the jar exists at present or not. Such an undoubted percep-

tion of an object as existing “ now ” dearly shows that besides the

1 Chapter 111. NM., pp. 136-7 ; see also VP., p. 20.
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object, an element of time also, viz. the present time, enters into the

visual perception of the object.

But if time is regarded as an object of visual perception, though

it is colourless, because of our visual perception of an object as

existing “ now ”, then it may equally be argued that Bkaia (ether)

also is an object of visual perception, because of our visual perception

ofa row ofherons in SkBia {ttkOse valttka). But ttkaia is not admitted

to be an object of perception ; it is regarded as a supersensible object

which is inferred from sound as its substrate.^ And if, in spite of

our visual perception of a row of herons in BkSia {SkBse valUkB),

Skaia is not regarded as an object of visual perception, or of any

kind of perception, whatsoever, then why should time be regarded

as an object of visual perception, because of our visual perception

of an object as existing “ now ” ?

It may be argued that the visual perception of a row of herons

in SkSia is an acquired perception like the visual perception of fragrant

sandal. Just as in the visual perception of fragrant sandal the visual

presentation of the sandal (i e. its visual qualities) is blended with

the representation of its fragrance perceived by the olfectory organ

on a previous occasion and revived in memory by the sight ofthe sandal,

so in the visual perception of a row of herons in SkSsOy the visual

perception of the row of herons {yalsks) is blended with the idea of

BkSsa which is represented to consciousness by another cognition

by association, and so BkUsa is not an object of visual perception.

But if this argument is valid, then it may as well be argued that the

element of time which enters into every perceptive process is not an

object of perception, but it is represented in consciousness by another

cognition, with which it is associated in experience, and thus the

element of time entering into every perception is not an object of

direct perception.*

The truth is that the visual perception of an object as existing

“ now ” is not an acquired perception like the acquired perception

of fragrant sandal, because in this perception the element of time

(now) is felt as an object of direct visual perception ; nor is it like

the visual perception of a row of herons in BkBja, because akBia

does not enter into the perception as a qualification (yiiesana) of its

object. The present time is perceived as a qualification of every

object of perception. Whenever an object, event, or action is

perceived, it is not perceived as timeless, but as existing or occurring

in time, or qualified by the present time.

Sikhamai^i and ManiprabhS on VP., p 25. • Ibid
, p. 26.
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And time is not only an object of visual perception, but of all

kinds of perception. It is perceived by all the sense-organs, external

and internal, as a qualification of their objects.^ Here we are

reminded of Kant’s doctrine that time is the form of external and

internal perception.

S 3. No Perception of Time as an Independent Entity

But though time is an object of perception, it is never perceived

as an independent entity. One of the essential characteristics of

time is succession, and succession is never perceived apart from

changes. So we can never perceive time apart from actions or changes

which occur in time. The temporal marks of before and after,

sooner and later, etc., are never perceived apart from actions or

changes. And if there is no distinct perception of time apart from

that of changes, are we to say that there is no perception of time,

but only a perception of changes ? Is time nothing but change or

action ? Some hold that time apart from action is a fiction of

imagination 3 time is identical with action or change ; time and

action are synonymous. Hence there is no perception of time at

all, but only that of actions {kSryamSiravalambana).*

The Naiyayika admits that there is no perception of time apart

from that of actions. But from this it does not follow that there

is no perception of time at all 3 for an element of time always enters

into the perception of actions as a constituent fector 5 actions are

never perceived without being qualified by time 3 actions unqualified

by time or timeless actions are never perceived. The perception

of time is inseparable from the perception of actions 3 but they are

not identical with each other. Hence the legitimate conclusion is

that time cannot be perceived as an independent entity, but only as a

qualifying adjunct (vUefona) of events or actions 3 there is no percep-

tion of empty time devoid of all sensible content, but only of filled

time or time filled with some sensible matter. Just as there is no

perception of mere actions unqualified by time, so there is no percep-

tion of empty time devoid of all sensible content. When we perceive

succession or simultaneity, sooner or later, we do not perceive mere

actions, but we perceive something else which qualifies these actions,

and that is time. Time, therefore, is perceived not as an independent

entity, but as a qualification of the objects of perception 3 there is no
perception of empty time.®

^ SD., p. 554 3 YatindnunatadipiiS, p. 23 ; KusumSfijalipraka^, Ch. II.,

p. 41. * NM., p. 136. • Ibid., p. 136.
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But it may be urged, if time is an object of perception, why is it

perceived not as an independent entity, but only as a qualification

of perceptible objects ? Jayanta Bha^ says that it is the very nature

of time {vattusvabhSva) that it can be perceived only as a qualifica-

tion of perceptible objects, and not as an independent entity like a

jar } and the nature of things (yastusvabhOva) or the law of nature

can never be called in question. This is the final limit of explana-

tion. We can never account for the ultimate nature of things.^

So time is an object of perception. The Bhg^ Mimamsaka also

admits that time cannot be perceived by the sense-organs as an

independent entity, but it is perceived by all the sense-organs as a

qualification (yiiesana) of their own objects.^

This psychological analysis of the perception of time is parallel

to that of William James. “ We have no sense,” he says, “ for

empty time. . . . JVe can no more intuit a duration than we can intuit

an extension devoid of all sensible content.'* * Kant’s notion of a pure

intuition of time without any sensible matter is psychologically

false.

S 4. Perception of the Present

Some deny the existence of the present time and consequently

of the perception of the present. When a fruit fells to the ground,

it 1$ detached from its smlk and comes gradually nearer and nearer

to the ground, traversing a certain space and gradually passing from

one position to another, say, from a to from b to r, and so on until

It comes to the ground. When the fruit has passed from a to A,

the space between a and b is the space traversed, and the time related to

that traversed space is that which has been passed through {paUtakala

or the past) ; and when the fruit will pass from b to r, the space

between b and c is the space to be traversed, and the time related to

this space is that which is to be passed through {patitavyakula or the

future) ; and apart from these two spaces, the traversed space and the

space to be traversed, there is no third space left intervening between

them which may be perceived as being traversed and give rise to the

perception of the present time. So the present time does not exist.

Here by the present time is meant the mathematical time-point which

is the Ixjundary line between the past and future. But such a time-

point is never an object of actual perception. Hence there is no

^ NM
, p. 137.

* Kfflo na svatantryenendnyairgfhyate. Athaca viwe?u sve?u gfhyamS-

9efu tadvife^a^iataTa sarvairaplndiiyairgrhyate tadvat. SD., p. 534.
* Principles of Psychology, vol. i, pp. 619-20.
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present time at all.^ This argument reminds us of Zeno's dialectic

against the possibility of motion.

But Vatsyayana rightly points out that time cannot be conceived

in terms of space but only in terms of action.* Thus Vatsyayana

anticipates Bergson in holding that there can be no spatial representa-

tion of time. According to him, time is perceived as qualifying

an action ; an action is perceived as occurring in time. When,
for instance, the action of ^ling has ceased, and is no more, it is

perceived as past ; and when the action of falling is going to happen

and not yet commenced, it is perceived as future ; and when the

action of falling is going on, it is perceived as present. Thus time-

consciousness is found in the perception of action. When an action

is no more, it is perceived as past ; when it is not yet begun, it is per-

ceived future ; and when it is going on, it is perceived as present.^

Ifan action is never perceived as going on, how can it be perceived

as no more or as not yet ? For instance, if the action of falling is

not perceived as going on, how can it be perceived as having ceased,

or as going to happen ? As a matter of fact, what is meant by the

past time or the time “ that has been &llen through ” {patitakula),

in the present case, is that the action of ^ling is over or no more ;

and what is meant by the future time or the time “ to be fallen

through ” (patitovyakala) is that the action of falling is going to

happen and not yet begun, so that at both these points of time, past

and future, the object is devoid of action ; but when we perceive

that the fruit is in the process of falling, we perceive the object in

action. Thus nme is perceived not in terms of space but in terms of

actions ; when they are perceived as going on or in the process of

happening, they are perceived as present ; when they are perceived

as over or no more, they are perceived as past, and when they are

perceived as going to happen and not yet begun, they are perceived as

hiture. The consciousness of the present is the nucleus of the

consciousness of the past and the future ; the past and the future are

built upon the present. Time is perceived only through an action ;

the actual happening of an action is perceived as present ; and unless

an action is perceived as happening or present, it can never be

perceived as past or future, inasmudi as the action does not really

exist in the past or in the future but only in the present. Hence

the perception of the present cannot be denied as all our time-

consciousness is centred in it.*

^ NBh., ii, I, 37 ; Jha, E T , Indian Thongkt, vol. u, p 245.
* Nadhvavyafigab kllah kup tarhi? KriyBvyangab. Ibid., 11, i, 38.
» Ibid., ii, I, 38. * NBh. and NV., li, i, 38.
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The whole controversy hinges on the meaning of the present

time. VatsySlyana takes it m the sense of the “ specious present
”

or felt present which is a tract of time. His opponent takes it in the

sense of the mathematical time-point or indivisible instant which is

never a fact of actual experience. Vatsyayana is right in so &r as

he gives a psychological explanation of the specious present which

is the basis of our conception of the past and future. He anticipates

the most modem psychological analysis of our time-consciousness

in western psychology. A few quotations from books on modem
western psychology will not be out of place here.

“ Let anyone try,” says William James, “ to notice or attend to,

the present moment of time. One of the most bafHing experiences

occurs. Where is it, this present ? It has melted in our grasp,

fled ere we could touch it, gone in the instant of becoming ... It is

only as entering into the living and moving organization of a much
wider tract of time that the strict present is apprehended at all. It is,

in fact, an altogether ideal abstraction, not only never realized in sense,

but probably never even conceived of by those unaccustomed to

philosophic meditation. Reflection leads us to the conclusion that

it must exist, but that it does exist can never be a fact of our immediate

experience. The only feet of our immediate experience is

what Mr. E. R. Clay has well called ‘the specious present

Elsewhere he says, “ The oripnal paragon and prototype of

all conceived times is the specious present, the short duration of

which we are immediately and incessantly sensible." * J. M. Baldwin

also bears out this view of James. He says, “ Subjectively, each

individual constructs his own time-order from the standpoint of the
‘ specious ’ or felt present by means of images in whi^ past and

future, not actually present, are represented. It is only from this

standpoint that the terms past and future have proper meaning. In

this construction are included not only the times of the individuals’

private experiences, but all times which may be dated from the

present ‘ now ®

VStsyayana’s account of the perception of the time-series closely

resembles that of Volkmann and Stout.
“

‘ No more ’ and ‘ not

yet says Volkmann, “ are the proper time-feelings, and we are

aware of time in no other way than through these feelings.” * This

^ Principles of Psychology, vol 1, pp. 608-9.
* Ibid., p 631
® Dictionary of Philosophy and Psychology, vol ii, p. 698.
* Psychology, % 87, quoted by James m his Principles of Psychology, vol. 1,

p. 631
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doctrine of Volkmann has been elaborated by Stout, who has

beautifully expressed his view as follows :

—

“Actual sensation is the mark or stamp of present time. The
present time as distinguished from the past or future, is the time

which contains the moment of actual sensation. . . . Distinction

between past, present, and future can only be apprehended in a

rudimentary way at the perceptual level. But there is, even at this

level, what we may call a ‘ not yet * consdousness and a ‘ no more ’

consciousness. The ‘ not yet ’ consaousness is contained in the

prospective attitude of attention, m the pre-adaptation for wliat is

to come which it Involves. This ‘ not yet ’ consciousness is

emphasized when conation is delayed or obstructed, as when the dog

is kept waiting for its bone. The ‘ no more ’ consciousness emerges

most distinctly when conation is abruptly disappointed or frustrated.

With the advent of ideal representation the ‘ no more ’ and the

‘ not yet ’ experiences become much more definite.” ^

Ladd says, “ It is by the combination of imaging and thinking,

in which every conceptual process consists, that the vague conscious-

ness of a ‘ still-there ’ is converted into the conception of ‘ the

present’} the consciousness of the ‘now-going’ or ‘just-gone’,

into the conception of ‘ the past ’
; and the consciousness of the

‘ not yet there ’, with its affective accompaniment of expectation

or dre^ into the conception of ‘ the future ’.” *

§ 5. The Sensible Present is Instantaneous {The Buddhist View)

Time has two essential characteristics, viz. succession and duration.

But the Buddhists do not recognize the existence of duration or

block of time. They identify time with mere succession of ideas.

The Buddhists hold with Berkeley and Hume that there is no abstract

time apart from presentations. Time is not a substantive reality,

as the Naiyayikas hold, but it is a cluster of successive presentations

;

an abstract time apart from momentary impressions is an artificial

conceptual construction. And according to the Buddhists, there

are no continuous and uniform impressions {dhUravahika-jhana) but

only a series of detached and discrete impressions, a perpetual flux

of successive presentations {kfonabhangura-jnana). Continuity is only

an illusory appearance due to our slurring over the landmarks of

impressions owing to their similarity. Momentary sensations alone

are real ; there is no continuity among discrete sensations. The

^ A Manual of Psychology, second edition, 1910, pp. 405-6.

Psychology Descriptive and Explanatory, p. 497.
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seeming continuity of impresdons is nothing more than the rapid

succession of impressions owing to the rapidity and uniformity of

stimulations. Thus the Buddhist doctrine is quite the same as that

of David Hume.
Time may be viewed either as one-dimensional or as bi-

dimensional. Either it may be regarded as having only linear

extension or succession, or it may be regarded as having simultaneity

and succession both. The Buddhists hold that there is no

synchronousness or simultaneity ; there is only succession or sequence

among our presentations. So a momentary presentation can neither

apprehend the past nor the future, but it apprehends only the present

which has no duration. Thus according to the Buddhists, the

sensible present has no duration ; it is an instant or a “ time-point

The Vedantists and some Naiyayikas hold that the sensible present

is not a mathematical point of time but has a certain duration ; the

sensible present is a tract of time extending over a few moments

—

it IS an extended present or the “ specious present ” {vitata eva

kalah).^ According to them the “ speaous present ” having a

certain duration yields us one unitary presentation without flickering

of attention.

But the Buddhists hold that there is no “ specious present ”

;

the present has no duration ; it is instantaneous or momentary

inasmuch as our impressions are momentary. Our presentations

are not somewhat prolonged processes, but instantaneous or non-

during events. And there are no continuous and uniform impressions,

as the Vedantists and some Nai3^yikas hold.

According to Prabhakara, in the amsciousness “ I know this
”

{aham idam jSnSnd) there is a simultaneity of three presentations,

viz. the presentation of the knower (/), the presentation of the known
object (/Aij), and the presentation of knowledge (or the relauon

between the knower and the known). This is Prabhakara’s

doctrine of TriputI Saihvit or triple consciousness.

The Buddhists hold that the three elements are not simultaneous ;

but they are discrete and detached from one another ; there is no

relation among them ; there can be no relation between the knower

and the known. They hold that at first there is a particularized

presentation [sSkSra-jhOna) of “ I ” {aham\ then that of “ this
”

{tdam)y and then that of “ knowing ” {janttmi). Thus these discrete

and momentary impressions flow in succession. But when the first

impression of “ I ” vanishes, it leaves a residuum (ydsand) which

Pratyakfasya hi kfana eka giflhyah. NBT., p 22.

• NM., p. 450.
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colours and modifies the second impression of “ this ” ; and when
the second impression vanishes, it leaves a residuum which colours

and modifies the third impression. Thus though these three

impressions are discrete and isolated from one another, there is a

cumulative presenudon of these momentary impressions owing to

the transference of residua from the preceding impressions to the

succeeding ones {vUsarUI-samkrama) and the residua of the former

colouring or modifying the latter (upaplava). Thus the Buddhists

have invented the hypotheses of residua {vUsona), transference of

residua {vdsanSsamkrama)^ and modificadon of impressions by residua

{upaplava) to explain away the fiict of continuity or the consciousness

of transition ; a succession of presentations is certainly not the

consciousness of succession. The Buddliists do not explain, but

explain away the fact of unity and continuity of consciousness.^

The Buddhists examine the percepdve process and show that

perception cannot apprehend the “ specious present ”. A perception

is nothing but a presentation ; and a presentadon is the presentadon

of a single moment 5 it cannot apprehend the past and the future.

If there is a series of presentations, <7, i, f, etc., is it the antecedent

presentadon h {uttaravijnana)^ or is it the succeeding presentation b

that takes hold of the preceding presentation by the hind part, as it

were ? The Buddhists answer that b can neither take hold of r,

nor can it take hold of a. The past as past is not present 5 and the

future as future is not present. Hence the present presentation

can neither apprehend the past nor the future presentation, and

consequendy, there can be no direct apprehension or perception of

the past and future.*

But the Buddhists hold that the past enters into the present at

the dme of passing away, and the future also enters into the present,

though it is not yet come, so that the present presentadon is an echo

of the immediate past and a foretaste of the immediate future.*

Thus the Buddhists surreptidously introduce an element of linking

or transition between the past and Ae present, and between the present

and the future to explain our consciousness of the continuity of time.

But though they admit that the past and the future enter into the

present, they insist that it is only the present that is perceived and not

the past or the future which enters into the present. Such is the

nature of our experience that it unfolds successively—one presenta-

don appearing and then disappearing. And in this series of presenta-

dons an antecedent state {pUrvadalU) cannot come in contact with

1 VPS., p. 75. • NM., p. 450.
* Vartemanltnupravefena bhfitabhavinoh kilayoh graha^am. Ibid

, p. 450.
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a subsequent state {aparadaia)^ and a subsequent state cannot come
in contact with an antecedent state. All sense-presentations appre-

hend the present alone which is instantaneous or momentary. 1

Some Naiyayikas hold that sometimes the present is perceived

as extended or with a certain duration^ for instance, when we perceive

a continuous action, e.g. cooking, reading, etc.* The sensible

present is not momentary, but has a certain length of duration

{vartamSnaksano £rghah) ; it is not made up of a single moment,

but composed of a number of moments (nUndksonaganatmaka).^

The Buddhists urge that time cannot be a composite whole made
up of parts ; it cannot be a cluster of simultaneous presentations

because there is no simultaneity among presentations. Time is not

bi-dimensional, as some Naiyayikas hold, but it is one-dimensional.

There is no simultaneity, but only succession among our presenta-

tions. It is foolish to hold that perception apprehends an extended

present with a certain duration.*

The Naiyayika and the Vedantist hold that a continuous and

uniform impression bears clear testimony to the unbroken and

uninterrupted existence of its object ; and consequently, it appre-

hends an extended present with a ceruin duration.

The Buddhists object that there is no uniform impression

{avicciuma-drsti). Every impression is momentary } there cannot

be a continuous impression. When there is a rapid succession of

momentary impressions, they appear to be continuous, though they

are not r^ly so. And because there is no connnuous impression,

there can be no perception of the “ specious present ” with a certain

duration.* Even if there were a continuous impression, it would not

be able to apprehend the “ specious present ”, because an object must

be presented to consciousness in order that we may have a presentative

knowledge of the object, and the object cannot be presented to

consciousness for more than one moment, since all objects are

momentary.® But, as a matter of fact, there can be no continuous

and uniform impression
;

consciousness must always apprehend itself

as momentary ; and not only consciousness is momentary, but

also the consciousness of the momentariness of consciousness is

momentary. Here the Buddhists diflFer from the Neo-Hegelians,

Green, and others, who suppose that the consciousness of the relation

^ NM., p 450. * Ibid , p. 450.
* Ibid

, p. 451. “ Psychologically consider^, there is no such thing as

a * mathematical point of time ’—^no time that is not endunng time.” Ladd :

Psychology Descripsive and Explanatory, p. 311.
* NM., p. 451. * Ibid., p. 452.
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of impressions must be enduring; momentary impressions are

apprehended as momentary by a consciousness which must be

permanent. Thus, according to the Buddhists, all presentations

are momentary, and as such they can apprehend only the present

which has not a length of duration, but is constituted by a single

moment ; the sensible present, therefore, is instantaneous or

momentary.^

S 6. The Sensible Present has Duration {The NaiySyika and the

FedOntist Fiew)

The Buddhists recognize only one aspect of time, viz. succession.

They try to explain away the other aspect of time, viz. duration.

But some NaiySyikas and the Vedanrists clearly recognize the import-

ance of duration apart from which succ^ion has no meaning. The
Buddhists have argued that a presentation cannot apprehend the past

and the future as they are not presented to consaousness ; it can

apprehend only the present which is constituted by a single moment.

The Naiyayika urges that even a momentary glance {nimesa-dfsti)

can apprehend the continued existence of an object. Why should,

then, perception be regarded as apprehending the instantaneous

present f * Even supposing that a momentary glance caimot appre-

hend the past and the future, but only the present, what is the span

of the present time perceived by a continuous and uniform impression

{ammesa-drsU) ? Is it a time-point or a tract of time ? Is it an

instant or a length of duration ? The sensible present continues

as long as the continuous and uniform impression persists without

an oscillation ofattention, and as long as it is not interrupted by another

impression ; so that this single unitary presentation apprehends not

an instantaneous present but a lengthened or extended present with

a certain duration.^

The Buddhists may urge that such an extended present is a tract

of time made up of a number of moments ; but the present is really

a single moment ; the immediately preceding moment is past and

the immediately succeeding moment is future ; so they cannot be

perceived. The NaiySyika replies that in determining the span of

the sensible present we must not assume at the outset that it is

momentary, but we must determine it by an appeal to experience.

1 Ryinitagrghi pratyakyamiti siddham. NM., p. 452.
* Ibdd., p. 462.
* AnimeyadnthiX dntyavicchedidavicchinnaBattXka eva dyfyate id na

kya^ikagiOhi piatyakyam. Ibid., p. 463.
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A psychological investigation must not be guided by metaphysical

speculation ; but metaphysics must be based on psychology. Psycho-

logically considered, there is no mathematical point of time, but only

a tract of time. That time must be regarded as present which is

grasped by a single continuous impression without a break or inter-

ruption. And such an unbroken and uninterrupted impression

apprehends the present as an unbroken and uninterrupted block or

duration of time. Hence the sensible present is not an instant,

but has a length of duration.

The Buddhists may urge that even according to the Naiyayika

there cannot be a stable consciousness {sthirajnand) but only a series

of momentary impressions ; how, then, can he hold that there can

be a perception of the “ specious present ” ? Though all NaiySyikas

hold that a psychosis extends over three moments—the moment of

production, the moment ofexistence, and the moment ofdestruction

—

and there can be no simultaneity of psychoses owing to the atomic

nature of the central sensory or manasy yet there are some Naiyayikas

who hold that a continuous and uniform impression is not destroyed

at the third moment.^ Besides, the temporal mark of a consciousness

need not necessarily correspond with the temporal mark of its object.

An object is apprehended by consciousness as having a continued

existence. A pulse of consciousness, though existing at presenty

can apprehend the past as well as the future as past and future.*

The feeling of the past is not a past feeling ; and the feeling of the

future IS not a future feeling. For instance, a present recollection

apprehends the past ; a present flash of intuition {prStthha jnana}

apprehends the future ; and a present inference apprehends both

the past and the future.^

The Buddhists may uige that the operation of the sense-organs

does not exist for more than a single moment ; and in the absence

of a continued peripheral action there cannot be a perception of an

extended time or the “ specious present ”.

The Naiyayika replies that peripheral action does not exist for

a moment, but continues for some time. The perception of an

object depends upon the intercourse of a sense-organ with an object,

and this intercourse is not momentary, but persists for some time ;

peripheral stimulation is not a momentary act, but a somewhat

prolonged process ; and consequently perception does not apprehend an

instant or a “ time-point ”, but a tract of time with a certain duraUon.^

1 NM., p +63.
* Jfianaihtu vartarngnakalamapyatitfliiggatakakgridu bhavati NM ,

p. +63.
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V&tsylyana says that sometimes the present is perceived as

unmixed with the past and the future, for instance, when we perceive

^t a substance exists. And sometimes the present is perceived

as mixed up with the past and the future, for instance, when we
perceive the continuity ofan action, e.g. cooking, cutting, etc. Thus
Vat83rSyana admits that the present is sometimes perceived as having

a certain duration.^

According to the VedUntists, too, a continuous and uniform

impression {dhSrOvaUkabuddM) is a single unitary psychosis with

a certain duration ; it is not a series of momentary impressions in

rapid succession, as the Buddhists hold. In the continuous impression

of a jar the mental mode which assumes the form of the jar is one

and undivided as long as the jar is presented to consciousness without

any flickering ofattention, and is not interrupted by another psychosis.

It is not made up of many momentary psychoses, because according

to the Vedintist, a psychosis continues m the field of consciousness

as long as the mind does not assume the form of a different object.

So the Vedintist also admits that a continuous and uniform presenta-

tion does not apprehend an instantaneous present, but an extended

present with a certain duration.* Thus the Ved^dsts and some

Naiyflyikas hold that the sensible present has duradon, while the

Buddhists hold that the sensible present is instantaneous or momentary.

Certainly the former view is psychologically correct. The Buddhists

deny the “ specious present ” because it contradicts their fundamental

doc^ne of impermanence or momentariness.

This psychological discussion of the “ specious present ” m the

medieval philosophical literature of India anticipates the same kind

of discussion in the modem psychology of the West. Professor

William James borrowed the word “specious present” from

E. R. Clay and gave currency to it. He expresses his view most

beautifully as follows :

—

“ The pracdcally cognized present is no knife-edge, but a saddle-

back, with a certain breadth of its own on which we sit perched,

and from which we look in two directions into time. The unit

of composition of our perception of time is a duration, with a bow
and a stem, as it were, a rearward and a forward looking end.” ®

^ NBh., ii, I, 41. • VP., p 26.

• Principles of Psjcholi^, vol. i, p. 609.



Chapter XI

PERCEPTION OF THE UNIVERSAL (7^/)—INDIAN
NOMINALISM, CONCEPTUALISM AND REALISM

% I. Introduction

The problem of the universal and the individual has been

approached in the West from the psychological, logical, and meta-

physical points of view. The Indian thinkers also have investigated

the problem from these different standpoints, not in abstract isolation

from one another, but in their synthetic unity. The psychological

aspect of this question, as understc^ by the different schools of Indian

philosophers, is incomprehensible without a metaphysical considera-

tion of it. So we shall attempt here a psychological study of the

problem with reference to its metaphysical basis.

In the Western thought, there are mainly three theories of the

universal, viz. nominalism, conceptualism, and realism. According

to nominalism, the individuals alone are real—there are only individual

things in nature, and particular ideas in the mind ; there is no

universal at all in reality—only the name is general. According

to conceptualism, there are only individual things in nature without

any universal class-essence in Aem, but the mind has the power of

forming a concept or an abstract general idea of individu^ things.

Thus, according to it, there is no universal in nature, but the universal

exists in the mind in the form ofa concept or general idea. According

to realism, the universal exists both in nature and in the mind ; there

is a universal or class-essence among the individual things of nature,

and there is a universal notion or concept in the mind corresponding

to the class-essence in nature. Thus, according to nominalism,

there is no universal at all either in nature or in the mind ; according

to conceptualism, the universal exists only in the mind ; according to

realism, the universal exists both in nature and in the mind. Besides

these main theories there are certain intermediate positions.

Among the Indian thinkers also we find a perpetual conflict

between realists and nominalists. The note of conceptualism is not

prominent, though not altogether absent. The Buddhists are

thoroughgoing nominalists. The NaiySyikas, the later Vaije^ikas,

and the Mlmarfisakas (Bhatpi and Prabhakara) represent different
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schools of realism. Kan^da, the lather of the Vai^e^ika system,

and the earlier Vai^ikas are conceptualists. The Jaina is a

nominalist tending towards realism. Slminuja also is a nominalist

with a bent for realism.

The Buddhists hold that specific individuals {svalaksana) alone

are real ; they are apprehended by indeterminate perception ; there

is no universal or class-essence at all in the specific individuals ; the

universal notion is an unreal abstraction of the mind ; it is a con-

ceptual construction of the mind to carry on the practical purposes

ofour life. The Buddhists are the most uncompromising nominalists.

The earlier Vai^ikas hold that universality or community

{tamSifya) is a mark by which the understanding assimilates a number

of objects and forms a group or class ; the universal is relative to the

understanding. Kanida and his earlier exponents hold that

the universal is a concept of the mind. They are conceptualists.

The NaiySlyikas, the later Vai^ikas, the Bhitpu, and the

Pribhakaras hold that there is a real universal or class-essence among
the individual objects of nature. But there is a difference of opinion

as to the relation of the universal to the individual. The Nyiya-

Vai^ika and the Prabhikara hold that the universal is different

from ^e individual, and the relation between them is that of inherence,

the latter being the substrate of the former. The Bhitta, on the

other hand, holds that the universal is both different from, and identical

with, the individual 5 the relation between the two is that of identity-

m-difference.

The Jaina holds that there can be no universal notion in the

mind, unless there is a real universal in nature. The universal

notion is not an unreal fiction of the mind as the Buddhists suppose ;

it is real, and consequently it must be based on reality. Corre-

sponding to a univer^ notion in the mind, there must be a real

universal in nature. But what is the nature of the real universal ?

It is not a class-essence. The Jaina does not recognize its existence.

There can be no one, eternal, ubiquitous class-essence in the

individuals belonging to ^e same class, as the realists suppose. So far

the Jaina agrees with the Buddhist and supports nominalism. But

he differs from the Buddhist in that he recognizes the real existence

of similarity or likeness among the individual members of the same

class. The likeness is the objective ground of a universal notion.

To this extent, the Jaina tends towards realism.

Ramanuja also holds a similar doctrine. According to him,

individuak jone are real ; there is no class-essence in them ; but

there is a close likeness or resemblance [sauiSdriya) among them in
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the shape of certain definite collocations or configurations {samsthOfia)

of parts among the individuals. Thus, Rlmanuja agrees with the

Jaina in holding that there is a real likeness among the individual

things belonging to the same class. Rlmanuja only gives an

interpretation of the likeness among the individual members of a class.

Thus, both the Jaina and Rlmanuja are not out-and-out nominalists

like the Buddhists, though they deny the existence of a class-essence ;

they are nominalists with a leaning towards realism. They are

advocates of modified nominalism.

All Indian realists agree in holding that the universal is an object

of perception ; it can be perceived through the sense-organs , it is

not an ideal construction of the mind. The experience of the universal

is not conceptual, but perceptual. This is seldom admitted by the

Western realists. The Indian realists differ from one another only

in their views as to the relation of the universal to the individuals.

S 2. (i) The Buddhist doctrine of Nominalism

The universal in the form of a class-essence [jdh) can never be

an object of perception. A perceptible object produces the percep-

tion of it in the mind. But the universal (jdti) is eternal , so it

carmot produce its cognition. If, in spite of being eternal, the

universal does produce a cognition, it will never cease to do so.

and consequently the cognition of no other object will be possible.^

Moreover, the universal can never be perceived, for perception

has for its object only the momentary specific individuals {svalakfana)

unconnected with other individuals preceding and succeeding them.

By the universal we mean that feature which is common to a whole

class of objects. If such a universal character does exist at all, it

can be known only after collecting all the individual objects belonging

to a class and ascertaining their common character. Thus, the

knowledge of the universal presupposes that of all the individuals

in which the universal exists. How, then, can such a universal

be known by indeterminate perception {turvikalpa pratyaksa)^ which

arises just after the contact of an object with a sense-organ, and is

quite independent of any other cognition, preceding or succeeding it ?

If it is apprehended by determinate perception {savikalpa praiyakfa)^

it is unre^ for that very reason. According to Ae Buddhist, indeter-

minate perception alone is valid as it is free from all forms and

categories (vikalpa)
;

determinate perception is invalid as it is not

free from thought-determinations. Thus, the universal can be

1 SD., p. 381.
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apprehended neither by bdetenninate perception nor by determinate

perception.

Nor can it be proved by inference {anumOna) and verbal cognition

{iahda)y for these too have for their objects the unreal forms of ideal

construction (viiaJpa)^ and as such cannot apprehend the ontological

reality.^

Hence q>ecific bdividuals alone are real, since they are appre-

hended by indeterminate perception. The universal is nothing

but a mere form of determinate cognition having no real existence

in the world.*

% 3. 7Tu Budd}ttst Criticism of the Nyaya-Faiiefika Realism

Accordbg to the NySya-Vai^ika, the universal is di£Ferent

from the individual j it inheres m the latter which is its substratum ;

there is one, eternal, ubiquitous universal among the members of

a class.

The Buddhist offers the following critici«n of this view :

—

(1) Firstly, things which arc diflFerent from one another must

occupy diflFerent portions of ^ce. But the universal is never

perceived to occupy a space different from that of the individual.

So the universal must not be different from the individual. Moreover,

things which are different from one another can be perceived apart

from one another. For instance, a cloth can be perceived apart

from a jar as they are different from each other. But the universal

can never be perceived apart from the individual. Hence the

universal cannot be different from the individual.

(2) Secondly, it may be said that though the universal is different

from the individual, it cannot be perceived apart from the individual

simply because the former exists in the latter. But this is impossible.

The universal can never exist in the individual. If it does so,

does it exist b each individual wholly or partly ? Both the alter-

natives are untenable. If the univei^ exists in its entirety in one

individual, then it cannot exist b any other bdividual, and being

one, it cannot exist entirely in many individuals. Evidently, if

the universal exhausts itself in one particular, it cannot exist in another

without being produced anew. But this is absurd. The universal

is eternal ; it cannot be produced at all. Nor can it exist partly

in all the individuals, for it has no parts. Then, again, it is not

possible for the same universal to exist partly in the past, present,

and future bdividuals.

^ NM., pp. 297-8.
* VikalpSlJmunltraih slmBnyam, allkaih vl. $D., pp. 381-2.
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(3) Thirdlj, even supposing that the universal exists in the

individual, does it exist everywhere in all the individuals, or only in

its proper objectives ? For instance, does the universal cow {gotva)

exist in all individuals belonging to di£Ferent classes, e.g. cows, horses,

etc. {sarvasarvagata) ? Or does it exist only in all the individual

cows (pin^sarvagata) ?

If a universal (e.g. the genus of cow or getva) exists m all

the individuals belonging to different classes (e.g. horses, cows,

buboes, etc.), then we should perceive the genus of cow (gotva)

in horses, that of horse (aivatva) in cows, and so on, and thus there

would be an utter confusion or intermixture of genera (sUnkarya).

It may be said that though a universal exists in all the individuals

belonging to different classes, the individuals belonging to a particular

class have the power of manifesting a particular universal. For

instance, only the individual cows can manifest the universal cow
(gBtva)y which is ubiquitous (sarvasarvagata). But according to

the Buddhist idealist, existence consists in its being perceived.^ If

the universal exists everywhere, it should be perceived everywhere.

Even if a universal, though all-pervading, can be manifested only by

certain individuals, it does not follow that this universal must be

perceived only in those individuals. If certain individuals manifest

a universal which is ubiquitous, they must manifest it as it truly is.

A lamp manifests certain objects. It does not follow from this

that these objects are perceived in the lamp. Likewise, certain

individuals manifest a universal. It does not prove that the universal

must be perceived in those individuals.

If, on the other hand, a universal exists only in all its objectives

or proper subjects (pindasarvagata or svavyaktisarvagata)^ how can

it be perceived in a newly bom individual ? For instance, if the

genus of cow (gotva) exists only in all individual cows, how can it be

perceived in a newly bom cow, if it did not exist in that place before

the individual was ? The universal cannot be bom along with

the individual as it is eternal. Nor can it come from any other

individual, because, firstly, it is without any form (afnarta)^ and con-

sequently incapable of movement, and, secondly, it is not perceived

in the individual from which it comes. Nor can it be said that the

universal exists partly in the individual from which it comes, and

partly in the newly born individual to which it comes, because the

imiversal is without any parts. And thus when an individual is

destroyed, the universal does not remain in that place, because it

is not perceived there. Nor is it destroyed along with the individual,

1 Cf. Berkcligr.
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because it is eternal. Nor does it go to some other individual

because, firstly, it is without any form (amUrta) and consequently

incapable of movement, and secondly, Ae universal cannot enter

into another individual in which it already exists.

(4) Fourthly, the N)^ya-Vaik$ilca holds that the relation

between the universal and the individual is one of inherence {sama-

vOya) ; the universal inheres in the individual. The Buddhist

denies the relation of inherence altogether, and identifies it with

identity {fUdsttnya). Inherence, according to the Vai^ika, is the

relation between two enddes which can never be perceived apart

from each other, e.g. the reladon between a substance and its qualities,

the reladon between the constituent parts and the composite whole,

the reladon between the universal and the individual, etc The
Buddhist holds that those enddes, which are not perceived apart

from each other, are not different from each other, but they are

idendcal with each other. Simultaneity and inseparability of percep-

rions consdtute a test of idendty. The universal can never be

perceived apart from the individual } hence they are not different

from each other.

(5) Lasdy, if the universal inheres in the individual, we must

have such a percepdon as “ there is the universal cow in this individual

cow ” {thagmn gotvam). But, as a matter of fact, every one perceives

a cow as “ this « a cow ” (iyam gauh)y and not as “ there is the class

‘ cow ’ in this pardcular cow ” (iha gavi gotvam). This clearly

shows that the individual is not the substratum of the universal,

but idendcal with it. Nor can it be said that the universal is the

inner essence of the individual, because the former is entirely different

from the latter. How can one, eternal, and ubiquitous universal

be the essence of many, non-etemal, and discrete and isolated

individuals ? If even such contradictory things, as the universal and

the individual, were idendcal with each other, then cows and horses

also would be idendcal with each other, and thus there would be an

utter confusion in the whole world. Thus, the Buddhist comes to

the conclusion that the universal can never be different from the

individual.^

^ 4. The BuddMit Criticism of the Sretriya Fiew

According to the Srotriyas, there is a rGpa-r1ipi~lakfana~sambandha

between the universal and the individual. But this idso carmot be

proved. If the universal is the rSpa of the individual which is the

* NM., pp. 398-300; SD., pp. 379-380.
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rSpin in relation to the former, what is meant by rUfa ? Does
it mean colour {iukladi)^ or form {akOra)^ or essential nature

{svabhOva) ?

(1) If it means colour—if the universal is the colour of the

individual—then colourless substances such as air, mind etc., qualities,

and actions would have no universality in them. But, as a matter

of fact, they are supposed to have universality in them.

(2) IfrOpa means form {akOra)^ and consequently, ifthe universal

is the form of the individual, then the formless qualities would have

no universality in them, though they are supposed to have it.

(3) If ritpa means the intrinsic or essential nature {pvabhava)

and consequently, if the universal is the essential nature of the

individual, then they are not different from each other. An object

is never perceived as different from its essential nature. Hence

the universal is not different from the individual. If there is any

difference between them, there is a difference in name, but not in

substance.

Then, again, is the ripa a different substance from the ?

Or is it the same substance as the rSpin ? Or is it the property of

the rUpin ?

(4) The first alternative is untenable. The universal, which

IS the rSpa of the individual {rSpin\ is never perceived as a substance

different from the individual (vastvantaram).

(5) The second alternative contradicts the position of the

opponent. If the universal is the same substance as the individual

(vastveva)j then they are identical with each other, and it is useless

to speak of the rBpa-rapt-lakfana-somhandha between them.

(6) The third alternative also is untenable. If the universal is

the property of the individual (vastudharma)^ it should be perceived

as distinct from the individual. But, in fact, it is never perceived

as distinct from the individual. And if the universal is inseparable

from the individual, it is useless to speak of a relation called rUpa-

rSpi-Iakfana-sambandha between them, for they are not different

from each other. Still if it is insisted that there is a rSpa-rOpi-

lakfana relation between the universal and the individual, the

Srotriyas cannot distinguish it from conjunction and inherence.

Hence the Buddhists come to the conclusion that there caimot

be a rilpa-rOpi-laksana relation between the universal and the

individual.^

NM
, p. 299.
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% 5. TTte BudJhist Cri/idsm of tht BhJIffa Realism

The Bhitta Mlmaiiisaka holds that there is a relation of identitjr-

inwlifference between the universal and the individual. The
universal is both different from the individual, and identical with it.

The perception of an object involves two elements, viz. inclusion

or assimilation {atsugama) and exclusion or discrimination {t^Ovrtti).

This dual character of perception must correspond to the dual

character of its object. Universality or community is the objective

ground of assimilation, and particularity or individuality is the

objective ground of discrimination. So the object of perception

must be both universal and particular.

The Buddhist urges that it is self-contradictory to assert that one

and the same object can be both universal and particular, one and

many, eternal and temporary, existent and non-existent. Such

an object is never found in experience j it is a fiction of imagination.

One and the same object can never be muldfonn in character.

There is only one form in an object, viz. particularity that is real.

The universiility of an object is merely an unreal form superimposed

upon the object by determinate cognition. It is the speciEc

individuality (svalaksana)^ pure and simple, unmixed with universality,

that is perceived just after Ae conttct of the object with a sense-organ.

Hence specific individuality alone is real ; and universality is unreal.

It cannot be said that both the characters ofan object, viz. universality

and particularity are perceived, and, therefore, both of them are real.

For, in that case, the double moon also would be real because it is

perceived.^

According to the Buddhist, perception is always indeterminate ;

and indetermirute perception can never apprehend an object with

the dual character of universality and particularity. It can appre-

hend only the specific individuality of an object, and never its

universality, because, like all things, it has a momentary existence,

and, consequently, it cannot apprehend that feature of the object

which it hu in common with many other objects. Thus, specific

individuals alone are real, since they are apprehended by indeterminate

perception ; the universal is an unreal form of imagination.

i 6. The Bsiddhist's refutation of the Realist's Objections

(i) Firsdy, the realist urges that just as various specific individuals

are admitted to a^unt for a variety of indeterminate perceptions,

^ NM., pp. 300-301.
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90 various universals or class-essences (e.g. getva^ ahatva^ etc.)

must be admitted to account for various determinate cognitions

(e.g. of cows, horses, and the like).

The Buddhist argues that the variety of determinate cognitions,

too, can be explained by the variety ofspecific individuals. According

to him, specific individuals are the causes of indeterminate percep-

tions, and indeterminate perceptions, again, are the causes of deter-

minate cognitions ; so that a varie^ of specific individuals produces

a variety of indeterminate cognitions, which, in its turn, produces

a variety of determinate cognitions. Thus, it is needless to suppose a

variety of universals to account for a variety of determinate cogni-

tions as the realist supposes.

(2) Secondly, the realist may ask : If universals are nothing but

unreal forms of imagination how can they serve the practical purposes

of our life ? According to the Buddhist, every thing is momentary,

and so the specific individuals {svalakfana) are momentary. Hence
the specific individual, which is apprehended by indeterminate

perception, is destroyed at that very moment, and no action b possible

with regard to that object ; and that individual with regard to which

there is an action is destroyed at that very moment, and so it cannot

be attained. Hence one individual is perceived, while there is action

on another individual, and thus practical actions are not in keeping

with the real nature of things. How, then, can unreal forms of

determinate cognitions serve the practical purposes of our life ?

The Buddhist argues that even the unreal forms {vikalpa) of

determinate cognitions can serve the practical purposes of our life.

Just as the cognition of a gem produced by the ray of a gem leads to

the actual attainment of the gem, and thus serves a practical purpose

of our life, so determinate cognitions produced by indeterminate

perceptions of specific individuals and, consequently, having a

semblance of speaflc individuals which are capable of evoking

effective actions, lead those who are desirous of effective actions to

the attainment of those specific individuals. Thus, determinate

cognitions, thougji not in keeping with the real nature of specific

individuals, indirectly lead to the actual attainment of them, and

in this way serve the practical purposes of our life. Hence it cannot

be said that determinate cognitions, having no real things for their

objects, but having unreal forms {vikalpa) superimposed on them,

carmot serve the practical purposes ofour life. Thus, in spite of die

non-existence of universals, practical actions can follow from unreal

determinate cognitions.

(3) Thirdly, the realist may contend that discrete specific
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individuals can never produce a universal notion in the mind. How
can qiecific individuals, which are absolutely different from one

another, produce one and the same universal notion, if the universal

does not really exist ? If they can produce a universal notion,

in spite of their absolute difference, the realist asks : How is it that

certain individuals produce the universal notion of cow, while certain

other individuals produce the universal notion of horse, and all

individuals do not produce all universal notions ?

The Buddhist retorts : How can the individuals of the realist,

which are different from one another, have an identical essence in

the form of the universal, and how can they be the substrates of the

same universal, and how can they manifest the same universal ?

And, moreover, how is it that certain individuals are related to a

certain universal, and not all individuals are related to all universals ?

If the realist argues that certain individuals, by their very luture

{svabhOvat)^ are related to a certain universal, and not all individuals

are related to all universals, then it may equally be argued that certain

individuals, by their very nature, produce the same universal nouon

in the form “ this is a cow “ this is a cow ”, and so on, in spite

of the non-existence of the universal.^ Thus the Buddhist does not

believe in the existence of the universal.

% 7. (li) The Modified Nominalism ofthe Jama

The Buddhist believes only in specific individuals which are

like themselves. He does not believe in the universal. He is an

uncompromising nominalist. According to him, particulars or

individuals alone are real ; there is no universal or class-essence

among them ; they are characterized by themselves •, there is not

even likeness or similarity among them. The Jaina agrees with the

Buddhist in denying the existence of a class-essence in the individuals

belonging to the same class; but be differs from the latter in

recognizing the existence of common characters or resemblances

among them, which he regards as the real universal. The Jaina

does not go so hir as to say that specific individuals alone are real

and there is no likeness or similarity among them. According to

him, there is likeness or similarity among the individuals belonging

to the same class, and this likeness is the real universal ; there is

no universal class-essence among them. This doctrine may be

compared with J. S. Mill’s nominalism. According to Mill, though

there is not a universal class-essence among the individuals belonging

^ SD., pp. 382-5.
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to the same class, still there are certain fundamental qualities common
to them all ; and in thinking of general terms, thou^ we have

concrete images before the mind, we concentrate our attention

on the fundamental attributes common to them, and recognize them

as common to the whole class.

Thus the Jaina is neither an uncompromising nominalist nor

an uncompromising realist. The Buddhists are out>and-out

nominalists. They recognize the existence of specific individuals

only. They entirely deny the existence of the universal. The
Nyiya-Vai^ika and the Mlmlrhsaka, on the other hand, recognize

the existence of one, eternal, and ubiquitous universal in the

individuals. They are out-and-out realists. The Jaina holds an

intermediate position. He also recognizes the reality of the universal,

but according to him, the universal is not one, eternal, and ubiquitous,

as the realists hold, but is multiform, non-etemal, and non-pervading

or limited ; and this universal is nothing but the conunon character

or similarity among the different individuals belonging to the same

class. The Jaina does not recognize the existence of any other

universal than this common character or similarity which is perceived

through the sense-organs like colours and the like. And this common
character, according to him, is the cause of the universal notion

which has no other object than this.

The differencebetween the Nyiya-Vai&fika and the Mimaihsaka,

on the one hand, and the Jaina, on the other, is that according to

the former, the universal notion has its objective counterpart in the

real universal or class-essence in the individuals, which is different

from them, and is one, eternal, and ubiquitous, while according to

the latter, the universal notion has its objective counterpart in the

common character or similarly of many individuals, which is not

one, but many, existing in many individuals—not eternal, but

temporary, being produced and destroyed along with the individual

in which it exists—and not all-pervading, but confined only to the

individual in which it exists. Thus the Jaina is neither an uncom-

promising nominalist like the Buddhist nor an uncompromising

realist like the NySya-Vai^ika and the Mimamsaka. He is an

advocate of modified nominalism.

According to the Jaina, an object of knowledge is both universal

and particular {samSnya-viieiStma). It is not merely universal

like the Being or Brahman of Saiiikara ; nor is it merely particular

like the specific individuals {rualakfona) of the Buddhist. It is

characteriziMl both by conunon characters [sOmUt^a) and by uncommon
or distinctive characters (vUefa). Our consciousness of similarity
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{amgorttafratjaja) has for its object common characters {sSmOiija),

and our consciousness of difference {yjavrttafratyajd) has for its

object uncommon or distinctive characters (vi/esa). The conscious-

ness of an object involves assimilation and discrimination both.

Assimilation is due to common characters, and discrimination is due

to uncommon characters. Hence an object of knowledge is both

universal and particular, since it is characterized by common and

uncommon characters both. The common characters again,

which constitute the real universal {sSmJinya)^ according to the Jaina,

are of two kinds, viz. ^ak sOmOr^a and urddhvata sSmOnja. By
tirjak sBmSnja he means similar modifications {sadriaparinSmas-

e.g. dewlap and the like in cows.^ By urddkvota sdmSnya

he means the permanent substance which abides in the midst of past,

present, and future modiffcations {parOparavivartavyapi-drayyam-

Orddhvata\* e.g. earth in its various modifications. So the common
characters of an object are constituted by its permanent substance

which persists in the midst of all its modifications, and its modifica-

tions which are similar to those of other like objects. And these

are the real universal j there is no other universal than these common
characters.^

S 8. The Jatna Criticism of the Buddfnst Noymnalism

PrabhScandra criticizes the Buddhist doctrine of nominalism in

the following manner :

—

(1) Firstly, the Buddhist argues that the universal is not per-

ceived apart from the individual ; hence it does not exist

But the Jaina urges that the universal is as much an object of

perception as the individual ; it is an object of uncontradicted

experience in the form of “inclusive” or assimilative perception,

just as the individual is an object of uncontradicted experience in

the form of “ exclusive ” or discriminative perception. Just as the

exclusive perception of particularity cannot be denied, so the inclusive

perception of universality also caimot be denied. Both these

experiences are uncontradicted. And the verdict of uncontradicted

experience can never be called in question. Hence, uncontradicted

assimilative perception esublishes Ae real existence of the universal

{sOmOi^a) common to many individuals, which cannot be apprehended

by discriminative perception.

(2) Secondly, the Buddhist argues that there is no universal

1 PMS., p. 5. Ibid., p. 5. PKM., pp. 136 ff.
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•part from the individual, for there are not two distinct cc^nitions

of the universal and the individual.

But the Jaina urges that there is a difference between the cx^Tution

of universality and that of individuality, for all of us perceive the

difference. There are two distinct cognitions of the universal and

the individual. It is true that both of them are perceived at the

same time and in the same object. But that does not prove that

they are apprehended by one and the same cognition. For, in that

case, the colour and the taste of a cake perceived at the same time

would be apprehended by a single cognition. But, as a matter of

£u:t, the cognitions of the colour and the taste, though simultaneous,

are different from each other. Nor can it be argued that the universal

is identical with the individual, since both of them are perceived at

the same time through the same sense-organ. For, in that case,

the wind would be identical with the sun, since sometimes both of

them are perceived at the same time through the tactual organ.

In feet, the difference between two objects is proved by the difference

in their cognitions. And there is a difference between the cognition

of the universal and that of the individual ; the former is mclusive,

while the latter is exclusive in nature. Hence the universal is

different from the individual. Moreover, sometimes we perceive

only the common charaaer (e.g. tallness) oftwo objects (e.g. a post and

a man) but cannot perceive their distinctive characters as in doubtful

perception. This conclusively proves that the cognition of the

universal is different from the cognition of the individual. And
this difference in cognitions proves the real difference in their objects.

Thus the universal must be different from the individual.

(3) Thirdly, the Buddhist contends that the experience of

universality {anugatapratibhUsa) does not necessarily imply the real

existence of the universal, for it can be produced by different

individuals.

But the Jaina urges that the experience of universality is never

possible without the real existence of the universal ; for otherwise

it would not be experienced in the same form in all times and places.

Moreover, individuals are different from one another ; difference

constitutes the essential nature of individuals. How, then, can they

produce the experience of universality ? Still, if the Buddhist insists

that different individuals can produce the experience of universality,

then for the same reason, different horses would produce the universal

notion of “ cow ”, which is absurd.

(4) Fourthly, the Buddhist contends that thou^ individuals

are absolutely different from one another, and devoid of common
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characters, sdll die preclusion of certain individuals (e.g. cows) from

those individuak which are neither their causes nor effects (e.g.

horses, buffaloes, etc.) is the cause of the experience of universidity

(e.g. “ cow ”) and the consequent action.

But the Jaina replies that the nation of contradictories is not

at all possible in those individuals which are devoid of common
characters ; hence it cannot be the cause of the experience of

universality. Moreover, the negative conception of the “ negation

of contradictories ” can never lead to practical action, which always

follows from positive cognitions, ^ides, if the experience of

universality is possible without the real existence of the universal

in nature then, for the same reason, the experience of individuality

also would be possible without the real existence of the individual

in nature, which is not admitted by the Buddhist. Hence, if

discriminative perceptions have for their objects discrete individuals

in the world, then assimilative perceptions too must have for their

objects real umversals in the world. Thus the universal has a real

existence in nature.

(5) Fifthly, the Buddhist contends that though there is no real

universal in the individuals, the experience of universality is due to

the illusory identification of different individuals owing to the

similarity of the actions produced by them. For instance, though

different cows have no real identity among them, yet they seem to

be identical in nature, since all of them produce simibr actions, e.g.

milking, carrying, etc.

But the Jaina urges that different individuals produce different

actions. If it is said that the identity of the actions produced by

different individuals is due to the similarity of other actions, then

it would lead to rtgressus ad infinitum. Even the cognitions produced

by different individuals are different from one another ; so they

cannot account for the experience of universality.

(6) Lastly, the Buddhist contends that ^e illusory identity

of different indeterminate perceptions is due to their producing one

and the same universal notion ; and the illusory identity of different

individuals is due to the illusory identity of the indeterminate percep-

tions which are produced by different individuals. Thus, according

to him, an illusory identity is superimposed on the different indeter-

minate perceptions produced by different individuals, because of

the identity of the universal notion produced by them ; and an illusory

identity is superimposed on the different individuals on account of

the illusory identity of their effects, viz. indeterminate perceptions.

Thus an identity is superimposed on indeterminate perceptions,
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though they are absolutely different from one another, and this

superimposed identity, again, is superimposed on specific individuals

which are absolutely different from one another.

The Jaina urges that this theory of the superimposidon ofa super-

imposirion is, indeed, a nice hypothesis, which does not appeal to

reason but to blind fiuth I As a matter of fiu:t, indeterminate

perceptions, which are absolutely different from one another, can

never produce one and the same universal notion. Had it been so,

the indeterminate perceptions of horses and other animak too would

have produced the universal notion of “ cow ”. So, it is wrong to

argue that the illusory identity of different individuals is due to the

illusory identity of the mdeterminate perceptions of these individuals,

and the illusory identity of the indetermirute perceptions is due to

their producing one and the same universal notion.

Hence the Jaina concludes that the universal really exists in

the world in the form of common characters or similarity {sadria-

parinOma), since it is an object of uncontradicted experience.^

% 9. The Jaina Critieism of the NySya-Vaiiefika Realism

The Nyaya-Vai^ika holds that there is a real universal in the

individuals, and it is one, eternal, and ubiquitous. But this doarine

is refuted by the Jaina almost by the same arguments which have been

advanced by tiie Buddhist to prove the non-existence of the universal.

The Jaina does not believe in any other universal than likeness,

since likeness alone is an object of perception, and nothing beyond

likeness is perceived. And this universal in the form of likeness is

not one but many, since it exists in many individuals
; it is not

eternal but temporary, since it is produced and destroyed along with

the individual in which it exists ; it is not ubiquitous but limited,

since it is confined to the individual in which it exists.

It cannot be argued that the cognition of the universal notion

itself proves the existence of one, eternal, and ubiquitous universal.

For, what does it mean ? Does it mean that wherever there is a

universal notion, there is such a universal ? Or does it mean that

wherever there is such a universal, there is a universal notion ?

The first meaning is not possible. It cannot be held that where-

ever we have a universal notion, there is a real universal corre-

sponding to it. For, we have a universal notion of universab such

as the generic character of cows (gotvay, the general character of

1 PKM., pp. 136-7.
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horses (aivaiva), etc. ; but is there a universal of universals corre-

sponding to the universal notion i The NySya-Vai^ika does not

admit the existence of a universal of universals. Then, again,

we have the universal notion of the different kinds of negation or

non-existence, antecedent non-existence, subsequent non-existence,

mutual non-existence, and absolute non-existence. But is there

a universal of nation among these different kinds of negation ?

The Ny5ya-Vai&§ika does not admit the existence of the universal

of negation. But these universals of universals and negations can

be explained by the common characters in the different umversals

and die different kinds of negation respectively. Hence there is no

other universal than common character or similarity.

The second meaning also is impossible. It cannot be held that

wherever there is a real universal in die world, there is a corresponding

universal notion in the mind. For, though there is not a real

universal in the cooks in the form of their generic character

(pdeaia/va), according to the NySya-Vai^ika, still there is the

universal notion of “ cook ” {pUcakah^ pacaka itysdi). Such a

universal notion is not produced by the function (karma) of the

cooks, for functions differ with each cook } and different causes can

never produce the same effect. Nor can it be produced by the

community of functions (karmasOmUnya)^ for, if it is possible at all,

it can produce the universal notion of cooking but not of

the cook.^

Hence the Jaina concludes that the universal notion cannot

have for its object one, eternal, and ubiquitous universal existing

in different individuals. There is no other universal than the common
character or similarity, which is not one in many individuals, but

differs with each individual in which it exists. And such a universal

in the form of a common character differs in each individual like

the uncommon or distincuve characters. Just as an individual is

distinguished from other individuals by virtue of its distinctive

characters, so it is assimilated to other individuals by virtue of

those characters which it has in common with them ; and these

common characters are perceived in the form “ this is similar to that ”,

“ that is similar to this ”, and so on. Just as the distinctive

characters of individuals lead to effective actions by producing

discriminative perceptions in the mind, so the common characters

of individuals lead to effective actions by producing assimilative

perceptions in the mind.*

* PKM., p. 139. PKM., p. 140.
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% 10. The yaina Refutation of the MimOmaka Objections

(1) Firstly, the Bham Mlmamsaka urges that if the common
character or similarity constitutes universality, why do we perceive

an individual cow as “ this is a cow ”, and not as “ this is like a cow ” ?

The Jaina replies that we have such a perception because of the

superimposition of identity or similarity {abhedepacOrdt).

The Jaina further retorts : How can the Bhim explain such

a perception as “ this is tike that ”,—“ the white cow is like the

black cow ” i If the BhS^ argues that we have such a perception,

because of their relation to the same universal, then, the Jaina says,

we should have such a perception as “ these two individuals are

possessed of the same universal ”. The Jaina holds that we have such

a perception as “ this ts a cow ”, and not as “ this is like a cow ”,

because of the superimposed identity between the two individuals

on account of their common characters.

(2) Secondly, the Bhatu asks : If an individual is perceived

to be like another individual on account of their common characters,

how Can these common characters, again, be perceived as like one

another ? Is it because of other common characters among these

common characters ? If so, then it would lead to infinite regress.

The Jaina replies that just as distinctive charaaers can be

perceived as distinct from one another without supposing other

distinctive characters among them, so the common characters among
individuals can be perceived as like one another without supposing

any other common character among them. The hypothesis of any

other universal than the common characters among individuals is

unwarranted by the fiicts of experience.^

% II. (lii) The Modified Nominalism of RSmSnuj

a

Rimanuja holds almost the same view as the Jaina, as regards

the universal. According to him, there is no other universal {jsti)

than a configuration or arrangement of parts {samsthOna) among
the individuals ; but there is a likeness in the configurations of

individuals. In individual objects there are points of likeness, but

not a universal class-essence {jOU), Raminuja entirely denies

the existence of a class-essence, but he admits the existence of funda-

mental likeness or close resemblance. What is fundamental likeness

{sausHdrija) ? That property ofthe object, which is the unconditional

and invariable condition of the use of the word “ much alike
”

» PKM., p. 140.
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[tusaifla) is fundamental likeness (sausadffya). If likeness is not

a property ofan object, it is no likeness at all. If it exists as a property

in another object, then it leads to infinite regress. Therefore, there

is no class-essence in individuals, but only a likeness or similarity

among certain individuals. And even among these individuals not

a singje quality is found to belong to all the individuals of a class

(e.g. cows). How, then, can we define fundamental likeness

\sausBdrija) among them ? RlmSnuja holds that the individual

members of a class are not found to possess a definite quality in

common, but they resemble one another in the greatest number of

qualities {paufkalya). This doctrine reminds us of Mill’s doctrine

of Natural Kinds, according to which the members of the same class

have the greatest number of resemblances among them, and differ

from the members of a different class in the largest number of points.

Rimanuja further urges that there is not only no identity of class-

essence among the different individuals of a class, but there is not

even an identity ofname among them. Thus RamSnuja goes further

than Hume and Mill, when he holds that even the name is not general

among the individuals of a class. When we say “ cow ”, we mean
different cows in different times and spaces. A is like B, B is like C,

C is like D. Thus there is not a mgle liktness among A, B, C, and

D ; but there are different likenesses because the correlative terms

differ in each case. Rlmflnuja, thus, is an advocate of thorough-

going nominalism. But he does not go the length of saying that

there is no likeness at all among the specific individuals, which are

absolutely different from one another. Thus the Buddhists are the

most uncompromising nominalists. R£m2nuja is a bit less uncom-

promising, and the Jaina is still less so. If the Buddhists be regarded

as typical exponents of thorough-going nominalism, the Jaina and

Riminuja both may be r^rded as advocates ofmodified nominalism.

RamSnuja hol^ that at the stage of indeterminate perception,

i.e. the perception of the first individual of a class, we perceive a

particular arrangement of parts {samsthOna) which is the distinctive

character of the whole class, but we do not recognize it to be the

common character of all the individuals belonging to the class, for

at that time we have not yet perceived any other individual. Thus,

even in indeterminate perception the universal character of an object

is known, but not as universal, for, according to RSm^uja, there

is no other universal than a particular collocation of parts, which is

common to all the individuals of a class, and this class-character in

the form of a particular collocation of parts {samsthana-rUpa-

jatja£) is as mudi an object of sense-perception as the individual
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object {pn4a) itself ; and, moreover, the individual which has a

particular collocation of parts can never be perceived apart from

the particular arrangement of parts. Hence, according to RSm2nuja,

both universality and individuality enter into the indeterminate

perception of an object, but the universality or common character

is not recc^nized to be the common character of all the individuals

belonging to the class. The common character is known to be

common only at the stage of determinate perception or the perception

of the second, the third, and the subsequent individuals.^

S 12. H The Modified Conceptualism of KanUda

Kanada defines universality and particularity as mental concepts ;

they are relative to the understanding {sSmitnyam viiesa iti

buddl^apeksam).* He lays stress on the activity of thought in

relation to universality and particularity. By universality he means

a mark or quality by which the understanding assimilates a number

of objects and forms a group or class. By particularity he means

a mark or quality by which the understanding differentiates one object

from others. Thus universality and particularity are mental concepts.

Hence Kanida seems to advocate the doctrine of conceptualism.

But he is not an extreme conceptualist, since he admits that

universality {sSmUnya) has a real exfetcnce in the form of common
qualities in individual objects. Thus KanSda advocates a modified

form of conceptualism with a tinge of realism. But the later

Vai^ikas agree with the Naiya)rikas and advocate realism.

5 13. (w) The Nyaya-Vaiiesika Realism

The Buddhist holds with Hobbes that universality lies only in

name ; it is an unreal fiction of imagination {vikalpa). He is a

nominalist. The Jaina and RSmanuja hold that the universal is

real ; it exists in the individuals in the form of common characters ;

there is no other universal besides these. They are modified

nominalists. Kanada holds that universality and particularity are

relative to the understanding, thougji corresponding to them there

are common qualities and individual peculiarities respectively in

individual objects. He is a modified conceptualist. The later

Vaiiesikas, however, are realists. They lay stress on the reality of

the class-essence in the individuals.

^ RB., i, I, I, and $rutaprakl£kl.

• V.S., i, 2. 3.
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The NaiySyikas also reo^ize the existence of the universal

as distinct from the individual. The universal is related to the

individual by the relation of inherence. There is one universal

in all the individuals belonging to the same class. Though it exists

in them, it is independent of them. It is not bom with them ; nor

does it perish with them. It is eterrud ; it is unborn and imperish-

able. This doctrine of eternal universals resembles the realism of

Plato. The universals of the Nai3rayika are eternal types like the

Ideas of Plato ; the individuals are born and destroyed, but the

universals subsist for ever. But still the Naiyayika does not support

the Platonic doctrine of unrversalia ante rem. Plato’s Ideas exist

in the transcendental world as eternal archetypes while his individuals

exist in the sensible world ; his Ideas are truly real, but his individuals

are mere shadows of the Ideas, and as such unreal. The NaiySyika’s

individuals are as real as his umversals ; both ofthem have ontological

reality. Moreover, Plato’s Ideas are not immanent in the individuals

so long as they exist j but the Naiyayika’s universals exist in the

individuals as their formative principles ; they are immanent in

them so long as they exist ; there is an intimate and inseparable

relation between them, called inherence (samovaja). Thus the

Naiyayika supports the Aristotelian view of univtrsalta in re. But

his universal is one and eternal, while his individuals are many and

non-eternal ; the universal subsists before the individuals are bom
and after the individuals are destroyed. So fkr the Nai}^yika supports

the Platonic doctrine of universalia ante rem. Thus his realism is

a peculiar blend of Platonic and Aristotelian realism.

^14. The Psychological Basis of Realism—Perception of the Universal

Jayanta Bha^ shows that the universal is as much an object

of perception as the individual. The Buddhists hold that the specific

individual {svalaksana) alone is an object of perception ; the universal

is never perceived ; it is an unreal fiction of imagination (yikalpa).

The Naiyayika argues that the universal cannot be said to be unreal,

since, like the individual, it is an object of uncontradicted and

undoubted perception produced by the peripheral contact of an object

with a sense-organ. The universal is as much an object of in-

determinate perception as the individual. If the individual alone

were the object of indeterminate perception, how could the universal

suddenly enter into distinct consciousness at the stage of determinate

perception ? If it is urged that the universal is simply a name.
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and as such onljr a vikalpa or an unreal form of imagination, then

the NaiyiTika replies that the universality of an object can be

apprehended, even when the name of the object is not yet known.

For instance, when a man coming from the Deccan, where there

are no camels, suddenly sees a number of camels, he perceives the

universality of the camels, though he does not know their names.

Though a man does not know the name of a number of objects

belonging to the same class when he perceives them for the first

time, he can perceive both their common and distinctive features,

universality and particularity. At the first sight of four fingers we
perceive them both as similar to, and different from, one another.

So it cannot be held that through perception we can apprehend

only the particularity of an object, and not its universality. More-

over, if at the time of perceiving the first individual belonging to

a class only its distinctive feature is perceived, we cannot recognize

the second individual perceived at some other time as belonging

to the same class. The Buddhist may argue that the recollection of

the first individual at the time of perceiving the second individual

IS the cause of recc^ition ; the recognition of the second individual

is a complex presentadve-representative process involving the per-

ception of this individual and the recollection of the first individual

But the Naiyiyika points out that the second individual, according

to the Buddhist, is quite different from the first, and has no similarity

with it. Then, what is the use of remembering it at the time of

perceiving the second individual ? How can it help us in recognizing

the second individual ? If it has anything to do with the reo^nition

of the second individual as belonging to the same class, then, at first,

there must be a perception of both the common and distinctive

features ofthe first individual. Thus at the first stage ofindeterminate

perception just after peripheral stimulation the universality of an

object is as much perceived as its particularity, and hence universality

can never be denied. Universality is as much real as particularity,

since both of them are objects of indeterminate perception, which

is purely immediate and unsophisticated experience.

If it is urged that at the stage of indeterminate perception we

cannot distinctly point out the common feature of an object, then it

may equally be argued that at this stage we cannot alro point out

the distinctive feature of the object. If it is urged that community

cannot be perceived at the stage of mdeterminate perception, because

the perception of community depends upon the perception of those

objects which have common qualities, then it may equally be argued

that particularity of an object too carmot be perceived at this stage.
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because the perception of its particularity too depends upon the

perception of those objects from which it is distinguished. If the

conununity of an object cannot be perceived, because it depends

upon the assimilation of this object to other like objects, its particu-

larity also cannot be perceived, b^use it depends upon the discrimina-

tion of this object from other disrate objects. If the particularity

of specific individuality {svalaham) of an object is perceived at the

stage of indeterminate percepdcni, its universality too must be

perceived at the same dme.

But can we not sq>prehend an object, pure and simple, in its

bare nakedness, stripped both of its common and disdnctive features

at the stage of indeterminate percepdon ? If so, what is the exact

nature of its object ? Evidendy it cannot be determined at the stage

of indeterminate percepdon, which is purely an immediate experience.

It can be determined only at the stage of determinate percepdon,

which clearly shows that both universality and particularity are

objects of indeterminate percepdon. In fact, indeterminate percep-

don is the immediate expenence of the common and distincdve

features of an object as mere thaU^ and not as vdhaU ; these are

apprehended as unrelated to one ano^er. In determinate perception

we apprehend these common and disdnctive features as whats or

as related to one another. Indeterminate perception is the pure

inunediate apprehension of objects and their qualities (both common
and particular) per se. Determinate perception is the clear appre-

hension of the objects and their qualities inter se.

It has been argued that it is self-contradictory to assert that one

and the same object is characterized by contradictory qualities such

as universality and particularity. But, in feet, there is no contradiction

here, because we do not perceive the contradiction. Neither the

perception of community contradicts that of particularity, nor does

the perception of particularity contradict that of universality ; hence

both the perceptions are real, and none of them is illusory.^

S IS- HJySya-VmUfika Criticism of Buddhist Nominalism

Jayanta Bha^ offers the following criticism of the Buddhist

doctrine :

—

(i) Firstly, the Buddhists aigue that the universal is not different

from the in^vidual, because they are not perceived to occupy

different portions of q)ace, like a jar and a cloth. But this is felse.

The universal is not perceived to occupy a space different from that

1 NM., pp. 309-31 X.
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of the individual, not because it does not exist, but because it exists

only in the individual, which is its substratum.

(2) Secondly, the Buddhists argue that the universal caimot

exist in the individual, because it cannot be conceived to exist in

the individual either wholly or partly. Jayanta Bham replies that

the universal Joes exist in each individual wholly or entirely. It

cannot be said that if the universal exists wholly in a particular

individual, it cannot exist in any other individual because it has already

exhausted itself in the former individual ; for we do perceive the

universal in each individual, and the fact of our uncontradicted

experience can never be challenged ; and the universal can never

exist partly in each individual, because it has no parts.

(3) Thirdly, the Buddhists argue that a universal can neither

be all-pervading nor limited to certain individuals belonging to the

same class ; it can neither exist in all individuals to whatever class

they may belong, nor can it exist in all its proper objectives.

Jayanta Bhatm replies that a universal exists everywhere, not

only in its proper subjects, but in all the particulars. But it cannot

be perceived in all the individuals, because it is not manifested by

all of them ; a particular universal (e.g. the genus of cow or gotva)

is manifested by a number of particular individuals (e g. cows)

}

and in the absence of these manifesting individuals, the universal

is not perceived. And an individual can manifest a universal, only

when it is perceived } unperceived individuals can never manifest

a universal. Thus, though a universal exists everywhere, it cannot

be perceived everywhere because the manifesting agents are not

present everywhere. A universal is perceived wherever its mani-

festing agents or individuals are perceived, because individuals can

manifest a universal only in that particular space and at that particular

time, where and when those individuals are perceived. So we are

not to suppose that the universal “ cow ” did not exist in the particular

cow just born before its birth, but it comes into it when it is bom,

since the universal is incapable of movement.

And there is no harm in admitting that a universal exists only

in its proper subjects. Whenever a particular individual comes to

exist, it comes to be related to the universal. Though the universal

is eternal, its relation to a particular individual comes into existence

only at that moment when the individual comes into being.

(4) Fourthly, the Buddhists argue that the universal cannot

inhere in the individual, as the Nyaya-Vaiie?ika holds, since there

is no relation of inherence ; inherence (samav^a) is nothing but

identity {tadatsnyd). The Buddhists deny the possibility of any other
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relation than identity between two entities which are inseparable

from each other, e.g. substance and quality, universal and particular,

and so on.

Jayanu Bha^ replies that inseparability of two things does not

prove their identity. Though a substance and its quality are

inseparable, being never perceived apart from each other, one is

perceived as distinct from the other. Likewise, though the universal

is never perceived apart from the individual, they cannot be regarded

as identical widi each other, since they are perceived as distinct

from each other. Therefore, the difference of the universal from

the individual is proved by the difference in their perceptions.

(5) Fifthly, the Buddhists argue that only specific individuality

is real, since it is the object of indeterminate perception ; universality

IS the product of conceptual construction {vikalpa)^ and consequently

unreal. To this Jayanta Bha^ replies that universality and

individuality both are real, inasmuch as both of them are objects of

uncontradicted experience. The Buddhists cannot deny the reality

of universality. What is his complaint against the perception of

universality ? He does not deny the universal notion {anteurttijnSna).

What, then, is the power in the individual, which produces

such a universal notion ^ And if there is such a power in the

individual, is it different from the individual, or identical with it ?

Is it eternal or non-etemal > Is it perceptible or inferable ? If

it is different from the individual, it must be universal 5 if not, the

individual can never produce the universal notion. If it is eternal.

It is universal, since the individuals are bom and destroyed ; and if

it is non-etemal, and as such identical with the individual, it can

never produce the universal notion. If it is perceptible, the universal

is real, and if it is inferrable, then also the universal is real.

(6)
Sixthly, the Buddhists may argue that just as the NySya-

Vai^ejika holds that a particular universal (e.g the class-essence

of cows or gotva) can exist only in some particular individuals (e.g.

cows), so it may be said that some particular individuals (e.g. cows)

can produce a universal notion (e.g. of the class “ cow ”), though

in reality there is no universality in them.

Jayanta Bha^ urges that this argument is absurd. If there

is a peculiarity {atiiaya) in a cognition, there must be a corresponding

peculiarity {atiiaya) in its object. If you admit that a peculiarity

in the effect is produced by a corre^nding peculiarity in its cause,

then you must admit that the universality ofa nouon must be produced

by a corresponding peculiarity in itt object, viz. universality. Hence

the universal is real.^

^ NM., pp. 311-14.
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(7) Lastly, the Buddhists may argue that the unity in the

individuals is not the unity of their universality, but it is the unity of

the individuals themselves.

Sifdhara replies that this is not possible. For, if there were no

universality, there could be no unity among the individuals, or their

causes, or their effects or actions. If the unity in the individuals

were due to the unity of their causes, then there would be no unity

among the individuals which are produced by different causes, e.g.

fire produced by the friction of wood, fire produced by electricity,

etc. So, also, if the unity among the individuals were due to the

unity or sameness of their effects, then there would be a unity even

among heterogeneous individuals ; for instance, both cows and

buffidoes give us milk ; hence cows would be regarded as the same

as the buffaloes.^ Hence the unity in the individuals must be due

to the universal in them. The universal can never be denied. It

is a feet of uncontradicted experience. So the NySya-Vai^esika

affirms the reality of the universal.

% 16. (vi) The frUbhakara Realism

The Prabhakara holds that the universal {jSti) is real, since we
recognize an essential identity among a number of individuals which

are perceived as different from one another } the sameness in the

midst of differences proves the existence of the universal in them.*

It exists in each individual entirely, since we recognize the same

class-character in every individual. It is distinct from the individuals

in which it subsists. It is eternal. It is an object ofsense-perception.*

It is never perceived apart from the individual. So fer the Prabhakara

agrees with the Nyaya-Vaifejika. But he differs from the latter

in holding that the relation of inherence {samavaya) between the

universal and the individual is not eternal. When a new individual

of a class is bom, a new relation of inherence is generated, by which

the individual is brought into relation with the universal {jau) that

exists in other individuals. And when an individual is destroyed,

the relation of inherence between this individual and the universal

is destroyed.* Moreover, according to the Vai^ika, there is the

stanmum genus {partt jati), viz. Being or existence which is supposed

to be the common character of all entities. The Prabhakara does

not recognize the existence of the highest genus, viz. Being {satta')y

since we have no consciousness of it. We have to admit that there

1 NK., p. 318. * PP., p. 17 and p. 87.

» Ibid., p. 17. « Ibid., p 26
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is such ajoA as substance, because we perceive a number of individual

substances as having certain characters in common. But we have

no such consciousness of satta or pure being ; we do not perceive

a number of things as merely “ existing ” ; and so we caimot admit

that there can be such ajuA as pure being or satta. When we speak

of an individual object as existing {sat)^ we do not mean that it has

any class-character as being (m/) ; but we mean simply that the

in^vidital has its specific existence (svarUpasatta) or individuality.^

“ That all things are said to be sat (existing) is more or less a word

or a name without the corresponding apprehension of a common
quality. Our experience always gives us concrete existing individuals,

but we can never experience such a highest genus as pure existence

or being, as it has no concrete form which may be perceived. When
we speak of a thing as sat., we do not mean that it is possessed of any

such class-characters as satta (being) ; what we mean is simply

that the individual has its specific existence or svarUpa-sotta"

Prabhakara screes with Kumanla m holding that the universal

(y<I/i) is real and is an object ofsense-perception. But he differs from

Kumarila in his view of the relation between the universal and the

individual. According to Prabhakara, the universal is different from

the individual. But according to Kumanla, the universal is both

different from, and identical with, the individual. According to the

former, there is a relation of difference between the universal and

the individual, while according to the latter, there is a relation of

identity-in-difference.

Prabhakara objects to the Bha^ theory of identity-in-difference

between the universal and the individual for the following reason.

If both the universal and the individual were perceived by one and

the same act of cognition without contradicting each other, then the

theory would be regarded as valid. But they cannot be perceived

as such. One and the same act of cognition cannot iqiprehend both

the difference and the identity between the universal and the individual.

Just as when we perceive the difference between the universal and

the individual, we also perceive both the members of the relation

(i.e. the universal and the individual) as distinct, so when we perceive

the identity between the two, we should perceive only one of them,

either the universal or the individual because of their identity.® In

such a case, a single object, viz. cither the universal or the individual

would give rise to two cognitions of both the universal and the

1 PP., pp 29-30.
* Dm Gupu, A History of Indian Philosophy, pp. 381-2.
® PP, p. 20.
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individual and their identity with each other. But it is not possible

cither for the universal to produce a cognition of its identity with

the individual, nor is it possible for the individual to produce a cogni-

tion of its identity with the universal. So it cannot be said that

both difference and identity are apprehended by one and the same

act of cognition. Hence the universal must be regarded as different

from the individual.^

% 17. (vii) The Bhotta Realism

We have already seen that KumSrila agrees with PrabhSkara in

holding that the universal is real. Its existence can never be

denied, because it is an object of sense-perception. Whenever we
perceive an object, we perceive it as belonging to a particular class.

The act of perception involves assimilation as well as discrimination.

It is inclusive \anuvrtta) as well as exclusive {vySvrtta). The
element of assimilation or inclusion in perception clearly shows that

in the object of perception there must be a class-character or

universality. The reality of the universal in the object of perception

is the ground of assimilation. The reality of the universal b also

proved by inference and other sources of valid knowledge which

are based upon it. The ground of inference and other kinds of

knowledge is universality {juti). So they confirm the reality of

the universal far from contradicting it. If they contradict the

existence of universality on which they are based, they would

contradict their own existence.*

Kumarila does not hold with the Buddhist that the universal

is non-different from, or identical with, the individual. Nor does

he hold with the NySlya-Vai^ika and Prabhakara that the universal

is different from the individual. According to him, the universal

is both different from, and identical with, the individual.* He
does not hold with the Ny5ya-Vaise?ika that there is a relation

of inherence between the universal and the individual. He rejects

the relation of inherence altogether. A relationship, according to

him, can exist only between things which are distinct entities, but

inherence is regarded as a relation between things which are

inseparable, and hence it b impossible.* Kumarila rejects the Jaina

view of the universal as similarity, because similarity cannot exist

without universality.® He rejects also the view of the universal

* SD, pp. 395-6. * Ibid., pp. 386-7.
* Ibid., pp. 392 and 398 * Keith, Karma-Mimamsa, p. 58.

* SD., p. 409.
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as a particular arrangement of parts, because configurations of parts

are destructible, but the class-character is indestructible.

^18. The Bhatta Criticism if the Buddhist Doctrine

The Buddhists argue that if the universal is different from the

individual, it must be perceived as different from it. But, as a matter

of fact, the universal is never perceived as different from the

individual. And if the universal is non-different from the individual,

then the individual alone is real, and there is no universal apart

from the individual. The Buddhists set forth their argument in

the following way :
“ What is real must be either different or non-

different {yadvastu tadhMnnamahhinnam vS hhavatt) ; the universal

is neither different nor non-different from the individual ; therefore

the umversal must be unreal.” ^

PirthasSlrathimi^ra points out that there can be no inference,

if there is not an apprehension ofuniversal concomitance {i^Optigraha)

between the major term {vyapya) and the middle term {vyapaka)
;

so, in the above argument the universal concomitance between the

major term and the middle term has already been apprehended

;

otherwise there would be no such inference. The major term here

IS “ the genus of reality ” (vastutva) and the middle term is “ difference

and non-difference ” (bhedabhedau). And the apprehension of

uniform coruiection between “the genus of reality (vastutva) and

difference and non-difference (bhedabhedau) establishes the existence

of community (jati)^ for vastutva is ofthe nature ofjati. Otherwise,

how can the Buddhist argue that the reality (vastutva) ofthe universal

is not possible because of the non-apprehension of its difference and

non-difference from the individual ? When he argues that there

IS a universal concomitance between “ vastutva ” (major term) and
“ difference and non-difference ” (middle term), he admits the

reality of vastutva^ and consequently of community (samanya)^

because vastutva is of the nature of a universal. Thus the very act

of inference by which the Buddhists prove the unreality of the

universal presupposes its existence.*

But the Buddhists may urge that the term vastu (reality) has not

for its object vastutva (the genus of vastu or reality), but it is due to

a phenomenal condition (aupadJdka). Why, then, does the BhSm
say that the term vastu (redity) has vastutva (the genus of reality)

for its object, which is of the nature of a universal ?
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PSrthadrathimi^ra replies that the above argument of the

Buddhists is not admissible j if there is no vastutva^ call it a jsti or

it must presuppose the existence of the universal ; for the

inference depends upon the existence of vaitutva., and this is called

jati by the realist. Otherwise, even the non-existence of vastutva

(reality) in a sHmOnya (universality) cannot be proved. How can

the negation of samSnja be proved without assuming the sBmanja

(community) itself? If words are only aupsdluka^ i.e. due to

accidental conditions, they cannot have the power of denoting objects.

According to the Buddhists, everything in the world is individual in

nature ; therefore, the individuals which are absolutely different

from one another cannot constitute the denotation of words. The
Buddhists hold that there is one condiuon or mark iupadJn) which

is one and the same in different individuals, viz. apprehensibility.

But that which remains identical in the midst of different individuals

IS nothing but the universal. Hence the reality of the universal is

established both by perception and inference.?

^19. The BhOtta Criticism of the Jaina Doctrine

The Jaina holds that there is no need of assuming a separate

existence of the universal 5 it consiste in the similarity of individuals.

Parthadiathimi^ra urges that the universality cannot consist in

similarity {na ca sadrijameva samanyam).* Because, in the first

place, if universality consists merely in the similarity of individuals,

then we should perceive an individual cow in the form “ this is like

a cow ”, and not in the form “ this is a cow ”. But, as a matter of

fiwrt, we never perceive a cow as “ this is like a cow ”. Hence
universality cannot be identified with similarity, as the Jaina supposes.

And, in the second place, even similarity among different individuals

is not possible, if there is no real univer»l among them, for similarity

means common qualities. Similarity is not possible apart from

universality. Those things are similar to one another, which possess

properties in common. Thus similarity does not constitute

universality [samanya)^ but follows from it. For instance, a cow
is similar to a gavaya (wild ox) ; their parts are different from one

another, so that the parts of the cow cannot exist in the parts of the

gavaya ; therefore, a certain property {dharma) must be supposed

to exist in the different parts of the cow and the gavaya^ so that their

similarity may be perceived in ^ite of their difference ; and that

common property is called universality. Hence it cannot be held,

? $D., pp. 388-9, and alto $DP. * $D. and $DP., p. 409.
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with the Jaina, that mere similarity among things constitutes their

universality or omununity {sSmlhijd)}-

S 20. The BhJtta Crititism ef the NyBya-Vaiiefika Doctrine

Is the universal different or non*different from the individual i

According to the Buddhists, the universal is non-different from the

individual which alone is real. The Buddhist doctrine has already

been refuted. The NySya-Vai^ika, on the other hand, holds that

the universal is different from the individual *, but it is not perceived

apart from the individual, because it is inseparably related to it.

\^^t is the relation between the universal and the individual ? It is

inherence. What is inherence ? It is a relation between two

objects which are inseparably connected with each other, and which

gives rise to such a cognition as “ here it is

ParthasSrathimi^ra offers the following criticism of the Nyiya-

Vai^ika doctrine :

—

(1) The universal is said to inhere m the individual ; inherence

is the relation between two entities inseparably connected with each

other, which gives rise to such a cognition as “ here it is ”. But when
we perceive a cow, we have such a perception as “ this is a cow ”

(iyatn gauh) and not as “here is the class-essence of cow (gotva) m
the individual cow ” (tha gavi gotvam). This clearly shows that the

universal is identical with the individual—it is not entirely different

from the individual.

(2) Then, again, what is meant by inseparable coimection

{ayutasiddM) ? It is the nation or absence of separable connection

(jutasiddlu). What, again, is separable connection (juttasiddhi) ?

Does it mean the capacity for separate or independent movements

(pfthaggatimattva) ? Or does it mean subsistence in different

substrates {prthagdirayBsrayitva) ? In either case, argues Plrtha-

sSrathimi^ra, there would be no relation between the composite

whole {avayavi) and its component parts {avtyava\ because there

can be a movement in the parts without a movement in the whole,

and because the whole and its parts inhere in different substrates

—

the whole inheres in its parts and the parts inhere in their component

atoms. Likewise, the universal and ^e individual too have different

substrates, because the substrate of the universal is the individual,

and the substrates of the individual are the parts of the individual.

^ SD. and ^DP., p. 409.
* AyutasiddhUngmihaprtyayahetuh sambandhah. ^D., p. 390.
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Hence P2rthas2rathimi^ta concludes that inherence is such

a relation between the container and the contained that the latter

produces a corre^nding cognition in the former.^ The universal

inheres in the individmd. This means that the universal (e.g.

class-essence of cow, or gotvd) produces an apprehension of it in the

individual (e.g. an individual cow or govyakti). But if the universal

produces an apprehension of it in the individual, for instance, if an

individual cow is perceived as belonging to the class “ cow ", then

we cannot admit a difference between the individual and the universal.

We must admit a non-difference or identitjr between the two on the

basis of perception.

(3J The Nyaya-Vai&§ika may urge that the universal is

“ inclusive ” (anuvrtta)^ while the individual is “ exclusive
”

{vyOvrita). The universal is common to many individuals, but

the individuals are different from one another. For instance, the

class-essence of cow (gePua) is one and the same in all the individual

cows ; but the individual cows are different from one another. How,
then, can the universal be identical with the individual ? If the

two are identical with each other, they must be of the same nature i

either the universal must be “ exclusive ’’ like the individual or the

individual must be “ inclusive " like the universal. In other words,

if the universal is identical with the individual, either the universal

will differ in different individuals, or the individual will be common
to many individuals.

Parthasarathimiira retorts : If the universal is absolutely different

from the individual, how can the individual be perceived as universal ?

How can an individual cow be perceived as belonging to the class

“ cow ” when we perceive a cow as “ tkts is a cow ” ? This can never

be explained by the Nyaya-Vaiie^ika, according to whom, the

univer^ is ab^lutely different from the individual, though the

former inheres in the latter. But the Bh2na MimSmsaka has no

difficulty in explaining it. If the different characters of the universal

and the individual, viz. “ inclusiveness ” and “ exclusiveness ” prove

the difference between the two, the “ likeness ” {tadrOpya) between

the universal and the individual as shown by the perception of an

individual as belonging to a particular class proves their identity.

Thus the Bha^ Mlmaihsaka concludes that there is a relation of

identity-in-difference between the universal and the individual

;

the universal is both different from, and identical with, the individual.

(4) The Nyiya-Vai&fika may urge ; How can identity and

^ Yens sambandhenBdheyamldhlre svlnunlplih buddhim janayaU sa

sambandhah samavfya id. SD., pp. 391-2.
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difference bodi subsist in one and the same object ? Is it not self-

contradictory to assert that die universal is both different from the

individual, and identical with it ? The Bhlm Mlmariisaka argues

that there is no contradiction here ; for both difference and identity

are perceived together by a single act of perception ; if difference

and identity were perceived by two cognitions, one contradicting the

other, like the two cognitions “ this is silver ” and “ this is not silver ”,

then there would be a contradiction. But neither the perception

of difference contradicts the perception of identity, nor does the

perception of identity contradict the perception of difference. Hence

both of them are valid. In the percepdem “ this is a cow ”, there are

two o^idons, viz. the cognidon of “ tUs ” {fyam huddH) and the

cognidon of “ cow ” (gobtiddfu) ; these two cognidons have two

different objects ; the former has an “ individual ” (an individual

cow or govyakti) for its object, while the latter has a universal (the

class-essence of cow or gotva) for its object. Thus the twofold

perception of an object such as “ this is a cow ” proves the dual

character of the object, viz. both its individuality and universality.

Hence the universal cannot be different from the individual.*

S 21. The Bhatta Criticism ef Prahhukara's Objeetims

Prabhikara has aigued that one and the same act of cognition

cannot apprehend both the difference and the identity between the

universal and the individual. His argument has already been given

in detail.

Plrthasarathimi^ra contends that this argument is baseless.

The cognidon oftwo objects does not necessarily involve the cognidon

of their difference. For sometimes two objects are perceived, but

not the difference between the two ; for instance, when two trees are

perceived from a distance, the difference between the two is not

perceived. When an individual member of a class is perceived for

the first time, both the individual and the universal are perceived,

but not the difference between the two. When another individual

belonging to the same class is perceived, it is assimilated to the hist

individual as belonging to the sune class, and differentiated from it

as being a different individual ; and it is then alone that the difference

between the individual and the universal is perceived. Hence it

is unreasonable to hold that the o^nJdon of two objects necessarily

involves the cognidon of their difference. Similarly, it is unreason-

able to hold that the agnidon of a single object necessarily involves

* SD., h>. 390-4.
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the cc^ition of its identity. For instance, when a person is perceived

from a distance, we have a doubtful cognition such as “ Is he Devadatta

or Yajhadatta ” ? Thus a single object gives rise to two cognitions.

Hence it cannot be held that the cognition of two objects necessarily

mvolves the cognition of their difference, or the cognition of a single

object necessarily involves the cognition of its identity.

But the cognition in the form “ this is another " apprehends

difference ; and the cognition in the form “ this is no other ” appre-

hends identity. A person who perceives both a white cow and a

piebald cow has a cognition in sudi a form as “ this is a cow and this

also is a cow ”, and so he perceives the identity between the two ;

and he has also a cognition in such a form as “the white cow is

different from the piebald cow ” and thus apprehends their difference.

Hence we conclude that the universal is both different from the

individual, and identical with it.^

PrabhUkara may urge that the universal is eternal, while the

individual is non-etemal—the universal is common to many
individuals, while the individuals are different from one another.

How, then, can the universal be identical with the individual ^

If they were identical with each other, in spite of their opposite

characters, the universal would be non-eternal and different in different

individuals, and the individual would be eternal and common to

many individuals, and thus there would be an utter confusion in the

whole world.

Partha^rathimi^ra replies that there is no contradiction here.

A multiform object may be eternal in some, and non-etemal in other,

respects ; it may be identical with other objects in some respects,

and different from them in others. The universal considered as

an individual is non-etemal ; and the individual considered as a

universal is eternal. So there is no contradiction here.®

Thus, according to the BhStta, the universal is not identical

with the individual, as the Buddhists hold, nor is it different from

the individual, as the Nyaya-Vai^ika holds, but it is different from

the individual in some respects, and identical with it in others. The
relation between the two is identity-in-difference. The Bhim
realism closely resembles the realism of Aristotle and Hegel, according

to whom, the universal cannot exist apart from the individuals,

and the individuals cannot exist apart from the universal ; the

universal is the inner essence of the individuals, and the individuals

are the outer expressions of the universal ; the universal and the

individual are abstractions apart from each other ; the universal

1 SD
, pp. 395-8. • SD., p. 399.
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is neither wholly identical with the individuals, nor wholly different

from them ; in fact, they together constitute the concrete reality.

% 22. The Bhstta Doctrine of Identity-in-Difference

P2rthasarathimi^ra sets forth two reasons for the BhS^ doctrine

of identity-in-difference between the universal and the individual.

(1) In the first place, in the cognition “ this is a cow ” the

co-inherence {sSmanSdhtkaranya) of the two elements, viz. “ this
”

(an individual cow) and “ cow ” (the class-essence ofcow) in the same

object proves the identity between the individual and the universal.

And the feet that the two cognitions of “ this ” and “ cow ” are not

synonymous with each other proves the difference between the

individual and the universal. Hence there is no contradiction

in holding that the universal is both different from, and identical with,

the individual.

(2) In the second place, the universal is different from the

individual in some respects, and identical with it in others. If the

universal were both different and non-different from the individual in

respect of the same qualities, there would be a contradiction. But

just as one and the same object can be both long and short in com-

parison with different objects, so one and the same universal can be

both different and non-different from the individual in different

respects. For instance, when we have such a perception as “ this

piebald cow is a cow ”, we perceive the individual cow as identical

with the universal “ cow ”. But when we have such a perception

as “ that white cow is not a piebald cow ”, the universal “ cow ”

is perceived as different from the individual cow. The universal

“ cow ” (gotva) differs from a white cow in respect of a black cow,

but not in its essential nature. An individual cow differs from the

universal ” cow ” (gotva) in respect of certain qualities, actions,

and other universals, but not in its essential nature. And one

individual cow differs from another individual cow in its specific

nature, but not in its generic nature. Hence there is no contra-

diction in holding that the universal is both different from, and identical

with, the individual.^

^ 23. (viii) The Modified Realism of Satnkara

According to Saiiikara, Brahman alone is ultimately real, which

is one, universal, eternal, and ubiquitous Being. He admits no

» $D., pp. 393-5.
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other real universal than Being which is Brahman. But he admits

the existence of other universals in the phenomenal world. There
are the universals of cowrs and other substances, qualities, and actions ;

these universals are not bom. Only individual substances, individual

qualities, and individual actions are generated ; but their universal

essences are not bom.^ They are the archetypal forms, as it were,

of the individual substances, qualities, and actions.

But these archetypal forms or universals are not eternal in the

sense in which Brahman is eternal. Brahman is beyond time, space,

and causation ; it is beyond all change and becoming. But the

universals of individual substances, qualities, and actions have an

empirical existence in the phenomenal world. They are the evolutes

of nescience and as such phenomenal appearances from the standpoint

of Brahman. Their reality is inferior “"to that of Brahman but

superior to that of individual objects. They are, like the Ideas of

Plato, the types which are progressively realized in individual objects

of the sensible world. The individuals are bom and perish, but

the universals are unborn. They are the models according to which

God moulds the sensible world.

The later Sarfikarites, however, do not recognize the existence

of the universal, because it can neither be perceived nor inferred.*

The perception of one and the same form (e g
“ cow ”) in different

individuals (e.g. cows) cannot be regarded as a proof of the existence of

the universal (“ cow ”).* If it is regarded so, does it mean that we
have the apprehension of “ cow ” in one individual cow as much as

in another individual cow ? Or does it mean that we have the

apprehension of one and the same nature of cow in all individual

cows ? Or does it mean that we apprehend that the different

individuals possess one and the same property ? The first alternative

IS not tenable. Just as we apprehend the same form of the moon
in different pots of water in which it is reflected though there is

no universal moon, so we may apprehend the same form of cow in

different cows though there is no universal cow (getva) in them.

The second alternative also is not tenable. It is not possible for us

to determine the nature that is common to all individuals of the same

^ Na hi gavSdivyahtinBmutpattimattve tadflkfdnamapyutpattimattvaiii

syBt, dravyagunakarmanaqi hi vyaktaya evotpadyante nttkitayab. S.B.,

1, 3» 28.

• Pratyakjadanumtoad va na jatih seddhum arhati. Tattvapradipika,'

P- 303.
.

^
* Na tavat gauTgauntyabhinnakaragrBhi pratyakfaifa jatau prama^gih.

Ibid., p. 303. f'
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kind. Even if we were able to ascertain the common quality,

it would be useless to postulate ajoti or class-essence which is different

from the common quality. The third alternative also is untenable.

When we perceive a man with a stick we perceive the man as possessing

a stick. But when we perceive an individual cow, in which the

class-essence is supposed to exist, we never perceive the cow as

possessing the class-essence (gotva). It may be urged that we
perceive at least the same configuration or arrangement of parts

(e.g. dewlap, etc.) in different cows. But this resemblance in con-

figuration of parts is not the universal or class-essence of the realist.

Hence the universal can never be perceived. Nor can it be inferred.

Citsukha sets forth the same aiguments as the Buddhists have

advanced against the existence of the universal (Jati)
^

1 Tattvapradipikl, P 303



Chapter XII

PERCEPTION OF COGNITION

% I. Introduction

According to Kumirik, an act of cognition cannot be directly

perceived j it is inferred from cognizedness {jnStatS) or manifestness

{prUkatya) produced by the cognition in the object According

to some Mimariisakas, the act of cognition is inferred from the

consciousness of its object ; it is not an object of perception.

According to Prabhikara, a cognition is directly perceived by itself

,

every cognition perceives itself, the cognizing self and the cognized

object. According to the Nyaya-Vai5e?ika, a cognition is an object

of perception ; but it is not perceived by itself but by another

cognition through the internal organ or nund ; we perceive a cognition

by internal perception through the mind, just as we perceive an

external object by external perception through the external senses.

According to the Jaina, a cognition is perceived by itself in

apprehending its object } it is not perceived by any other cognition

According to the Buddhist idealist, a cognition is self-luminous

;

it apprehends itself but not an external object as there is no such

object ; a cognition is not apprehended by the self because there is no

self at all. Acoirding to the SSmkhya-Pstafijala, a cognition is not

perceived by another cognition but by the self because a cognition

is unconscious. According to Sadikara, a cognition is not perceived

by another cognition but by itself ; it is self-luminous

^ 2. (i) The Bhatta MimOmsaka

ParthasSrathimi^ra gives an eTqxisiUon of Kumarila’s doctrine

of inferrability of cognition. According to the Bha^ Mlmaihsalta,

a cognition carmot be perceived, but it is inferred from the result of

cognition, viz. cognizedness {jiUttata) or manifestness {prakafya) in

the object. For instance, when we know a jar we have an appre-

hension that the jar is cognized by us ; and from this cognizedness

of the object we infer the existence of the cognition ; a cognition

is inferred from the cognizedness of its object.^ Parthasarathi gives

three arguments for the existence of cognition. In the first place,

^ JfiltatBnumeymiii jfiBnam.
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an action involves four fiurtors, viz. an agent of action (iartr), an

object of action (iarma)^ an instrument of action (iarana), and a

result of action i^hala) which inheres in the object. An act of know-

ledge, therefore, has an agent or subject of knowledge or knower

{jhatr), an objea of knowledge {jneya)^ an instrumental cognition

(karanajnBna\ and a result of knowledge, viz. cognizedness (JnatatJ)

in the object. Just as the act of cooking produces cookedness in

the object cooked, so the act of cognition (jnOnakrija) produces

cognizedness (jnStatd) in its object, and from this cognizedness as an

effect we infer the existence of its cause, viz. cognition. Thus a

cognition cannot be perceived either by itself or by any other cognition,

but is inferred from the cognizedness in its object.^

In the second place, a cognition is inferred from the relation

between the knowing subject (atman) and the known object {artha)^

which is apprehended by internal perception. If there is not an

adventitious condition intervening between the self and the object,

how is it possible for the self to be related to the object ? Therefore,

from the qiecific relation between the subject and the object involved

in knowledge we infer the existence of cognition. Here, cognition

or consciousness is hypostatized as a third term between the self

and the not-self, whi^ relates the two to each other.® Even those

who hold that all cognitions are self-luminous {svaprakSia) must

admit that this relation between the self and the not-self, which

IS involved in knowledge, is an object of internal perception. Other-

wise, it cannot be said “ the jar is cognized by me ”. This self-

<4>propriated cognition is not possible unless we know the relation

between the cognizing self and the cognized object and the relation

between the cognition and its object. No other object can be ^ken
of than what is manifested to consciousness. If it is urged that

a o^ition is self-luminous, and its object is manifested by the

cognition, by what is the relation between the cognition and its

object manifested ? It may be urged that this relation too is

manifested by the same cognition. But PirthasHrathi points out

that when the cognition is produced, the relation between the cogni-

tion and its object does not yet come into existence. The relation

of a cog;nition to its object consists in its manifesting the object

;

it is no other than this. So when a cognition is produced and its

object b manifested, the relation that is produced between the two

^ SD
, pp. 201-2.

® jfiinaknysdvirtko yah kartrbhQUuyltmanab karmabhQtasya cSrtha^
paraaparaifa aambandho vylplprySpyatvaiaktatialL sa mOnasapratyalitlvagato

vijfilnaiii kalpayati. SD., p. aoz.
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cannot be the object of that cognition as it has ceased to operate.

It cannot be argued that at first the cognition manifests its object,

and then it manifests its relation to the object, since the cognition

is momentary. Nor can it be argued that the relation between the

cognition and its object is self-luminous, because there is no proof

of its self-luminosity. Hence, ParthasSrathi concludes that the

relation between the self and the object, which is an object of internal

perception, proves the existence of a cognition, and this relation

carmot be denied by any one.^

In the third place, the existence of a cognition is inferred from

the peculiarity {atiiaya) produced by the cognition in its object.^

This peculiarity must be admitted even by those who hold that the

cognizer, the cognized object, and the cogninon are manifested by

consciousness. From this peculiarity {ahiaya) produced in the object

by a cognition we infer the existence-of the cognition itself. Hence

a cognition can be perceived neither by itself nor by any other

cognition.

Ke^vami^ra gives an exposition of the Bha^ doctrine and

criticizes it. He puts the Bhitta argument in a slightly different

form. When I know a jar the cognition of the jar produces in it

a peculiar property, viz. cognizedness {jnStati). After the cognition

of the jar is produced, the cognizedness of the jar is recognized in

such a form as “ the jar is cognized by me ”. The peculiar property

of cognizedness is produced in the jar when the cognition of the jar

IS already produced, and cognizedness is not produced in the jar when
the cognition of the jar is not produced. So Ae existence of cognized-

ness is proved by the method of double agreement. Cognizedness

IS not possible without cognition ; the efiPect cannot be produced

without the cause. Thus cognizedness proves the existence of

cognition as its cause by means of presumption {arthttpatti)?

% 3. The NySya-FaiSefika Crtticum of the BhStta Doctrine

(1) Sridhara urges that the Bham Mimimsaka commits the

fidlacy of hysteron proteron when he argues that a cognition is inferred

from cognizedness in its object. An object is cognized when it is

related to a cognition Its cognizedness {jnStota) consists in its

relationship with the cognition {^jhOnasambandha). We cannot

apprehend cc^nizedness unless we apprehend the cognition itself.

t Mtoasapratyaijagamyo’rtheiw sahatmsnah sambandho jStnub Jul-

payati. SD., p. 204
• Arthagato jMnajanyo’tiiayab kalpayau jfUnam. SD., p, 205.
* TBh., p. 17.
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The apprehension of a rebtion presupposes the apprehension of the

terms of the relation. In order to apprehend cxignizedness, which

consists in the relation of aA object to a cognition, we must already

apprehend the object and the o^ition which are related to each

other. Cc^izedness presupposes cognition, and apprehension of

cognizedness presupposes the apprehension of cognition. So

cognition can never be inferred from cognizedness.^

The Bh&m may argue that we must admit a peculiar property

called cognizedness {jhstati) in an object in order to account for the

r^ularity in the relations of cognidons to their objects. A particular

o^nidon apprehends a particular object and not any other. The
cognidon of a jar apprehends the jar, and not a cloth. What is the

reason of this ? The Bh2m answers that the cognition of a jar

produces a^izedness in the jar, and not in a cloth. So it apprehends

a jar, and not a cloth. It is cognizedness {jnatatH) that relates

pardcular cognitions to particular objects. An object is apprehended

by that cognidon which produces cognizedness in it. So we must

admit cognizedness in an object of cognition, which relates the

cognition to the object.

(2) Udayana contends that even cognizedness is not possible

without some regularity in the natural relation between cognitions

and their objects.* The Bhitu argues that a particular cognition

apprehends a pardcular object because it produces cognizedness in it,

and not in any other object. Udayana asks ; Why should a particular

cognidon produce ct^izedness in a pardcular object and not in any

other ? It may be argued that a particular cognition produces

o^izedness in that object which is apprehended by it. Udayana

says that the argument involves circular reasoning. A cognidon

ai^rehends a pardcular object because it produces cognizedness in it,

and a cognidon produces cogiuzedness in a pardcular object because

it apprehends it. Thus the objectivity {vifoyata) of an object

depends upon its cognizedness (jnatata)j and its cognizedness depends

upon its objectivity. Udayana argues that it is needless to assume

the existence of cognizedness. The so-called cognizedness of an

object is nothing but its objectivity or the character of being an

object of cognition. There is a ruitural relation between a cognition

and its object so that the former apprehends the latter.®

1 NK., p. 96.
® Svabhlvaniyamlbhlvsdupakaro'hi durghafah- KusnmSfijali, p. 63.

(Benares, 1913.)
* Svabhkvaviiefa eva vifayatSmytmakab, anyathl jfiltatldhlne’pi

niyainlnapapatti^ id svabhtva eva niyCnukali. Haridlsldkl on Kusumlfijali,

p. 64. (Benares, 1913.)
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VSeaspatimi^ra also offers a siinilar criticism. The Bhl^ holds

that an object is apprehended by that cognition which produces

cognizedness in it. Vicaspatimi^ra contends that there is no need

of cognizedness in the object. The so-called cognizedness is held

to be related to the object neither by conjunction nor by inherence

but by natural relation. And if cognizedness is related to the object

by natural relation, the cognition also may be related to it by natural

relation, and there is no need of assumii^ the intervenii^ £tctor of

cognizedness between the cx^nidon and its object.^

Sividitya also holds that o^izedness is nothing but the reladon

between a cognition and its object,* and there is no proofof its existence

apart from this relation

Ke&vami^ra also argues that cognizedness is nothing but the

character of being the object of cognidon. When we apprehend

a jar we do not apprehend its o^izedness ; but we simply apprehend

that the jar is the object of cognidon. There is no cognizedness

apart from its objecrivity.

The Bhatta may urge that the jar is said to be the object of

cognition because it is the substratum of cognizedness produced by

the cognition. The objectivity of the jar cannot be of the nature

of identity. The jar cannot be said to be an object of cognition

because there is an identity between the jar and its cognition There

can be no identity between an object and its cognition because the

former is the object {visaya) and the latter is the subject {vifoytn). If

by the objectivity of a thing we mean that a cognition is produced

by it, then objectivity would belong to the sense-organs and other

conditions which produce a cognition. This leads us to conclude

that something is produced in the jar by the cognition, by virtue

of which the jar alone, and nothing else, becomes the object

of consciousness, and this is called cognizedness. Thus cognized-

ness is not only perceived through the sense-organs but is also

inferred from the possibility of the objectivity {vifoyata) of an

objea.

Ke&vamisra disputes this view. He argues that subjectivity

and objectivity follow from the very luture of things. There is such

a natural peculiarity in a cognition and its object that the former is

the subjea (vifoyin) * and the latter is the object {vifoya) in relation

* Kha^danoddhEra, pp. 143H-
* Jfiiutl jfiSnaviiayasambandha eva. SP., p. 30
* In Western philosophy the self is described as the subject of knowledge.

Bat in Indian philosophy sometimes a cognition is called the subject {mfujim)

in relation to its object (vifoys).
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to the other.^ An object does iK>t require cognizedness in it to be

apprehended by a cognition.

(3) Otherwise, argues Ke^vamijra, past and future objects

could never be the objects of cognition, since it is not possible for any

cognition to produce cognizedness in them. It is not possible for

a property to be produced in an object at a time when the object

doesnotexist ; a propertycannot exist withouta substratum. Cognized-

ness is a property of the object ; hence it can never be produced in

past and future objects, though they can be apprehended.^ Udayana

also urges that a cognition can produce cognizedness m present

objects but not in past and future ones, though they are apprehended.

We have recollection of the past and expectation of the future at

present. But the present recollection or expectation can never

produce cognizedness in past or future objects, since they do not

exist at present. This clearly shows that an object is apprehended

by a cognition though it does not produce cognizedness in it. So

we must admit that there is a natural relation of subject (visaym) and

object {^aya) between a cognition and its object.^

The Bhatta argues that the aa of cognition produces in its

object a peculiar condition known as cognizedness, just as the act

of cooking produces in rice the condition of cook^ness. “ And
this cognizedness being a property of the object is known along

with the object itself.” *

(4) But Sildhara urges that this is a ^se analogy. In the case

of rice we distinctly perceive cookedness in the nee in its being

changed from tandtda (uncooked rice) to odana (cooked rice) ; but

in the case of the object in question we do not perceive any such

cognizedness. As for the direct perceptibility {afarok^arUpattt) of an

object and its capability of being accepted or rejected, these also

consist in its relationship to cognition ; they are not properties of

some other property of the object, viz. cognizedness.

(5) Stidhara further argues that just as when an object is known,

there is produced in it a peculiar property called cognizedness, so

when this cognizedness is known, another cognizedness must be

produced in that cognizedness, and so on ad mjhuttm.^ If cognized-

ness be regarded as self-luminous, in order to avoid this infinite

* Svabhlvldeva vifayavifayitopapatteb. Arthajfianayoretadrii eva

svBbhAviko viie^ yenlnayorvifayavipiyibhlvab. TBh
, p 17

* TBh., p. 17.

> Svabhiva eva tatra n^Imakab. HaridlsIplUl on Kusumlfijali, p. 64.

(Benares, 1913. )
* Dr. Ganglnltlia JhS, E.T. of NK., p. 213.
‘ See also TBh., p. 17.
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regress, then we may as well admit that the cognition itself is self-

luminous.

It may be argued that an object has an existence extending over

the past, the present, and the future ; but when it is cognized it is

cruized as belonging to the present. And cognizedness is nodiing

but the condition of the object determined by the present time

;

and this being an effect of the cognition is the mark for the inference

of the cognition.

(6) But ^rldhara contends that by “ the condition of the object

determined by the present time ” (vartamUnSvacchnnatil) we mean

its condition qualified by that time {vartamSnakSlaviiistatS) \ and

this belongs to the object by its very nature ; and this condition is

not produced, but only known by cognition.^

The Bha^ may argue that cognition is of the nature ofan action,

and an action always produces a result in its object ; so the act of

cognition must produce a result in its object in the shape of

cognizedness.

(7) Udayana contends that all actions do not produce results

in their objects. For instance, an arrow penetrates the ether,

but Its motion cannot produce a result in it. So here the reason is

overwide. Moreover, an aaion is always of the nature of motion

(spanda)y but cognition is not of the nature of motion. So here the

reason is non-existent. If an action means the operation of an

instrument, then the sense-organs, marks of inference, words, etc.,

do not produce a peculiar result in an object but in the self,*

Varadaraja also argues that cognition is not of the nature ofan action ;

it is of the nature of a quality produced by the operation of the sense-

organs and the like, which inheres in an all-pervading substance,

the self, like pleasure.* Thus it cannot be argued that cognizedness

in an object is inferred from its cognition because it is of the nature

of an action

The Bham may argue that determinate cognition {vtsistabuddhi)

is determinate because it apprehends the relation between the qualified

object {yiitsya) and its qualification (viiefana). So the determinate

perception of a jar as cognized (Jnato ghatah) apprehends the relation

between the jar [viiefya) and the cognition of it {tAUfana) ; and

this relation is cognizedness. Thus determinate perception proves

the existence of cognizedness which constitutes the relation between

a cognition and its object.

* GaAgOnltha JhS, E.T. of NK., pp. 213-1+. NK., pp. 96-7.
* NySyakusumlfijali, 4th chapter, p. ii. (Bemires, 1912.)
* TR., p. 52.
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(8) Udayana contends that determinate perception apprehentfe

the natural relation between a cognition and its object, which may
be called objectivity {viftyatS) ; it apprehends an object as

apprehended by a o^jnition. It is needless to assume the existence

of o^izedness to account for determinate perception. If deter-

minate perception of a cognized object requires cognizedness in the

object, then determinate perception ofa finished (irta) jar or a desired

(ifta) jar would require finishedness or desiredness in the jar. If

such a peculiar property is thou^t to be needless the peculiar property

of cognizedness also is equaUy needless. Determinate perception

of an object as cognized apprehends the natural relation between

itself and its object, which is called visayatS or objectivity. There

is a svarSpasamhandha between a cognition and its object by virtue

of which the former is the subject (vifayht) and the latter is the object

(visaya). There is no tertium quid in the form of cognizedness

between a cognition and its object The natural relation between

a cognition and its object by virtue of which the former apprehends

the latter is called visayota. It is needless to assume cognizedness

{jnStata) apart from objectivity (vifayata).^

The so-called cognizedness (jnatota) is nothing but objectivity

{ynsayatd) which constitutes the tvarUpasambandha between a

cognition and its object.*

% 4. The Jenna Criticim ofthe Bhotta Doctrine

The Bhi^ Mlmlihsaka argues that if cognition is regarded

as perceptible it would be regarded as an object {karma) ; and as an

objea of cognition it would require another instrumental cognition

{karanajndna) because every action on an object requires an instru-

ment ; and if that instrumental cognition is regarded as an object

of perception it would require another instrumental cognition, and

so on ad infinitum. If this instrumental cognition through which

a cognition is cc^ized is imperceptible, then the first cognition of an

object also may be regarded as imperceptible, but yet capable of

manifesting its object. One and the same act of cognition cannot

be the object {karma) of cognition and the instrument {karana) of

cognition. Hence a cognition cannot be regarded as an object of

perception ; it is imperceptible.*

^ NyayakuiumUjali, 4th Stabaka.

* Tarkaprakoia on Njilyasiddblntamafijari, p. 30.

» PKM., p. 31.
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Pnibhacandra, a Jaina philosopher, offers the following criticism

of this argument :

—

(i) The cognizer {p'omiUr'y, and the cognition or o^idve
act (franUMa), and the resultant cognition (pramiti) are as perceptible

as the object of cognition (prameya)^ for we distinctly perceive these

fiurtors of knowledge in our experience. In the cognition “ I know
the jar through myself”, die cognizer “ I ”, the instrument

“ myself”, and the result “ knowing ” are as much objects of percep-

tion as the cognized object, viz. “ the jar ”. There is no hard and

fast rule diat whatever is perceived must be perceived as an object

{karma) of perception. For, in that case, there would be no

perception of the self which is never perceived as a cognized object

{karma\ but always as a cognizer {kartr). And if the self can be

perceived as a cognizer, and not as an object ofcognition, the cognition

also may be perceived not as an object of perception, but as an instru-

ment of percepdon

(a) It may be argued that the cognition through which an

object is manifested to consciousness is simply an instrument {jtarana)

of the manifestadon of the object, but it is not perceptible. Then
It may as well be argued that the self which is manifested as the

cognizer is simply the agent {kartr) of cognition, but it is not per-

ceptible. But the Bha^ recognizes the perceptibility of the self.

So he should as well admit the perceptibility of cognition. The self

IS perceived as a cognizer or the agent {kartr) of the act of cognition.

And the cognition is perceived as the instrument {karana) of cognizing

an object. Moreover, if the self is perceptible it can cognize an

external object by itself. What, then, is the use of postulating

an imperceptible cognition between the cognizing self and the

cognized object ? It may be urged that an agent can never produce

an action without an instrument, and so the self as the agent of the

act of cognition requires the instrumentality of a cogiution to appre-

hend an object. In that case, the instruments of internal and external

organs would be quite adequate to bring about the consciousness of

an object. So there is no use of assuming an imperceptible cognition

to serve the purpose of an instrument here.

(3) If no action is possible without an instrument what is the

instrument in the cognition of the self by itself ? If the self itself

is the instrument of self-cognition, then let it be the instrument of

object-o^ition too. There is no use of assuming an imperceptible

cognition. Hence the cognition through which an object is known
must be regarded as perceptible.

(4) If the Bhatpi admits that both the self and the resultant
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a^idon {phalajHatui) of the object can be perceived, though they

do not appear in consciousness as die object (karma) of cognition,

but as the agent and the result of cognition respectively, he must also

admit that the instrumental cognition or cognitive act (karanajHana)

too can be perceived, not as an object ofcognition but as an instrument

of cc^ition.

(5) according to the Bld^ the instrumental cognition

(karanajnUna) is not entirely different from the cognizer (kartr) and

the resultant cognition (phalajndna)
;

so if the latter are perceptible

the former also must be regarded as perceptible. If the instrumental

cognition differs from the cognizer and the resultant cognition not

as a form ofcognition, but only as an instrument, then the instrumental

cognition cannot be said to be imperceptible ; for as cognition it

does not differ from the cognizer and the resultant cognition ; and

so if the latter are regarded as perceptible the former also must be

regarded so

(6) Moreover, the self and the cognition {karatiajnSna) through

which it knows an object are direcdy revealed m our experience.

So they cannot but be regarded as objects of consciousness ; for

whatever is revealed in our experience is cognized, and whatever

is cognized is an object of consciousness.^ It is self-contradictory

to suppose that the self and its cognition are not objects of perception

though they are direcdy revealed in our experience. If the cognitive

act cannot be perceived as an object (karma) of consciousness though

it is direcdy revealed in our experience, it cannot be an object of

consciousness through another instrumental cognition. Hence the

cognitive act must be regarded as an object of perception

(7) In the cognition “ I know the jar ” I am direcdy conscious

of myself as qualiAed by the cognition of the jar. So my cognition

of the jar is as much an object of perception as my self and the jar.

Just as we cannot deny the perception of the object, so we cannot

deny the perception of its cognition. If there is no perception of

the cognition of the jar there can be no perception of the jar itself.

An unperceived cognition can never manifest an object.

(8) Then, what is the nature of cognizedness from which

the cognitive act is said to be inferred ? Is it a property of the object

{arthadharma) f Or is it a property of the cognition (jHOnadharma) f

It cannot be a property of the object, for, in that case, it would

persist in the object like its other properties (e.g. blueness) even when
it is not cogniz^ by a particular person. But, as a matter of fiux,

cognizedness does not persist in ^e object at any other time than

1 Prat^nunXnatvaih hi grShyatvaih tadeva karmatvam. PKM., p. 31.
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when it is cognized. And when the object is o^ized by a person,

its cognizedness a{^>ears at that time as the private property of the

particular person {svasUdhJtraninnfaya). It is never found to exist

in the object as the public property of many cognizers {aneiaframatr-

sSdhSranavifaja). Hence cognizedness cannot be a property

of the object.

Nor can cognizedness be a property of the cognition, since the

cognitive act of which it is supposed to be a property is imperceptible

according to the BhStp^ and what is imperceptible can never be the

substrate of cogruzedness.^

(9) Is cognizedness, then, of the nature of consciousness

{jnOnasvahhBva)^ or of the nature of an object {orthasvabhSva) ?

Is it subjective or objective ? If the former, then as consciousness

it must be imperceptible like the act of a^iaon j and so it cannot

serve as the mark \lmga) of inferring the cognitive act. Moreover,

it is foolish to argue that though the act of cognition {karmajfiana)

is imperceptible, cognizedness is an object of perception in spite of

its being of the nature of consciousness If the act of cognition

carmot be an objea of perception because it is of the nature of con-

sciousness, cognizedness too cannot be an object of perception for

the same reason. If, then, cognizedness is of the nature of an object

(arthasvabhdva)y it is nothing but the manifestness {arthaprakatya)

of the object. But an object cannot be manifested if the o^ition
by which it is manifested is itself unmanifosted. If the cognition

itself is unperceived, it can never manifest its object.*

Hence the Jaitu concludes that a cogniuon must cognize itself

in order to cognize an objea ; it manifests itself and its object

[svafarafrakaiaka),

% 5. The Ramanujist's Criticism of the Bhatta Doctrine

The BhStta holds that cognition is inferred from cognizedness

{Jhatata) or manifestation {frakatya) of an objea. Venkapuiatha,

a follower of Rlmanuja, uiges that a cognition is nothing but the

manifestation of an objea *
; so the former carmot be inferred from

the latter. It may be argued that the cognition or manifestation

in the self is inferred from manifestation in the objea. The former

is the objea of inference and the latter is the mark of inference.

But, if in spite of the presence of cognition or manifestation in the

* PKM., pp. 3 1-2.

* PKM., p. 32. See also STSdvSdanufijtr!, pp. 88-90
* ArthapnddUo buddhih. TattvamuktlkiilBpa, p. 394.
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self, ounifestadon in the object {prSkatya) is thought to be necessary

in order to make it an object of speech and action, then let all the

conditions which are said to produce ct^idon be r^arded as the

immediate cause of manifntadon in the object. What, then, is

the use ofcc^don ? It is neither necessary for the use of an object

nor for its manifestation. Thus the Bhittt doctrine leads to the

negadon of cognidon, which is absurd. So cognidon is not inferred

from manifestation of an object.*

S 6. (ii) Another School of Aflmtlmsa

Srldhara considers another doctrine which is kindred to the

BhS^ doctrine. Some hold that the act of cognidon is inferred

from the consciousness of objects.* We are consaous of objects

;

and this consciousness is not possible without an act of cognidon.

The cognidve act, therefore, is inferred from the consaousness of

objects. BhSskara refers to this doctrine in his commentary on the

BrahmasQtras. He says that this doctrine is held by some MlmSm-
sakas. According to them, the act of ct^idon (jnOna-kriya) is the

cause of the consciousness of objects {vifoyasamvedana).*

This doctrine slighdy differs from the Bh2^ theory. The
Bhi^ holds that the act of cognidon is inferred from cognizedness

{jnatata) which is a peculiar property of the object produced by the

cognidon. But according to this foeory, the act of cognidon is

inferred from the consciousness of an object {visayasamvedana) which

is a property of the self.

S 7. Crtticism vf the Doctrine

(i) Srtdhara nghdy points out that there is nothing to choose

between the two doctrines. They are of a piece with each other.

Where does the so-called consciousness ofan object {visayasamvedana)

reside ? It abides either in the object or in the self. It cannot

inhere in the object because it is unconscious. Nor can it inhere

in the self, for in that case there would be no difference between the

cognidve act and the consdoumess of an object both inhering in

the self. Hence it cannot be argued that the former is inferred

frmn the latter.

It may be urged that there is some difference between the two

so that the former can be inferred from the latter. The act of

* Tattvamnktikallpa, p. 394; also Strvtrthauddhi.
* ViftyasaitavedanlnumeTaib jfilnain. NK., p. 97.
* Bhkskaia’t commentuj on B.S., p. 6.
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1

cognition is the activity of the cognizing self[jnatrvyapOra) by which

it :^>prehends an object. Cognitive activity is the cause, and con-

sciousness of an objea is the ^ect. The cause is infened from the

effect.

(2) Srldhara contends that if such an activity of the cognizing

self {jnatrvyBpOra) exists it is either non-etemal or eternal. If it is

non-eternal it must have a cause. The Mlmariisaka argues that die

intercourse of an object with the sense-organ aided by the contact

of manai with the self is the cause of oignitive activity {jnihuiiriyd)

which, in its turn, is the cause of object-consciousness {vifoyasathvt-

dana). Sridhara urges that the sense-object-contact aided by the

mind-soul-contact may as well be r^rded as the cause of object-

consdousness. It is needless to assume another intermediate cause

in the shape of cognirive activity [jnSirvyapSra) to produce object-

consciousness. If, on the other hand, the cognitive act is held to be

eternal, then also it is a needless hypothesis. Consciousness of an

object is not eternal. Somedmes it appears and sometimes it does

not appear. So it is non-etemal. Its occasional appearance is

due to certain accessory conditions, viz. the occasional contact of

objects with the sense-organs and the like. And as these conditions

can adequately account for the consciousness of objects it is needless to

assume any eternal cognitive act as its cause. In feet, the appre-

hension of the object {arthavahodha) and all subsequent activity

(yyavahara) bearing on the object can be accomplished by the con-

sciousness of the object itself. Hence, the existence of o^;nitive

activity which is said to be inferred from consciousness of an object

is a gratuitous assumption.

It may be argued that consciousness of an object carmot inhere

in the self because consciousness does not constitute the essential

nature of the self Consciousness of an object is produced by the

object, the sense-organs, manas, and the self. If the self is essentially

unconscious it is on a par with the other conditions of consciousness,

viz. the object, the sense-organs, and manasy which are unconscious.

The self has no special efficacy in the production of consciousness.

So there is no special reason why consciousness should inhere in the

self, and not in the sense-organs, and the like.

(3) Srfdhara contends that everything carmot be proved. Reason

has ultimate limits. It carmot get over the Law of Nature (svabha-

vamyama). Though consciousness is produced by the self, manasy

the sense-organs, and the object it is the Law of Nature that con-

sciousness inheres in the self and not in others, even as a cloth pro-

duced by threads and the shuttle inheres in the threads and not in the
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thutde. Threads are not the doth, but still the doth inheres in

the threads. Likewise, the self is not of the nature of consdousness,

but still consdousness inheres in the self. Thus it cannot be argued

that consciousness cannot inhere in the self. Hence ^tldhara con-

dudes that cognition is not uiferred from consdousness of an object.^

(4) Bh^skara also repeats substantially the same arguments

against the above MlmSihsaka doctrine. It is needless to assume

the cognitive act {jnitnakriytt). There is nothing to prove its existence.

What is the cause of the cognitive act ? These MlmSmsakas hold

that the sense-organs produce the cognitive act which, again, produces

consdousness of objects (vifayataritvedana). Bhlskara urges that

there is no use assuming the production of the cognitive act by the

sense-organs They may as well directly produce consdousness

of objects. What is the use of the intermediate process of the act

of cognition ? When there is the action of objects on the sense-

organs there is consdousness of the objects, and when there is no

action of objects on the sense-organs there is no consaousness of the

objects. So the method of double agreement proves that the sense-

oigans are the cause of consciousness of objects. If they require

an intermediate process of ct^mve act to produce consciousness of

objects, then this cognitive act will require another cognitive act,

and so on ad infimtum. To avoid this infinite regress we must

admit that the sense-organs directly produce consdousness of objects.

(5) The advocates of the doctrine hold that the act of cognition

{jnOnaknyS) is inferred from consciousness of objects {viiayasam-

vedana). Bh^skara asks : What is the mark of inference here ?

It cannot be consciousness, since the relation between consciousness

and the act of cognition is not apprehended because the latter is

imperceptible. If the act of cognition is perceived there is no need

of assuming that it is inferred from consdousness of objects. Thus
Bhaskara condudes that consdousness of objects is itself cognition ;

there is no act of cognition different from it j and the subsequent

action on objects in the form of their acceptance or rejection is the

result of consciousness of objects. Hence the hypothesis of the

act of ognition is entirely useless.*

^ 8. (iii) PrabhSkara

PrabhSkara holds that in every act of ccgnition three things are

apprehended. Every object-ci^nition reveals the object, itself, and

the subject {tripicfifratyakfa). The object is apprehended when

^ NK., p. 97. * Bhbkara’s Bhltya on B.S., pp. 6-7.
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it is related to a cognition ; the o^ition reveals the object. And
the cognition reveals itself i it is self-luminous. It not only reveals

Itself and its object but also the selfwhich is its substrate. Cognition

may be compared to light. Light reveals an object to which it is

related. So cognition reveals an object to which it is related. Light

does not require any other object to reveal it j it is self-luminous

;

it reveals itself. Likewise, cognition does not require any other

cognition to apprehend it i it is sdf-luminous ; it apprehends itself.

Light not only reveals itself and its object but also the wick of a lamp

which is its substrate. Similarly, cognition not only reveals itself

and its object but also the selfwhich is its substrate. Thus a cc^idon
apprehends itself, its object, and its subject. Every act of cogni-

rion involves object-consciousness, subject-consciousness, and

cognidon-consciousness or self-conscious awareness.^ But cognidon

does not cognize itself as an object of cognidon but as cognidon.

^ 9. CrtUctsm of PrahhOkara’s Doctrine

^rldhara argues that every cognition does not reveal the self

and itself. For instance, in the visual perception “ this is a jar
"

the self and the cognition are not apprehended \ there is simply the

apprehension of the jar.* This is the primary cognidon of an object.

But sometimes this cognidon is appropriated by the self and appre-

hended in the form “ I know the jar ”. This is the secondary

cogiution of an object. It reveals the object, the subject, and itself.

In the primary cognition of the jar only the jar is apprehended

through the visual organ. But in the secondary cogiution of the jar

there is the mental perception of the jar as qualified by the cc^nition

and the self.* In the visual perception of the jar, the self and the

cognidon are not apprehended. If they were apprehended along

with the jar they would become objects of visual perception, which

is not possible. They are perceived by the mind as qualifying the

object of perception when it is appropriated by the self. A cognition

is not necessarily self-cognidon. Consciousness does not necessarily

involve self-consciousness.*

» NK., p. 91. See Oiapter XIII.
• GhatoVamityetasmin pratiyamSne jMtfjfianayorapraubhasanat. NK ,

P 91-
> Ghapunahaifa janlmln jfiane jfUt^fUnavih^tasyarthasya mBnasaprat-

yakfatti, NK., p. 92.
* NK., pp. 91-2. See Parthasarathi’s criticism ofPrabhakara’s doctrine

in Chapter XIII.
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§ 10. (iv) The NyHya-VtnUfika

The Nyaya-Vaiiesika holds that a cognition is not inferred

from the cc^izedness of its object, as the Bham holds. Nor
is it o^ized by itself, as the Buddhist idealist, the Jaina, and the

Vedandst hold, A cognidon is perceived by another cognidon which

is called antevjavasBya. A cognidon is direcdy apprehended by

internal percepdon. According to the Nyaya-Vai^ika, therefore,

a cognidon can never turn upon itself to nuke itself the object of

cognidon. Though a cognidon manifests another object (p/wa-

prakaiaka)^ it can never manifest itself [svaprakHiaka) ; it is other-

manifesdng but never self-manifesdng. But though a cognition

is not manifested by itself, it can be manifested by another cognidon. ‘

A cognidon is perceived by another cognidon through the mind.

S II. The yaina Criticism of the NySya-VaUesika Doctrine

Prabhacandra criddzes the Nyaya-Vai^iica doctrine as follows ’

(1) The Nyaya-Vai^ika holds that a cognidon is perceived

by another cognidon, as it is an object of valid knowledge like a cloth.*

Just as an external object is known by a cognidon, so a cognidon is

known by another cognidon. According to the Bhatta, the aa of

ot^idon can never turn upon itself and make it an object of appre-

hension ; It is inferred from the result of the cogniuve act in the

object, viz. apprehendedness ; there is a cognidve act between

the self and the object of cognition, which is not perceptible. The
Nyaya-Vai^ika holds that a cognition cannot, indeed, turn upon

itself and make it an object of its own apprehension, but it can be

apprehended by another cognition.

The Jaina aigues that just as pleasure is not cognized by another

cognidon but by itself, and the divine cognidon is not cognized by

another cognidon but by itself, so a cognidon too in the self must

be regarded as self-cognized, and not cognized by any other cognidon.

If a cognidon in us is cognized by another cognition, then this

cognidon must be cognized by another cognidon and so on ad infimtum.

(2) The Naiyayika may argue that there is no infinite regress

here. For in G<xl there are two cognitions, one of which appre-

hends the entire universe, and the other apprehends that cognidon ;

there is no need of postulating any other cogrudon in God.

* Jfilnadi jlUnlntaiavedyam. PKM., p. 34.

* JBlnaili jBliilntanvedTaih piam^tvlt pafldivat. PKM., p. 34
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The Jaina asks : If there are onlj two cognitions in God, is the

second cognition in God, which apprehend His first cognition

of the entire universe, perceived or not ? If it is not perceived, then

how is it possible for it to perceive the first cognition f If the second

cognition of God can perceive His first cognition, though it is not

itself perceived, then the first cognition of Gkxl too may perceive

the entire universe, though this cognition is not itself perceived.

If the second cognition in God also is perceived, is it perceived by

itself or by some other cognition t If it is perceived by itself, then

the first cognition too may be perceived by itself? If the second

cognition in God is perceived by another cognition, then this third

cognition too would be perceived by another cognition and so on

a// infinitum. If the second cognition of God is perceived by the

first cognition, then there would be a circular reasoning 5 for, in

that case, the first cognition would be perceived by the second cogni-

tion, and the second cognition would be perceived by the first

cognition. Hence the divine cognition must be regarded as self-

luminous or self-cognizing $ it must apprehend itself in apprehending

the entire universe.

(3) The Naiyayika may argue that there is a difference between

the divine cognition and the human cognition, and consequently,

an attribute of the former cannot be ascribed to the latter , if the

divine cognition is self-luminous, and thus both manifests itself and

other objects {svafaraprakSfaka)^ the human cognition cannot be

regarded as self-luminous. For if you ascribe a divine attribute

to a human being, then you might as well argue that because God is

omnisaent, man must be so.

The Jaina contends that this argument is fallacious. Conscious-

ness, by Its very essential nature, both manifests itself and other

objects {svaparaprakHiaka) ; this is the common and essential

characteristic of all consciousness ; this is not a special characteristic

of the divine consciousness.

If the self-and-object-manifestmg character {svaporaprakaiakatua)

is regarded as a qiedal characteristic of the divine consciousness

because it is simply found in God, then it may equally be argued

that because svaparaprakSiakaiva is found in the sun, it cannot

be an attribute of a lamp.

(4) It may be argued that if the human cognitions are of the

nature of the divine cognition, then the former would be as omniscient

as the latter.

But this argument is unsound. Onmiscience is not a general

characteristic of all a^idons, like FuaparaprakSiakatva.f but it is
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the special characteristic of the divine cognition. The above argu-

noent is as unsound as that because a lamp illumines both itself and

other objects like the sun, it should as well illumine the whole world

like the sun. If it be argued that though both the lamp and the

sun manifist themselves as well as other objects, the former manifests

only a few objects owing to its limited capacity {yogjatubalat)^ then

it should equally be argued that though both the human consciousness

and die divine consciousness manifist themsdves as well as other

objects, the former manifests only a few objects owing to its limited

capacity.

Hence the Jama concludes that the human cognition is as self-

manifesting and other-manifesting {svafaraprakSiaka) as the divine

cognition, for both of them are of the nature of consciousness, which

by its very essential nature both mamfests itself and its object.

(5) The Ny5ya-Vaife?ika holds that the cognition of an object

is o^ized by another cc^ition {ameuyavaiitya). But the existence

of the second cognition (ymuvyavasdya) can never be proved by valid

knowledge. If it does exist, is it known by perception or by

inference ?

It can never be known by percepuon. For perception always

depends upon the contact of foe object of perception with a sense-

organ. But anmyavasSya can never come in contact with foe

external sense-organs ; nor can it come m contact with foe internal

oipui of mind, which is supposed to be foe organ of its perception.

The Nyaya-Vaifo§ika argues that foe mind is in contact with

foe self; and the cognition inheres in the self; hence there is a

relation of sarnyukta-samavOya or united-inherence between foe

o^idon and foe self ; and foe perception of foe cognition is produced

by this relation.

The Jaina replies that this aigument is not right, for foe existence

of foe mind cannot be proved. It may be argued that foe existence

of the mind can be proved by foe following inference :

—

The cognition of foe cognition of a jar is produced by its contact

with the internal organ or mind, for it is a perceptible cognition,

like foe a^ition of colour produced by its contact with the visual

organ.

The Jaina urges that this argument is fidlacious, for foe “ mark ”

of inference or foe middle term is not proved to exist. The “ mark ’’

of inference here is foe “ perceptibility of the cognition of foe cogni-

tion of a jar ”. If it is proved by foe existence of foe mind, then

there would be a circle in reasoning ; foe perceptibility of foe cogni-

tion of foe ognition ofan object would be inferred from foe existence
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of the mind, and the existence of the mind, in its turn, would be

inferred from the perceptibility of that cognition.

Moreover, not only the perceptibility of the cognition of the

cognition of an object is unproved, but that action {anuvyavasitya)

itself is not proved. We never perceive that the cognition of a

jar is perceived by some other cr^ition ; it is always perceived

by itself.

External objects, indeed, first come in contact with the sense-

organs, and then produce their cognitions. But we do not perceive

that the mental states of pleasure, etc., are first produced in the self

when they arc quite unknown ; then they come in contact with

the mind, and then they are perceived through the mind. Pleasure

and pain are perceived just after the perception of their external

causes, viz. desirable and undesirable objects respectively j they are

not perceived by another cognition different from them ; they are

cognized by themselves. Likewise the cognition of an external

object is not perceived by another o^ition, but by itself ; it cognizes

Itself as well as its object.

(6) Even supposing that a cognition is perceived by another

cognition, does the second cognition arise when the first cognition

continues to exist or when it is destroyed ? The first alternative

1$ impossible, for, according to the Nylya-Vaife^ika, cognitions are

always successive ; they are never simultaneous The second

alternative also is impossible ; for if the second cognition anses when

the first cognition is no longer in existence, what will be cognized

by the second cognition ? If it cognizes the non-existent first

cognition, then it is illusory like the cognition of the double moon.

(y) Then, again, is the second cognition perceived or not ? If

it is perceived, is it perceived by itself or by some other cognition ?

If It is perceived by itself, the first cognition, i.e. the cognition of

an external object, too may be perceived by itself and there is no use

of postulating the second cognition. If the second cognition is

perceived by another cognition, then that cognition also would be

perceived by another and so on ad infimtum ; thus there would be

a regressus ad mfinitum. If the second cognition is not perceived,

then how can this unperceived cognition perceive the first cognition ?

If a cognition can be perceived by another cognition which is not

perceived, then my o^iuon can be perceived by another’s cognition

unknown to me. But this is absurd.

(
8) The Nyaya-Vaifejika may argue that just as the sense-

organs, which are not themselves perceived, can produce the

ai^rehension of an object, so the second cognition can produce
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the apprehension of the first o^idon, though it is not itself

perceived, and in diis sense it apprehends the first cognidon.

But this is a childish argument. For, in that case, it XBaj ^
be argued that the first cognidon of an external object apprehends

its object, though it is not itself perceived. But this is not admitted

by the Nyaya-Vaiiejika. This is the doctrine of the Bha^
Mimirhsaka, according to whom an unperceived cognidon can

apprehend an object.^

Hence the Jaina concludes that a cognidon cognizes itself and its

object. It illumiruites both itself and its object {svaparafrakaiaka).

% 12. (v) The SOmkhya-FStem}ala

A cognidon is a psjrchic funcdon or a funcdon of the buddhi.

The buddhi is unconscious, and as such it cannot be an object of its

own consciousness. Just as the other sense-organs and sensible

objects are unconscious and as such are manifested by the self which

alone is conscious, so the unconscious buddhi also must be regarded

as an object of the apprehension of the self ; it is not manifested by

itself but can only be manifested by the self. A cognidon, therefore,

which IS nothing but an unconscious psychic function or mental

mode cannot apprehend itself; nor can it apprehend an object.

It is apprehended by the self.*

The Npya-Vaifefika holds that a cognition is apprehended

by another cognition. But by what is diis second cognidon cognized ?

If It is cognized by another cognidon then the third cognition would

require another cognidon to ^prehend it, and so on ad infimtum.

Thus the N^ya-Vai&?ika hypothesis of anuvyavasBya leads to

infinite regress. Moreover, it leads to the confusion of memory

If a cognidon is cognized by another cognidon, then there are as

many psychic traces or residua {samskOra) as there are cognidons

of cogniuons, and there are as many reminiscences as there are

residua ; thus the doctrine of anwyavasHya leads to the confusion

of memory.®

According to the Samkhya-PStafijala, it is the self that apprehends

an object, and apprehends the cognition of the object. But how
can the self, which is inacdve according to the SSUhlchya-Pltafljala,

know a cognidon ? According to VScaspadmi^ra, the self is reflected

on the unconscious mental mode owing to the proximity of the mind

1 PKM., pp. 34 ff.

® YS., iv, 19, and YBh., iv, 19.

* YS„ iv, 21, and YBh., iv, at.
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to the self and its transparency, its inertia (tamar) and energy (rajas)

being completely overpower^ by its essence (sattva), and thus

some sort of relation is established between the self and the mental

mode, by virtue of which the self apprehends the mental mode,

though It is inactive. According to Vijflinabhik^u, on the other

hand, the self is reflected on the mental mode, and this reflection

in the mental mode is reflected back on the self, so that there is a

double reflection of the self on the mental mode and of the mental

mode on the self, and thus some sort ofdirect relationship is established

between the self and the mental mode. Thus, according to the

SSmkhya-Patafijala, a cognition or mental mode is apprehended only

by the self; it cannot be apprehended by another cognition or by

i^f as it is unconscious.

^ 13 . (vi) The Samkara-Vedantist

According to the ^amkara-Vedanta, a mental mode {vrtu) must

have an object (visaya) ; but the object may be either itself or other

than itself. A mental mode may either apprehend an external

object, when it is modified into the object, or it may apprehend itself

(svavtsayavrtti). The Saihkarite do« not admit that there is a

cognition of a cognition $ a cognition, according to him, is self-

lununous ; it is not manifested by any other cognition. There is

no intervening mental mode (vrtti) between a cognitive process and

the cc^ition of this cognitive process. There is a direct and

immediate consciousness of a cognition ; a cognition is directly

apprehended by itself. If we represent the object as O and the

cognition of the object as S, then, according t» the Saihkante, we do

not go beyond §0 to SO nor do we go to SO simply , the cognition

of a mental mode may be represented as SO. In the apprehension

ofa mental mode there is a direct intellectual intuition (kevalasaksived-

yatva),^ There is an elaborate discussion of the self-luminosity

of consciousness (svafrakSiatva) in Tattva-pra^fika of Citsukha.

The Saihkarite holds that a cognition which is itself unperceived

can never apprehend an object, as the Bh3^ MlihSihsaka holds.

A cognition cannot also be the object of another cognition (ansn^a-

vasaya) as a cognition is not of the nature of an unconscious object

;

a cognition is conscious, while an object is unconscious ; a cognition,

therefore, cannot be regarded as an object of another cognition.

Besides, the Ny^jra-Vaije^ika doctnne of anuvyavasaya leads to

infinite regress. A cognition is self-luminous.

1 VP., pp. 79-8*-
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Tlie Buddhist idealist also ho](k that cognitions are self-luminous.

But his view is not the same as that of the Sadikarite. According

to the former, a o^ition cognizes itself ; it manifests itself.

According to the latter, a a^ition is not apprehended or manifrated

by any other cognition. If a cc^ition can make itself an object

of cognition, then it can as well be an object of another cognition.

Hence the Samkarite holds that a cognition is self-luminous (svapra-

ksiay, not in the sense that it is an object of its own apprehension,

as the Buddhist holds, but in the sense that it is not manifested by

any other cognition. The conception of self-luminosity is positive,

according to the Buddhist ; it is negative, according to the Samkarite.

The Saihkarite doctrine closely resembles the doctrine of Prabhakara,

according to whom cognitions are self-luminous. By this Prabhakara

means that a cogninon is not an object of another cc^nition ; it is

not cognized as an o]^ect of its own cognition ; a cognition is cognized,

no doubt, but it is cognized as a cogmtion^ not as something cognized.^

% 14. Ramanuja’s Criticism of Samkara’s Doctrine

Saihkara holds that consciousness alone is ultimately real and

it IS self-luminous. There is no self apart from consciousness and

there is no object apart from consciousness. Consciousness is above

the distinction of subject and object, which have only an empirical

reality. And this consciousness is self-luminous; it manifests or

apprehends itself.

RirnSnuja dilutes this view, and urges that consciousness is

not possible without the knowing self and the known object, both

of which are real. There is no objectless consciousness (nirvisaya

samvit). Consciousness and its object are perceived as different

from each other ; one apprehends and the other is apprehended

;

they are correlative to each other. So to annul the object altogether

contradicts the clear testimony of consciousness.^

Saihkara holds that consciousness is self-luminous ; it apprehends

itself ; it is never an object of any other consciousness. This is

true under certain conditions. Consciousness manifests itself to

the cognizing selfwhen it apprehends an object. It does not manifest

itself to all selves at all times. The consciousness of one person

is inferred by another from his behaviour ; so it becomes an object

of inferential cognition. And our own past states of consciousness

^ Saibvittaiva hi laihvit aaihvedyf na laifavedyatayl. PSPM., p. 26.

* Annbhudtadvifayayoka vifayavifayibhlvena bheda^a pra^akfasid-

dhatvtt abldhitatvicca anubhfitiieva wtltyetadapi nirastam. R.B., i, i, i.
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too become the objects of our present recollection. So consciousness

is not necessarily self-luminous.^ Consciousness does not lose

its nature simply because it becomes an object of consciousness.

The essential nature of consciousness consists in its manifesting

itself at the present moment through its own being to its substrate,

or in being instrumental in proving its own object by its own being.*

1 R.B,i, I, I. * R.B.i, I, I. Thibaut; ET ofR.B.,p. 48.



Chaptu XIII

PERCEPTION OF THE SELF

»

^ 1 . IntroductioH

Can the Atnun or self be perceived ? This question has been

answered in different ways by different schools of Indian Philosophers.

The CSrvaka holds that there is no self at all, and it can neither be

perceived nor inferred. The Buddhist idealist recognizes the

distinction of subject and object only within consciousness. He
does not recognize any permanent self apart from the ever-changing

stream of consciousness. The NaiySyika recognizes the self as

a substance endowed with the qualities of cognition, pleasure, pain,

desire, aversion, and effort. Some earlier NaiySyikas hold that the

self can never be an object of perception j it is known by an act of

inference from its qualities. The Vai^ika, too, is of the same

opinion. But he ad^ts that the self can be object ofyegic intuition.

The Samkhya holds that the self is an object of inference ; it is

inferred as an original {himba) from its reflection {pratibimba) in

huddtn. The PStafljala holds that the self can be an object of higher

intuition {pratibha-jnOna). The Neo-Naiy5yika holds that the

self is an object of internal perception {mOnasapratyakfa) j
it can be

perceived only through the mind in relation to its distinctive qualities.

The Bhim Mlmaihsaka also holds that the self is an object of

internal perception or self-consciousness {ahamfratyaya).

The PrSbhSkara MlmSmsaka holds that the self is revealed in

every act of knowledge as the knowing subject or ego > it is known
as the subject of perception and not as the object of perception

;

and it is known not as the subject of internal perception or self-

consciousness, but of external perception, since there can be no

self-consciousness apart from object-consciousness. The Jaina

holds that the self is an object of internal perception ; it is perceived

as the subject which has pleasure, pain, and the like. In external

perception also the self knows itself through itself as having the

cognition of an object. The Upani|ads i^ard the self as an object

of higher intuition. &uhkara holds that the self is pure consciousness

1 Thif chapteru an elaborstian of an ardde published in Meerut Col/ege

Muiaziue, January, 1924.

ua
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above the distinction of ego and non-ego, and it is known by an

immediate, intuitive conscioumess. Raminuja holds that the self

is nothing but the knower or the ego and it is known as such by

perception.

S 2. (i) The CUrvSka

The Carvikas do not rea^;nize the existence of the self as an

independent entity. SadSnanda ^>eaks of four schools of CSrvakas.

Some CarvSkas identify the self with the gross body. Some CSrvakas

identify the self with the external sense-organs. Some Qlrvikas iden-

tify the self with the vital force. And other CSrvikas identify

the self with the mind. Thus the Cirvikas do not regard the self

as an independent entity.^ Jayanta Bha^ says that the Cirvlkas

r^ard consciousness as a by-product of unconsaous elements, e.g.

earth, water, hre, and air. Just as intoxicating liquor is produced

by unintoxicating rice, molasses, etc., so consciousness is produced

by unconscious, material elements. There is no self endowed

with consciousness, since there is no proof of its existence. It cannot

be perceived through the external sense-organs, like jars, etc. ; nor

can it be perceived through the mind. And inference is not

reo^nized by the Cirrakas as a means of valid knowledge. More-
over, there is no mark of inference. Hence the self can neither

be perceived nor inferred.*

^ 3. (ii) The Buddhist Idealist

The Buddhist idealists r^rd the self as a series of

cognitions or ideas. Cognitions alone are ultimately real. They are

polarized into the subject and the object, which are not ulumately

real. There is no selfapart from cognitions ; and there are no objects

apart from cognitions ; cognitions apprehend themselves as their

own objects. Cognitions are self-luminous. They reveal neither

the self nor the not-self apart from them. There is no self apart

from the ever-changing stream of cognitions. And there are no

extra-mental objects apart ft’om cognitions. The distinction

between subject and object is a creation of individual consciousness

within itself} it iS not a relation between two independent entities.*

Hence the problem of perception of the self as a permanent intelligent

principle d^ not puzzle the Buddhist idealists though they cannot

* Vedintasira, p. 26. * NM., p. 429.
* Ibid., pp. 539-540. Jfilnameva grthyagrthakaMihvittibhedavadiva

lakfyate. Ibid., p. 540.
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e]q>lain, as &uhkara points out, how momentary cognitions can

become subjects and objects of each other. ^

§ 4. (iii) The Naiyayika

According to the Naiya)nkas, the self is a permanent substance

in which cognition, pleasure, pain, desire, aversion, and effort inhere.

It is not a series of cognitions but a permanent principle in which

these ccf;nitions exist. It is not a stream of consciousness but an

abiding substance which becomes conscious at times.

All Naiyiyikas admit that the self is an object of inference.

But some of the earlier NaiySyikas hold that the self is an object

of perception as well. Others deny it. Gautama makes the

self an object of inference It is inferred from its qualities such

as pleasure, pain, cognition, desire, aversion, and effort.* Gautama

nowhere mentions in the sQtras whether the self is an object of

perception or not

VStsySyana makes apparently conflicting statements about

this question. In one place he says, “ The self is not apprehended

by perception.” * In another place he says, “ The self is perceived

by the yopn through a particular kind of conjunction between the

self and the manat owing to the ecstasy of meditation The self

is an object ofyagte perception.” *

These two statements apparently conflict with each other.

But they can be easily harmonized. The self is not an object of

normal perception. It cannot be perceived by ordinary persons

through the internal organ. It can be perceived only by the yopn

in a state of ecstasy. So the self is not an object of normal internal

perception but of supernormal percepuon. Here by the self

VfitsySyana means the pure self free from its connection with the

organism. Udayana has made it clear in NyayavOrtikatatporya-

parUuddhi. He raises the question why Vatsy^yana should deny

the normal perception of the selfwhen, as a matter of fact, it is always

an object of mental perception, being always perceived as “ I ” along

with every cognition \ and answers that we have indeed the notion

of “ I ” along with every cx^ition through mental perception

;

but it nuy be taken as referring to the body. The empirical selfor the

self as connected with the organism is the object of mental perception

* S.B., ii, 2, 28. * NS., i, I, 10.

* Atml tivat piatyakyato na grbyate, NBlu, i, 1,9.
* Pra^akfaifa yufijlnjuya yogasamBdhijamatmamanasoh sathyogavifafld

ttml pratjdcfa id. NBh., i, i, 3
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The pure self apart from the body caimot be apprehended by mental

perception.

Mental perception is not a sufficient proof of the existence of

the pure self apart from the body, so long as it is not strengriiencd

by other means of knowledge, inference, etc. This is the answer

from the standpoint of those Naiyayikas who do not regard the self

as an object of normal perception. But some Naiyayikas hold

that one’s own self is always an object of mental perception. From
their standpoint the self of any other person is not an object of

perception.^

Udyotkara, however, holds that the self is an object of perception.

It is directly perceived throu^ the internal organ. This direct

knowledge of the self is perceptual in character inasmuch as it is

independent of the recollection of the relation between a major term

and a minor term, and it varies with the variations in the character

of its object. Inferential knowledge depends on the recollection

of the invariable concomitance of nujor and minor terms. The
internal perception of the self is independent of any such recollection.

Besides, the perception of an object varies with the variation in the

character of its object. The perception of a blue object will vary

if the object becomes yellow. Likewise, the internal perception

of the self varies according as the character of the self varies The
perception of the self as “ I am happy ” is different from the percep-

tion of the self as “ I am unhappy ”. So the self is an object of

self-consciousness (ahampratyaya) which is of the nature of direct

perception.* Udyotkara does not draw a distinction between the

selfapart from the body and the selfconnected with the body, between

the pure self and the empirical self.

Jayanta Bha^ says that according to some Naiyayikas and the

Aupavar^ the self is an object of internal perception or self-

consciousness (ahampratyaya).* But Jayanta himself holds that the

self cannot be established by perception. It is not an object of self-

consciousness. Our self-consciousness has the body for its object.

The self is established by inference.* Thus Jayanto’s view is opposed

to that of Udyotkara.

1 GaAgInatha Jha, E.T. of NBh., i, i, 10 InJian TiongAt, voL ii,

pp. 188-9.
* NV., iii, p. 344. TadevainahaihpratyayaviHyatv«dgtmg tivat

pratyakfah. Ibid., p. 3+5. Also NVTT
, pp. 350-1.

» NM., p. +39.
* Atml praQvkfo nlvadhsryate, asmadadlntmahaifapratyayaBya krbf-

valambsnKt. AnumKnKt tu pratipattavyah. NySyakalikl, p. 5.
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Udayana, however, agrees widi Udyotkara, and holds that the

self is perceived through the manas just as colour is perceived through

the visual organ, both of them being of the nature of direct and

immediate Icnowledge.*

The later Naiylyikas also hold that the self is an object of mental

perception. LaugS^i Bhaskara holds, the self is perceived as “ I
”

owing to its ordinary conjunction with the manas.* Ke&vamifra

also holds ^e same view. But in case of divernty of opinion as to

the perceptibility of the self, the self is inferred from its qualities.’

Vi^AWiitha also nudres the self an object of mental perception.* But

he lays down a condition. The self ^rt from its specific qualities

cannot be perceived through the manas. It is perceived trough

the manas only as endued with its qiedfic qualities such as pleasure,

pain, and the like.’ The self is sdways perceived as “ I know
“ I will ”, etc. It is never perceived apart from its qualities. The
self is the object of self-consdousness. The body is not the object

of self-consdousness.' Thus Vifvaidtha's view is opposed to that

of Jayanta Bhajpi. Jagadl^ BhatOchUrya holds the same view as

Vifvanitha. He also holds that the self is perceived through the

matus as ” I am happy ” and the like.^

% 5. The NaiyOyika's Criticism of the BhOtta MsmOmsaka Fiew

We have seen that according to Jayanta Bha^ and some earlier

NaiySyikas, the self is not an object of perception but an object of

inference. The self is the subs^ce in which cognition, pleasure,

pain, desire, aversion, and effort inhere } it is the substratum of these

qualities. We cannot perceive the self. But we can infer it from

its qualities. The qualities of the self are the marks of inference.

Jayana offers the following criticism of the Bhitta Mimimsaka
doctrine, that the sdf is an object of internal perception :

—

(i) Firstly, how can the self be the subject as well as the objea

of one and the same act of cognition ? If one and the same act of

o^nition cannot be polarized into the subject and the object, as the

Buddhist idealist holds, then, for the same reason, one and the same

self also cannot be bifurcated into the subject and the object of the

same act of knowledge.

^ Lakfa^IvilI, p. 8. (Benares, 1897.)
» TK., p. 8. » TBL, p. 18.

' SM., 62. » BhP. and SM., 49.
* AhaibkarohamitipratTayahtafyfirayovifayaitmlnakulifdiriti. SM.,

p. 233. » TA., p. 6.
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(2) Secondly, the Bh2fta urges that the same self is the subject

in one condition and the object in a different condition. The self

is the subject, in so far as it is conscious ; and it is the object, in so hr
as it is a substance. The self is a conscious substance ; as conscious

it is the subject or cognizer } as a substance it is the object cognized.^

But this is unreasonable. If substantiality constitutes the object

of consciousness, then the self can never be ^e subject or knower ;

for the self is as much a substance as a jar is, and ifthe jar as a substance

is simply the object of consciousness, but never its subject, then,

on the same ground, the self also as a substance is simply the objea of

consciousness, but it can never be the subject or knower.

(3) Thirdly, it may be uiged by Kumirila that the pure form

of transcendental consciousness is the subject or knower, and when
it is empirically modified, qualified, or determined m various ways,

It becomes the object of consdousness. The pure transcendental

consciousness is the subject, and its empirical modification is the

object. Elsewhere, there is simply the consdousness of an object

apart from the subject. Thus we may distinguish three factors :

(i) a pure subject {Juddhn jnStrta)y (ii) a pure object {iuddha-vifoya-

grahanam)^ and (lii) the subject as modified by the object, which

IS a mixed mode (ghatOvaeehinna

But this argument also is unsubstantial. In the consaousness
“ this is a jar ” there is simply a consciousness of an object. Then,

when this consciousness is appropriated by the self, there arises a

consdousness “ I know the jar ”. Here, there is merely a self-

appropriation of the consciousness of the jar, or there is simply a

consciousness of the consdousness of the jar ; it does not refer to

the noumenal substrate or the self.

(4) Fourthly, Kumirila may urge that in the consciousness
‘‘ I know the jar ” there are three elements : (i) the consciousness

of the “ jar ”, (ii) the consciousness of “ knowing the jar ”
; and

(iii) the consciousness of “ I ” or the “ sdf ”. In one and the same

unitary act of consciousness, one part cannot be valid, and the other

invalid. In the same consciousness “ I know the jar ”, the consdous-

ness of “ jar ”, and the consciousness of “ knowing the jar ” caimot

be said to be valid, and the consciousness of ” I ” or the self to be

invalid. If the first and second parts are valid, the third part also

must be r^rded as valid. In other words, we must admit that there

1 DravytdisvarfipamStiiuuio grthyaih jMtprupaih ca gr&hakam. NM ,

P- 430-

Gha^vacchinnl hi jfiltita grChyt joddhaiva tu jBStjtfl grthika. NM.,
p. 430.
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is a consciousness of the self as an objea of “ I "—consciousness

or self-consciousness {ahamvitti).

The Nai)rSyika contends that the self can never be both the

subject and the object of one and the same act of consdousness. In

the consdousness “ I know the jar ” there are three parts : (i)

“ I ”> 00 “ know ”, and (iii) “ the jar The second and third

parts evidently refer to the object (vift^anifflumuva) ;
if the first part

viz. “ I ” refers to the self, then the self remains in its pure, indeter-

minate form both as the knower and die known, the subject and the

object in the same condition. Hence it cannot be maintained that

the self becomes the subject in one condition and the object in a

difiFerent condition. If really there is no difference in the essential

nature of the self, how can it be both subject and object ? If it is

insisted that the pure, unmodalized self assumes the forms of the

subject and the object under different conditions, then this doctrine

does not differ from Buddhist subjecrivism, according to which

one and the same cognition is the subject as well as the object of itself.

Hence the NaiySyika says that the self can never be known as an

object of self-consciousness ; it is known only by inference ; the

subject can never enter into the object-stream ; it always stands

apart. This reminds us of the doctrine of Kant, according to whom
the category of substantulity cannot be applied to the self. But the

NaiySyika himself regards the self as a substance endowed with

qualities, though he does not admit that it is an objea ofperception.^

\ 6. The NaiySyika's Criticism of Samkara's Fietu

According to ^mkara, the self is essentially conscious ; it is one,

eternal, ubiquitous, undifferenced consciousness. The self is not

manifested by fleeting states of consciousness, as a jar is manifested

by some transient state of consciousness. But it manifests itself, or it

is self-luminous. Consciousness constitutes the essential nature of

the self ; it is natural or essential to the self, and not an adventitious

or accidental property of the self. The self is not conscious owing

to its connection with consciousness produced by the internal organ

or the external organs ; the self b not inert in itself like matter,

which b endued with consciousness, as the Nyi.ya-Vaife$ika holds.

If the selfwere conscious owing to its connection with the conscious-

ness produced by the sense-organs, then an external object, too, e.g.

a jar, would be conscious owing to its connection with the conscious-

ness produced by it. The self is the light of consciousness ; it lights

^ NM., pp. 430-1.
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up everything ; but it does not depend upon an)rthing to manifest

itself. Other objects depend upon many factors for their nuuiifesta-

tion, but the self is self-luminous or self-manifesting ; it is not caused

or conditioned by anything else ; it is unconditioned, uncaused, and

independent. The self can never be the object of consciousness j

it is the pure, unmodalized, or transcendental consciousness above the

phenomenal distinction of the subject and the object, the knower

and the known. Consciousness is here hypostadzed as a third term

existing independently of the subject and the object. Consciousness

alone is ultimately real in its pure, unmodalized, or transcendental

form i the distinction of subject and object within this ultimate

reality has only empirical reality.

Jayanta Bha^ criticizes it as follows :

—

(1) Firstly, the Sarhkarite holds that the self is of the nature of

unconditioned consciousness. But has anybody ever experienced

unconditioned or transcendental consciousness ? Our consciousness

IS produced by an external organ or by the internal organ. Hence

we can never conceive of a self whose essence is transcendental

consciousness.

(2) Secondly, the Sadikarite holds that the self, the essence of

which is transcendental consciousness, is self-luminous. But if the

self is self-luminous, why is it that I am conscious only of my own
self, and not of other selves ? What is the reason for it ? Then,

again, if I am conscious of my own self, it is apprehended by me,

and if it is apprehended, it must be apprehended as the object of

apprehension {anubherua-karma).

(3) Thirdly, the Samkarite may urge that the self is not the

object of perception 5 it cannot be presented to consciousness as an

object, but it can be known by immediate intuitive consciousness

{aparokfajnUna). But this is self-contradictory. Perception means

the same thing as direct and immediate consciousness. If it is said that

the self cannot be the object of perceptual or presentative conscious-

ness, then it cannot be an object of immediate and intuitive con-

sciousness for the same reason. It is self-contradictory to say that

the self is not an objea of perception but it is an object of immediate

intuition.'

(4) Fourthly, the &uhkarite may urge that the self is lununous,

and hence it is known by an immediate intuition. If so, then a

luminous lamp too would manifest itself to a blind man, though

unperceived by him. If the lamp manifests itself only to him by

' Pratyakiaka na bhavati aparokyaica bhavatiti dtram. NM
, p. 432.
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whom it is apprehended, then the self too must be regarded as mani-

foting itself, only when it is apprehended. If the self manifi»ts

itself, it must also be apprehend^ ; and as apprehended it must be

regarded as an fij/c/ of apprehension. Thus the self becomes both

the subject and the object of consciousness ; it cannot, therefore,

be regarded as the pure, unmodalized, or transcendental consciousness

above the distinction of subject and object.

(5) Fifthly, the Saihkarite holds that the self is of the nature of

consciousness which is self-luminous ; it manifests itself and is not

manifested by any other thing. Thus both the selfand consciousness

which constitutes its essence are self-luminous. If it were self-

luminous, it would become both the subject and the object of con-

sciousness, which is impossible. And, in foct, no body is ever

conscious of two self-luminous entities, viz. the self-luminous self

and the self-lummous consciousness.

(6) Lastly, the Sariikarite holds that consciousness constitutes

the essence of the self; it is natural or essential to the self, not

accidental to it. But this does not stand to reason. That is to be

regarded as conscious (eetaHa)y which has consciousness of an object

(o/tf yogdt)y and that is to be regarded as unconscious {Ja^a)y which

has no consciousness of an object. And there is no other conscious-

ness than the consciousness of an object.

If it is held that an object too is self-luminous, then every object

in the world would manifest itself to every one, and thus every one

would be omniscient. Hence, we must admit that consciousness is

not essential to the self, but an adventitious property of the self;

the self is not conscious in itself and by itself, but it is endowed with

consciousness which' is produced by various causes and inheres in

the self. But why should consciousness inhere in the self and not in

the object which produces it ? Jayanta replies that this is the nature

of conscioumess that it inheres in the self and not in the object.

There are certiun acts which inhere only in their agents or subjects

and never in their objects, e.g. the act of going. So the act of

consciousness, by its very nature, inheres in its subject, viz. the self,

and not in its object. And the inexorable law of nature {vastu-

svaihOva) caimot be called in question.^

Jayanta, therefore, concludes that consciousness does not con-

stitute the essential nature of the self, nor is the self an object of

internal perception {jnSnasa fratyaifa) or immediate intuition

{aparokfa-^rUhta). The self is an object of inference, and the qualities

^ NM., pp. 43t-a.
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of the self, e.g. o^idon, pleasure^ pain, desire, aversion, and

effort constitute the mark of inference.

% 7. (iv) Tht Faiitfika

Kan2da holds that the self is not an object of normal perception

but of supernormal perception. It carmot be perceived through

the internal organ or manas owing to its ordinary conjunction with

the self.^ My own self is as imperceptible as any other self.* But

KanSda admits that the self can be perceived by the yops through

a particular kind of conjunction between the self and the manas.

This conjunction is due to a peculur power (dharma) bom of medita-

tion.* Thus the self, according to Ka^d^ is an object of higher

intuition.

^ihkara Mi^ra holds that the self in its essential nature is an

object of higher intuition. But the self as modified by its own
specific qualities is an object of internal perception. I directly

perceive through the manas “ I am sorry ”, “ I am happy ”, “ I

know ”, “ I will ”, “ I desire ”. I carmot perceive the self as

modified by these specific qualities through the external senses

;

I perceive it through the internal organ when the external organs

do not operate. So there is a direct perception of the self as modified

by its qiecific qualities through the intern^ organ. This knowledge

of the self is perceptual in character, since it is directly produced by

the internal organ. It is neither inferential nor verbal. It is not

inferential knowledge, since it is not produced by a mark of inference.

It is not verbal knowledge, since it is not pr^uced by any verbal

authority. It is of the nature of direct internal perception derived

through the internal organ.*

But Saihkara Mijra does not make the pure selfan object ofnormal

internal perception. He also, like KanSda, makes it an object of

yo^ perception. But he admits that sometimes ordinary men like

us also have flashes of intuition of the pure self ; but it is so much
obscured by nescience {avidyd) that it is as good as non-existent.

It is especially to be found in yops who have a direct perception of

the pure self owing to a particular conjunction of the self with the

internal organ brought about by a peculiar power bom of meditation.*

^ TatrStml manaklpratyak*e. VS., vm, i, 2.

* VSU., viii, I, a.

* Atmanyltmamaiuuob laihyogaviietid Itmapratyakiam. V.S., ix, i, 1 1

,

and VSU., ix, i, n.
* VSU., iii, 2, 14. * Ibid., ix, I, It.
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Sildhara also holds that the pure self free from all attributes is

not an object of normal intern^ perception. His conception of

the self approaches that of Saihkara. The self is known to us as

“ I ” and “ mine ”, as the doer and the possessor. But these are

not the essential attributes of the self ; they are rather accidents of

the self due to its connection with the limitations of the body. The
notions of “ I ” and “ mine ”, subject and egp are fidse conceptions

of the self. The self in itself is not an ego. The ego or subject

is the empirical self. It is the self limited by the organism. The
empirical self is an object of normal perception through the ittMas.

But the pure self is not an object ofnormal perception. It is perceived

by the jregit alone. It is an object of higher intuition. The real

nature of the self free from all impositions of “ I ” and “ mine ”

is perceived by the yoginy when he withdraws his mind from the

extenud organs, concentrates it on an aspect of the self, and constandy

meditates upon the self with undivided attention.^

S 8. (v) Tihe SdmJthya-Pstanjala

According to the Sariikhya>PStafijala, consciousness is the

essence of the self which is sdf-luminous. But the self cannot

know its essential luture, so long as it illusorily identifies itself with

the unconsdous buddM on which it casts its reflection and gives it an

appearance of a consdous self. The self knows an external object

in the following manner. The transparent buddhi goes out to the

object through the channel of a sense-organ and assumes the form

of the objea, but it cannot manifest the object as it is unconsdous >

it manifests the objea to the self only when a reflection of the self

IS cast upon the function of the unconscious buddhi modified into

the form of the objea. Thus the self knows an external objea

only through the mental modification on which it casts its reflection.

This is the view of VSca^timilra.* Vijfilnabhikfu assumes that

the self casts its reflection on the unconsdous buddfu functioning

in a particular way, and the mental funaion which takes in the

reflection of the self and assiunes its form is reflected back on the

self ; and it is through this reflection that the self knows an external

objea.*

Now, the question is : Can the self know itself ? Though
the self is self-luminous, it cannot know itself directly so long as it is

* NK., p. 196. • TattvaifiradI, i, 7 ; ii, 17 ; ii, 20 ; iv, 22.
* Yogavlrtika, 1, 4, p. 12 and p. 13. SPB., i, 87, and i, 99. See also

H.I.P, (vol. i), p. 260. ITega Pkihsopky, p. 165.
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connected with the organism. Ordinarily, the self infers its existence

through its reflection in buddhi. Just as we cannot see our own
faces but infer their existence from their reflection in a mirror, so

we cannot perceive the self but infer its existence from its reflection

in buddhif inasmuch as a reflection {pratilnmba) must have an original

(bimbay

But Patalijali says that when we develop the power of concentra-

tion, we may have supernormal intuition {prJtibha jfiAia) of the

self through its reflection in buddhi. But how can the self know
itself through an unconsdous mental modification though it takes in

the reflection of the self? VScaqjad holds that the self can know
Itself only when attention is entirely withdrawn from the mental

function m which the self is reflect^ and is wholly concentrated

on the reflection of the self in the pure intelligence-stuff {sattva)

of buddUy its matter-stuff (tamas) and energy-stuff (rajas) being

completely overpowered. Thus the self knows itself only through

its reflection in the pure intelligence-stuff of budtUd, viewed apart

from the unconscious mental mode which takes in the reflection

of the self.* The self is always the knower, the wimess (silksin)^

the seer or spectator (drastr)
5 so it can never turn back upon itself

and make itself an object of knowledge (dfsya).

Then, what is the knowing subject and what is the known object

in the supernormal intuition of the self ? Vyasa says that the self

cannot be manifested or known by the intelligence-stuff (sattva) of

buddhi as buddhi is imconscious; it is the self which knows itself

through its reflection in the pure intelligence-stuff of buddhi.^ If

we call the self in its pure essence the pure or transcendental self,

and the mental mode in which the self is reflected the empirical self,

then the pure self can know the empirical self, but the empirical

self can never know the pure self.

Vacaspatimi^ra says that the self is reflected m the unconscious

intelligence-stuff of buddhi so that the mental mode may be said

to have the self for its object in the sense in which a mirror in which

a face is reflected is said to have the face for its object ; the mental

mode cannot be said to have the self for its object in the sense that it

manifests or apprehends the self, inasmuch as the unconscious mental

mode can never manifest the consdous self. VScaspati says, “ The

* VPS., p. 5+. Na ca purujapratyayena buddhisatvStmanS pumfo
drfyate pureya eva pralyayam svltmlvakmbanaiii pafyad. YBh., iii, 35.

* TattvavafOradl, p. 245. See aiao MupiprabhS, p. 64. (B.S.S.) and

BhojavTtd, p. 55. (Calcutta, 1903.)
* YBh., in, 35.
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notion of self-knowledge consists in nuking the object of knowledge,

the reflection of the Purusa into the budM." ^ Again, he says,

“ In the tnuice o^ition the object of knowledge is the Self reflected

into the buddhi. It is diflFerent from the real Self, because it becomes

the support of that Self (atma)." • The self, in its pure essence,

is the subject of self-apprehension, and the pure intelligence-stuflF

of buddhi which takes in the reflection of the self and is modified

into its form is the object of self-apprehension, so that the subject

and the object of self-apprehension are not the same.® In other

words, the transcendental self is the subject of self-apprehension,

and the empirical self is the object of self-apprehension. Thus
VSca^ti avoids self-contradiction in the view that the self can be

both subjea and object of knowledge.

Nage& also corroborates the view of VScaspatimi^ra. He
asks : In the apprehension of the self is it buddhi which knows

the self, or is it the self which knows itself ? In the first alternative,

budditt would be conscious, which is not admitted by the SSihkhp-

Pitafijala. In the second alternative, the self would be both subject

and object of knowledge, which is self-contradictory. NZgeia

sap that the second alternative does not involve self-contradiction.

The self cannot be known by the mental mode in which the self is

reflected because it is unconscious. But it is the self itself which

knows the mental mode which is modified into the form of the self

and is reflected in the self. Thus the self has knowledge of itself

in the form of the reflection in itself, of the mental mode which takes

in the reflection of the self and which is modified into the form of

the self. Here, in the apprehension of the self by the self there

is no self-contradiction, for there is a difference between the self as

the subjea and the self as the objett. The self as it is determined

by the empirical mental mode modified into its form, or the empirical

self is the object, and the self as it is in itself undetermined by any

mental mode, or the transcendental self is the subjea. The self in

Itself can never be an object of knowledge. The transcendental

self is alwap a knower ; it can never be an objea known. Thus

NSgela sul»tantially agrees with VScaspadmilra’s view that the pure

self is the subjea of self-apprehension, and the empirical self is the

objea of self-apprehension. But he differs from the latter in holding

that the mentsil mode in which the self is refleaed is reflected back

in the self. On this point he agrees with VijflZnabhik^u.®

1 Rama Prauda, E. T. Tattvavai&radI, pp. 229-230.
® Ibid., p. 293. * Tattvavaiftradi, iii, 3;, p. 24;.
* Gilp on YS (Benares, 1907), p. 17+.
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According to Vicaspjtdmiln, the self is reflected in the

intelligence-stuff of buddhi which is modifled into the form of

the self. But, according to VijfOnabhilcju, the self is reflected in the

intelligence-stuff of buddhi flmctioning in a particular manner,

and the mental function too, m which the self is reflected, is reflected

back in the self. Thus, according to Vijfiinabhik^u, the self knows

itself through the reflection, in itself, of the mental mode, which

takes in the reflection of the self and is modifled into its form, just

as it knows an external object (e.g. a jar) through the reflection,

in itself, of the mental mode which assumes the form of the object ^

He says, “We must admit that just as there is a reflection of buddhi

in the self, so there is a reflection of the self in buddht also ; otherwise

the seirs experience would not be possible.*

But how does he avoid self-contradiction, if the self knows itself

through the reflection, in itself, of the mental mode which assumes

the form of the self ? He sajrs that there is no contradiction in the

cognition of the self by the self, inasmuch as the self is essentially

self-luminous, and hence it can be both the illuminating agent and

the illumined object, the knowing subject as well as the known object.

There is no inconsistency in the relation between the selfas a knowing

subject and the self as a known object, because the self is essentially

self-luminous, and that which is of the nature of light or illumination

{prakaia) is itself illumined ; there is no contradiction in it. But

a relation alwajrs implies two terms; how can there be relation

of the self to itself—of the self as the subject to the self as the known
object ? VijiUmabhikju holds that though there is no real difference

in the nature of the self, yet we may distinguish the self in its pure

essence, as the original (btmba)y from the reflection of the mental mode
in the self, as an image of the self(fratibimba). Of these two aspects

of the self, which is the knowing subject and which is the known
object ? Vijfianabhik;u holds that the self as determined by the

mental mode which is modifled into the form ofthe self is the knowing

subject, and the self, in its pure essence, free from all determinations,

is the known object.* Thus Vijfiinabhik;u goes against the views

of Vyasa, VScaspad, and Nigeia who regard the pure self as the

subject of self-apprehension, and the empirical self as the object of

self-apprehension. He says that the self is self-luminous, because

it illumines itself, or knows itself as an object of knowledge. The
self is not, indeed, an object of an ordinary mental function, but it is

* Yogavirtika, pp. aji-a. • Ibid., p. 13.

* Atmikgravtttyavacchinnaiya jfUtftvSt kcvalasya jflcyatvtt. Yoga-

vimka, p. aja (Snares, 1884).
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an object of supernormal yogic intuition. But sdll Vijil£nabhik$u’s

interpreudon does not seem to be in keeping with the ^irit of the

SJuhkhya-Patafijala disdncdon between the knower (draftr) and

the known (Jrfya), the self (purufa) and the not-self (prairti).

^ 9. (vi) The BhStfa MtTnOmsaka

There seems to be a difference betu^een Kum£rila and his

followers on this question. Kumarila holds that the self is of the

nature of pure consciousness and is illumined by itself. It is self-

luminous i it is manifested by itself. But P3.rthadrathimi^ra,

a follower of Kumarila, holds that the self is an object of mental

percepdon. This disdncdon is not recognized by all. Dr. Gah^natha

Jha, and Dr. S. N. Das Gupta represent KumSrila as holdmg that

the self is an object of mental percepdon. “ Kumarila holds,” says

Dr. Jha, “ that the Soul is not self-luminous, but known by mental

perception {^SOradipika^ p. loi).” ^ Dr. Das Gupta states,

“ Kumarila thinks that Ac soul which is distinct from the body is

perceived by a mental perception {nUSnasa-pratyakfa)^ . . . Kumarila

agrees wiA Prabhakara in holding Aat soul is not self-illuminadng

{syayamprakSsay *

Dr. P. Sastri, however, rightly points out Aat according to

Kumarila, Ae self is self-illumined. Kumlrila clearly says, “ The
self is a light which illumines itself. When it is said to be imperceptible

(agrUhya) Ae epiAet apparendy means that Ae self is impercepdble

to all ; but as Ae Srud says Aat it is self-illumined (atmajyotiy,

we conclude Aat it is impercepdble only to oAers and not to itself.” ®

Again he says, “ The notion of ‘ I ’ (which is all Ae nodon that

we have of Ae soul) always points to the mere existence of Ae Soul,

which is of Ae nature of pure consciousness.” * Kumlrila seems to

accept Ae doctrine of self-illuminadon of Ae self from Savara-

bhUfya. Savara says, “ The Atman is known by itself {svasamvedya) ;

it is incapable of ^ing seen or Aown by oAers.” ®

But PSrAasaraAi says, “The self or Ae knower, which is

distinct from Ae body, is an object of self-consciousness in Ae form

* PSPM., p. 80.

* J History of Indian Philosophy (vol. i), p. 400 and p 401. See also

Yoga Philosophy, p. 143.
* Atmanaiva pratgi7o*yamgtma jyodritiritani. SV., Atmavada, 142.

Quoted by P. Sastri in Introduction to Purva Mimamsa, p. 91.

* Jha, E. T. of Tantravardka, p. 516, referred to by KeiA in The

Karmasnimamsa, p 7 1 n.

* Quoted by P. Sastri b Introduction to Purva Mimamsa, p. 97.
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of mental perception.” ^ This distinction between Kumlrila’s view

and that of his followers is not generally realized. The author

of SarvasiddhOntasamgraha credits KumSrila with the view that the

self is an object of mental perception.* So we shall take Pirtha-

sSrathi as the typical exponent of the BhS^ Mimaihsaka view.

The BhE^ holds that the self is not an object of inference as some

Naiyayikas hold ; nor is it an object of immediate intuition as

Saihkara holds ; nor is it perceived as the subject of object-cognitions

as Prabhikara holds. According to him, the self is an object ofmental

perception {mOnasapratyaksa) or self-consciousness {ahampratyaya).

S 10. The BhMta's Criticism ofthe NaiyUyika Doctrine

(1) Firstly, some Naiyayikas hold that the selfcannot be an object

of perception, because it cannot be the subject and the object of the

same act of knowledge. The Bhi^ as^ : How, then, can the

self be an object of inference ? Here, the self knows itself by

inference through itself. The self is the subject of inference, the

object of inference, and the instrument of inference. Thus it cannot

be held that the self is always the subject and never the object of

knowledge. If in inference the selfcan be both the subject [emumStr)

and the object of inference (anumeya) at the same time, it may also

be regarded as an object of perception, when it is both the knower

and the known. If the self can be known by inference, it may as

well be known by perception.

(2) Secondly, if it is argued that the self cannot be perceived

because it has no form (rCpa), then it may equally be argued that

the mental states of pleasure and the like cannot be perceived because

they are without any form. And if the latter can be perceived,

though without any form, then the former also can be perceived,

though devoid of any form. And as a matter of fact, pleasure, etc.,

are never perceived apart from the self to which they belong.

Pleasure is perceived as pleasure ^the self ; we have no consciousness

ofmere pleasure such as “ this is pleasure ” ; but we have a conscious-

ness of pleasure always in such a form as “ / have pleasure Thus
the mental states of pleasure and the like are not perceived apart

from the self, but they are perceived as belonging to the self, and thus

manifest themselves as well as the self to which they belong.*

* Sarimtirikto mlnasapratyakfarQifl’liadipntyayEgamyo jfilts. SD.,

P- 479-
* Manabkanmiakenttma praQrakfc^vas^te. viii, 37. See Keith, The

iLorma-Mimamsa, p. 71.
* Cf. Cogito ergo sum. Descartes.
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(3) Thirdly, sometimes an external object is known together

with its knowledge } the consdousness of the object is appropriated

by the self. In this self-appropriation of the consciousness of the

object, there is not only a consciousness of the object, but also a

consciousness of the self which has consciousness. In this act of

cognition there is the apprehension of an object as qualified by

the consciousness of the self (jnittr-jnllHaviliffartha-grahana). There

cannot be a consciousness of a qualified object, without apprehending

the qualifications which qualify the object. In the cognition “ I

know the objea ”, the qualifi^ object cannot be known unless its

qualifications, viz. the consciousness and the self are already known.

Thus the self must be r^rded as an object of consciousness.

(4) Fourthly, if the self is not perceived already, it can never be

remembered afterwards ; and if it cannot be remembered it cannot

be an object of inference. Thus the self must be regarded as an

object of perception.*

% II. The BhOffa’s Crttidsm of PrabhSkara's Doctrme

According to the Bhitpi Mlmaihsaka, the self is the object of

internal perception or “ I ”—consciousness But Prabhikara urges

that the selfcannot be the subject as well as the object ofconsciousness ;

it is self-contradictory to suppose that the self is the object of percep-

tion, inasmuch as the self cannot be both the percipient and the

perceived. Prabhlkara holds that there is no I—consciousness

{ahamvitu) apart from the consciousness of objects {ghatSchvitti).

So the self cannot be regarded as the object of “ I ”—consciousness,

which is different from objea-consciousness. According to him,

in every act ofconsciousness there are three Actors : (i) the conscious-

ness of an objea or objea-consciousness {vttayavttti)^ (ii) the con-

sdousness of the subjea or the sdf {ahamvitti)^ and (iii) the self-

consdous aarareness or consdousness of consciousness {svasamvitti).

There is a triple consciousness {tripufl-samvit) in every aa of con-

sciousness. TTiere is no consciousness of an object, pure and simple,

apart from the consdousness of the self. There can be no consdous-

ness of an objea which is not appropriated by the self. There is no

consdousness of an objea whidi does not reveal the self. In every

aa of cognition the s^ is revealed not as the objea of knowledge,

but as the subjea of knowledge or the knower \jhStr). It is self-

contradiaory to suppose that the self can be perceived as an objea

of consdousness ; the self is always the knower ; so it can never

be a known objea.
» NM., pp. 433-4.
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Parthadrathimi^ra, a Bha^ta Mlmariuaka asks : What do you

mean by self-contradiction in the self, if it is both the subject and the

object of perception i Prabl^ikara evidently means tluit the self

is simply the agent {kartr) of the act of cognition ; it is not the object

{karma) of the act of cognition ; in other words, the act of cognition

cannot produce its result {svaphala) in the self. Plrthasarthi asks :

What is the result of the act of cognition ? It is manifestation or

illumination {bhasona). And it exists in the self which is the agent

ofthe act ofcognition. The self is manifested by the act ofcc^nidon.

And since it is manifested by the act of cognidon, it is the object of

consciousness. If it is not manifested by the act of cognidon, it

cannot be said to be revealed by it. Thus if the self is revealed by

an act of consciousness, as Prabhikara holds, then it is both subject

and object of consciousness, and so Prabhikara also cannot avoid

self-contradicdon.i

According to the Bha^ MlmHihsaka, the self is not manifested

in every consciousness of an object; the object-consciousness

{vifoyavitti) is not always appropriated by the self. For instance,

somedmes I know that “ this is a jar ”, but I do not know that

“ I know the jar ”. So, the Bham holds that though the self is

manifested when an object is known, it is not manifested either as

the subjea {kartr) or as the object {karma) of this object-consciousness

{vifayavftti), but along with this object-consciousness there is some-

dmes another distinct consciousness, viz. self-consciousness {mOna-

sOhamfratyaya) of which the self is the object.*

Prabhakara is right in so far as the self is always implidtly involved

in the consciousness of the not-self or object ; and the Bham
Mimariisaka is right in so far as the self is not always expliatly

manifested in the consciousness of the not-self, but it is explicitly

manifested only in self-consaousness or “ I
”—consciousness which

.cannot be idendfied with mere object-consciousness. Self-conscious-

ness is certainly a higher degree of conscious life than the mere

consciousness of an object ; it invcdves an addidonal &ctor of self-

appropriadon. Hence the self may be regarded as the object of the

self-consciousness, as the BhUm holds, rather than the subject of

object-consciousness, as Prabhakara holds.

Prabhakara tries to avoid self-contradiction in the nature of

the self by supposing that the self cannot be both the subject and the

object of knowledge, but it is only the subject of knowledge or the

knower. If so, then there can be neither recollecdon nor recognidon

of the self. Both in recollection and in reception it is the object

* $D., pp. 479-^82. * Ibid., p. 482, and ^DP.
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of recollection and recognition that appears in consciousness, and

not their subject. In these representative processes it is the object

presented to consciousness in our past experience that is represented to

consciousness. Hence, in the recollection and recognition of the

self it is the self apprehended as an object of previous perception

that is represented to consciousness as the object of present recollection

and recognition. If, in the recx^ition of the self, the self

is not known as the object of recognition, then the act of recogni-

tion would be without an objective basis ; it would be objectless.

But there can be no consciousness without an object. Hence the

Bha^ concludes that the self must be regarded as an object of self-

consciousness. But how can the self be the subject and the object,

the knower and the known at the same time ? Is it not self-contra-

dictory ? The Bham holds that the self as a conscious entity is the

subject, and as a subsnuice it is the object, and thus tries to avoid self-

contradiction. This view may be contrasted with that of Kant,

according to whom the self is the subject or knower, but not an

object or substance.^

S 12. The Bhatta's Criticism of Samkara's Doctrine

^aihkara holds that consciousness constitutes the essence of the

self which is self-luminous or self-manifesting } it does not depend

for its manifestation on any other condition. How, then, can it be

the object ofconsaousness ? How can the selfwhich is self-luminous

be manifested by consciousness ? The Bha^ retorts : If the self

is self-luminous because it is of the nature of consciousness, then why
should the mental sutes of pleasure and the like be not regarded as

self-luminous ? Besides, if the self were self-luminous by its very

nature, then it would never cease to be so, and it would manifest

itself even in dreamless sleep. But, in fact, the self is not manifested,

in deep sleep. How, then, can it be regarded as self-luminous ?

It may be urged that the self is manifested even in dreamless

sleep, the self with its natural bliss. Otherwise, on waking from

sleep we cannot have the recollection that we slept well What,

then, is the difFerence between dreamless sleep and waking con-

sdousness ? The Vedlndst urges that in dreamless sleep the self

alone is manifested, neither the organism, nor the sense-organs,

nor external objects, but in waking consciousness all these are mani-

fested, while in dream-consaousness only the self and the mind arc

manifested.

1 SD., p. 487, and SDP.
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But the Bhatbi points out that this is contradicted by our

experience. On waking from sleep we have a consciousness that

we apprehended nothing during deep sleep. So it cannot be held

riiat the self is manifested in dreamless deep. On waking from

sleep we have a consciousness that we slept well, not because the

self is manifested with its essential bliss in dreamless sleep, but because

of the absence of pain at the time. Hence the self cannot be r^rded
as self-luminous, as ^aihkara holds, but it must be regarded as the

object of internal perception or self-consciousness {mOnasapratyak-

fagamya evi^am).^

% 1 3. (vii) The Prabhakora MimOmsaka

According to PrabhSkara, consciousness is self-luminous ; it

manifests itself ; and in manifesting itself it manifests both the self

and the not-self. Neither the self nor external objects are self-

luminous ; both of them are manifested by consciousness which is

self-luminous. The self is directly manifested by every act of

cognition, presentative or representttive There can be no con-

sciousness of an object apart from the consciousness of the self

;

every act of cognition is appropriated by the self all experience is

the seirs experience. In every act of cognition there is a triple

consciousness, a consciousness of the self (ahamintti)y a consciousness

of an object (vtsayavitti), and self-consaous awareness (svasamvitti).

Thus in every act of cognition there is a direct and immediate know-

ledge of the self, not as an object of knowledge, but as the knowing

subject ; the self can never be known as an object of knowledge.

But though there is always a direct and immediate knowledge of

the self in every act of cognition, there is not always a direct and

immediate knowledge of the not-self or an externd object An
object IS not directly presented to consciousness in recollection and

inference. But though an object is indirectly revealed to conscious-

ness in representative and inferential cognitions, all experience, be

it presentative or representative, perceptual or inferential, is directly

and immediately presented to consdousness. In other words, though in

indirect knowl^ge its object is not directly presented to consaousness,

yet the indirect knowledge itself is directly presented to consciousness.

And because there is a direct and immediate knowledge of every

act of cognition, be it immediate or mediate, there is also a direct and

immediate knowledge of the self in every act of cognition, immediate

or mediate. Thus every act of cognition directly reveals the self in

^ SD., pp. 487-490.
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directly revealing itself. But we must not suppose that this o^idon
requires another option for its direct and immediate presentation

to consciousness ; it is self-luminous ; it directly reveals itself.

There is no regrtssus ad injautum in the consciousness of experience.

According to Prabhikara, consciousness is self-luminous ; it manifests

itself i there is no consciousness of consciousness as the NaiySyika

supposes : consciousness is self-aware or self-manif«»ting ; con-

sciousness Itself is self-consaousness. If there were a consciousness

of consciousness, there would be a consciousness of that consciousness

and so on ad infmtum.

Thus there is a difference between the apprehension of the self

and that of an object. There is always a direct and immediate know-

ledge of the self in every act of cognidon, presentadve, representadve,

or inferential ; but there is not always a direct and immediate

knowledge or an object, e.g. in recollection and inference. But both

the self and the not-self or an object are non-luminous, and are

manifested by consciousness. Thus PrabhSkara regards consciousness

as an external reladon between the self and the not-self.

There is also a difference between the apprehension of an object

and that of a ce^idon ; an object is somedmes directly presented to

consciousness, and sometimes indirecdy revealed to consciousness }

but a cognidon is always direcdy and immediately presented to

consciousness

And there is also a difference between the apprehension of the

self and that of a cognidon. There is a direct and immediate know-

ledge both of the self and the cogm'don. But the self is apprehended

by a cognidon as its knowing subject, but the cognidon is not

apprehended by any other cognidon, it apprehends itself. Thus both

the self and the not-self are non-luminous as they are manifested by

consciousness. But consciousness itself is self-luminous as it manifests

itself. Without consciousness neither the object nor the self can be

manifested. In dreamless sleep there is no consciousness ; so neither

the self nor any object is manifested in deep sleep. It caimot be said

that the self does not exist in deep sleep, for, in that case, there would

be no recognidon of personal idendty on waking from sleep. If the

self were self-luminous, as the VedSndst holds, then it would be

manifested in deep sleep. But since it is not manifinted in deep sleep,

it must be regarded as non-luminous. But consciousness is self-

luminous ; it is not manifested in deep sleep because it does not

exist at that dme.^

PP., pp. 56-8.
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% 14. Prabhakara*s Criticism of Samkara's Fitw

Prabhaluira rejects the Vedantist doctrine of the self-luminous

self for the following reasons : Firstly, the self is not manifested

in deep sleep, though it exists as pure esse at that time. Secondly, all

the phenomena of our experience can be explained by the theory of

self-luminous consciousness and, therefore, it is needless to assume

that self-luminosity of the self. Thirdly, the self is not of the nature

of consciousness, as the Vedantist holds, but it is the substrate of

consciousness ^

% 15. PrahhOkara's Criticism of KumJIrila’s View

According to Kumanla, the self is as much an object of perception

as an external objea. An external object is perceived by external

perception 5 but the self is perceived by internal perception. There is

no contradiction in the self being both the subject of knowledge and

the object of knowledge ; for the self is a conscious substance, and

as conscious it is the subject of consciousness, and as a substance it

is the object of consciousness ; the element of substance in the self

IS the known object and the element of consciousness in the self is

the knowing subject.

Prablitkara urges that this view is untenable. What Kumlnla
calls the substantial element in the self is unconscious, and so cannot

be a self at all Thus there remains only the consaous element 5

and if this conscious element is the object of knowledge, then the

self becomes the knowing subject and the known object at the same

time, and thus KumSrila cannot avoid self-contradiction. Nor can

it be said that the conscious element in the self is capable of under-

going a change so as to have simultaneously the character of the

knowing subject and the known object, because the self is not made

up of parts and so cannot undergo any change.* Therefore, it must

be held that the self is immediately known not as the object of

consciousness as KumSrila holds, but as the knowing subject or

substrate of consciousness.

PrabhSkara rejects Kumarila’s theory on the following grounds:

—

(i) Firstly, the self is always the knower ; it can never be an

object of knowledge. It is self-contradictory to suppose that the self

can be both the subject and the object of the same act of knowledge.*

» PSPM., p. 80.

* Thibaut, E. T. of VPS., ImJtan Tktmgkt, voL i, p. 357.
» PP, p. 151.
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(2) Secondly, as the self is directly revealed in every cognition

ofan object as its ct^nizer, it is needless to assume another cognition,

viz. internal perception which should directly reveal the self as its

object.^

PrabhSkara’s view nuiy briefly be compared with that of the

Buddhist idealist. According to both of them, consciousness is self-

luminous. But according to the Buddhist idealist, consciousness

alone is real, which is polarized into the subject and the object,

though in reality there is neither the subject nor the object. But

according to PrabhSkara, both the subject and the object are real

and are manifested by consciousness which is self-luminous.

^16. (viii) Thejaina

The Jaina holds with Prabhikara that a cognition is always

appropriated by the self, and it reveals itself, the self, and its object j

every act of cognition cognizes itself, the cognizing subject and the

cognized object. But he diflFers from Prabhakara’s view that conscious-

ness alone is self-luminous, which reveals the cognizing subject and

the cognized object, which are equally non-luminous. The Jaina

does not regard the self as non-luminous. According to him, in the

cognition I know the jar through my self” it is not the cognition

of the jar that reveals the self and the jar, as Prabhakara holds, but

It is the selfwhich reveals itselfthrough itself, the jar, and the cognition

of the jar. In this cognition the cognizer, “ I ” or the self, the

instrument “myself” and the result “knowing” are as much
objects of perception as the cognized object, e.g. the jar. In this

cognition I am directly conscious of myself as qualified by the

cognition of the jar ; hence my self is as much an object of perception

as the jar and the cognition of the jar. Just as we cannot deny the

perception of the cognition and the object so we cannot deny the

perception of the cognizing subject. The cognition and the cognizing

self are directly revealed in our experience. Hence they cannot but

be r^rded as objects of consciousness. For whatever is revealed in

our experience is cognized, and whatever is cognized is an object of

consciousness. It is self-contradictory to suppose that the self and its

a^;nition are not objects of perception, though they are directly

revealed in our experience.

The Jaina holds that the self is an object of internal perception.

When I feel that “ I am happy ”, or “ I am unhappy ”, I have

a distinct and immediate apprehension of the self as an object of

^ PP., p. 1 5 1, and VPS., p. 54.
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internal perception. But how can it be an object of direct and

immediate apprehension or perception, though it has no form at all ?

The Jaina replies that just as pleasure can be perceived though it is

without any form, so the self also can be perceived though it is without

any form. When pleasure is perceived it is not perceived apart from

the self. It is perceived always as belonging to the self. Pleasure is

never perceived as “ this is pleasure ” just as a jar is perceived as

“ this is a jar ”. Pleasure is always perceived as “ / am pleased ”,

or “ / have pleasure ”. Hence the perception of pleasure in the form
“ I am pleased ” not only reveals pleasure but also the self. Thus
the self is an object of internal perception. This is another point of

difference between the Jaina and Prabhakara. Prabhakara holds

that the self is always perceived as the subject of external perception

or object-cognidon ; it can never be perceived as an object of internal

percepdon. The Jaina holds that the self is manifested both by

external perception and by internal perception.^

% 17. (ix) The Vpantfads

The Upani§ads identify the self with the Absolute, the Atman
with Brahman. The Atman is not an object of knowledge. In the

Upanisads we do not find dear-cut arguments for this doctrine. But

we find certain passages in them, which may be regarded as

symbolical expressions of the following arguments.

Firstly, the Atman is absolutdy unconditioned. It has no qualities

or attributes. It is devoid of sound, devoid of touch, devoid of colour,

devoid of taste, and devoid ofsmell.* It is devoid ofall sensible qualities.

So it cannot be perceived through the external sense-organs. It is

devoid of pleasure, pain, and the like. So it cannot be perceived

through the internal organ or Tnanas? It is undefinable by speech,

and unattainable by the outer or inner senses.*

Secondly, the Atman is beyond the categories of space, time, and

causality. It contains space but is not spatial ; it contains time but

is not temporal ; it contains causality, but is not subject to the law

of causality. It is spaceless, timeless, and causeless. It is the ultimate

reality. It is the noumenon. It is beyond the categories of the

phenomenal world. So it carmot be comprehended by the intellect

which can know only phenomena bound by space, time, and

capsality. The intellect can give only categoriz^ Imowledge. The

^ PKM., pp. 31-3. * Eathop^fad, 3, 15. * Kenopanifad, 1, 5.

* Kathopanitad, 111, I3 ; and Taittiriyopanifad, ii, 4, i.
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Atman is beyond all categories. So it is beyond the grasp of the

intellect.

Thirdly, the Atman is the knower of all things and as such

caimot be known by anything. How can the knower be known ?
^

How can you see the seer of seeing ? How can you hear the hearer

of hearing ? How can you know him through the mind, which

impels the mind to know ? How can you comprehend him through

the intellect, which makes the intellect comprehend ? The Atman
is the seer but is not seen ; it is the hearer but is not heard ; it is

the comprehender but is not comprehended ; it is the thinker but

is not thought.* The Atman is the witness (jJ/Irw),* the seer

{faridrastr)^* the knower {vijnStf).* And the knower can never be

known. The subject can never be an object of knowledge. Deussen

says :
“ The Atman as the knowing subject can never become an

object for us, and is therefore itself unknowable.” ^ Ranade sajrs ;

“ The Atman is unknowable because He is the Eternal Subject who
knows. How could the Eternal Knower be an object ofknowledge ?

” *

Fourthly, the Atman is all-comprehending. It comprehends all

relations. It can never be a term of any relation. It embraces the

distinction of subject and object, knower and known. How, then,

can it be an object of knowledge ? The distinction of subject and

object IS within it } it is not subject to the distinction. It is non-dual.

It is one. It is infinite {bhUmS). In it one cannot see any other thing,

one cannot hear any other thing, one cannot comprehend any other

thing.* Where there is duality in appearance, there one smells the

other, one sees the other, one hears the other, one addresses the other,

one comprehends the other, and one knows the other. But where

there is no duality, where everjrthing is realized as the Atman, how
should one smell, see, hear, address, comprehend, and know the

other The Atman is the one, infinite reality. It is beyond duality.

It is beyond distinaion. So it cannot be an object of knowledge.^
“ The supreme atman,” says Deussen, “ is unknowable, because it

^ VijUiaTaiiiare kena vijlniytt. Bthadiraijyaka Upani^d, ii, 4, 14
* Ibid., iii, 4, 2.

* Ibid., ill, 8, II.

* SveOivataTopanifad, vi, 14.
* Pndnopanif^, vi, 5.

* Bthadiro^yakonitad, ii, 4, 14.
^ Tie Philosophy of the IJpanifais, p. 403.
* A Cotutrnctive Survey of Upauitadie Philosophy, p. 272
* Chlndogyopaniiad, vii, 24, i.

to Bthadlravyokapani^d, 11, iv, 14.
tt H. N. Dntt, Brsshmatattva (Bengali), ch. iii.
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is the all-comprehending unity, whereas all knowledge presupposes

a duality of subject and object.” ^ This conception of the Atman as

beyond the distinction of subject and object is higher than the con-

cepdon of the Atman as the Eternal Knower or Subject. And this

concepdon we find in Saihkata’s S3rstem.

Lastly, though the Upani^ads make the Atman absolutely

unknowable as the uncondidonal Brahman, they do not make it so

as the inner self {pratyagHtman) ofman. The Atman which is hidden

in the heart of man {gahvareffha) as the inner self is apprehended by

ecstadc intuition {adhyStmayoga)^ God created the sense-organs

in such a way that they always turn outwards to external objects :

they can never turn inwards to apprehend the inner self. So we cannot

perceive the inner self through the sense-organs. But some men can

perceive it by withdrawing their senses from the external objects

and concentrating their minds on the inner self {pratyagHtman).^

The inner self hidden in all creatures cannot be comprehended by

the gross or unrefined intellect. It can be perceived only by yogis

or subtle seers (ySkpnadarhhhh) through their subtle one-pointed

intellect or intuidon.* The Atman can be realized by one in

meditation through the pure, enlightened heart, where there is the

illumination of spiritual vision.* The Atman can be realized only

by supra-intellectual intuition (prajHana).* Thus the inner self

of man is inaccessible to the outer and inner senses, the manas

and the huddhi. It is only an object of higher intuidon

which is above intellect.

% 17. Tht Samkara-Fedantist. The Self and Cmsnousness

Saihkara develops the Upanisadic conception of the Atman and

regards it as the universal light of consciousness. Riminuja holds

that consciousness is a substance (eb^avya), and sdll it may be r^rded
as a property of the seif even as a ray of light, though a substance,

is regan^ as a property of the lamp.' The Naiyayika, Vai^ika,

and Prabhakara hold that consciousness is a quality (gwa) of the seif.*

Kumarila holds that consciousness is an acdon (iarma) of the self

because it is the result of its cognidve acdvity {jnanakarma)y and the

cognitive acdvity and its result, viz. consdousness, should be regarded

^ Tie Philosophy of the Upantfods, p. 79
• Ibid., IV, I.

* MnijidakopaniHd, iii, i, 8.

' Tattvamnktfll^pa, pp. 399-400

Kathopanifad, ii, 12.

Ibid., iii, 12.

Katbopanifad, ii, 24.

S.B., ii, 3, 18.
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as one.i The SZihIchya, on the other hand, holds that consciousness

constitutes the very essoice {svaritpa) of the self and is not its quality

or action.*

&uiikara also holds with the SSihkhya that consciousness is neither

a substance, nor a quality, nor an action of the self : it is the very

nature ofthe self. The sdf is mere consciousness. It is not a substance

to which consciousness belongs either as a quality or an action.

Though there is no difference between the self and consciousness,

)ret we draw a distinction between the two, and ^>eak of “con-

sciousness ” when we wish to emphasize the relation of the self to

objects, and we speak of the “ self” simply when we do not want to

emphasize that relation.* In facty the self and consciousness are one.

The self is of the nature of eternal consciousness.*

^ 18 . Sathkara and PrahfUlkara

PrabhSkara holds that consciousness is self-luminous, but the

self which is the substrate of consciousness is not self-luminous.

&uhkara, on the other hand, holds that the self is nothing but con-

sciousness, and as such it is self-luminous. Prabhakara holds that the

self is always known as an ego or a knower ; it is identical with the

ego. But ^aihkara holds that the self is the eternal light of con-

sciousness beyond the distinction of ego and non-ego. The self

cannot be identical with the ego. It it were so, it would be known as

an ego even in dreamless sleep. But, as a matter of fact, there is no

such consciousness in dreamless sleep, though all admit that the self

persists at that time.

PrabhSkara argues that there is no “ / ”—consciousness in

dreamless sleep, beause, at that time, there is no consciousness of

objects, and there can be no “ / ’’—consciousness apart from object-

consciousness. But the Sariikarite asks : In dreamless sleep is there

the absence of pure consciousness? Or is there the absence of

empirical consciousness which depends on the affection of the self

by objects ? The first alternative is impossible since pure con-

sciousness is eternal and so can never be suspended. The second

alternative also is excluded, «nce the consciousness of the self does

not depend on the affection of the self by objects. So the Saihkarite

holds that the self is not identical with the ego, and it is not manifested

as an ego in dreamless deep because it remains in that state as pure

self-luminous consciousness above the distinction of ego and non-ego.

1 VPS., p. 57. • S.B., li, 3, 18. • VPS., p. 58.

* Jnab ni^racaitanyo’ yamltml. S.B., ii, 3, 18.
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“ When a man, on waking from dreamless sleep, reflects ‘ I slept

well ’, he transfers the /-character which belongs to all waking

cognition to the state of deep sleep in which the self, freed for the

time from all shackles of egoity was abiding in its own blissful nature

and associated only with general non-particularized nescience, not

with any of its special modifications.” 2 In dreamless sleep ^oism
{ahamkOra) is resolved into general nescience {mndyH) ; at the time

of waking it is formed again out of nescience. ^ in waking life there

is ego-consciousness, but in dreamless sleep there is none.

Thus Saiiikara differs from Prabhakara in his conception of the

self. According to Prabhikara, the self is identical with the ego

;

egoian constitutes the essence of the self ; /-consciousness is

a permanent charaaerisdc of the self ; in all cognitions of objects the

self is revealed as the subject of knowledge or ego. According to

^rhkara, on the other han^ the self is consciousness, pure and simple ;

It is neither the substrate of consciousness nor the subject of con-

sciousness : it is neither a conscious substance nor a conscious subject

or ego. The self is the pure light of consciousness which is self-

luminous s it is above the distinction of ego and non-ego, subject

and object. But though the self is pure self-luminous consaousness.

It appears as an ego when it is determined by the limiting condition of

the internal organ {antahkarand) modified into egoism {ahamk9ra\
and carmot distinguish its pure essence from its phenomenal

appearance as an ego.

Thus egoism does not constitute the essence of the self, as

Prabhakara holds, but it is a modification of the internal organ

{antakikarana) which is an evolute of nescience. Egoism is an

adventitious mark of the self, which is superimposed on it by nescience.

The self which is one, eternal, changeless consciousness can neither

be a knower (jfiatr), nor an agent (kartr), nor an enjoyer {bhoktr)y

since these imply agency, activity, and change which cannot belong

to the changeless and eternal self. These are phenomenal appearances

of the self superimposed on it by nescience.

% 19. Jiva and Jtman

^amkara draws a distinction between the Jiva and the Atman.

The Atman is the eternal light of consciousness. The JIva is the

eternal consciousness as limited by the organism, sense-organs,

manasy and ahamkara. The Atman is the pure consciousness which is

the presupposition of all experience ; it is presupposed by eiqierience

2 /sit'd)* Thtmgki, vol. i, p. 368.
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of all objects, and as such is entirely non-objective. But the Jiva is

both subject and object, knower and known, ego and non-ego. It

is both Ae I and the mt. The Atman is never an object of con-

sciousness. The JIva is an object ofself-consciousness {asmatfratyaya).

The Atman becomes an object of self-consciousness when it loses

its purity and is determined by the limiting conditions of body, sense-

organs and the like. When it is freed from all these fetters it is not

an object of self-consaousness. The Atman as the inner seif

{fratyagStman) is apprehended by immediate intuition.^

S 20. Samkara's Fitw of Jtmapratyaksa

^ihkara says that even as fire cannot bum itself so the Atman
cannot know itself The Atman is not of the nature of an object

;

so it can never be an object of knowledge.® The Atman cannot be

perceived through the sense-oigans, since it is the witness of all

perceptible objects.® It is not an object of mental perception or

intellectual comprehension.* The Atman cannot be an object of

its own apprehension, since being without parts it cannot be split up

into the knowing subject {jndtr) and the known object (Jneya) at

the same time.® But though it can never be an object of empirical

knowledge, it can be apprehended by higher intuition. The yogis

have a vision of the Atman, which is undefinable and beyond all

phenomenal appearances by meditation (samradhana). Meditation

consists in devotion, concentration of mind and ecstatic intuition*

GovindSnanda says, “ The Atman can be realized by intuition
” ’’

^ 21 . The Later Samkarites' View ofAtmapratyakfa

Vaca^ti discusses this question in Bhamati. He holds that the

irmer self {pratyagatman) is an object of higher intuition, but the

jiva or the individual soul, which is its phenomenal appearance, is an

object of self-consdousness {ahampratyaya). The inner self {pratya-

gUtman) is self-luminous, non-objective, and partless j still when it is

1 Na tSvadayameklntenlvifayah, asmatpratyayaviyayatvat, aparokfat-

vScca pratyagStmasiddheh S B., Introducnon.
* Na clgneriva BtmX xtmano viyayo na cSvi^ye jflBtuijfilnamutpadyate.

S.B., BfhadBra^yaka Upanifad, 2, 4, 14.

* S.B., iii, 2, 23.

* S.B., Brhadlratiyaka Upanifad, iii, 8, ii.

* Na hi niiavayavaiTa yugapat jfi^-jfiltrtvopapatuh S.B., Taittirlya

Upanifad, ii, i.

* F.naTTilttngnaiii niraatnaamaataprapaflram avytktaih SadirldhanakZle

paiyanti yoginab. 6.B., lii, 2, 24.
® Yogalabhya BtmX yogBtmB. RatnaprabhB on S.B., iii, 2, 24.
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determined by the gross body, subtle body, sense-organs, manas^ and

buddhiy which are the products of b^inningless undeAnable avidye^

though unlimited, it appears as limited, though single, it appears as

multiple, though inactive, it appears as active, though not an enjoyer,

it appears as an enjoyer, though not an object of consciousness, it

appears as an object of self-consciousness, and is manifested to us

in the condition of a Jlva.^ The Atman is unlimited. But when
it is limited by hudtUu and other conditions, and carmot distinguish

itself from these limiting conditions, it appears as a jiva. And this

jiva is a knower {jnUtr)., a doer {kartr)^ and enjoyer [bhoktr). It is

of a composite character. It is the self and the not-self, the subject

and the object, the knower and the known. As pure consciousness

(cidatmd) It is self-luminous, and not an object of self-consciousness.

But as conditioned by the limiting adjuncts of buddhi and the like,

it is an object ofself-consciousness.* Though thejiva is non-diflFerent

from the Atman, it is entangled in empirical life as limited by certain

conditions.

The active agent, which is the object of self-consciousness, is the

jivatman^ which is determined by the aggregate of limiting conditions.

The paramUtman, which is the witness of this empirical self, is not an

object of self-consciousness.* Self-consciousness {ahampratyaya) is

a mental mode which is unconscious. And this una>nscious mental

mode can never manifest the Atman. It is the Atman that manifests

the mental mode of self-consciousness.* It is the presupposition

of all experience, and so can never be an object of experience. It is

the presupposition of self-consciousness, and so can never be an object

of self-consciousness.

Vacaspati holds that the inner self is of the nature of pure con-

sciousness and as such manifests all things, but is not manifested by

any other thing. Still we must admit that it is apprehended by

immediate intuition. Otherwise all things would be unmanifested

to us, since they are manifested by the inner self, and this would lead

to utter ignorance of the whole universe.*

Anandagiri holds that the Atman is self-luminous, and the

1 Bhamati, i, i, i. P., 38.

* Jivo hi cidStmatayS svayadiprakaiataya avifayo’pyaupOdhikena rupcna

vifaya id bhavah. Bhsmati, i, i, i (Bombay, 1917}, p. 39.
* Ahaihpratyayavifayo yah karts kSryakSra^auihghatopahito jivStmS,

tatsikfitvena paramStmano’hariipratyayavijayatvasya pratjmktatvst. Bldmad,

i, i,4,p. 134.
* Na hyStmS’nySrthab, anyat tu sarvamStmSrtham. Ibid., p. 1 34.
* Avai;^ ddltml’parokfo'bhyupetavyab, tadaprathsyfifa sarvasySpra-

thanwia jagadlndhyapnuaAglt. Bhlmad, i, i, i, p. 39.
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not-self {ematnum) is the object of its consciousness. The Atman,

which is of the nature of consciousness, is manifistetl as the witness

{sSksin). It cannot be said that the Atman is not at all an object of

consciousness like the void. Though it is not an object of self-

consciousness {asTnatfratyaya)^ it is apprehended by immediate

mtuition.^

GovindSnanda holds that what is apprehended by self-conscious-

ness is the active agent or Jiva.* But how can the jiva be the

knowing subject and the known object at the same time ? Apyaya-

dlk$ita holds that the jiva as determined by the mental modes of

pleasure, pain, and the like is the object of self-consciousness, and as

determined by antahkarana is the knowing subject. So there is no

contradiction here.®

Padmapada raises the question of contradiction in the appre-

hension of the Atman by itself. The Atman is the self (vist^) ;

the object is the not-self (visaya). There is an essential difference

between the two. The Atman is of the nature of consciousness.

The object is unconscious. The Atman is internal [pratyak) but

the object is external (porak). Consciousness is direct^ inward to

the self ; but it is directed outward to the objea. The object is

of the nature of this {idam) j but the Atman is of the nature of

mt-ths (anidam). The object is the common property of every-

body’s experience. The Atman is not a property of anyone’s

experience. How can the single, impartible Atman break up into

two such contradictory parts as the knowing subject and the known
object ? Padmapada answers that the Atman is not an object

of self-consdousness ; egoism [ahamkSrd) which is of a dual character

of subject and object is the object of self-consciousness.*

Praka^tman elaborates the view of Padmapida. He says that

the Atman cannot be the knowing subject and the known object

because they are of contradictory characters. The light of the sun

is self-luminous ; it illumines all things, but is not illumined by any

other thing. But its reflection in the mirror is illumined by the light

of the sun. Likewise, the Atman is the universal light of conscious-

ness. It is self-luminous. It manifests all objects, but is not

^ Asmatpratyayavifayatve’pyaparokyatvlt ekOntenlvifayatvabhlvSt.

Nj^yanir^ya, i, i, i.

> Yo’h^dhlgamyab sa karts sa eva jivab. Ratnaprabbl, ii, 3, 38.
® Ahaduukhlt^^yanubhavSt sukbSdiviflftarGpe^a kannatvam, antab-

kara^avUiftarupcQa kart|tvam. Kalpatarupaiimala, i, i, i, p. 39.
* AamatpratyayatvSbhimato’haitiklrab. Sa c^amanidaihrQpavastugar-

bhab sarvalokasSkfikab. PaficapidikS, p. 17.
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manifested bjr any other object. But its reflection in ahamkOra

is manifested by the Atman through the mental mode of self-

consciousness. So the Atman is not the object of self-consciousness.

It is ahamkOra (egoism) or the antahkarana superimposed on the

Atman that is the object of self-consciousness.*

VidySranya also holds that the Atman cannot be apprehended

by itself because it does not possess the dual character of subject

and object. But ahamkOra is ofa dual character. Even as a piece of

iron modified by contact with Are appears to have the dual character

of iron and Are, so the antahkarana being supenmposed on the Atman
which is reflected in it in the form of ahamkOra appears to have the

dual character of subject and object. AhamkOra is of a composite

character. It is, as it were, a mixture of the self and the not-self.

It is the antahkarana superimposed on the Atman, or the Atman as

reflected in, and determined by, the antahkarana. The Atman
which IS the presupposition of all experience of objects is the conscious

and non-objective element, and the antahkarana which is superimposed

on the self and is impregnated with the reflection of the self is the

unconscious and objective element in ahamkOra. So ahamkOra is

the object of self-consciousness.*

Anantakrjna Sastri gives a similar account of the Sarhkarite

view of Atma-pratyaksa in his lucid and elaborate introduction to

FedOntaparibhOfO. In the cognition “ I am consaous ”, “ I ” does

not stand for the Atman but for egoism {ahamkOra) with which

it is erroneously identifled. In self-consciousness {ahampratyaya)

the Atman as reflected in egoism {ahamkOra) is manifested.®

Ramanuja objects that if the Atman is not the ego {aham) or ” I ”,

it cannot be the inner self or the seer. The Samkante urges that

the object of self-consciousness is the Atman as determined by egoism,

and the subject of self-consciousness is the universal consaousness

as conditioned by egoism. Egoism enters as a constituent element

into the object-self, but not into the subject-self, of which it is only

a limiting adjunct.*

Universal consaousness is the ultimate reality. It is subject-

object-less. It is beyond the distinction of subject and object. It

has really neither subject {ntrOiraya) nor object {nirvisaya). The
pure light of universal consciousness appears as the knowing subject

* PaficapldikSvivara^a, p 49.
*VPS., p S3.
* Ahadipn^aye hi ahamkSrasaiiivahtam caitanyamavabhasate. Intro^

ductten, Veiintafanbhifa (Calcutta University edition, 1930), p. 29.,

* Introduction, FedOntapariMofa, p. 30.
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owing to nescience when it is determined by ^ism {ahamkOra).

AhamkSra is material ; it can never be the Imower, since it is un-

conscious. The Jiva is the knower ; and the jlva is the Atman
as conditioned by ahamkHra. Though ahamkSra is material and

unconsdous, it can be the knower when the Atman is reflected in it

owing to its proximity to the Atman. The universal consciousness

as reflected m ahamkSra is the JIva which is the knower and the

doer. Neither ahatnkSra in itself nor the Atman in itself is the

knower. But the Atman as reflected in ahamkSra and conditioned

by it is the knower. Owing to the reflection of the Atman in

ahamkSra there is an erroneous identification of it with ahamkSra.

The Atman which is above the distinction of ego and non-ego appears

as the In itself it is not the ego. In deep sleep the Atman
persists as the seer or witness, not as the knower because ahamkSra

IS resolved at that time.^

The author of Pancadad holds that the Atman is neither per-

ceptible nor imperceptible. It is the subject (vifiyin) ; so it can

never be the object of perception (vifaya). But though it is not an

object of sense-perception, it is apprehended by immediate intuition.*

lUmakr;^ holds that the Atman is self-luminous without being an

object of cognition like cognition, since it is realized by higher

intuition * It cannot be the subject and the object at the same time.

So it can never be an object (karma) of cognition. If it is argued

that the Atman, in its pure essence, is the subject (kartr)y and as

determined by a mental mode is the object (karma)^ it may as well be

argued that a person in his essential nature is the subject of going,

and as determined by the act of going is the object of going, which

is absurd.* So R2makr^ concludes that the Atman can never be

an object (karma) of cognition.*

Citsukha also holds a similar view. The Atman cannot be an

objea of cognition. If it were so, it would be the subject and the

object of the same act of cognition, which is self-contradictory.

It cannot be argued that the Atman in itself is the subject and as

determined by ^e mental modes of pleasure, pain, and the like is

the object. In that case, the same person would be the subject as well

^ Introduction, VedlntaparibhlfS, pp. 31-2.
* Paficadail, paficatokvivekapraksnipam, 27-8.
* AtmS svapraklish saifavitluirmaaniantareplparolnatvtt 8a±vedanavat.

Runakrtpa’s commentary on PaficadaA, iii, a8, p. 68 (Bombay, 1912).
* “ To go ” it a trantitive verb in Sanskrit The subject of gomg it an

agent, and ^e object of going it the place to which he goes.

* Ramakffya’t commentary on FaficadaA, ch. iii, aS, p. 68

(Bombay, 191a).
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as the object of going, which is absurd. ^ So Citsukha holds that the

Atman is self-luminous without being an object of cognition.*

The Saiiikarite position may be thus briefly summed up. The
self cannot be an object of introspection {mOnasa-pratyaksa) or self-

consciousness {aham-praiyaya), as Kumlrila holds, for, in that case.

It would become a not-self as unconscious as an external objea

;

nor can it be perceived as the ego as opposed to the non-ego, or the

subject of all knowledge of objects, as Prabhakara holds, because the

ego is the phenomenal appearance of the self, being really a modifica-

tion of the internal organ {antahkarand) which is an evolute of

nescience. The self which is the one, eternal light of consaousness,

above the distinction of ego and non-ego—subject and object—can

be known only by an immediate and intuitive consciousness

Though the knower {drastr)y the known {drsya\ and

knowledge or consciousness (drh) are apprehended by all as

undoubted, still the subject of consciousness or the knower

{draftr)., and the object of consciousness or the known {driya)

depend upon consciousness for their reality. Hence,

consciousness alone has ultimate reality, and the knower and

the known, the ego and the non-ego, have empirical reality only.*

Consaousness, again, is of two kinds : unconditional {mrupddfnka)

and conditional (sopadhtka). Unconditional consciousness is both

subjectless (nirairtya) and objectless {nirvisaya) : it is identical with

Being {sanmStrarGpa) ; it does not depend upon anything else to

realize its existence. It is called Brahman. Conditional conscious-

ness, on the other hand, has a subject {sniraya) as well as an object

{savifaya), and depends on perception, inference, and the like. As
it depend upon the subject and the object it has only an empirical

reality. It is manifested by the antahkarana (internal organ).

It consists in the function (yrtti) of the antahkarana. Hence,

subjecthood or egoity (jhUtftva) must belong to the antahkarana^

or the jiva (the individual self) which is conditioned by the antah-

karana. It cannot belong to the pure self. The pure self is of the

essence of consa'ousness. It cannot be the knower, subject, or

Egoity belongs to ahahkSra, which is a modification of avidyH.

Selfhood {atmatva) is falsely attributed to ahamkOra., which is entirely

different from the seif. So, unconditional consciousness, which is

above the distinction of ego and non-^o, constitutes the essence

of the self. It can be known only by an immediate intuition.

* Citsukhl, p. 25.
* Akarmatviccltmanab svaprakliatvam. Gtsukhi, p. 25.
» R.B., 1. T. I.
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% 22. (xi) The Ramanuja-FedOntist

SlmZnuja holds with Saihkani that consciousness constitutes

the essence of the self. But he differs from Saihkara in holding that

the self is not mere consciousnessbut also the subject of consciousness :

even as a lamp itself is of the nature of light, and sdll light is its

prc^rty, so the self itself is of the nature of consciousness, and still

consciousness is a property of the self. According to RSminuja,

there can be no consciousness without a self, just as there can be no

light without a lamp
;

just as the lamp is nothing but light, but

still light is referred to the lamp, so the self is nothing but consdous-

ness, but sdll consciousness is referred to the unity of the self.^ Thus
the self, according to RUminuja, is not mere consciousness, but the

subject of consciousness or the ego ; the ego is not a phenomenal

appearance of the self when it is determined by the limiting condition

of ahamkOra (egoism), a modihcatton of antahkarana (internal oigan)

which is a pardcular form of nescience {avidytt) ; but the ego is

idendcal with the self and consdtutes its very essence. ‘

Samkara holds that just as the idea of silver is illusorily super-

imposed upon a nacre, so egotty is illusorily superimpos^ upon

the self which is really beyond the distinction of ego and non-ego.

But if egoity is nothing but an illusory superimposition of nescience

upon the self, then there would be a non-discriminadon of the ego

from pure consciousness or the self, and there would be such a

consciousness as “ I am consaousntss ”, and not as “ I am conscious

But, as a matter of fiu:t, we always have such an experience as

“ I am conscious ”
; this undeniable fact of experience clearly shows

that the self is the subject of consciousness. You cannot divide this

single indivisible consciousness into two parts and hold that the

element of “ I
"

is illusory and the element of consciousness is real

—

“ I ’’-ness or egoity is an illusory superimposition of nescience, and

consciousness alone is a real ontological verity.®

Saihkara has argued that by the ego we mean the agent (kar/r) of

cognidon (^]naHa\ and this agency of knowledge cannot be regarded

as an attribute of the self which is changeless and eternal. Hence,

egoity or the character of a knower which involves an action and

consequendy change, is not a property of the unchanging and eternal

self, but of the unconscious antahkarana (internal organ) which is

modified into egoism {ahamkdra). RSminuja contends that egoity

or the character ofa knower cannot be the property ofan unconscious

® R.B., i, I, I. * Tattvatraya, pp. 17-18,
* R.B., i, I, I, and Tattatraya, p. 17.
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object, viz. the antahkarana (internal organ), but it is the distinctive

character of a conscious being, viz. the self. Moreover, the ego

or a knower does not involve any change ; the ego is the subject of

knowledge ; a knower is not necxssarily an active, energizing, and

changing principle. According to RSmlnuja, the self is eternal,

and the natural consciousness of the self is eternal ; but though the

consciousness of the self is eternal, it is subject to contraction and

expansion, which are not natural properties of the self, but its mere

accidents due to the karma of the person in the cycle of his mundane

existence.^ The self, in its pure essence, is unchanging. But

though changeless, it is a knower or an ego. The agency of know-

ledge carmot belong to the unconscious organ of egoity {ahamkSra).

How can the unconscious ahamkOra^ which is a modification of the

antahkarana become a conscious knower ?

It may be argued that the unconscious organ of egoity {ahamkSra)

may appear as a conscious knower (jnSir) because of the reflection

of consciousness in it owing to its proximity to consciousness or the

self.® But this argument is quite unsound. What is the meaning

of the “ reflection of consciousness ” ? Does it mean the reflection

of ahamkSra on consciousness ? Or does it mean the reflection of

consciousness on the unconscious ahamkSra ? The first alternative

is impossible, since Saihkara does not admit at all that consciousness

in itself, or the self, is a knower. Nor can consciousness be reflected

upon the unconscious ahamkSra., since that which is unconscious can

never be a knower.®

^aiiikara holds that the self exists in deep sleep as the witness

{Ssksin) of the general non-particularized nesaence (avufys), when
the organ of egoity (ahamkSra) is dissolved. But Rimanuja asks :

What is the meaning of a Sskftn ? By a Ssksin we mean that which

directly and immediately knows an object ; and hence that which

does not know an object carmot be called a Sskfin ; mere conscious-

ness is never regarded as a Sskstn ; a Ssksin is nothing but a knower

or an ego.® Egoity is not an adventitious property of the self, so

that when this property is destroyed, the self may remain in its own
essential condition as die pure light of consciousness which is above

the distinction of ego and non-ego ; but egoity constitutes the essence

of the self ; the ego is identical with the self and the self is identical

with the ego. And this egoity of the self persists even in dreamless

sleep, but there is no clear and distinct consciousness of this egoity

at tlut time, as it is overpowered by tamas (ignorance), and as there

1 R.B., i, X, I. ® Cf. SliiikhTa.

* R.B., i, I, I, and Nj^Tasiddhlfijana, p. 59.
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is no consciousness of external objects at that time. If it did not

persist in deep sleep, we could never remember that we slept well

on waking from sleep. And even when the self is released from

the fetters of mundane existence, it does not realize itself as pure

consciousness but as an ego. The self is always manifested as an ego,

and never as mere consciousness above the distinction of ego and

non-ego.^ Riminuja’s conception of the self as an ego agrees,

to a great extent, with Prabhlkara’s view ofthe self, the only difference

being that according to the latter, consciousness does not constitute

the essence of the self, as Ramanuja holds with ^aihkara, but it is

a quality of the self which is its substrate. Venkatan£tha holds that

the self is an object of self-consciousness but the self, in its pure

essence, is clearly apprehended hyyopc intuition.^

S 23. Comparison of the Different Fiews

The Carvaka identifies the self either with the gross body,

or with the sense-organs, or with the life-force, or with the mind.

He cannot proceed any further. His conception of the self is that

of “ the material self” of James, since even mind is material, and

thought IS a function of matter. He cannot rise above “ the sensitive

and appetitive self ” ofWard. Sadananda speaks ofsome philosophers

who identify the self with the sons, i.e. near and dear ones. Their

conception of the self is that of “ the social self ” of James. The
Buddhist idealist, like James, identifies the self with the stream of

consciousness without any core of substanuality. He regards the

self as a p^chic continuum. He cannot rise above the psychological

Me. Hb conception of the self is purely empirical. Like James,

he does not recognize the transcendental or pure self.

The Naij^yika, however, rea^^iizes the self as a permanent

substance endowed with the qualities of cognition, pleasure, pain,

desire, aversion, and effort, ^me older NaiySyikas hold that the

self is an object of inference. It is inferred from its qualities as their

substratum. It catmot be perceived because it cannot be the subject

and the object of the same act of knowledge. It cannot be the

percipient and the perceived at the same time. The NaiySyika

rises above the psychological Me or the empirical self to the con-

ception of the pure self or 7. He conceives the pure self as the

substratum of the empirical selfor the stream of cognitions, affections,

and conations. These psychoses are the qualities of the pure self.

They inhere in it. They have no existence apart from it. There

1 R.B., i, r, r. NyByasiddhUjana, pp. 60-1.
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is an inseparable relation between the two. But they cannot be

identified with each other. A substance cannot be identified with

its qualities. “ To identify I and Me" says Dr. Ward, “ is logically

impossible, for, ex vi terminontm^ it is to identify subject and object.” ^

Again he says, “ the I cannot be the Me nor the Me the 7. At the

same time the objective Me is impossible without the subjective 7.” *

Some earlier Naiyayikas hold that the self cannot be perceived because

the subject can never become the object. But this position is not

satis&ctory. We cannot be deprived all together of the perception

of the self, which thinks, feel% and wills. Hence, the Vai^ika
holds that the self is not an object of ordinary perception, but it is

an object ofyo^ perception or higher intuition.

The Sariikhya also holds with some Naiyayikas that the self is

an object of inference. But, according to him, the self can be

inferred from its reflection {pratiUmba) in buddhi as its original

{bimba). The Saihkhya dualism of Puru$a and Prakiti, Dra$tr (the

seer) and Dr^ya (seen), the self and the not-self makes the perception

of the self impossible. The self is only the seer j it can never be

seen j it can never turn back upon itselfand perceive it. If it is ever

perceived as the object, it will cease to be the subject. But the

Patafijala, like the Vaifefika, holds that the self can be perceived by

higher intuition {prUtibha jnOna). But how can the same self be

subject and object at the same time ? The Patafijala holds that the

self in its essence, or the pure self, is the subject, and the self as reflected

in buddhi^ or the empirical self, is the object. The pure self intuits

itself through its reflection in buddhi^ or the empirical self ; it cannot

make itself an object of direct intuition. Thus the Patafijala agrees

with the Vaifejika’s view that the self can be perceived only by the

yops. But there is a difference between them. The Patafijala

holds that even in yopc intuition the pure self is the subject, and the

empirical self, or the self as reflected in buddM., is the object. The
Vai^ika, on the other hand, holds that the self in itself, or the pure

self, apart from its cognitions, feelings, and conations, which con-

stitute the empirical self, is the object ofyogic intuition. For, unlike

the Patafijala, the Vaifc§ika does not set up an antagonism between

the pure self and the empirical self and consider the former as a

conscious subject and the latter as an unconscious object.

But if the self can be an object ofyo^ perception, why should it

not be an object of ordinary perception ? Can we not distinguish

between the minimal perception of the selfand the maximal perception

^ Psychological Principles, p. 379 (1920).
* Ibid., p. 379 n. (1930).
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of the self, and hold that we have the former in ordinary perception,

and the latter in yogic perception ? Can we not have even a glimpse

of the self in ordinary perception ? The Neo-NaiySyika holds

that the self is an object of ordinary perception. It is perceived only

through the mind in relation to its qualities. The older Nai}rayika

holds that the self is inferred from its qualities, while the Neo-
Naiyajnka holds that the self is perceived together with its qualities.

The Bldm agrees with the Neo-Nai)^yika that the sdf is an

object of introspection or internal perception (mOnasapratyaifa).

He does not hold with Prabhilkara that every act of cognition is

appropriated by the self and all consciousness involves self-

consdousness. There is a distinction between consciousness and

self-consciousness. The Bham holds that only when an object is

known and appropriated by the self the self is known as an object

of internal perception or self-consciousness. Prabhakara, on the

other hand, holds that every act of cognition apprehends itself, the

cognizing subject and the cognized object. Self-consciousness is

not a higher degree of consciousness. All consciousness is self-

consciousness. Object-consciousness and self-consciousness always

go together. There is no self-consciousness apart from object-

consciousness. The self is always perceived as the subject of object-

consciousness. Psychologically it is more reasonable to hold that

the self is an object of self-consciousness than to hold that it is always

the subject of object-consciousness.

The Jaina agrees with Prabhakara in holding that in every

cognition of an object there is the cognition of the self, the object,

and itself ; every cognition is appropriated by the self. But he

differs from PrabhSkara in holding that it is the self that perceives

itself through itself together with the object and the cognition of the

object, and also that Ae self is an object of internal perception such

as “ I am happy ”, “lam unhappy ”, etc. But how can the subject

be perceived as an object

!

The Jaina replies that whatever is directly

and immediately experienced is the object of perception. But still

the difficulty remains. How can the subject become an object ?

How can the knower become the known ? “ The whole difficulty,”

says Kant, “ lies in this, how a subject can internally intuit itself.”

Dr. Ward holds that the pure self is always immanent in experience

in the sense that experience without an experient is unintelligible.

But it is transcendent in the sense that it can never be a direct object

of its own experience.^ So there is no difficulty in maintaining that

Psychological Principles^ p. 380 (1920).
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the pure subject is immanent in experience and yet it is never a direct

object of experience. In this sense, Prabhakara’s view is right.

Saihkara avoids all these difficulries by conceiving the self as pure

consciousness above the distinction of subject and object. He
puts pure consciousness above the distinction of subject and object,

while the Buddhist idealist puts the distinction of subject and object

within consciousness. Hence, both of them have not to fiice the

difficulty how the subject can become an object. But at least from

the psychological point of view, this is cutting the Gordian knot.

The pure self or Atman of ^aihkara is the Brahman or Absolute

The individual self i^iva) of Saihkara is the knower, the doer, and

the enjoyer. Thus it is the subject from the individual point of

view. The Jlva is an object of self-consciousness {ahampratyaya)

but the Atman is apprehended by inunediate intuition. According

to the Upani?ads, the Atman is beyond the grasp of the senses, the

mind, and the intellect •, it is known only by higher intuition

{adhyatmayoga).

Ramanuja holds that the self is essentially an ego or subject s

egoity IS not an accidental quality of the self , it constitutes the very

essence of the self, and the self is always perceived as an ego or subject.

It is an object of self-consciousness and is clearly apprehended by

higher intuition.





BOOK VI

Chapter XIV

INDEFINITE PERCEPTIONS

I. Different Kinds rf Indefinite Perceptions

We have dealt with the nature and conditions of various kinds

ofperception. But our treatment of Indian PsychoIog7 of Perception

would be inadequate without reference to the analysis of the various

kinds of erroneous perceptions. Pra^tapada divides knowledge

into two kinds : (i) True knowledge (vidya) and (2) erroneous

knowledge (ovidya). He subdivides ihe former into four kinds :

(i
)
Perception, (2) inference, (3) recollection, and (4) higher intuition

ofan ascetic. He subdivides the latter also into four kinds : (
i ) Doubt

(samsaya), (2) error (viparyaya), (3) indefinite and indeterminate

perception due to lapse of memory {anadhycroasaya\ and (4) dream

{svapna).^ Sivadtya recognizes another kind of indefinite percep-

tion called Oha. In this chapter we shall discuss the nature

of doubtful and uncertain or indefinite perceptions. In subsequent

chapters of this Book we shall deal with illusory perceptions, dreams,

and abnormal perceptions. Three kinds of indefinite perceptions

have been analysed in the Nyiya-Vai^ika literature : (i) Saih^ya

or doubtful perception
; (2) Uha or conjecture ; and (3) Anadhya-

va^ya or indefinite and indeterminate perception due to lapse of

memory. Let us consider the psychological nature of these indefinite

perceptions apart from their qiistemological value.

% 2. (a) Sarhiaya {Doubtful Perception)

We may have doubt with regard to perceptible objects or with

regard to inferrable objects. But here we are concerned only with

doubtful perception. Bhasarvajfia defines doubt as uncertain

knowledge {anavadhSrana-jnana).* But this definition is too wide.

It includes two other kinds of indefinite perception, e.g. Oha and

AnadhyavasSya. Pra^tapada defines doubt as uncertain knowledge

of the mind waverii^ between two alternatives, which arises from

1 PBh., p. 172. • NylyasSra, p. i.
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the perception of the common qualities of two objects, the peculiar

qualities of which were perceived in the past, the recollection of the

peculiar qualities of both the objects, and demerit {adharma)?-

Srldhara explains it in the following manner. When we perceive

a tall object from a distance but do not perceive the peculiar qualities

of the object, we have a doubtful perception such as, “ Is it a post or

a man ?
” Here, we perceive the tallness of the object, which is

common to a post and a man, but we do not perceive their distinctive

features such as crookedness and cavities which are the peculiar

characteristics of a post, and hands and feet which are the peculiar

features of a man ; but the perception of the common quality (e.g.

tallnessj simultaneously revives in memory the subconscious

impressions of the peculiar characters of both the objects (e.g. a post

and a manj left by previous perceptions ; and our minds oscillate

between these two objects revived in memory, and cannot come to

a definite decision whether the object of perception is a post or man,

because when we are inclined to think that the object is a post we
are met by the opposite characters of a man revived in memory by

the perception of the common quality ; and thus our minds are drawn

from the one to the other by conflicting trains of ideas, and con-

sequently come to have a doubtful perception such as “ Is it a post

or a man ?
” *

Thus the perception of the common quality of two objects in

the same substance is the cause of a doubtful perception. But how
can it be so ? Is it not destroyed when there is a reproduction of

the peculiar qualities of the two objects i Sridhara contends that

the perception of the common quality simultaneously revives the

residua of the peculiar qualities of both the objects with which it

was associated in our past experience, but it does not vanish after

reinstating the ideas of the peculiar features of both the objects j it

lingers in the mind, and together with the conflicting trains of ideas

constitutes a complex psychosis called doubtful perception.’ Udayana

points out that a doubtftil perception arises from the perception of an

object endowed with the common qualities of two objects along with

the non-perception of their peculiar qualities, which brings about

the recollection of the peculiar qualities of both the objects.*

Thus a doubtful perception is a complex presentative-

representative process in which there is the perception of the common
quality of two objects in the same substance together with two

conflicting trains of ideas revived by the perceptions. But these con-

flicting trains of ideas are not integrated with the percept ; they

* PBh., p. 17+. • NK., pp. 175-6. NK., p. 176. * Kir., p. 361.
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hover round the percept ; sometimes the one train of ideas suggested

by the percept gives rise to the s^prehension of one object, and

sometimes the other train of ideas suggested by the percept gives

rise to the apprehension of the other object. Thus the mind

oscillates between two alternatives in a doub^l perception.

Udayana points out that the state of doubt has always an un-

pleasant feeling tone, and we always try to avoid it. Otherwise,

it would never bring about the desire to know the object of doubtful

cognition more definitely.^ Jayanta Bha^ says that a doubtful

cognition arrests all activity for the time being.‘

Samkara Mi^ra defines a doubtful cognition as the knowledge of

many contrary qualities in one and the same object.^ Annam Bha^
also defines it in the same way.^ Thus doubt has three

characteristics : (i) There must be knowledge of several qualities ;

(2) the qualities must be contrary to one another ; and (3) they must

be apprehended in one and the same object. The defimtion, however,

is not quite satisfiictory, since it is difficult to define what is meant

by contrary {viruddha) qualities. “ There is no certain test,” says

Mr. Athalye, ” to determine what properties are contrary to one

another and what not. Roughly we may say that those which are

never observed together as existing in one object are irreconcilable.” ®

Laugak;i Bhaskara defines a doubtful cognition more precisely as

knowledge consisnng in an alternation between various contrary

qualities with regard to one and the same object.* SrI VSdi DevasGn

also defines it as uncertam knowledge consisting in an alternation

between various extremes owing to the absence of proof or disproof.’

According to all these definitions, in the state of doubt the mind

oscillates between more than two alternatives, while according to

Pra^astapida, Sitdhara, Udayana, and others, the mind oscillates

only between two alternatives in the state of doubt. Vi^vanatha

distinguishes between definite knowledge (niicaya) and doubtful

knowledge {sathlaya). Definite knowledge {micaya) consists in

knowledge of the presence of an attribute in an object, which it

possesses, and of the absence ofan attribute in an object, which it does

not possess. Doubtful knowledge {samiaya) consists in knowledge

which has for its characterisuc the presence or absence of contrary

qualities in one and the same object. When we have a doubtful

perception such as, “ Is this a post or a man ? ” we have four alter-

natives {kati)
:

(ij “ This is a post ” ; (2)
“ This is not a post ” ;

1 Kir., p. 261. • NM., p. 166.

* Kapgdarahasya, p. 121. * TS., p. 56.
• Ibii, p. 361. • TK., p. 6. ’ PNT., 1, ii.
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(3)
“ This is a man ”

i and (4)
“ This is not a man Thus the

doubtful perception has four alternatives {catufkofika)?-

In the NySya and Vai^ika literature the various kinds of doubt

and the various causes of doubt have been discussed elaborately.

But these are not so much concerned with the psychological nature

of doubtful perception. So we cannot consider them here.

S 3. (b) Uha (Conjecture)

Generally in a doubtful perception (samiaya) we have a distinct

consciousness of two alternatives reproduced in memory by the

perception of the common quali^ of two objects. But sometimes

one of these alternatives is supprosed and the other is manifest, and

sometimes both the alternatives are indistinct and urunanifested.

Thus we have two other kinds of indefinite perceptions : tJha and

AnadhyavasSp.

Oha or conjecture is an indefinite perception in which the mind
does not oscillate between two equally distinct alternatives as in

sathiaya or doubtful perception described above. In Oha the mind
is conscious of one of the alternatives, the other being suppressed.

Sividitp defines Oha as a doubtful or indefinite perception in which
only one of the suggested alternatives is manifest to consciousness

(the other being suppressed).* When we perceive a tall objea from

a distance, in a field of com in which posts are not generally found,

but only men, we have an indefinite perception such as “ That may
be a tall man in the field

Here, we perceive only the tallness of an object, but do not

perceive its peculiar features } the perception of tallness which is

common to a post and a man tends m reinstate in memory the two
conflicting trains of ideas, e.g. those of the peculiar qualities of a post

and a man. But one of these conflicting trains of ideas is suppressed

by the other owing to the greater strength of its associative connection.

Generally we do not find posts in fields of corn } but we very often

meet with men working in fields. So when we perceive a tall object

in a field from a distance, though the perception of tallness tends to

revive the ideas both of a post and a man, it actually revives the idea

of a man owing to the greater strength of its associative connection

which suppresses the idea of a post suggested by the perception of

tallness. One alternative is suppressed by the strength of the other.

1 SM., Sloluu 1 29-1 30, pp. 440-1.
* Utkataikakodkab saAfaya flh^ SP., p. 69.
* Mitabhifi?! on Saptepadarthl, p. 25 ; NylyasSra, p, 2 ; NTD., p. 6$.
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But though the idea of a post is suppressed by the idea of a man, it

tends to come to the margin of consciousness, and colours the whole

mental process and invests it with indefiniteness. Herein lies the

difiFerence between Oha or conjecture and definite perception.

Thus the suppressed alternative also has a fimction in such an indefinite

perception.

VeAkapm^tha gives a similar account of Oha in NyHyaparHuddM.

tJha is a kind of perception in which only one alternative is distinctly

present to consciousness owing to repeated perception of this object

in the past, the other being suppressed. In it the mind does not

oscillate between two alternatives because they are not equally distinct

to consciousness. Only one of them is manifest to consciousness

and the other is unmanifest so that the mind tentatively accepts the

former alternative.^ ^rlniv^ urges that Hha should not be regarded

as having only one alternative. It has two alternatives, one of which

comes up to the level of consaousness, and the other still remains

below the threshold of consciousness so that one is manifest and the

other is unmanifested.* Oha is not quite an indefinite cognition.

It is almost definite.*

% 4. Samfaya and fjha

In Sam&ya both the alternatives suggested by the perception

of their common quality are manifest to consciousness ; both of

them are above the threshold ofconsciousness ; but the mind osallates

between these two alternatives, since it cannot perceive the peculiar

qualities of the object present to a sense-organ. But m Oha only

one alternative suggested by the perception of the common quality

is manifest to consciousness j only one alternative is above the

threshold of consciousness ; it is revived by the perception of the

common quality owing to its stronger association with the object

and suppresses the other alternative. This alternative was very

often perceived together with the object in the past ; so a strong

bond of association has been established between their subconscious

impressions 5 hence, this alternative is revived in memory, which

suppresses the other alternative, because it was seldom perceived

together with the object in the past. Thus in Saih&ya both the

alternatives are manifest to consciousness, while in Cha only one

^ N>’a7apariiuddhi, p. 68.

* UtkatSnutkatakoddvayavifaya eva na tvekakofikab. NylyasSra on

NyByaparifuddhi, p. 68.

* Adhyavajayltmaka eva sa flhab. Ibid., p. 68.
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alternative is inanif^ to consciousness, and the other is suppressed.

This distinction is brought out by VeAkatanitha.^

Thus though 'Dha is an indefinite perception like Saih&ya, it is

more definite than the latter as here the mind tentatively accepts

one alternative which is manifest to consciousness, the other being

suppressed, while in Sam&iya the mind wavers between two alter-

natives equally manifest to consciousness and cannot accept one and

reject the other.

^ 5. (c) AnadhyavasHya {Indefinite and Indeterminate Perception)

Sometimes an indefinite perception takes the form of Anadhya-

vasBya^ which is defined by ^ivlditya as an uncertain or indefinite

perception of an object in which both the alternatives are unmani-

fested to consciousness. ‘ It is an indefinite and indeterminate

perception due to lapse of memory. For example, when we perceive

a tree but do not remember its name, we have an indefinite perception

of the tree in the form :
“ What may be the name of the tree ?

”.®

According to Sivaditya, in this perception also there are two

confliaing trains of ideas suggested by the perception of a common
quality, but these trains of ideas are not distinct and manifest to

consciousness, as in the doubtful perception :
“ Is it a post or a man ?

” ®

but they are indistinct or unmanifested {anSlinpta, aspafta)^ occupying

only the margin of consciousness, or the level of the subconscious ;

and when these marginal or subconscious ideas are brought back

to the field of distinct consdousness by an effort of the mind after-

wards, the mind oscillates between the two distinct trains of ideas

and comes to have a doubtful perception :
“ Is it a mango-tree or

a jack-fruit tree ?
” * But when the conflicting trains of ideas

suggested by the perception of a common quality occupy the margin

of consciousness or the subconscious region, the mind is in an aching

void, groping in the dark, as it were, for one of these marginal or

subconscious ideas. This kind of indefinite perception is diflferent

from a doubtful perception in which both the alternatives are mani-

fested to consciousness.

But Pra^astap^da and his exponents, Stfdhara and Udayana,

give us a slightly different account of the nature of AnadhyavasSya.

PraiastapSda defines AnadhyavasSya as an indefinite perception

1 Nyayaparifuddhi, p. 68.
* Analingitobhayakotyanavadligra^ajMnanianadhyavasayah. SP

, p. 69.
* Mitabhlfip! (on SaptapadBrthI), p. 25 ; NTD., p. 66,

* Mitabhsihii, p. 26.
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of an object, either familiar or unfamiliar, due to absent-mindedness

or desire for further knowledge.^ For instance, when a well-known

king has passed by a road, one who has not been able to observe

him through inattention or absent-mindedness, has only an indefinite

perception that “ somebody has passed by the road ” without definitely

recognizing the object of perception.® As regards unfamiliar objects

an indefinite perception appears on account of ignorance. For

instance, a BsJilka, an inhabitant of the Dak$a country, has an

indefinite perception of a jack-fruit tree, which is un&miliar to him.

Srldhara explains it in the following manner. When a Bahika

perceives a jack-fruit tree, he has many definite perceptions with

regard to it, such as (i) “ this exists ”, (2)
“ this is a substance ”,

(3)
“ this is a modification of earth ”, (4)

“ this is a tree ”, (5)
“ this

has a colour ”, and (6)
“ this has branches ”. He has also an

indistinct perception of the generic character of the jack-fruit tree,

which is common to all jack-fruit trees, and which distinguishes these

from other kinds of trees. What he does not know is the only feet

that this tree bears the particular name, viz. “ jack-fruit tree ”,

since he has not yet heard this name from any other person } but

he has an idea that it must have a name. And such an indefinite

perception devoid of the definite idea of the particular name is called

AnadhyavasSya.®

Vehkapuiatha’s account of Anadhyavasiya is similar to those of

Prafesta[Sda and Sridhara. He hol(b that it is the apprehension

of an object, the name of which is forgotten. In it the mind has

a definite perception of an object but has no definite recollection

of its name, though it feels that it must have a name. After definitely

perceiving a tree, for instance, we are in doubt whether its name is

“ mango-tree ”, or “jack-fruit tree ”, and want to know its name
definitely. So in Anadhyava^ya there is a doubt as to the name
of an object due to lapse of memory.®

Udayana differs from PrafestapSda and Sridhara in his conception

of Anadhyavasaya. According to him, AnadhyavasSya is an indefinite

perception due to the perception of a common quality of two alter-

natives both of which are not distinctly apprehended. There is

a distinct apprehension of one alternative, but no apprehension of

the other. ^ Anadhyava^ya is different from Samfeya. Sarhfeya,

or doubt, arises from the perception of the common quality of two

alternatives, both ofwhich are distinctly apprehended. In it the mind

iPBh,p. 182. »NK,p. 182.

® Ibid., pp. 182-3 ; E.T., p. 385.
* NyByaparifeddhi (with N;^y88Sra), pp. 67-8.
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oscillates between two alternatives, both ofwhich are distinctly present

to consciousness. But in Anadhpvasiya there is no oscillation of

the mind, since the two alternatives are not distinctly present to

consciousness.^ Udayana's conception of AnadhyavasSya resembles

Sivaditya’s conception of Oha.

Saihkara Mi^ra defines anadhyavatHya as the apprehension

of an object as sometiung* When a person who has never seen a

camel sees it suddenly for the first time he apprehends it as something.

He perceives the distinctive qualities of the camel, e.g. long neck,

wide lips, etc., and so distinguishes it from a horse or an elephant.

But he cannot refer it to the class of camels nor does he know its

name. So anadhyavasSya is different from samiaya. In samiaya

the mind wavers ^tween two conflicting alternatives such as, “ Is it

a post or a man ?
” But in anadhyavasaya the mind does not waver

between two alternatives, since they are not present to consciousness.

It does not arise from the perception of the common quality of two

objects, and the recollection of their distinctive qualities. It appre-

hends the distinctive qualities of an object. Samiaya and anadhya-

vasaya both are indefinite knowledge. They give rise to a desire

for further knowledge. In samiaya the alternatives are distinct

{udbhidyamanakatika)^ while in anadhyavasaya they are unmanifested.

Thus anadhyavasaya differs from samiaya for three reasons. First,

they are different kinds of indefinite knowledge. Secondly, they

apprehend different objects. Thirdly, they are produced by different

causes.’

VallabhacSrya, the author of Nyayablavati^ gives us a slightly

different account of Anadhyava^ya. According to,him, Anadhya-

vasaya is the indefinite perception of an object as something in a

general way, the particular features of which are not perceived.

In it there is a bare apprehension of an object as something, but no

apprehension of its distinctive character. Sdll there is a desire to

know its nature.*

Srf Vadi DevasQri gives us a similar account of anadhyavasaya.

He defines it as an indefinite perception of an object in the form
“ What is it ? ” He gives an example. When a passer-by treads

on grass with an inattentive mind he has an indefinite perception

of something in the form of anadhyavasaya?

1 Anupalabdlusapakfavipakfasaihsparja^ dharnuuya darknSt vi^cfata

npalabdhlnupalabdhakotikaih jfUnamanadhyavaagyah. Elir
, p. 269.

* Anadhyavaslyo’pi kiih svid idamid jfUnam. Kapgdarahasya, p. lai.
s Kan&darahasya, pp. tsi—a.
* Nylyalflavad (Bombay), p. 46, • PNT., i, 1 3-14.
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RatnaprabhlcSrya further explains the nature of madhya-
vasBya as defined by Sn Vadi Devasari. He says that

anadhyavasBya is the bare apprehension of an object in the form
“ What is it ? ” In it the particular features of the object are not

distinctly presented to consciousness. For instance, when a person

with his mind engrossed in some other thing treads on grass he has an

indefinite perception that he has touched something, but owing to

inattention he cannot recognize what class it belongs to and what

its name is. Such a bare apprehension of an object with no know-
ledge of its particular features is called Anadhyavasaya.^ Thus
it is an indistinct impression in the field of inattention surrounding

the focal point of dear and distinct consciousness.

^ 6. Samlaya and AnadhyavasBya

Siidhara points out that anadhyavasBya must not be identified

with samlaya^ because it differs from the latter both in its origin and

nature. Firstly, samiaya arises from the recollection of the peculiar

features of two objects ; while in anadhyavasBya there is no such

recollection of the peculiar features of two objects, which often

arises from mere absence of a distinct cognition of peculiarities.

Secondly, in samiaya the mind wavers between two distinct alter-

natives, sometimes touching the one and sometimes touching the

other ; in anadhyavasBya^ on the other hand, the mind does not

oscillate between two alternatives.^

Udayana distinguishes samiaya from anadhyavasBya in the

following manner : Samiaya arises from the perception ofthe common
quality of two extremes which are revived in memory ; in it the mind
oscillates between two alternatives which are distinctly present to

consaousness. AnadhyavasBya., on the other hand, arises from the

perception of the common quality of two extremes both of which

are not distinctly revived in memory ; it is indefinite knowledge

consisting in an alternation between two extremes one of which is

distinctly present to consaousness, while the other is suppressed.

Here, evidently, Udayana means by AnadhyavasSya what has already

been explained as Uha.^

^ Ratnakaravatarika (on above), i, 13-1+.
* NK., p. 183 : ET., pp. 385-6. * Kir, p. 269.



Chapter XV

ILLUSIONS

^ I. Introduction

In this chapter we shall confine our attention to illusory percep-

tions. The treatment of Indian philosophers is more psychological

than physiological. And their psychological analysis of illusory

perception is closely allied with the determination of its epistemo-

logical value and ontological basis. Indian philosophers treat

psychology always as the basis of epistemology and ontology j and

their ps)^ological analysis is sometimes coloured by their meta-

physical presuppositions. They do not give an exhaustive classifica-

tion of the different kinds of illusions with reference to all the

sense-organs. But sdll they give a psychological classification of the

principal types of illusions. Their enumeration of the different sources

of illusions is almost complete. The different schools of Indian

philosophers have tackled Ae problem of illusion in different ways.

They give us slightly different aca)unts about its psychological

nature. There is a hot controversy among them about its ontological

basis. Different schools of Indian philosophers have advanced different

theories of illusion, and their polemics against one another exhibit

their wonderful power of psychological analysis and rare meta-

physical acumen. Western psychologists are more concerned with

the physiological conditions of illusions than with their psychological

nature. Their treatment is more physiological than psychological,

and their treatment of illusions from the epistemological and

ontological points of view is extremely meagre in comparison with

the Indian treatment.

S 2. Different kinds of Illusions

(t) AnuhhUyttmSndropa viparyaya and smaryamQnSropa viparyaya.

Saihkara Mifra divides illusions into two kinds : (i) those which

consist in felse ascription of an actually perceived object to another

objea present to a sense-oi^ (aHubh&yamSnSropa) ; and
(
2) those

which consist in £dse ascription of an object revived in memory
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to another object present to a sense-organ {maryamOnilropa).^ The
illusoiy perceptions of bittir molasses and yellow conch-shell are

examples of the first kind. And the illusory perception of silver

in a nacre is an example of the second kind. In the illusory perceptions

of bitter molasses and yellow conch-shell, bitterness of the bile in

the gustatory organ and yellowness of the bile in the visual organ,

which are actually perceived, are falsely ascribed to molasses and

conch-shell respectively. These illusions are not due to subconscious

impressions. In them both the object which is superimposed and

the object on which the former is superimposed are actually perceived.

The illusions of the second kind are produced by the sense-organs in

co-operation with subconscious impressions, like recognition. They
cannot be produced by the sense-organs alone ; nor can they be

produced by subconscious impressions alone ; they are produced by

both taken together. For instance, the illusory perception of silver

in a nacre is produced by the visual organ in contact with the nacre,

in co-operation with the subconscious impression of silver revived

by the perception of brighmess of the nacre, which it has in common
with silver.*

JayasinihasQri also divides illusions into the above two kinds.*

He illustrates the first kind of illusion by the illusory perception of

the double moon. He explains it in the following manner. When
we press the eye-ball with a finger, the moon appears to be double j

but before the eye-ball was pressed the moon appeared to be single,

and after the pressing has ceased the moon appears to be single. And
sometimes the illusion of the double moon is due to the excess of

darkness {timra) within the eye-ball, which bifurcates the ray of

light issumg out of the eye-ball. In this illusion an object revived

in memory is not falsely ascribed to an object present to a sense-

organ. He illustrates the second kind of illusion by the illusory

perception of elephants, etc., during sleep. In dreams the objects

which were perceived in the past are revived in memory and appear

tt> be actually perceived here and now. Thus centrally initiated

illusions or hallucinations fiill within the second category.^

(ii) Indriyaja bkrSnti (Illusion) and Monad bhrOnti (Hallucination)

Jayanta Bha^ divides illusory perceptions into two kinds :

(i) those which are produced by ^e peripheral organs {indriyaja),

and (2) those which are produced by the central organ or mind

(mOnasa). The former are peripherally excited, while the latter

* Ka^Sdaraha^, pp. 1 19-120. * Ibid., p. izo.

» NTD., p. 66. * Ibid., pp. 66-7.
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are centrally exdted. The former are produced by some defects

in the external stimuli, or by some defects in the peripheral organs.

The latter are produced by some defects in the central organ or

mind. The former are never without objective substrates j they

are always produced by external stimuli {sSlambana). The latter

are always without objective substrates ; they are never produced by

external stimuli (nirUlambana).^ The former are called illusions

and the latter hallucinations in Western psychology.

Jayanta Bha^ illustrates these different kinds of illusory percep-

tions. The illusory perceptions of silver in a nacre, and of a sheet

of water in the rays of the sun reflected on sands in a desert are

illusions due to defects in the external stimuli {viscja-dofa). The
illusory perceptions of bitter sugar, double moon and a mass of hair

are illusions due to defects in the peripheral organs {indriya-dofa).

All these are illusions. Hallucinations have no external stimuli j

they are independent of the peripheral organs ; they are solely of

mental origin ; they are due to some defects in the mind (manodofa,

antahkarana-dofa).^ For example, when a lover is overpowered by

stormy passion awakened by pangs of separation, he perceives the

semblance of his beloved lady near him, though she is far away.

Hallucinations are due to the recollection of objects distant in time

and space owing to the revival of their subconscious impressions.

Dreams also are hallucinations due to revival of subcxinscious

impressions left by previous perceptions j they are excited by the

mind overcome by drowsiness. Thus in hallucinations the forms which

appear in consciousness are mostly memory-images owing to the

revival of their subconscious impressions But what is the cause of

the resuscitation of these subconscious impressions ? Sometimes they

are avirakened by similar cognitions {sadria vijhOna)^ sometimes by

strong passions, e.g. lust, grief, etc. {kilmaiokad\\ sometimes by the

habitual perception of these objects {taddariandbhydsa)., sometimes

by drowsiness (nidra), sometimes by constant thinking {pnta\ some-

times by perversion of the bodily humours {dhatHnSm vikrti), and

sometimes by adf^a (i.e. merit or demerit) where there are no other

causes.’

Sridhara also divides illusory perceptions into peripherally excited

illusions and centrally excited illusions or hallucinations. He divides

the former again into indeterminate {nirvikalpaka) illusions and

determinate {savikalpaka) illusions. Indeterminate illusions contain

only presentadve elements ; they arc due to pathological disorders

^ NM., pp. 89, 185, and 545.
* Ibid., pp. 18; and $45. * Ibid., p. 89.
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of the peripheral organs alone. For example, when we perceive

a white conch-shell as yellow, the illusion is purely presentative in

character, and is produced by the visual organ perverted by pre-

ponderance of the bilious humour. Determinate illusions contain

both presentative and representative elements ; they are produced

by the peripheral organs in co-operation with subconscious impressions.

For example, when we mistake a nacre for a piece of silver, the

illusion is produced by the perverted visual organ in contact with

the nacre in co-operation with the subconscious impression of

silver. Here the illusory perception contains both presentative and

representative elements ; the presentative element (tdam) is produced

by the perverted visual orgair, and the representative element

{rajatam) by the subconsdous impression. But the illusion is

perceptual in character, though it contains presentative and re-

presentative elements 5 hence it is produced by the perverted visual

organ in co-operation with the subconscious impression of silver.

Srfdhara points out that these illusions are produced by external

stimuli which have certain features in common with those objects

which are manifested in illusory perceptions 5 this similarity between

the real objects or external stimuli (e.g. nacre) and the illusory objects

(e.g. silver) appearing in consciousness is the cause of these illusions.

But hallucinations are not peripheraUy excited ; they arise solely

from some derangement ofthe mind or Ae central sensory. Halluciiu-

tions never arise out ofthe perception ofsimilarity which is not possible

in these cases, since there are no external stimuli to excite them.

For instance, when a man is infatuated with love for a woman he

perceives the semblance of his beloved, here, there, and everywhere,

though there is no objective stimulus. Hallucinations are illusory

perceptions because in them absent objects appear in consdousness

as present.^

Jayanta Bha^ also says that in the illusory perception of silver

in a nacre we perceive only the conunon feature of the nacre (e.g.

brightness) ; the perception of this similarity between the nacre and

silver reminds us of the peculiar features of silver, and so we have

an illusory perception of silver in a nacre.* But this is possible only

in peripherally exdted illusions. In centrally exdted illusions or

halludnations there are no external stimuli ; so they cannot be

produced by the perception of the common fixtures of two objects

and the recollection of the peculiar fixtures of one of the two. In

hallucinations there is no perception of external objects, but only

a perception of those objects which are reproduced in memory and

1 NK., pp. 178 ff. * NM., p. 181.
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projected into the external world. Recollection alone is the cause of

hallucinations, while perception and recollection both are the causes

of those peripherally excited illusions which contain representative

elements. Thus both these kinds of illusions consist in false ascription

of memory-images {smarjamanOropd). The former consist in the

projection of memory-images into the. external world. The latter

consist in the superimposition of memory-images on external objects

actually perceiv^. Thus the above two divisions of illusions are

not mutually exclusive. But they are based on two different principles.

S 3. Different Causes of Illusions

Illusory perceptions are due to some defects {dofa) in the conditions

of perception, or to wrong operation of the sense-organs with regard

to their objects {asaihprayoga)^ or to subconscious impressions

{sanukOra).

(l) In the first place, illusory perceptions are produced by

defects in any condition of perception. Ordinarily, sense-perception

is produced by several conditions taken together. It requires an

external object of perception and sometimes an external medium
of perception, e.g. light in the case of visual perception. Then it

requires an external sense-organ through which the object is perceived,

and also the central organ or mind without the help of which the

peripheral organs cannot operate on their objects. And in internal

perceptioit the mind alone is the channel of perception. Besides

these, the self is involved in every act of perception 5 it is the self

which perceives an object through the senses. These are the conditions

of sense-perception. Jayanta Bhatpi holds that if any of these

conditions is vitiated by defects it gives rise to illusory perceptions.^

(i) Some illusions are due to defects in the external stimuli or

objects (visaya-dofa), e.g. similarity {sUdriya), movement {calatva),

distance {dOratva\ etc. For instance, we perceive a nacre as a

piece of silver (iuktika-rajata)., a rope as a snake (rajju-sarpa), a cow
as a horse (gavafva), clouds coloured by ^ng light as a town of

ethereal beings (jalada-gandharva-nagara) owing to similarity

between the two in each case. Again, the rapid movement of a fire-

brand in a circle produces the illusion of a circle {alutacakra). But

when it is moved slowly it cannot produce the illusion of a circle.

Then, again, the moon appears to be small because it is at a great

distance from us.*

(ii) Some illusions are due to the movement of the conveyance

^ NM., p. 173. Ibid., p. 185 ; NBT., p. 16.
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(JbahySlraya-dofa) in which wc travel. For instance, when we saU

in a boat the boat moves and we also move along with it, but the

trees and other objects around us appear to be moving. This illusion

is known as “ parallax ” m Western psychology.^

(iii) Some illusions are due to defects in the external medium
of perception (e.g. Slekamatimasatva). For instance, when the light

is dim or dirty, we sometimes mistake one object for another.*

(iv) Some illusions are due to pathological disorders of the

peripheral organs {hnhyendriya-dofa). For instance, when the

visual organ is affected by jaundice or preponderance of bile, we
perceive a white conch-shell as yellow {pita-Sankha). When the

gustatory organ is affected by provocation of bile, we taste molasses or

sugar as bitter (tiktaguda or tiktaiarkarS). When the rays of light

issuing out of the visual organ are bifurcated by darkness (timira)^ we
perceive the moon as double.® Or when the eye-ball is pressed with

a finger, the moon appears to be double (dvtctmdra). The illusion

of a mass of hair {ktla-k&rcaka or keimdraka) also is due to some

defect in the visual organ. Jayanta Bha^ explains it in the following

manner. There are particles of darkness within the cavities of the

eye-ball here and there 5 the rays of light issuing out of the visual

organ are intercepted by these particles of darkness so that they

become thinly distributed ; these thinly distributed fine rays of light

issuing out of the eye-ball are obstruct^ by the rays of the sun and

appear as a mass of hair. Before sunrise or after sunset we do not get

this illusory perception.* AU these illusions are due to some defects

in the peripheral organs. Thus when the peripheral organs are

overpowered by predominance of flatulent, bilious, and phlegmatic

humours, we have illusory perceptions.

(y) Some illusions are due to pathological disorders of the bodily

humours [adhyStmagatadosa)^ e.g. the flatulent humour, the bilious

humour, and the phlegmatic humour. For instance, pillars of fire

are seen owing to provocation ofthe bodily humours.^

(vi) Some illusions are due to defects in the central sensory or

mind {antahkarana-dofa, mano-do^a). For instance, when the mind

is overpowered by the predominance of rajat or tamas^ we have

illusory perceptions. When the mind is overpowered by strong

emotion or passion we have illusory perceptions. A man infatuated

with love for a woman, sees the semblance of his beloved here, there,

and everywhere. When the mind is overpowered by drowsiness,

we have illusory perceptions in the form of dreams. All these illusions

1 NBT, p. 16 * NM., p 173.
® Ibid., p. 180. * Ibid., pp. 185 and 545.
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which are due to some disorder of the mind only are called

hallucinations.^

(vii) Some illusions are due to defects in the self (j^amOtf-dofa).

For instance, when the self is affected by strong desire, aversion,

hunger, rage, etc., we have illusory perceptions.*

Dharmottara describes four sources of illusions, e.g. disorders

of the peripheral organs, disturbances in the external stimuli, move-

ment of the conveyance in which we travel, and disorders of the

bodily humours. According to him, all these different causes of

illusions must involve a derangement of the sense-organs. There

can be no “ sense-illusions ” unless there are “ sense-disorders ”.*

Thus some illusions are due to some defects in the various conditions

of perception. This condition of illusions is emphasized by the

NySya-Vaikjika.

(2) In the second place, illusory perceptions are produced by

wrong operation of the sense-oi^ans with regard to their objects

(asamprayoga). This condition of illusions is mentioned by the

Bha^ Mlmarhsakas. Right perception depends upon right inter-

course between the sense-organs and their objects {satsamprayoga).

It requires a real object (ra/), and right intercourse between this

object and the proper sense-organ {samprayoga). If there is no real

object and still we have perceptual experience, the perception is

illusory. In dreams there are no real objects or external stimuli,

but sdll we have illusory perceptions of various objects. So dreams

should be regarded as halludnations. If, in spite of the presence of

a real object, there is wrong intercourse between it and the proper

sense-organ, we have illusory perception. For instance, when we
mistake a nacre for a piece of silver, there is wrong intercourse

between the visual organ and the nacre. Right perception depends

upon the intercourse of that object with the proper sense-organ,

which is manifested in consciousness. When one object is in contact

with a sense-organ, but another object appears in consciousness,

the perception is illusory. For instance, when a nacre is in contact

with a visual organ, but a piece of silver appears in consciousness the

perception is illusory. Thus right perception depends upon right

operation of the sense-organs with regard to their objects, and illusory

perception depends upon wrong operation of the sense-organs with

r^rd to their objects. This condition of illusions, viz. asamprayoga,

emphasized by Ae MlmSiiisakas, is included in viiaya-dosa and

htdriya-dofa mentioned by the Nyiya-Vai^efika.*

1 NM., p. 545. * Ibid., p. 173.
• NET., pp. 16-17. ‘ SV. and NylyaratnJkara, Sfltra 4, 15 ff
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(3) In the third place, illusory perceptions are produced by

subconscious impressions {samskOra). We have already found that

subconscious impressions are the causes of those peripherally excited

illusions which contain representative elements. For example,

when a nacre is in contact with the visual organ, we sometimes

perceive only its brightness which is common to both nacre and

silver, and the perception of this brightness revives the subconsdous

impression of silver, and the visual organ in co-operation with this

subconscious impression produces the illusory perception of silver.

Thus subconscious impressions in co-operation with the peripheral

organs produce those peripherally excited illusions which contain

representative elements.^ We have also found that centrally excited

illusions or hallucinations are due to subconscious impressions alone.

For example, a lover infatuated with love for a woman sees his

beloved near him, though she is far away. Here the subconscious

impression of the woman is revived by the strong passion of love and

invades the held of consciousness ; the memory-image of the woman
distant in time and space appears like a woman actually perceived

here and now. Thus subconscious impressions alone are the causes

of hallucinations.^

Pra&stapada says that an illusory perception consists in the

misapprehension of one object as another object, both of which were

perceived in the past wiA their peculiar characters, and it is due

to three causes : (i) wrong apprehension by a peripheral organ

perverted by provocation of the bilious, phlegmatic, and flatulent

humours j (2) the mind-soul-contact depending upon the sub-

conscious impression left by the previous cognition of an absent

object ; and (3) demerit {adharma) ; as, for example, the illusory

perception of a horse in a cow. Here Pra^taplda refers to peri-

pherally excited illusions which contain representative elements.®

Sridhara explains the functions of the peripheral organs and sub-

conscious impressions in producing these kinds of illusions. He asks :

When we mistake a cow for a horse, what is the cause of non-

apprehension of the distinctive character of a cow ; and what is the

cause of apprehension of the distinctive character of a horse which

is not present to the visual orgw ? He says that the visual organ

cannot apprehend the distinctive character of a cow, though it is in

contact with a cow, because it is perverted by the disorders of the

bilious, phlegmatic, and flatulent humours. But how can the perverted

sense-organ produce apprehension of the distinctive character of

^ Kaijfldaraliasya, p. 120.

* NK., p. 179 ; NM., p. 545. » PBh., p. 177.
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a horse which is not present to the visual organ ? Can it produce

apprehension of absent objects ? If so, then it can produce appre-

hension of any absent object whatsoever at any time, and thus there

will be nothing to determine the appearance of particular objects

in consciousness in illusory perceptions. SrTdhara points out that the

perverted sense-organ brings about apprehension of an absent object

only in co-operation vrith the mind-soul-contact which depends upon

the subconscious impression of an absent object. Though the visual

organ is in contact with a cow, it cannot apprehend the object as

a cow because it is perverted by disorders of the bodily humours.

But still it apprehends the individual as endowed with those features

which are common to cows and horses. The perception of similarity

revives the subconscious impression of a horse ; and this subconscious

impression being revived brings about the recollection of a horse

;

and this recollection ofa horse, owing to some perversion of the mind,

produces the perceptual experience of a horse, in contact with the

visual organ because of the similarity between a cow and a horse.

Thus any absent object carmot appear in consciousness at any time in

the presence of any object in contact with a perverted sense-organ.

Similarity between a present object and an absent object, and the

subconscious impression of the latter revived by the perception of

similarity determine the appearance of a particular absent object

in an illusory perception. Hence, the perverted sense-organs in

co-operation with subconscious impressions produce certain illusory

perceptions.^

^ 4. Psycholo^al Analysts of an Illusion

A centrally excited illusion or hallucination is solely due to

revival of subconscious impressions. A peripherally exated illusion

which contains only presentative elements is due to pathological

disorders of the peripheral organs. So these two kinds of illusions

are simple psychoses. But a peripherally excited illusion which

contains both presentative and representative elements is complex

in character. It is due to the peripheral organs and subconscious

impressions. This kind of illusion has been analysed by different

schools of Indian thinkers in slightly different ways. Let us consider

the illusory perception of silver in a nacre. Is it a single psychosis ?

Or is it a combination of two psychoses i If it is a single psychosis,

what is its nature ? Prabhlkara holds that an illusion is sl complex

psychosis, made up of a presentative element or perception {anubhava)

^ NK,, pp. 178-9.
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and a representative element or recollection {sTnarana)^ and as long

as the illusion lasts we do not discriminate these two &ctors from

each other. The Nyaya-Vai&§ika and the Vedantist hold that an

illusion is a single psychosis of a presentative or perceptual character.

(i) PrabhSkara's Analys'u

Prabhakara holds that in an illusion there are two elements,

an element of perception or presentation and an element of recollection

or representation. When we perceive a nacre as silver, we perceive

only the common qualities of nacre and silver, viz. brightness and

the like, and the common qualities which are perceived in the nacre

revive the idea of silver in memory by assodation. Thus in the

illusion of silver in a nacre there is the perception of brightness and

the like, and the recollection of silver. But so long as the illusion

lasts we do not distinguish the presentative element from the repre-

sentative element. Thus an illusion is made up of a presentative

element and a representative clement, in which there is no discrimina-

tion of the two factors from each other. This non-discrimination

{vivekakhyati) of the presentative element from the representative

dement is the cause of exertion for the appropriation or avoidance

of the object of illusion. A sublating cognition {bUdhaka-jnSna) does

not contradict an illusion, but simply recognizes the distinction

between the presentative dement and the representative dement.

But why are not the two elements discriminated from each other

before the so-called sublative cognition ? Prabhakara holds that we
caimot discriminate the representative dement from the presentative

element, because the former does not appear in consdousness as

representation or memory owing to smrtipramosa or obscuration

of memory.!

(iij The NySya-Vatie^ika Analysis

According to the Nyaya-Vai&§ika, an illusion is a single psychosis

of a presentative or perceptual character. In the illusion of silver

in a nacre at first we perceive those qualities of the nacre which

are common to both silver and nacre, e.g. brightness, etc., but we do

not perceive the peculiar qualities of the nacre owing to the perversion

of the visual organ ; then the perception of these common qualities

reminds us of the peculiar qualities of silver by assodation. So

far the NySya-Vai^ika agrees with Prabhikara. But according

! PP., p. 43; also NM., pp. 179-180.
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to the Nyaya-Vai^ika, the recollection of silver, owing to some

perversion of the mind, produces the perception of silver, in contact

with the visual organ ; the illusion ofsilver is perceptual in character }

it is experienced as a direct perception, and not as a recollection.

If we regard an illusion as a mere reproduction of past experience,

then we miss its distinctive psychol<^cal character.^

According to the Neo-NaiySyika, the visual perception of silver

in a nacre depends upon the extraordinary intercourse through the

idea of silver revived in memory by association as we have already

seen.* Here there is no contact of the visual organ with actud

silver ; there is no ordinary intercourse {laukika sannikarsa) between

the sense-organ and its object. But there is an extraordinary inter-

course {alauinka sannikarsa)^ by means of which the idea of silver

reproduced in memory by association produces the visual perception

of silver. This is called the extraordinary intercourse whose

character is knowledge {jnUna-laksana-sanmkarfa).

(iii) The Samkara-VedSntist's Analysis

According to the Vedantist, an illusion is a presentative process.

The Sathkara-Vedindst explains the illusion of silver in a nacre

in the following manner. At first the visual organ perverted by

certain pathological disorders comes in contact with the nacre which

is present to the sense-organ, and brings about a mental mode in the

form of “ this ” or “ brightness ”. Then the object-consciousness

determined by “ this ” is reflected in the mental mode, so that the

mental mode streaming out of the sense-orifice, the object-

consciousness (viscya-caitanya) determined by “ this ”, the mental

consciousness (or consciousness determined by the mental mode)

in the form of “ this ” (vrtti-caitanya)y and the logical subject-

consciousness (pranUttr-caitanya) are idendfied with one another.

Then there is produced avidyS or nescience in the form of nacre

}

this avidyH exists in the object-consciousness which has been idendfied

with the subject-consciousness. This avidytl in co-operation with

the subconscious impression of silver revived by the percepdon of

the common features, e.g. brightness and the like, and with the help

of the peripheral disorders, is transformed into illusory silver

(prUtibhasika rajata), on the one hand, and the illusory percepdon

of silver lyajata-jhBnahhBsa), on the other.* Stripped of all epistemo-

Ic^ical and metaphysical implicadons, the Saihkarite’s analysis of an

* NM., pp. 180-1, and NK, p. 178.
• Chapter IV. • VP., pp. I36^r,
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illusion is exactly the same as that of the NySya-Vaifejika from the

psychological point of view. According to both, an illusion is a simple

psychosis of a presentadve character. According to both, an illusion

is produced by a sense-organ vitiated by a certain derangement in

co-operation with a subconscious impression revived by the perception

of similarity. They do not differ in their psychological analysis of an

illusion, though they differ in their epistemological and metaphysical

doctrines of illusion, which we shall consider later on.

§ 5. lUttsioH (viparyaya) and Doubtful Perception {seahiaya)

Udayana says that both an illusion {viparyaya) and a doubtful

perception {samiaya) are not produced by the corresponding objects

{anarthaja) ; but the former is definite {nUcayatmaka\ while the

latter is indefinite (aniscayUtmaka). An illusion is a frlse perception

of a definite character in the waking condition.^

Jayanta Bha^ points out that an illusion differs from a doubtful

perception both in its nature and in its origin. Firstly, m an illusion

one object is definitely perceived as another object, e.g. a post as a

man, or a man as a post $ while in a doubtful perception the mind

wavers between two alternatives, sometimes toudiing the one,

and sometimes touching the other. Thus an illusion is a definite,

false perception, while a doubtful perception is an indefinite, or un-

certain, fidse perception. Secondly, an illusion springs from the

recollection of the peculiar qualiaes of one object fe.g. silver, or

water) which is suggested by the perception of the common quality

in another object (e.g. nacre, or the rays ofthe sun) ; while a doubtful

perception springs from the recollection of the peculiar qualities of

two objects (e.g. a post and a man) which are suggested by the percep-

tion of their common quality (e.g. tallness).*

§ 6. Different Theories of Illusions

Different schools of Indian philosophers have advanced different

theories of illusions. These theories are not only based on the purely

psychological analysis of illusions, but also on their epistemologicd

significance and ontological basis. Prabhacandra refers to seven

different theories of illusions in PrameyakamalamOrtanda^ viz.

Akhjrad (non-apprehension), AsatkhySti (;q>prehension of a non-

existent object), Prasiddharthakhyiti (appr^ension of a real object

established by knowledge), Atmakh^ti (apprehension of a subjective

^ Kir., p. Z63. • NM., p. 181.
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cognition projected into the external world), AnirvacanlyarthakhySti

(apprehension of an undefinable object), Anyathakhyati or Vipartta-

khySti (apprehension of an object as otherwise, i.e. as a different

object), and Smfdpramo^a (obscuration of memory) or VivekakbySti

(non-apprehension of discrimination or non-discrimination). It is not

known who is the advocate of the first doctrine. The second doctrine

is held by the Madhyamika. It is not known who is the advocate

of the third doctrine. The fourth doctrine is held by the Yogacara ;

the fifth, by the &uhkara School of Vedandsts ; the sixth, by the

Patafijala, ^e Naiyayika, the Vai^ika, the Bha^ Mlmariisaka,

and the Jaina ; and the seventh, by the Prabhakara Mimaihsaka.

In NySyatOtparyatbpika Ja)rasiihhas&ri mentions eight different

theories of illusions, adding to the above list Alaukikakhyad (appre-

hension ofan extraordinary object, different from the ordinary objects

of experience). Jayanta Bha^ also discusses the theory of Alaukika-

khyati in Ny/tyamanjarl and says that this doctrine is held by a certain

Mlmariisaka. The Saihkhya advocates the doctrine of Sadasatkhyad.

Ramanuja advocates the doctrine of Satkhyad (apprehension of

a real object). We shall consider these theories one by one.

I. The Doctrine of AkhvAti

(a) Exposition of AkhySti

According to this doctrine, an illusion has no objecrive sub-

stratum j it IS objecdess {nirSlambana) ; it does not apprehend any

object at all ; it is a pure hallucinadon. Let us consider the illusion

ofa mirage, or the illusory perception of water in the rays of the sun.

What is the object of this illusion ? Is it water, absence of water,

or the rays of the sun, or something else ? Water cannot be the

object of the illusory cognition, for, in that case, the cognition would

be valid and not illusory. The absence of water cannot be the object

of the illusion, because it is the cognition of water that induces

the person under illusion to exert himselfto get water. The rays ofthe

sun, too, caimot be the object of the illusion, for, in that case, the

cognition would not be illusory but valid, representing the real nature

of the external stimulus. It cannot be argued that the rays of the sun

are perceived as water, inasmuch as one thing cannot be perceived

as something different ; a cloth is never perceived as a jar. Hence

an illusion is objectless or without any objective substratum [niralam-

hanam viparyaya-jnSnam). This account of the doctrine of Akhyati

is given by Prabhacandra, a Jaina philosopher, in Prameyakamala-

mSrtm4a.^

p. 13.
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(i) Criticism of JkhyUti

Prabh2candra offers the following criticism of the doctrine of

Akhyati :

—

If illusions have no objective substrates {alamhana\ if they are

not excited by external stimuli, by what peculiar mark are we to

distinguish one illusion from another ? For instance, how can we
distinguish the illusory cognition of water (in the rays of the sun)

from the illusory cognition of silver (in a nacre) ?

If, again, illusions are not produced by external objects, what is

the difference between an illusion and a sute of dreamless sleep ?

It may be urged that there is no difference between the two, except

that in an illusion there is consciousness, while in dreamless sleep

there is no consdousness at all ; they agree in having no external

stimulus. But Prabhicandra contends that at least the object that

appears in consciousness in an illusion must be regarded as the object

of that illusion. Thus an illusion can never be held to be a non-

apprehension of an object.'

2. The Doctrine of Asatkhyati

(a) Exposition of Asatkhyati

The M^hyamika holds that in the illusory cognition of silver,

there is a cognition of silver as real, though really there is no silver

at all. Hence he concludes that m an illusion something non-

existent is cognized as existent. This is the doctrine of Asatkhyati.

(i) Criticism of Asatkhyati

Jayanta Bham offers the following criticism of the doctrine of

Asatkhyati on behalf of Prabhikara :

—

What is the meaning of Asatkhyati, or apprehension of a non-

existent object ? What is the object of an illusion according to this

doctrine ? Is it an absolutely non-existent object like a sky-flower ?

Or is it an object existing in some other time and place ? If the latter,

then AsatkhySti is nothing but Vipailtakhyati, according to which,

silver existing in some other time and place appears in the illusory

cognition of silver, but not existing in that time and place. If the

former, then there would be a cognition of a sky-flower also ; but

because such an absolutely non-existent object never appears in

consciousness, it cannot be the object of an illusion.

' PKM., p. 13.
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It may be argued that non-existent things appear in consciousness

through the intensity of residua or sub(»nscious impressions

(vasonabhyUsa). But a residuum {vUsona) is not possible without

a real object ; it is nothing but a vestige left by the previous perception

ofan object ; why should such a residuum be the cause ofthe cognition

of an absolutely non-existent object ? If we admit that some other

kind of residuum (vdsand) produces the cognition of a non-existent

object, why should such a residuum produce the cognition of silver

and not that of a sky-flower i What regulates the operation of such

a residuum ? An absolutely non-existent object can never appear

in consciousness, nor can it induce a person to exert himself to get

hold of it.^ Thus the doctrine of Asatkhyati is untenable.

Prabhacandra points out that according to the Msdh)ramika,

there is neither an external or objective reality, nor an internal

or subjective cognition •, so there is neither any variety in external

objects nor any variety in cognitions. Hence there cannot be a variety

of illusions. ‘ Thus the doctrine of AsatkhySti cannot be maintained.

3. The Doctrine of Atmakhvati

(a) Exposition of JtmakhyUti

VidySranya Mum, a ^ariikarite, gives the following exposition

of the doctrine of Atmakhyati held by the Yog3c3ra in Vivarma-

prameya-samgraha.

According to the Buddhists, mind {atta) and mental states

(caitta) are produced by four different causes : (i) co-operating

cause {sahakSri-pratyaya\ (2) dominant cause {adlupati-pratyaya)^

(3) immediate cause {samanatitara-pratyaya)^ and (4) objective datum

or external cause {slamhana-pratyaya). Now, in the first place, the

illusion of silver cannot be produced by the co-operating cause

{sahakOri-pratyaya) which, in the present case, is light ; for light

is the cause of the distinctness of the perception. In the second place,

it cannot be produced by the dominant cause {adknpati-pratyaya)

which, in the present case, is the visual organ, for the visual organ

is the cause only of the visual character of the perception ; it cannot

account for the particular nature of the visual perception, viz. that

of silver. In the third place, it cannot be produced by the immediate

cause {samanantara-pratyaya) which is the immediately preceding

cognition j for the illusory cognition of silver may arise immediately

after a cognition of an entirely different kind, e.g. that of a jar.

1 NM., pp. 177-8. PKM., p. 13.
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In the fourth place, it cannot be produced by an external cause

{alombona-pratyaya), for, accordingto the Buddhist idealist (Yog^c^ra),
there is no extemd reidity at all. How, then, can the Buddhist

idealist account for the illusory cognition of silver ? The Yogaclra

holds that it is produced by a vHtanH or residuum of silver which,

at some time or other, arose in the beginningless series of nescience

{ovidya), which, again, had been produced by a yet earlier idea of

silver, and so on. Thus the idea ofsilver is the result ofa beginningless

series of residua ; and owing to error this subjective idea appears

to consciousness as something external. An illusion, therefore, is

not produced by an external object in contact with a sense-organ ;

but it is simply an eccentric projection of a subjective idea into the

external world ; it is a purely subjective hallucination.^

Prabhacandra gives the following gist of the doctrine of

Atmakhyad in PrameyakamalamSrtanda. In the illusory perception

of silver, the object of consciousness, e.g. silver, is a subjective form

of consciousness itself 5 it appears as an extra-mental object owing

to the potency of erroneous cognitions arising out of b^inningless

nescience. The beginningless series of various residua or subconscious

impressions are gradually awakened in persons ; on account of this,

various cognitions (e.g. pots, cloths, etc.) arise, which cognize their

own forms. There are no external objects corresponding to these

cognitions. This is the doctrine of Atmakhyati.*

(b) Cnticism of AtmakhySU

Jayanta Bhatta offers the following cnucism of the doctrine of

Atmakhyati, on behalf of Prabhakara :

—

According to this doctrine, a mere idea appears as the cognizer,

the cognized object, and the cognition ; there is neither a subject

apart from ideas, nor an object apart from ideas ; there is simply a

series of ideas or cognitions. Thus, if in an illusion a mere idea is

manifested in consciousness, and not an external object, then we would

have such a cognition as “ I am silver ”, and not as “ this is silver ”.

Moreover, this doctrine implies Vipailtakhyati, inasmuch as, accordii^

to this view, an internal or subjective idea is cognized as something

different, viz. an external or objective reality. And this doctrine

implies AsatkhySd too, since the cognidon of externality has no real

objecdve basis, there being no extra-mental reality according to

the YogScara.*

1 VPS., p. 3+. * PKM., p. 13. » NM., p. 178.
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PrabhSUandra gives the following criticism of the doctrine of

AtmakhySd :

—

If all oc^itions apprehend only their own forms, and not those

of external objects, as the Yc^ScSra holds, there would be no distinc-

tion between an illusory cognition and a valid cognition, and con-

sequently, there would be neither any sublating cognition nor any

sublated cognition. If, again, the forms of illusory cognitions such

as silver and the like are not those of external objects, but mere forms

of consciousness, then they would be apprehended as such, like the

forms of pleasure and pain, and not as something external. And also

a person under illusion would exert himself to get the object of

illusion, as if it were a subjective momentary cognition, and not an

extra-mental reality. If it is urged that an internal momentary

cognition is mistaken for an external permanent object owing to

the potency of nescience {cnndya\ then the doctrine of Atmakhyiti

leads to Viparftakhyati, since the internal form of a momentary

cognition appears as an external permanent object. Thus the doctrine

of Atmaklmti is untenable.^

The Sarhkara-VedSntist (Vidyaraijya) o£Pers the following

criticism of the doctrine of Atmakhj^ti. In the illusion of silver,

is the illusory silver devoid of origination, on account of its extra-

ordinary nature ? Or does it originate like an ordinary silver ? On
the first alternative, it would not be of the nature of an emergent

cognition as it really is } it comes into being, and so it cannot be

without an origin. On the second alternative, it must be produced

either by a cognition or by an object. It cannot be produced by an

object, as the YogScSra does not admit the existence of an extra-

mental object. If it is produced by a cognition, is it produced by

a pure cognition or a cognition which is due to a vitiated cause ?

It cannot be produced by a pure (yiiuddha) cognition, as pure cognition

constitutes liberation. If it is produced by a cognition which is due

to a vitiated cause, is it the same originating cognition which appre-

hends the silver ? Or is it some odier cognition ? The first alter-

native is not possible, because the originating cognition and the

originated cognition Ixith being momentary, and hence occupying

difiFerent points of dme, there would be no presentation of silver at

all. The second alternative also is impossible. If it is another

cognition that apprehends the silver, it cannot be a cognition produced

by a non-vidated cause, as in that case there would be no reason why
such a cognidon should specially apprehend silver. If, on the other

1 PKM., p. 13.
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hand, the cognition apprehending the illusory silver fe produced by
a vitiated cause, then that cause is either silver or it is not silver.

It cannot be silver, for, in that ca«, silver would have causal efficiency

and consequently it would have a real existence, which b not admitted

by the YogScSra. If silver is not the cause, then it cannot be mani-

fested in the illusory cognition. Thus on the doctrine ofAtmakhySd
the illusory o^idon of silver would never come into being.^

4. The Doctrine or Alaukikakhyati

(a) Exposition of jflaukikakhyilti

Jayanta Bha^ gives the following exposidon of the doctrine of

AlaukikakhyiLd in Nyayomohjari and says that it is held by a certain

Mimaihsaka. According to this doctrine, in the illusory cognidon

of silver it is not a nacre that is the object of the illusory cognidon,

but it b silver ; but thb silver is different from ordinary or laukika

silver 5 it b alaukika or extraordinary silver. Just as the valid

cognidon of silver has for its object ordinary or laukika silver, so the

illusory cognidon of silver has for its object extraordinary or alaukika

silver. WTiat is the difference between laukika silver and alaukika

silver ? Whatever is manifested to consciousness as silver must be

regarded as silver } but some silver known as an object of conscious-

ness serves our pracdcal purposes {yjyavahSra~pravartaka\ while

some other silver does not 5 the former is called ordinary or laukika

silver, while the latter b called extraordinary or alaukika silver.

In the illusory cognidon of silver it b an extraordinary or alaukika

silver that is the object of the illusion ; it b silver beause there b
a cognidon of silver ; and it is alaukika or extraordinary silver because

it does not serve any pracdcal purpose.*

(A) Criticism of yflaukikakhyati

Jayanta Bha^ offers the following cridcism of the doctrine of

Alaukikakhyad :

—

How do you know that there is extraordinary or alaukika silver

corresponding to the illusory cognidon of silver ? It b an absolutely

new and unperceived object. The contradicting perception “ thb

b not silver ” clearly establishes the alaukikatva or extraordinariness

of the silver which existed at the time of the illusoiy cognition.

Hence there is neither silver corresponding to the illusion of silver,

1 VPS., pp. 34-S ; E.T., Indian ThougAt, vol. i, p. 373.
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nor is it alauHka or extraordinaiy. So it is not right to hold that

whatever is manifested to consciousness as silver must be silver ;

silver is manifested to consciousness in the illusory cognition of silver,

though really there is no silver at all at that time and place. Real

silver can be known only through the cognition of silver which is

not contradicted by any other cognition ?

Moreover, what differentiates an ordinary or laukika object

from an extraordinary or alauJaka object ? On what does the

distinction depend ? Does it depend upon the distinction of our

cc^itions {fratibhUsa-mhandhana) ? Or does it depend upon the

fulfilment or non-fulfilment of our practical purposes {tyavahOra-

sadasadbhava-mibmdhana) ? The first alternative is not tenable

;

for sometimes we are consdous of the existence of silver, and some-

times of the non-existence of silver ; but we are never conscious of

the laukikatva (ordinariness) and alaukikatva (extraordinariness)

of silver. The second alternative also cannot be maintained, for what

is the meaning of practical use {yyavahBra) ? Does it mean
the capacity of being an object of thought and speech {jnOnabhidhana-

svabhOva) ? Or does it mean the capacity of producing an effect

or action {arthakriya-mrvartona) ? The first view is untenable,

because there is no consaousness of lauktkatva (ordinariness) or

alttuBkatva (extraordinariness) of an object The second view also

is not tenable, for, in that case, the woman embraced in a dream would

be laukika, and a jar which is destroyed as soon as it is produced, and

as such cannot serve any practical purpose, would be alauktka. Further,

he who does not make an effort to pick up silver at the sight of a

nacre does so, not because he recognizes the alaukikatva (extra-

ordinariness) of the existing silver, but because he understands that

there is no silver in reality. If there is alauJdka silver as the object

of the illusion of silver, why should a person under illusion make an

effort to pick it up ? If it is urged that he perceived the alauktka

silver as laukika, then at last the advocate of the doctrine of Alaukika-

khy£ti comes to adopt the view of Anyathakhyati, according to which,

one object appears as a different one in an illusion.^

5. The Doctrine of AnirvacanIyakhvati

(a) Exposition of AriruacamyakhyBti

The ^aihkara-Vedantist holds that the object of an illusion is

neither real, nor unreal, nor both, but undefinable (anirvacanlya),

^ NM., pp. 187-8.
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This is called the doctrine of Anirvacanlyakhyati. According to

this doctrine, whatever is manifested in a cognition is the object of

that cognition. In the illusor7 perception of silver, it is silver that

appears in consciousness ; so silver must be the object of this illusion.

If something else is regarded as the object of this illusion, as the

doctrine of AnyathaldiTiti holds, why should we call this illusion

an illusion of silver and not of something else ? So it is silver that

is the object of the illusion of silver. But this silver is neither real

nor unreal (atat), nor both real and unreal {sadasat)^ but it is

undehnable (aniruacatilya). It cannot be real, for, in that case,

the cognition of silver would be valid, and not illusory, and as such

would not be contradicted by any subladng cognition. Kor can

it be unreal, for, in that case, it would not produce the cognition of

silver, and, consequently, it would not lead the person under illusion

to exert himself to get hold of silver. Nor can it be both real and

unreal, as this supposition would involve both the above difficulties,

and further, two contradictory qualities like reality and unreality

cannot inhere in one and the same object Hence the silver which

is the object of the illusory cognition of silver must be regarded as

undehnable (anirvacaniya).^

The Sarhkarite, therefore, holds that undefinable silver is produced

at that time and place and continues as long as the illusion of silver

persists. This kind of existence is called by him prStibhSsika-satta^

or apparent existence, which is different from vyavahorika-satta^

or empirical existence.

But what is the use of admitting an undefinable reality to account

for an illusion ? An illusory cognition may very well be explained

by the doctrine of Anyathakhyad, according to which, an illusion

is the misapprehension ofone thing as a different thing ; for example,

the illusion of silver is the misapprehension of a nacre as silver which

exists in some other time and place. The Saihkarite urges that silver

existing in some other time and place cannot be an object ofperception,

since it is not present to the sense-organ and there can be no presenta-

tion without a present object. The Neo-Naijrajnka argues that the

silver existing in some other time and place is brought to conscious-

ness by association, and produces the perception of silver by means

of an extraordinary intercourse whose character is knowledge

(JfUlHalaksana-samikarfa). The Samkarite urges that in that case,

in the inference of fire from smoke, fire which is not present to the

sense-organ might be brought to consciousness by association, and

^ The Jaina account of the Sarhkarite doctrine. PKM., pp. 13-14.
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produce the perception of fire bjr means of an extraordinary inter-

course whose character is knowledge {jnana-lakfona-samikarfa)

and thus there would be no inference at all.

Besides, what is the meaning of AnyathSkhTSd P If it means

a cognition of one thing as otherwise, to what does the otherwiseness

actually belong ? Does it belong to the a^itive activity (the act

of cognizing), or to the result of oc^nitive activity, i.e. the resulting

cognition, or to the object of o^ition ? The first alternative

is impossible. If the act of cognizing the shell is in the £orm of silver,

then the shell cannot be call^ the objective substrate of the illusory

cognition of silver ; because an object can impart its own form to

that o^nition by which it is apprehended, and hence the shell caimot

impart its own form to a cognition which apprehends silver. The
second alternative also is not tenable. The otherwiseness {anyathitva)

cannot belong to the result of cognitive activity or the cognition itself,

for the cognition does not essentially differ, whether it is true or

illusory ; the cognition does not appear as something different or

otherwise. Nor can the third alternative be maintained. In what

sense, can the otherwiseness belong to the object, viz. the shell ?

Does it mean that the shell identifies itself with silver p Or does it

mean that the shell transforms itself into the form of silver P In

the first alternative, is the shell absolutely different from silver P

Or are they different and non-difierent at the same time P The first

view is untenable, since things absolutely different from each other

can never identify themselves with each other. The second view

also is untenable, for, in that case, such judgments as “ the cow is

short-homed ” would be illusory. In the second alternative, if

the shell actually transforms itself into the form of silver, then the

cognition of silver cannot be sublated as it is the cognition of a real

change. If it is urged that the shell actually transforms itself into

silver for the time being, i.e. so long as the illusion lasts, then silver

would be perceived in the shell also by those who do not suffer from

any defect of the sense-organs and the like. Thus the doctrine of

Anyathakhyid caimot be stated in an intelligible form. It does not

offer a better explanation of an illusion than the doctrine of

Anirvacanlyakhyiti, according to which an undefinable object is

produced at die time of an illusory cognition.^

But it may be urged that the object of the iUusory cognidon

of diver caimot be illusory or undefinable silver, inasmuch as the

cause of silver (e.g. its diferent parts) is absent at the dme. The
^aihkarite urges that it is product by avidytt in co-operadon with

» VPS., pp. 33^.
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the subconscious impression of silver perceived in the past, and revived

by the perception of its similarity with a nacre which is in contact

with the visual organ impaired by a certain derangement. Hence

it cannot be said that illusory silver {prUtibhaAka rajata) cannot be

produced at the time, which is the object of the illusory cc^nidon

of silver.*

Thus the Saihkarite argues that an illusion is a presentarive

cognidon, and as such it must be produced by a present object

;

and the object of a o^nidon must be that which appears in conscious-

ness } it caimot be some other object which does not appear in

consciousness. In the illusory cognidon of silver, it is silver that

is the object of the cognidon as it appears in consciousness ; and that

silver must be present at that dme and place, when and where the

illusion is produced ; otherwise the illusion would not be a presentadve

cognidon. Thus the illusion of silver has silver for its object which

is produced then and there and condnues as long as the illusion lasts.

But this silver cannot be real, as in that case the cognidon of silver

would not be illusory. It cannot be unreal, as in that case there would

be no cognition ofsilver and consequently no activity for the appropria-

tion of silver. Nor can it be real and unreal both, as it involves self-

contradiction. Hence it must be undeiinable.

(
4) Criticism if AmrvacamyakhyOA

IULm2nuja contends that even the doctrine of Anirvacanlyakhy^d

cannot avoid Anyathikhyad, which it seeks to refute. The very

assumption of an undef^ble existence to account for an illusion

implies that one thing appears as another, since an undeiinable object

appears to consciousness as real. Ifan undeiinable object were appre-

hended as undeiinable at the time of the illusory cognition, then the

cognition would not be illusory, and hence it would not be contra-

dicted by a subsequent cognition. If it is urged that the undeiinable

object of an illusion does not appear as undeiinable so long as the

illusion lasts, but subsequently it is known to be undefinable by

ratioiud reflection, then also the doctrine of Anirvacanlyakhyati

leach to AnyathUkhyati, as an undeiinable object appears to conscious-

ness as real. Moreover, the doctrine ofAnyathakhySti can adequately

explain all the fluxs coimected with an illusion, viz. illusory cc^tion,

activity consequent upon an illusion, and the subsequent sublating

cognition. What, then, is the use of supposing an undeiinable object

which is absolu^y unperceived and groundless ?

* VP., pp. 136-7.
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Even if we admit that an undefinahle object is produced at the

time of the corresponding illusion, what is its cause ? In the illusory

cognition of silver what is the cause of the undefinable silver which

is the object of the illusion ? The cognition of silver carmot originate

the undefinable silver, for there carmot be the cognition of silver

before origination of the silver. It is absurd to argue that at first a

cognition arises without any object, and then this objectless cognition

produces the undefinable silver and makes it an object of apprehension.

Nor can it be argued that a certain defect in the sense-organs is the

cause of the illusory silver ; for a defect abiding in the knowing

person carmot produce an effect in an outward object. Nor can the

sense-organs, ^rt from defects, give rise to the illusory silver, for

the sense-organs are the causes of cognitions only, and not of the

objects of cognitions. Nor can the sense-organs deranged by a certain

defect originate the illusory silver ; for they also can produce peculiar

modifications only in the cognitions produced by them, but not in

the objects of those cx^itions. Nor can a begitmingless nescience

(avidya) be the cause of the illusory silver, for the doctrine ofnescience

does not stand to reason. RimSnuja has brought seven charges

against the ^arhkarite doctrine of nescience (ovidya).^

6. The Doctrine of Satkhyati

(a) Exposition of Satkhyati

The RamSnujist holds that an illusory perception has a real

object {sat) for its objective substrate. In the illusory perception

of silver in a nacre the silver that is manifested to consciousness is

a real object, for an unreal object can never be apprehended. Other-

wise, why is it that only silver is apprehended in a nacre, and not

a jar, or a cloth, or some other thing ? It carmot be argued that silver

is apprehended owing to its similarity with the nacre, inasmuch as

the similarity of the nacre with silver would revive the subconscious

impression of silver, and thus produce the recollection of silver,

but would never produce the perception of silver. It is real silver

that is the object of the illusory perception of silver. But how is it

real ? All objects of the world are produced by triplication or

quintuplicadon {pahdkarana) of the five elements of earth, water,

fire, air, and ether, so that everything exists everywhere in the form

of its elements. Hence silver in which the element of fire predominates

exists in part in the nacre in which the element of earth predominates.

^ R.B., i, I, I.
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Moreover, there is a law that an object is similar to that object

which contains the parts of the latter. According to this law, a nacre

which is similar to silver must contain the parts of silver. Thus in

the illusory perception of silver in a nacre, silver must exist in part

in the nacre. But, then, why is the perception of silver in a nacre

called illusory ? It is called illusory, not because silver does not

exist even in part in the nacre, but b^use in the nacre the parts of

silver are much less than those of the nacre, and they do not serve

our practical purposes. Thus every illusory perception has a real

object for its objective substrate. This is the doctrine of Satkhyati.^

(i) Criticism cf SatkiySti

A ^amlcarite offers the following criticism of the doctrine of

Satkhyati in JdvmtHmoda :

—

According to the RlmUnujist, all cognitions are real
;

even an

illusory cognition has a real object for its objective substrate. Thus
the illusory perception of silver has real silver for its object. The
Saihkarite also holds that the illusory perception of silver has real

silver for its object. But, according to the Saihkarite, the silver

which IS the object of the illusory cogmtion of silver has only apparent

or illusory existence (prtltibhSsika-satta)^ while according to the

Rimanujist, it has real or ontological existence {pSramOrthika-

satta).

But if the object of an illusion has real existence, how can we
perceive water in a desert ? It is true that a part of water does exist

in earth on account of triplication or quintuplication of the subtle

elements. But the distinctive character of water does not exist in

a particular earthy substance produced by triplication or quintuplica-

tion of the elements. Even if the distinctive character of water

exists in the part of water which constitutes a part of that substance,

it is not capable of being perceived. Triplication or quintuplication

is such a combination of the elements that they cannot be separated.

Before triplication or quintuplication the elements are subtle and

imperceptible ; after triplication or quintuplication also the part of

water alone cannot be perceived in the earthy substance. Moreover,

it does not stand to reason that the elements of water in the earthy

substance, though subtle, are perceived from a distance, but they

cannot be perceived by those who are near it. The R2m2nujist

says that fire and earth are not perceived owing to a certain defect

^ Nytyapaniuddlii, p. 37 ; Ya^dramatadlpikl, pp. 4-5.
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of the peripheral organ, and water is perceived owing to demerit

{adrfta). But this is no argument.

For the same reason it is wrong to hold that we have an illusory

perception of silver in a nacre because silver really exists in the nacre

in the form of the elements of fire, which enter into three-fold or

five-fold combination to constitute the nacre. Moreover, why are

the elements of fire in the nacre perceived as silver alone ? They
might as well be perceived as lightning, the sun, and other fiery

objects, because the elements of fire are common to all these objects

before combination. It cannot be said that certain particles of the

fire {teias) which, by triplication or quintuplicadon, are transformed

into silver, are combined and are perceived in the nacre, for there is

no proof of their existence. It cannot be said that the cognition of

silver is the proof of their existence, for it would involve a vicious

circle. The existence of silver in the nacre would depend upon the

cognition of silver being an apprehension of a real object ;
and the

cognidon ofsilver being an iq>prehension of a real object would depend

upon the existence of a part of silver in the nacre. It cannot be said

that the existence of a part of silver in the nacre is proved by the

percepdon of similarity of the nacre with silver. The nacre is similar

to silver because it is endowed with those qualities which are common
to itself and silver, viz. brighmess and the like, and not because it

contains a part of silver } there is no law of nature that an object

must contain a part of another object with which it has similarity.

If the clothes and ornaments of Caitra are similar to those of

Devadatta, Devadatta may mistake the clothes and ornaments of

Caitra for his own. But the parts of the clothes and ornaments

of Devadatta do not interpenetrate into the clothes and ornaments

of Caitra. Hence the doctrine of SatkhySd is groundless.

7. The Doctrine of Sadasatkhyati

This doctrine is held by the &bhkhya. Kapila criticizes all the

rival doctrines of illusion and establishes his ovtm doctrine.^ And
Aniruddha explains his arguments. The Madhyamika holds thatsome-

thing non-existent, e.g. the identity of a nacre with a piece of silver,

appears in consciousness in the illusory perception “ this is silver

This is wrong, for a non-existent object can neither lead to action

nor produce a cognition, e.g. the horns ofa man.* PrabhZkara holds

that in the illusory perception “this is silver” there are two
cognitions: (i) the perception of “this” present to the visual

^ ^adaMtkhyltirbBdbXbldhBt, 8S„ v, 56. * SSV., v, 52.
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organ, and (2) the recollection of “ silver ” ; and non-discrimination

of these two cognitions from each other leads to action. This also

is wrong, for apprehension of non-difference or identity is found

to lead to action, and the illusory perception “ this is silver ” is

contradicted by the sublating cognition “ this is not silver ”, while

a valid cognition can never be contradicted.^ The Saihkarite holds

that the objective substrate of the illusory perception “ this is silver
”

is neither real nor umeal nor both ; if it were unreal, there would

be no immediate or presentative cognition ; if it were real, there

would be no sublating cognition ; and it cannot be both as it is self-

contradictory ; hence the object of the illusion is neither real nor

unreal nor both, but it is undefinable. This also is wrong, for the

illusory perception, in the present case, is defined as “ this is silver

The Naiyayika holds that in the illusory perception “ this is silver
”

it is a nacre that appears in consciousness as a piece of silver. This

also is wrong, because it is against experience that one object

should appear in consciousness as another object.^

Hence the Siiiildiya concludes that in the illusory perception

“ this is silver ” the cognition of “ this ” is real {sat) and the cognition

of “ silver ” is unreal {asat). The cognition of “ this ” has for its

object an object present to the visual organ ; so it is real. The
cognition of “ silver ” has for its object “ silver ” which is not present

to the visual organ ; and it is contradiaed by a sublating cognition }

so it is unreal. So an illusion apprehends both a real object {sat)

and an unreal object {asat).*‘ This is Aniruddha’s interpretation of

the doctrine of Sadasatkhyati. Vijfianabhik;u says that m the illusory

perception “ this is silver ” the silver that appears in consciousness

is real {sat)^ since it exists in the shop of a silver-merchant, and it

is unreal {asat)^ since it is falsely ascribed to a nacre.®

8. The Doctrine of Prasiddharthakhyati

{a) Exposition of ErasiddhSrthakhyUU

According to this doctrine, a non-existent thing is not the object

of an illusory cognition, but a really existent object established by

knowledge ; for example, water is the object of the illusion of water,

and when the illusory cognition is contnulicted by the cognition of

the rays of the sun, then the latter cognition has for its object the

rays of the sun.

1 SSV, v, 53.
* Ibid., v, 55.

*

* Ibid., v, 54.

Ibid, V, 56. « SPB., v, 56.
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(b) Criticism of PrasiddhOrthakhyUti

This theory, too, is untenable. If all cognitions were true

representations of their objects, there would be no diflFerence between

a valid cognition and an illusion, all cognitions would be equally

valid. And a person having an illusory cognition of water and acting

upon it would feel the wetness of the ground, etc., which are the

effects of water though water itself may be absent, because the effect

of water is not momentary like the flash of lightning. And if all

cc^idons are equally valid, no cognidon can be contradicted by

another cognidon. But it is a fact of experience that some cognidons

are contradicted by other cognidons. Hence the doctrine of

Piasiddharthalchyad is untenable.^

g. The Doctrine of Vivekakhyati or Smritipramo;a

(a) Exposition of yivekakhyUti

Prabhakara’s doctrine of Vivekakhyad (non>discriminarion)

is somedmes called Akhyati (non-apprehension). But in order to

disdnguish this doctrine from that of AkhySti described above we
prefer to call it by the name of Vivekakhyad. According to Prabha-

kara, whatever is manifested to consciousness must be the object

of that consciousness 5 and hence there can be no apprehension of

an object as a different thing ; there can be no Anyathlkhyad or

misapprehension.

What is the object of the illusion of silver, according to the

doctrine of Anyathakhyad ? Is it silver existing in some other rime

and place ? Or is it a nacre which ornceals its own form and assumes

the form of silver ? Or is it the nacre itself in its own true form ?

The first altemadve implies Asatkhyari. If silver exisdng in

some other dme and place is the object of the illusion of silver, then

silver which does not exist at present becomes the object of the illusory

cognidon, and thus some^ing non-existent is apprehended as

existent. Hence Anyathikhyad implies Asatkhyari.

The second altemadve is unintelligible. Ifa nacre, which conceals

its own form and assumes the form of silver, is the objecdve substrate

of the illusion of silver, then is there an apprehension of a nacre or

an apprehension of silver ? If the former, then there is no illusion,

as a nacre is perceived as a nacre. Ifthe latter, then there is no proof

of the existence of the nacre there, which is manifested as silver in

1 PKM., p. 13.
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conacioiisness. It cannot be said diat the nacre is known by the

sublating cognition “ this is not silver ” ; because the object of the

illusion of silver cannot be established by some other cognition.

A sublating cognition merely establishes the non-existence of the

object of the sublated illusion ; it does not ascertain the object

of the illusory cognition.

The third alternative also cannot be maintained. It cannot be

held that a nacre is the object of the illusion of silver. For, in that

case, everything present at Ae dme of die cognition, e.g. the proximate

piece of land, etc., would be regarded as the object of the illusory

cognition.^ Hence Prabhikara concludes that whatever is manifested

in a cognition must be regarded as the object of that cognition. In

the illusory cognition of silver, it is silver that is manifested in

consciousness ; so silver must be regarded as the object of the illusory

cognition of silver. It is foolish to regard a nacre as the object of

the illusion of silver.

We have already found that according to Prabhakara, there are

two elements in an illusory cognition. It is made up of a presentative

clement and a representative element which are not discriminated

from each other as long as the illusion lasts This lack of discrimina-

tion between the two elements is the cause of exertion for the

appropriation or avoidance of the object of illusion. A sublating

cognition does not contradict an illusion, but simply recognizes the

distinction between the presentative element and the representative

element involved in an illusion. In the illusory cognition “ this is

silver ”, “ this ” is not idenrical with “ silver ”, as the doctrine of

Anyathikhyati holds, “ this ” is nothing but “ this ” which is per-

ceived, and “ silver ” is nothing but “ silver ” which is remembered ;

“ this ” is one thing (e.g. brightness, etc.), and “ silver ” is quite a

different thing. The distinction between thpse two is recognized

when there is the so-called sublative cognition “ this is not silver ”.

But why are not the two elements discriminated from each other

before ^e so-called sublative cognition i Prabh^ra holds that

the representative element does not appear in consciousness as

representation owing to smritipramofa or obscuration of memory.

{h) Criticism ef FivekHkhyati

Jayanta Bhat^a offers the following criticism of the doctrine of

Vivekakhyati ;

—

PrabhSkara holds that an illusion is a complex psychosis made

^ NM., pp. 176-7.
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up of presentadve and Fqjresentadve elements which cannot be

discriminated from each other owing to obscuradon of memory.

But when the illusion is contradicted by a subladve o^don the

presentative element is discriminated from the representadve element.

In the illusory perception of silver in a nacre in the form “ this is

silver ”, there is a presentation of “ this ” and there is a representation

or reproduction of silver in memory, which are not distinguished

from each other. But the Nai3^yi^ urges that in the illusion of

silver there is an actual perception or presentation of silver ", in this

process we do actually feel that we are perceiving silver. But

PrabhSkara tries to explain away this fact of experience. He cannot

account for the fact that as long as the illusion of silver lasts, there

is an actual presentation or perception of silver, and not a mere

representation of silver. He cannot give a satisfactory account of

the so-called non-discrimination of the presentative element from

the representative element in an illusion. He cannot also explain the

nature of the so-called smjiipramosa or obscuration of memory.^

Let us consider these in detail.

In the first place, Prabhflkara holds that when we have the

illusion of silver in a nacre the sense-organ does not come in contact

with real silver ; so there is no presenation of silver, but only a

representation of silver. In the illusion “ this is silver ” there are

two elements, a presentation of “this” and a representation of
“ silver ”, which are not discriminated from each other at the time.

But the NaiySlyika and the VedSntist contend that we are conscious

of silver as something presented to consciousness “ here and now ”

and not as something perceived in the past and remembered now.^

Nor can it be said that there is only a presentation of “ this ” and

not of “ silver ”, for we have a direct and immediate knowledge of

both “ this ” and “ silver ” at the same time ; so both of them are

directly presented to consdousness or perceived at present. Ganged
and his followers hold that in the illusion “ this is silver ” both the

elements “ this ” and “ silver ” are perceived, the first through

the ordinary intercourse between the visual organ and its object,

and the second through the extraordinary intercourse whose character

is knowledge {jftHna-lakfma-satmkarfa).

In the second place, what does Prabhakara mean by non-

discrimination ? So long as an illusion lasts there is no apprehension

of non-discrimination of its presentative foctor from its representative

foctor. It is apprehended, if at all, when it is sublated. But as a

matter of foct, the subsequent sublative cognition testifies to the

^ Indian Thought, voL i, p. 177.
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immediate consciousness of “ this is silver ” at the time of the illusory

perception, rather than non-discrimination of the presentative

element from the representotive element. Moreover, non-discrimina-

tion at the time of an illusion cannot induce exertion in the person

under illusion to appropriate or avoid the illusory object. In the

illusion “ this is silver ” what moves a person to action ? Is it the

actual perception and the recollection together or either of the two ?

If the former, then do the two psychoses operate together or in

succession ? The first of these latter alternatives is inadmissible,

since presentation and representation being distinct psychoses cannot

occur at the same dme. If the two cognitions are successive, the

former can have no casual efEcienqr with regard to the person’s

action, since the latter intervenes between the two. Nor can it be

said that either psychosis by itself moves the person to action ; for

the particular action follows neither from the perception of “ this
”

nor from the recollection of “silver”, but from the direct and

immediate apprehension of “ this is silver ”. Thus mere non-

discrimination carmot account for exertion induced by an illusion.

In the third place, what is the meaning of smrtipramesa or

obscuration of memory ? If it means the absence of memory, then

there cannot be a reproduction of silver perceived in the past, and

it cannot differ from swoon in which there is no memory. If it

means the consciousness of memory not as memory, but as something

opposed to it, viz., perception, then the doctrine of smrtipramosa

would imply Anyathakhyati. If it means the apprehension of a

past object as present, then also it would imply Anyathakhytd. If

it means the blending of perceprion with recollecdon in such a way
that the two psychoses cannot be disdnguished from each other,

then what is the meaning of blending i Does it mean the appre-

hension of the two different psychoses as non-different or idendcal ?

Or does it mean the actual blending of the two different psychoses ?

The first altemadve leads to Anyath5kh)^d. The second altemadve

is impossible, for two physical things can blend with each other as

milk and water, but two psychoses cannot blend with each other.

Thus the doctrine of smrtipramofa is unintelligible.

10. Thb Doctrinb or Anyathakhyati

According to the doctrine of AnyathSkhySd, an object is

apprehended as a different object in an illusion which is not a sum
of two psychical processes—percepdon and recollecdon—but a
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single psychosis of a perceptual character. When we perceive silver

in a nacre, we perceive in the ruusu only the common qualities of

nacre and silver, and not the peculiar qualities of the nacre ; the

perception of similarity revives the idea of the peculiar qualities of

silver in memory ; and the reproduction of silver in memory produces

the perceftim of silver, and so we have an illusory perception “ this

is silver”.

Jayanta Bha^ refutes Prabhakara’s objections to the doctrine

of Anyath2khyati in the following maimer :

—

First, PrabhSkara has urged : What is the objective substrate

of the illusion of silver i Is it silver existing in some other time and

place ? Or is it a nacre that conceals its own form and assumes the

form of silver ? Or is it a nacre in itself ? He has urged that the

first alternative implies Asatkhyati or apprehension of a non-existent

object as existent. The Nai^yika replies that silver is not non-

existent 5 but it does exist in some other time and place. There is

a difference between an absolutely non-existent thing (e.g. a sky-

flower, etc.) and an object not existing “ here and now ”, but in some

other time and place. The former is never an object of consciousness,

while the latter is an object of consciousness.

Secondly, Prabhikara has urged that the second alternative is

absurd and unintelligible. The NaiySyika replies that the nacre is

said to conceal its own form, since we do not perceive its peculiar

features (e.g. triangularity, etc.), and it is said to assume the form of

silver, since we remember the distinctive features of silver.

Thirdly, Prabhakara has urged that the third alternative also

is unreasonable. One object can never be apprehended as a different

one ; for, in that case, whatever is present to the sense-organ at the

time of the illusory perception of silver would be regarded as the

substrate ofthat illusion. The NaiySyika replies that he does not mean
that whatever is present to the sense-organ is the object of conscious-

ness, so that the piece of land before the eyes may be regarded as

the object of consciousness. What he means is that the nacre is the

cause of the illusion of silver ; it is not an efy'ect of the illusory

perception of silver. So all the charges of Prabhakara against

Anyathakhyati are groundless.^

i 7. Different Theories of lUusioTis compared

According to the doctrine of Akhyati, an illusion consists in

non-apprehension of an object {aU^aA). An illusion has no external

^ NM., pp. 184-5.
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sdmulus at all ; it is objectless {nirUlambana). This doctrine is

right in so far as the object that is manifested in consciousness in an

illusory cognition does not exist at that time and place. For example,

silver does not exist at that time and place when and where there is

the illusory cognition of silver. But it is wrong for two reasons.

In the first place, an illusory perception is not mere non-apprehension

ofan object } it is apprehension ofsomething } in the illusory percep-

tion of silver there is apprehension of silver though the object does

not exist at that time and place ; there is not mere non-apprehension

of a nacre. In the second place, an illusory perception is not always

objectless ; in most cases it has an external stimulus (atambana).

But sometimes an illusion is not produced by an external stimulus ;

it is produced directly by the mind aflFected by a certain derange-

ment. It is called a hallucination. But all illusions are not halluci-

nations.

The Midhyamika holds that an illusion consists in the appre-

hension of a non-existent object {asatkhyitti). The Madhyamika
agrees with the above view that an illusion has no external stimulus

at all. But according to the former, an illusory cognition consists

in non-apprehension of an object {akhyllii\ while according to the

latter, it consists in apprehension ofa non-existent object [asatkhyati).

The doctrine of Asatkhyiti is right in so fir as the object of an

illusion does not exist then and there. But it is wrong in so &r as

the object of an illusion is not absolutely non-existent, but exists in

some other time and place. But this doctrine is in keeping with the

spirit of nihilism ofthe Madhyamika. According to him, the ultimate

reality is Void (JSnyam) ; neither the external world nor the iimer

world of ideas is real.

The YogacSlra holds that an illusion consists in apprehension

of a subjective cognition {atmakhyOti). He agrees with the above

two views that an illusion has no external stimulus at all : it is

absolutely oilbjectless. But, according to him, an illusory cognition

consists neither in non-apprehension of an object nor in apprehension

of a non-existent object, but in apprehension of a purely subjective

cognition as an external object ; an illusion consists in projection

of an idea into the external world. But only hallucinations are

illusions of this kind. Other illusions are produced by external

stimuli ; they are not pure creations of fancy. They cannot be

ejqilained by the doctrine of Atmakhyari. But this doctrine is in

k^ing with the spirit of subjective idealism of the Yogacara.

According to him, there is no external world at all ; there is only

the iimer world of ideas which appear to us as external objects.
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The ^aiblcarite holds that an illusion consists in apprehension

of an undefinable object {at^acanlyakhyOti). According to him,

an illusion has an objective basis ; it has an external stimulus ; it

has an illusory object corresponding to it. The Samkarite believes

in three degrees of reality : (i) ontological reality (pOramOrtki-

kasatta)
} (2) empirical r^ity \vyavahdrikatatta) 1 and (3) illusory

reah'ty {pratibhSsikasatta). Brahman has ontological reality ; the

world of external objects conditioned by space, time, and causality

has empirical reality j and objects £tlsely ascribed to empirical objects,

like silver ascribed to a nacre, have illusory reality : these also have

an extra^mental existence. The illusory perception of silver has for

its object extra-mental illusory silver (pratibhasika rajata) which

is neither real, nor unreal, nor both, but undefinable.

The doctrine of Alaukikakhyad is substantially the same as that

of Anirvacanlyakhyati. According to Alaukikakhyad, the illusory

perception of silver has extraordinary silver {alaukika rajata) for its

object, which has no practical efficiency. These doctrines go beyond

the province of psychology and seek to define the ontological nature

of the object of an illusion. They recognize the distinctive character

of an illusory cognition. According to them, it is presentative or

perceptual in character. But a presentative cognition always requires

a present object which is an illusory reality (JratibhUsika) according

to Anirvacanlyakhyati, and an extraordinary reality (alaukika)^

according to Alaukikakhyid.

The Rlmanujist holds that an illusion consists in apprehension

of a real object (laikhyati). The illusory perception of silver in a

nacre has r^ silver for its object. The Sariikarite believes in the

illusory existence {pratibhUsika-satta) ofsilver at the time ofthe illusory

percepdon. But the Ramwujist believes in its ontological existence

(paramOrthika-satta) at the time ofthe Ulusory perception. According

to him, silver really exists in the nacre in the form of its elements ;

and the nacre is similar to silver only because silver does OTst in part

in the nacre. But this is going mo fiir. Similarity means similarity

in qualities. It does not necessarily mean partial co-existence of

two things in each other. The doctrine of Satkhyati is based on the

cosmological doctrine of triplication or quintuplication of the

elements.

The Saihkhya holds that an illusion consists in apprehension of

a real object and an unreal object both {sadasatkhyOti). In the illusory

cognition ofsilver in the form “ this is silver ” the cognition of “ this
”

is the apprehension of an object present to the sense-organ, and the

cognition of “ silver ” is the apprehension ofsilver which is not present
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to the sense-organ. Prabhakara makes it more dear. According

to him, an illusory cognition is a complex psychosis made up of a

presentadve element and a representative element. The illusory

cognition in the form “ this is silver ” is made up of the perception

of“ this ” and the recollection of“ silver ” which are not discriminated

from each other until the illusion is contradicted. But Prabhakara

misses the distinctive psychological character of an illusory cognition ;

it is a perceptual process, though it depends upon perception and

recollection both. Prabhakara contends that the representative

process in an illusory cc^itton appears to be a presentative process

owing to smrtipramofa or lapse of memory. But why should he

explain away a fact of experience by an unintelligible theory. An
illusory cognition is experienced as a ^rect and immediate perception.

The Naiyayika holds that an illusion consists in misapprehension

ofone object as another or apprehension ofan object in that in which

it does not exist. According to him, an illusory cognition is a single

psychosis of a perceptual character which is produced by a sense-

organ impaired by a certain defect in contact with an external object

in co-operation with the subconscious impression of another object

with which it has similarity. In the illusory perception of silver in

a nacre, the nacre is wrongly perceived as silver owing to the perver-

sion of the sense-organ and Ae subconscious impression of another

object awakened by the perception of similarity. This theory is not

based on metaphysical grounds. It is based on the evidence of our

experience.



Chapter XVI

DREAMS

S I. The Pycholegical Character of Dream-consciousness

(i) The Presentatwe Theory <f Dreams

Ka^da defines a dream-cognition as the consciousness produced

bjr a particular conjunction of the self with the central sensory or

manas in co-operation with the subconscious impressions of past

experience, like recollection.^

Pra&stapada defines a dream-cognition as an internal perception

through the central sensory or mind, when all the functions of the

external sense-organs have ceased and the mind has retired within

a trans-organic region of the orgwian.* When the internal organ

{manas) retires within itself, the peripheral organs cease to operate

and consequently cannot apprehend their objects as they are no longer

guided by the mind. During this retired state of the mind, when the

automatic vital functions of in-breathings and out-breathings profusely

go on in the organism, dream-cognitions arise through the centrd

sensory from such causes as sleep, which is the name of a particular

conjunction of the self with the mind, and subconscious impressions

of past expenence j these dream-cognitions are internal perceptions

of unreal objects.®

Udayana says that in the dream-state, though the external sense-

organs cease to operate, we distinctly feel that we see objects with

our very eyes, hear sounds with our very ears, and so on.* ^aihkara

Mi^ra also holds that though a dream-cognition is produced by the

mind when it has retired, and the external sense-organs have ceased

to operate, it is apprehended as if it were produced by the external

sense-organs {indriyadvOreneva).^

Sridhara dso regards cognitions as presentative in character.

He says that dream-cognitions are independent of previous cognitions,

and as such are not mere reproductions of past experience $ they are

produced through the retired central sensory or mind when the

functions of all the peripheral organs have ceased ; they are direct

^ VS, ii, 2, 6-7. • PBh., p 183. * Ibid., p. 183.

* Kir., p. 273. « VSU., ix, a, 7.
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and inunediate presentations of a definite and determinate character.^

These dream-cognidons arising from sleep and subconscious

impressions are direct and immediate presentadons {aparokia-

samvedana) of objects which have no real existence at that dme
and place.* Thus Sildhara clearly points out that dream-cognidons

are presentative in character } they are not mere reproducdons of

past experience. But dream-percepdons are not produced by the

external organs which cease to function at that dme, but they are

produced entirely by the mind {monomatraprabhavam). And these

dream-percepdons are not indefinite and indeterminate in nature {

but they are definite and determinate in character (pariccheda-

puahhOva). And these dream-perceptions are not valid but illusory,

since they do not represent real objects present to the sense-organs

“ here and now ”.

Sividitya defines a dream as a cognition produced by the central

sensory perverted by sleep.* Madhava Sarasvad points out the

following distincdve marks of dream-cognidons as defined by

Sivaditya. Firstly, they are produced by the central sensory or mind,

and as such are different from the waking percepdons of jars and the

like, which are produced by the external sense-organs. Secondly,

they are produced by the perverted mind, and as such are different

from the waking percepdons of pleasure and the like, which are

produced by the unperverted mind. Thirdly, they are produced

by the mind perverted by sleep, and as such are different from waking

hallucinadons which are produced by the perverted mind in the waking

condidon.*

Pra^astapada, Sridhara, Sariikara Mi^ra, SivSditjra and others

recognize the central origin of dreams. Though they hold that

certain dreams are produced by organic disorders within the body,

they do not recognize the origin of dreams from the external sense-

organs. But Udayana admits that in the dream-state the peripheral

organs (at least the tactual organ which pervades the organism)

do not altogether cease to operate ; external stimuli, ifnot sufficiendy

intense to awaken the person, may act upon the peripheral organs

and produce dream-cognidons.* Thus Udayana recognizes both

peripherally excited and centrally excited dreams, or in the language

of Sully, dream-illusions and dream-hallucinadons. Udayana also

holds that though dream-co^idons are generally perceptual in

^ Furv^higam&napekgaih paricchedasvabhftvam rngnaMin manomS-
traprabhavadi tat svapnajfUnam. NK., p. 184.

• NK., p. 185. • SP., p. 68. * Mitabhajini, p. 68.

* Nvfvakuiumlfijali, ch. iii, p. 9.
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character being produced by the central sensory or mind, sometimes,

though very rarely, they assume the form of inference, when, for

instance, a person dreams that he sees smoke in a particular place

and from the sight of the smoke infers that there must be fire b^ind

it.^ Thus the Vai^ikas generally advocate the presentative theory

of dreams.

The ancient Naiya3rikas also consider dreams as presentative

in character. Gautama does not include dream-cognition in recollec-

tion. VStsySyana regards dream as distinct from recollection. Udyot-

kara and Vacaspati also agree with Gautama and Vatsyayana.*

Thus the NaiySyikas and the Vai^ikas generally recognize the

perceptual character of dreams. But there are some Nyaya-Vai&?ika

writers who hold that dreams are representative in character ; they

are recollections of past experience due to revival of subconscious

impressions. We may designate this doctrine as the representative

theory of dreams as contrasted with the presentative theory.

(ii) Tht Representative Theory of Dreams

Among the Naiyayikas Bhasarvajfia started the view that dream-

consciousness is a kind of false recollection [smrti).* We have already

seen that Jayasidihasuri distinguishes between anuhhayamanUropa

illusions and smaryamSnSropa illusions. The former consist in

the fiJse ascription of a percept to another percept. The latter consist

in the fidse ascription ofan idea ofmemory to a percept. JayasiihhasQri

includes dreams in the latter. So he regards them as representative

in character.* Jajranta Bhatta seems to regard dream-cognitions as

recollections of past experience.* Kelavami^ra regards all dream-

cognitions as fidse recollections.* Ja^dl^ holds that dream-cognitions

are produced by recollections of objects perceived in the past, adrsta

or merit and demerit, and intra-organic disorders.'^ Thus the ancient

Nai)^yikas regard dreams as presen&tive in character, while the

majority of medieval and modern Naiyayikas regard them as re-

presentative in character.®

The Mlmlriisakas also recognize the representative character

of dreams. Kum2rila holds that even dreams have an objective

1 Kir, p. 273
• Umesha Mishra : “ Dream theory m Indian Thought,” The

Allahabad University Studies, vol. v, pp. 274, 275.
* Princess of Wales Sarstoatibhavan Studies, Boiares, voL iii, p. 82 n.

* NTD., p. 67. ® NM., pp. 182-3, 545 -

• TBh., p. 30. » TA., p. II.

® The Allahabad University Studies, voL v, p, 278.
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basis ; they are produced by external objects which are not present

to the sense-organs but were perceived elsewhere in the past and now
revived through their subconscious impressions.^ P3rth^rathimijra
8a)rs, “ It is definitely known that drean-cognitions are of the nature

of recollection.” * He holds that external objects perceived in some
other time and place are remembered owing to the revival of their

impressions through the agency of adrsta (merit or demerit)
j

but

they appear to consciousness as objects existing here and now owing

to the perversion of the mind by sleep.® Prabhikara also regards

dream-cogmtions as recollections of past experience. But he slightly

modifies the doctrine of KumSrila. He advances his theory of

obscuration of memory (jmrfipramosa) to account for the apparently

presentative character of dreams. His theory will be considered in

the next section.

Sariikara also is an advocate of the representative theory of

dreams. He says, ” Dream-consciousness is of the nature of recollec-

tion (smrtiy' * “ Dreams are reproductions of past waking percep-

tions owing to the revival of their subconscious impressions ; so

they have the semblance ofwaking perceptions.” ® Though Samkara

advocates the representative theory of dreams, his follower, Dhar-

marajadvartndra advocates the presentative theory.*

(ill) Prabhakara's Representative Theory of Dreams

According to Prabhakara, dream-cognitions are really reproduc-

tions of past waking experience ; but they appear to consciousness

as direct and immediate sense-presentations owing to lapse of memory
{smrtipramo§a). In dream-consciousness memory-images of past

experience appear to consciousness as percepts. It is due to lapse of

memory which makes the distinctive character of the memory-

images, viz., their representative character drop out of consciousness ;

and thus the memory-images of past experience deprived of their

representative character appear to consciousness as percepts in dream.

The process may be represented as follows :

—

Memory-image—^memory = percept j or rr-presentation—
memory = presentation.

Recollection is the apprehension of the previously apprehended

^ SV., p. 242. • Nyttyarotnakara on SV., p. 243.
• SD., pp. 211-12. * S.B., ii, 2, 29.
• S.B., ill, 2, 6. Cf. Sully :

“ Dreanu are to a luge extent the semblance

of external perceptions,” Illtutons, pp. 130-r.
• VP., pp. 159 ff.
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{grhitagrahanam smrtih) j and if the element of “ the apprehended
”

sinks bdow the threshhold of consciousness, then recollection ai^>ears

as a direct apprehension or perception, the rr-presentation appears

as a direct and immediate presentation. Thus, according to PrabhS-

kara, dream-cognidons are really representadve in character, but

they appear to consciousness as direct presentadons owing to lapse

ofmemory. Prabhakara explains both the waking illusions and dream-

illusions by the same theory of obscuradon of memory {mj-ti-

pramofa).^

% 2. The NySya-FaUifika Criticism of the PrShhUkara Theory

Udayana discusses the nature of dream-cognidons in NySyaku-

stmOnjali and cridcizes the PrabhSkara theory of dreams. In the

dream-state, though the external sense-organs cease to fiincdon,

yet we have direct and inunediate presentadons of objects not present

at that dme and place. This dream-consciousness caimot be of the

nature of memory, inasmuch as during the state of dream we do not

recognize dream-cognidons as reproducdons of our past experience

in such a form as “ I remember Ais ”
; nor, on waking from sleep,

do we remember our dream-cognidons in such a form as “ I

remembered this But, on the contrary, during the state of dream

we i^prehend our dream-cogniaons as actual percepdons, and not

as mere echoes of our past experience 5 and on waking from sleep

we remember our dream-cognitions as actual percepdons in the dream-

state. So dream-cognidons arc not representadve but perceptual

in character.

But how can they be perceptual in nature, since the things that

are presented to consciousness in dream are not present at that time

and place, and the peripheral organs are not quite operadve at that

dme, which are the channels of all percepdons, and the central organ

too cannot apprehend external objects without the help of the

peripheral organs ? Are dream-cognidons, then, illusions of memory
{smrti-viparyllsa) ? Do dream-cognidons appear as percepts, though,

as a matter of fact, they are nothing but memory-images ? Do
memory-images appear to consciousness as percepts in dream-

cognidons ? Are dream-cognidons the illusions of memory, as

Prabhakara holds ? If by illudons of memory he means the illusory

cognidons of the objects of memory, Udayana has no objecdon.

But if by these he means the illusory appearance of memory as

^ PP.. P. 35-
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perception, then it cannot be maintained that dream-cognidons are

the illusions of memory. For if dream-cognidons were nothing

but illusory appearances of memory-images as percepts, the perceptud

character of dream-cognidons would be contradicted at some dme
or other and recognized as representadve. But, in facty in the dream-

state we never recognize dream-cognidons as reproducdons of our

past experience. Besides, in the dream-state we have cognitions of

many things which have never been perceived before, e.g. the lopping

ofiF of our own heads. Moreover, it is not possible for one form of

consciousness to appear as another, though an object may appear to

consciousness as quite a different thing. If in dream-consciousness

memory-images were illusorily cognized as percepts, we would never

have a direct presentadve consciousness in the form “ I perceive

this pot ”, but we would have a presentative consciousness in the

form “ I perceive that pot ” (i.e. perceived in the past and

reproduced in memory). As a matter of fact, in dream-cognidons

we have a direct and immediate presentadon in the form “ I perceive

tUs pot ”. Thisness is the special characteristic of percepdon alone,

while thatnesSf of memory. Hence, dream-cognidons must be

admitted to be presentadve or perceptual in character.^

^ 3. The Samkarite Criticism of the PrOhhUkara Theory

According to the Samkarite, m an illusory percepdon of waking

life we do not perceive an object as another, as the NySp-Vai^esika

holds, but we perceive an illusory reality which is produced at that

dme and place ; this reality is illusory {pratibhUsika) and undefinable

{amruacaruya) as distinguished from the empirical {vyavahSrtka)

reality which is the object of right percepdon. Likewise, according

to him, dream-cognidons too are illusory perceptions, during sleep,

of illusory realides produced at that dme and place, like the illusory

perceptions of our waking life.

But Prabhikara contends that dream-cognidons cannot be direct

and immediate sense-presentadons, because the peripheral organs

cease to fimcdon during sleep and the central sensory or mind cannot

apprehend external objects without the help of the peripheral organs ;

and because dream-cognidons are not presentations at all, it is quite

useless to assume that they apprehend illusory realides produced

at that dme and place. In feet, PrabhSkara urges that dream-

cognidons are nothing but representadons of our previous waking

^ Njilyaknsumaiijali, ch. v, pp. 146-7.
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perceptions ; and because we cannot discriminate the dream-

reprcsentadons from their ori^nals in waking perceptions we mistake

them for actual sense-presentations.

To this the ^aihkarite replies that dream-cognidons cannot

be representadve in character because in dream we are conscious

that “ we see a chariot ”, and on waking from dream we are conscious

that “ we saw a chariot in dream This introspecdon clearly shows

that dreams are perceptual in character and this feet of experience

cannot be explained away by a dogmatic assumpdon. And, more-

over, dream-cognidons cannot be mere recollecdons of our previous

waking percepdons, for the objects of dream-cognidons (e.g. chariots,

elephants, etc.) were never perceived in our waking life exaedy

in that place ; hence dream-cognidons must be regarded as immediate

presentadons or percepdons.^

S 4. The Samkarite Criticism of the NyOya-P'aUefika Theory

Though the Samkarite agrees with the Nyaya-Vai&§ika in

regarding dream-cognidons as presentadve in character, and in

refuting Prabh£kara’s doctrine of the representadve character of

dreams, yet he differs from the latter in the metaphysical implicadon

of dreams. According to the N3iLp-Vaifc?ika, in an illusory percep-

tion we erroneously ascribe unreal silver to a nacre which is real

in the illusory percepdon of the nacre as silver (Juitirajata). But

the Saihkarite holds that unreal silver {frUtshhUnka rajata) is produced

at that dme and place, which is apprehended by the illusory cognidon

of silver. So, in dream-cogniaons, too, according to him, unreal

objects such as elephants, chariots, etc., are produced at that dme
and place and continue as long as dream-cognidons last.

The objects of dream-cognidons (e.g. chariots, elephants, etc)

caimot be erroneously ascribed to any real object (e.g. ground)

present to the sense-organs, since the ground is not in contact with

the peripheral organs. Nor can they be erroneously ascribed to an

object such as ground reproduced in memory, since the ground is

not reproduced in memory in dream but is an object of actual

percepdon. Moreover, the objects of dream-cognidons caimot be

perceived through the peripheral organs, since they do not really

exist in that place, and consequendy cannot come in contact with

the sense-organs. Nor can Aese objects of dream-cognidons be

brought to consciousness in dream through associadon (JnUnalakfa^
sanmkarfa) with the ideas of other objects which are not present

^ VP. and Sikhtoiapi, pp. 159-161.
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tx> the sense-organs at that time. Nor can they be perceived by the

mind, since it cannot apprehend external objects which are not in

contact with the external organs. Nor can they be cognized by

inference, since they are distinctly felt as objects of direct perception.

Moreover, the objects of dream-cognitions are perceived in the

absence of recollection of any mark of inference. According to the

Saifakarite, therefore, the unreal objects of dream-cognitions are

produced at that time and place and continue as long as dream-

cognitions last. Herein lies the difference between the NySya-

Vaije$ika and the Saihkara-Vadanta in their explanation of

dream-cognitions.^

§ 5. Dreams, lUusiens, and Indefinite Perceptions

Udayana distinguishes dream-cognitions from illusory perceptions

of waking life and doubtful and indefinite perceptions. Though
dream-cognitions are illusory perceptions, since they apprehend objects

which are not present at that time and place, and as such resemble

illusory perceptions of waking life, they differ from the latter in that

they are produced when the peripheral organs are not quite operative,

while the latter are produced by the peripheral organs. Then, again,

dream-cognitions are not to be identified with doubtful and indefinite

perceptions. For dream-cognitions are definite and determinate

in character, in which the mind docs not osallate between alternate

possibilities, while doubtful and indefinite perceptions are uncertain,

because in them the mind is not fixed on a definite object but wavers

between two objects without any definite decision.® Bhi^ Vadlndra

also describes a dream-cognition as an illusory, definite perception

{myatakafika) which docs not waver between alternate possibilities

and which is produced when all the peripheral organs cease to

operate.®

Sridhara also holds that dream-cognitions are definite and

determinate perceptions as distinguished from indefinite and indeter-

minate perceptions. And also he clearly shows that dream-cognidons,

arising either from the intensity of subconscious traces, or from

intra-organic disorders, or from unseen agencies, are purely illusory,

since they consist in the false imposidon of an external form upon

something that is wholly internal, and as such are not essendally

different from the illusions of our waking life, the only difference

lying in the fiurt that the former are illusory percepdons in the

® VP. with Sikhlma^i and Ma^iprabhS, p. 163.

® Kir., p. 371. • RasaUra, pp. 101-3.
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condition of sleep, while the latter are illusory perceptions in the

waking condition.^

JayasimhasQri also holds that dreams are illusions in the condition

of sleep. Dreams are illusions because in them things which were

perceived in the past and in some other place are perceived here and

now.* Thus, in the language of James Sully, “ Dreams are clearly

illusory, and, unlike the illusions of waking life, are complete and

persistent.” *

S 6. Dreams and Hallucinations

Hallucinations are pure creations of the mind. And some dreams

also are pure creations of the mind {manomUtraprabhava). Both

are centrally initiated presentations. Both are definite and deter-

minate in character. And both are unreal. So there is a great

resemblance between dreams and hallucinations. The only difference

between them lies in the fact that the former are hallucinations in

sleep, while the latter are halluanations in the waking condition.

This distinction has been pointed out by Madhava Sarasvatl.*

Frank Padmore says; “A dream is a hallucination in sleep,

and a hallucination is only a waking dream ; though it is probable

that the waking impression, seeing that it can contend on equal

terms with the impressions derived from external objects, is more

vivid than the common run ofdream.” * Wundt also regards dreams

as hallucinations. They are as vivid as sensory experience and are

projected into the external world as are sensations.

S 7. Classification of Dreams

(i) Caraka's Classification

We find a crude classification of dreams in Caraka-somhita.

Caraka says that a person sees various dreams through the mind

which is the guide of the external sense-organs when he is not in

profound sleep. Some of these dreams are significant ; others are

not. These dreams are of seven kinds, viz. dreams of those objects

which have been seen, heard, and felt, dreams of those objects which

are desired, dreams awakened by imagination, dreams that are

premonitions of future events, and pathological or morbid dreams.*

^ NK., p 185. * NTD., p. 67. * Illusions, p. 137.
* Mitabha?iiji, p. 68.
* JppartStons and Thought Transference, p. 186.

* Qinka Sadihitf, IndriyasthXna, ch. v.
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Caraka seems to suggest here the following psychological fects.

Some dreams are mere reproductions of past experience {anubhftta)^

though they are apprehended as immediate perceptions. Some dreams

involve constructive imagination {kalpita) though the material is

supplied by memory. Some dreams are fulfilment of desires

{prSrthita). Some dreams are stimulated by pathological disorders

within the organism {dofaja). And some dreams are prophetic in

character {hhUvika) ; they foreshadow future events. This fact

is called dream-coincidence in modem western psychology.

According to Caraka, dreams are experienced only in light sleep ;

they are produced by the central sensory or mini*

(iij The Vailesika Classification

Pra^tai^da, Sildhara, Udayana, Samkara Mi^ra and others

describe four kinds of dreams : (i) dreams due to intra-organic

pathological disorders {dhatudosd)
; (2) dreams due to the intensity

of subconscious impressions (samskSrapstava)
; (3) dreams due to

the unseen agency (adrsfa)^ i.e. merit and dement (dhormadharma)

;

and (4)
“ dream-end cognitions ” or dreams-within-dreams

{svapnSntika jhana),*

(iii) The Buddhist Classification

Mr. S. Z. Aung says that Ariyavansa-AdiccaransI attempted

a systematic explanation of dream-phenomena from the Buddhist

standpoint nearly a century ago in Burma. He recogmzed four

kinds of dreams : (i) dreams due to organic and muscular

disturbances, e.g. the flatulent^ phlegmatic, and bilious humours ;

(2) recurrent dreams consisting in recurrence of the previous dreams,

due to previous experiences
j (3) telepathic dreams due to sugges-

tions from spiritualistic agents ; and (4) prophetic dreams due to

the force of character of clairvoyant dreamers. “ The first category

includes the dreams of a fall over a precipice, flying into the sky,

etc., and what is called “ nightmare ” ; the second consists of the

“ echoes of past waking experiences ” ; the third may include dream

coincidences ; and the fourth is of a clairvoyant character.” ®

Thus the Buddhists add to the Vai^ika list dreams due to spirit-

influence, or telepathic dreams. In addition to these various kinds

of dreams, Caraka recognizes dreams which are wish-fiilfilments.

* Caraka Saihliita, Indriyasthlna, ch. V. * PBh., p. 184.
' CompendiuM of Philosophy, p. 48.
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MadhusQdana and Sadikara also reoignize the mfluence of desires

on dreams. These different kinds of dreams will be considered in

the next section.

\ 8. Different Kinds of Dreams

We have seen that according to most Indian thinkers, dream-

cognidons are presentadve in character. They are felt as percepdons

and are aroused by external and internal sdmuh. They are some-

dmes produced by extra-organic sdmuli, and somedmes by intra-

organic sdmuli in the shape of peripheral disturbances and other

organic disorders. These dreams may be called dream-illusions.

And there are some dream-cognidons which are produced by the

strength of subconscious impressions of a recent experience coloured

by an intense emodon. These dreams arc centrally excited and hence

may be called dream-hallucinadons. Among the Western psychologists,

Spitta, first of all, drew a disdncdon between these two kinds of

dreams, and called the former Nervenreiztrdwne^ and the latter

p^chische TrSume. Miss Calkins calls the former presentation-

dreams, and the latter representaUon-Artaxt&y Jastrow calls the former

presentaiive dreams and the latter representative dreams.® Sully

calls the former dream-illusions and the latter dream-hallucinations.*

And besides these two kinds of dreams, the Indian thinkers recognize

prophetic or veridical dreams and telepathic dreams. The former

are due to the merit and demerit ofthe dreamer, forecasting the future

and so on j and the latter are due to the suggestive force of spiritual-

istic agents. In addition to these, there are dreams-within-dreams

or “ dream-end ” cognitions. Let us consider the nature of these

different kinds of dreams.

% g. (i) Dreams Due to Peripheral Stimulation {Dream-Illusions)

Dream-illusions are those dreams which are excited by peripheral

stimulation either internal or external. Udayana has discussed the

question ofthe extra-organic and intra-organic origin ofdreams. How
can dream-cognidons arise in sleep ? What is the origin of dreams ?

Dream-illusions are produced by the reproduction of those objects,

the subconscious traces of which are resuscitated owing to certain

1 Edmund Parish, Hallucinastons and Illusions, p 50 ; Marie De
Menaceine, Sleep, p. 25;.

* Joseph Jastrow, The Subconscious, p. 188.

* Sully, Illusions, p. 139.
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causes. But how can the subconscious traces be revived without

the suggestive force of similar experience ? What is the suggestive

force here that revives the subconscious traces of past experience ?

Udayana says that in dream-cognidons peripheral sdmuladon is

not altogether absent. Dreams are not altogether without external

stimuli ; they are excited by certain external stimuli in the environ-

ment, and certain intra-organic stimuli. In the state of dream we
do not altogether cease to perceive external objects, since the external

sense-organs are not entirely inoperative. For instance, we perceive

external sounds in dream, when they are not suffiaently loud to

rouse us from sleep ; and the faint external sounds perceived through

the ears even during light sleep easily incorporate themselves into

dreams. Even if all other external sense-organs cease to function

in dream, at least the organ of touch is not inoperative, as the mind

or central sensory does not lose its connection with the tactual organ

even in dream, which is not confined to the external skin but pervades

the whole organism according to the Nyaya-Vaifofika. This is

the peculiar doctrine of the Nyaya-Vaifosika. In dream we can

perceive at least the heat of our organism which serves to revive the

subconsdous traces of past experience. Hence certain extra-organic

or intra-organic stimuli serve as the exciting cause of the revival of

subconscious traces in dream.^

Thus Udapna does not recognize the purely hallucinatory

character of dreams. According to him, all dreams are of the nature

of illusions because they are initiated by extra-organic or intra-

oiganic stimuli. Thus he anticipates the more recent account of

dreams in Western psychology.

“ Dream-appearances,” says Mr. A. E. Taylor, “ which

Volkmann classes as hallucinations are more accurately regarded

by Wundt as generally, if not always, based on illusion ; i.e. they

are misinterpretations of actual minimal sense-impressions such as

those due to slight noises, to the positions of the keeper’s limbs, to

trifling pains, slight dif&culties in breathing, palpitations, and the

like.” * Sully says, “ Dreams are commonly classified with hallucina-

tions, and this rightly, since, as their common appellation of ‘ vision
’

suggests, they are for the most part the semblance of percepts in the

absence of external impressions. At the same time, recent research

goes to show that in many dreams something answering to the

1 Udbodha eva kathamincet. Mandataratamadinytlyena tAhySnameva

fabdadlnlmupakmbhat, antatab far!rasyaivo$madeb pratipatteh. Nylya-

kusumafijali, ch. iii, p. 9.

' Encyclopaditt of Riligion and Ethics, vol. v, p. 29.
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‘ external impression ’ in waking perception is starting point

Beigson says, “ When we are sleeping naturally, it is not necessary

to believe, as has often been supposed, that our senses are closed to

extenul sensations. Our senses continue to be active.” “Our senses

continue to act during sleep—^they provide us with the outline, or

at least the point of departure, of most of our dreams.” *

Pra&istapida also describes the intra-organic stimulation of dream-

illusions, which has been explained and illustrated by Udayana,

Srldhara, &uhkara Mi^ra Jayanarapna Tarka-Paflcanana and

others. There are some dreams which are due to intra-organic

disturbances such as the disorders of the flatulent, bilious, and

phlegmatic humours of the organism, which are supposed by the Hindu

medical science to be the causes of all organic diseases {dhstudoia)?

Those who suffer from disorder of flatulency dream that they are

flying in the sky, wandering about on the earth, fleeing with fear

from rigers, etc. These are kinesthetic dreams of levitation.* And
those who are of a bilious temperament or suffer from an inordinate

secretion of bile dream that they are entering into fire, embracing

flames of fire, seeing golden mountains, flashes of lightning, metcor-

fidls, a huge conflagration, the scorching rays of the mid-day sun,

etc. And those who are of a phlegmatic temperament or suffer from

phlegmatic disorders dream that they are crossing the sea, bathing

in rivers, being sprinkled with showers of rain, and seeing mountains

of silver and the like.®

% 10. (li) Dreams Due to Subconscious Impressions {Dream-

Hallsuinations)

There are many dreams which are not excited by peripheral

nerve-stimulation but by the intensity of the subconscious impressions

left by a recent experience {samkHrapUfava).^ On the physical

side, these dreams are due to central stimulation, and hence may
be called dream-hallucinations. These dreams are generally excited

by intense passions. For instance, when a man infatuated with love for

a woman or highly enraged at his enemy, constantly thinks of his

beloved or enemy, and while thus thinking fells asleep, then the series

of thoughts produces a series ofmemory-images, which are manifested

in consciousness as immediate sense-presentations owing to the

^ Illusions, p 139. * Dreams, p. 31, and p. 48.
* PBh., p. 184.
* Cf. G)nklin, Principles of Abnormal Psychology, p. 342.
* VSU., ix, 2, 7. 'PBL, p. 184.
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strength of subconscious impressions.^ These dreams are purely

hallucinatory in character.

We find a similar Buddhist account of dreams in Mr. Aung’s

Introduction to the Cemputdium of PWosophy in which he has

summarized Ariyavansa-Adiccaransl’s explanation of dreams. '‘When
scenes are reproduced automatically in a dream with our eyes closed,

the obvious inference is that we see them by way of the door of the

mind. Even in the case of peripheral stimulations, as when a light,

brought near a sleeping man’s eye, is mistaken for a bonfire, it is

this exaggerated light that is perceived in a dream by the mind-door.

... If these presentations do not come from without, they must

come from within, from the * inner * activities of mind. That is

to say, if peripheral stimulations are absent, we must look to the

automatic activity of mind itself for the source of these presentanons ;

or, to speak in terms ofphysiology, we must look to the central activity

of the cerebrum, which is now generally admitted to be the physical

counterpart of the mmd-door, the sensory nerves being the physical

counterpart of the five-doors in an ‘ organized sentient existence
’

{jfancavokSra-bhava) ” *

But Udayana surmizes that even these centrally excited dreams

due to the revival of subconscious traces are suggested by extra-

oiganic or intra-organic stimuli.*

S II. (iii) Dreams as the fulfilment of Desires [Dream-

hallucinations)

Caraka says that some dreams are about those objects which

are desired [pr3rthita).*‘ Madhusudana defines dream as the percep-

tion of objects due to the desires [vUsanS) in the mind [mtahkarana)

when the external sense-organs are inoperative.® Saihkara also

recognizes the influence of desires (ysSsanH) on dreams.® Dr. M. N.

Sircar truly observes ;
“ Here the word ‘ desire ’ is significant, it

introduces a volitional element in dream. It seems to hold that desires

get freedom, in a state of passivity and acquire strength, finally

appearing in the form of dream construction."’ This reminds us

of the Freudian theory according to which, dreams arise out of the

unfulfilled desires of the unconscious. These dreams also should

iNK.,p.i85. »PP.46-7.
• Nylyakusumafijali, ch ui, p. 9.

® Cmka Saihbits, IndriyasthXna, ch. v.

® Siddhflntabindu, p. 189.
’ FeJautic Thought and Culture, p. 172.

® S.B., lii, a, 6.
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be regarded as dream-hallucinations, because they are not excited by
peripheral stimulation ; they are centrally initiated presentations or

hallucinations.

^12. Qm) Prophetic or Feridical Dreams

But all dreams cannot be explained by peripheral stimulation,

due to the action either of external stimuli or internal stimuli, and

by central stimulation. There are certain dreams which are prophetic

in character ; they are either auspidous or inauspicious. Auspidous

dreams betoken good and inau^icious dreams forebode evil. The
former are due to a certain merit {dharma) of the person, and the

latter, to a certain demerit {adharma). Some of these prophetic

dreams are echoes of our past waking experiences, while others

apprehend entirely novel objects never perceived before. The
former are brought about by the subconscious traces of our past

experience, in co-operation with merit or demerit, according as they

augur good or evil, while the latter, by merit or demerit alone, since

there are no subconsdous traces of suA absolutely unknown objects.

But merit and demerit are supernatural agents ; so this explanation

of prophetic dreams seems to be unsaentific. But we may interpret

the agency of merit and demerit as “ the force of character of clair-

voyant dreamers ” after Mr. Aung.

Pra&stajada and his followers recognized only three causes

of dreams : (l) intensity of subconscious impressions, (2) intra-

organic disorders, and (3) adrUa or merit and demerit of the dreamer.

{samskSrapStavSt dhaUidofBt adrftBcca.) ^

% 13. (v) Telepathic Dreams

And besides the peripherally exdted dreams, centrally excited

dreams, and prophetic dreams, Ariyavansa-AdiccaransI, a Buddhist

writer, has recognized another dak of dreams which are due to

^irit-influence, or “ due to suggestions from ^iritualistic agents
”

in the language of Mr. Aung ; these may indude “ dream-

coinddences ”. They may be called tdepathic dreams.*

% 14. (vi) Dreams-vmtldn-dreams

Besides these dream-cognitions which we do not recognize as

dreams during the dream-state, sometimes we have another kind

* FBh., p. 184. * Compendium qf Pkilosophy, Introductioii, p. 48.
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of dream-cognitions which are rect^;nized as dreams. Sometimes

in the dream-state we dream that we have been dreaming of some

thing ; this dream-within-dream is called svapnOntika-jHana^ which

has been rendered by Dr. Gah^n2tha Jh2 as a “ dream-end

cognition ” ^
; in this “ dream-end cognition ” a dream is the

object of another dream.* Such a “ dream-end cognition ” arises

in the mind of a person whose sense-organs have ceased their

operations ; so it is apt to be confounded with a mere dream-

cognition. But Pra^tap^da, Sildhara and Saihkara Mi^ra ri^dy
point out that our “ dream-end cognitions ” essendally differ from

mere dream-cognitions, since the former are representative, while

the latter are presentative in character. The “ dream-end cognidons
”

are recollecdons of dream-cognidons, while dream-cognidons

resemble direct sense-percepdons. Dream-cognidons are presentadve

in character, though they arise out of the traces left in the mind by

the previous percepdons in the waking condidon
}

and these

presentadve dream-cognidons again leave traces in the mind which

give rise to “ dream-end cognitions ”. Thus dreams-within-dreams

are representative in character.*

§ 15. Physiological Basis of Dreams

Caraka and Su^ruta describe various kinds of dreams which

are the prognostics of impending diseases and death. Caraka suggests

a physiological explanation of the morbid dreams which precede

death. These horrible dreams are due to the currents in the manovahd

nadis being filled with very strong flatulent, bilious, and phlegmatic

humours before death.*

From this we may infer that dreams are due to the excitation

of the manovahs nidi which, in the language of Dr. B. N. Sea4
is “ a generic name for the channels along which centrally initiated

presentations (as in dreaming or hallucination) come to the sixth

lobe of the Manaschakra

Sarhkara Mijra says that dreams are produced by the mind when

1 E.T. ofNK., p. 388.
* Cf. Sully :

“ There is sometimes an undertone of critical reflection,

which IS sufficient to produce a feeling of uncertainty and bewilderment,

and in very rare cases to amount to a vague consciousness that the mental

experience is a dream.” Illusions, p. 137 n.

* PBh., p. 184 ; NK , pp. 185-6 ; Upaskara, ix, 2, 8.

* Caraka Saihiuts, IndnyasthSiu, ch. v.

* The Positive Sciences ofthe Ancient Hindus, p. 221.
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it is in the svapnavafU! na^Iand disconnected with the external sense-

organs except the tactual organ ; when the mind loses its connection

even with die tactual organ and retires into the puritat there is deep

dreamless sleep. Thus dreams are produced when the mind is in

the pottpHovaha

Thus, according to Caraka, the manovaha nafi is the seat of

dreams ; and according to Saihkara Mi^ra, the svapnavaha tadi

is the seat of dreams. What is the relation between the manovaha

na£ and the svapnavaha na£ ? Dr. B. N. Seal says that according

to the writers on Yoga and Tantras, “ the Manovaha Nadi is the

channel of the communication of the Jiva (soul) with the

Manaschakra (sensorium) at the base of the brain. It has been

stated that the sensory currents are brought to the sensory ganglia

along different nerves of the special senses. But this is not sufficient

for them to rise to the level of discriminative consciousness

{savikalpaka jhana). A communication must now be established

between the yiva (in the Sahasrara Chakra^ upper cerebrum) and

the sensory currents received at the sensorium, and this is done

by means of the Manovaha Na£. When sensations are centrally

initiated, as in dreams and halludnations, a special Na^ {Svapnavaha

Na^)f which appears to be only a branch of the Manovaha Nafi^

serves as the charmel of communication from the Jiva (soul) to the

sensorium

S l6. Theories of Dreams

Mr. Aung gives us a lucid account of the four Buddhist theories

of dreams :
“ The first of these is clearly the physiological theory,

which recognizes a source of dreams in the pathological conditions

ofthe body. . . .The theory of the induction of dreams by peripheral

nerve-stimulation, due either to the action of external objects on

sense-organs, or to disturbances in the peripheral regions of the

nerves, is but a branch of the physiolt^ical theory. The second may
be called the psychological theory. It recognizes the induction of

dreams by central stimulation due to the automatic activities of the

mind.” * The theory of the induction of dreams by the agency of

spirits may be stigmatized in the West as “ the superstitious theory”.
“ But as the devas, or mythical beings as they would be termed in

^ Yada svapnavahangdimadhyavarti manah tadi bahirindriyasamband-

havirahlt svapnajUUnlnyeva jlyante. Ka^ldarahasya, p. 1 20.

* Tie PostStve Sciences of the Anctent Hindus, p. 223.
• Compendium of Philosophy, pp. 48-9.
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the West, are, according to Buddhism, but different grades of sentient

beings in the thirty-one stages of existence, the theory in question,

merely recognizes the suggestive action of mind upon mind, and

may Aerefore be aptly called the telepathic or telepsychic theory

The theory of the induction of prophetic dreams by the agency of

merit and demerit may be called “ the clairvoyant theory The

theory which explains dreams as the fulfilment of desires may also

be called the psycholo^cal theory. The different kinds of dreams

described by Indian thinkers nuy be explained by these four theories.

^ CompenJium of Pkilosopky, pp 48-9.



Chaptbr XVII

ABNORMAL PERCEPTIONS

^ 1. The Treatment in the Ssmkhya

I^varaknna mentions deven kinds of anaesthesia of the sense-

organs {indriya-badha) corresponding to the deven kinds of sense-

organs—five sensory organs, five motor organs, and one central

sensory as distinguished from the peripheral organs. And besides

these eleven kinds of sense-disorders and their effects on the intellect,

he mentions seventeen other kinds of the disorders of the intdlect

(buddkibadha).^ MS^ra says that indriyabadha means the

incapacity of the sense-organs for apprehending their objects ; the

sense-disorders cannot produce right apprehension.*

Vlcaspatimi^ra explains the disorders of the five sense-organs

as deafness (bddhirya) or anaesthesia of the auditory organ, cutaneous

insensibility {kufthits) or waesthesia of the tactual organ, blindness

{andhatva) or anaesthesia of the visual organ, numbness of the

tongue and loss of the sense of taste {jadatd) or anaesthesia of the

gustatory oigam, and insensibility to smell (ajighratd) or anaesthesia

of the olfactory orgam. He describes the abnormalities of the motor

organs as dumbness {mOkatd) or pandysis of the vocal organ, paralysis

of the hands or prehensory organ {kamya\ paralysis of the legs or

the locomotive organ {fangutva\ paralysis of the excretive organ

{uddvarta)^ auid impotence or paralysis of the generative organ

{klaibya). And he explaiins the anaesthesia of the mind as utter

insensibility to pleasure, pain and the like {mandatu). Gau^apilda

regards insanity {unmSda) as the anaesthesia of the mind.®

Corresponding to these eleven kinds of sense-disorders there

are eleven kinds of intellectual disorders {buddhibadha) which consist

in the non-production of psychoses corresponding to peripheral and

central stimulations, or in the production of psychoses which are

not in keeping with peripheral and central stimulations. And besides

these eleven kinds of disorders of the intellect corre^nding to the

eleven kinds of sense-disorders, there are seventeen kinds of

abnormalities which are purely intellectusJ due to some defects

* SK., 49. MJth»ravttti, 49.
SK., 49, and STK., 49.
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of the intellect, and do not owe their origin to the stimulations of

the peripheral organs or the central sensory affected by pathological

disorders. These intellectual disorders consist in the production

of such psychoses as are contradictory to the nine kinds of tiqti or

intellectual complacence and eight kinds of siddhi or fruition of

the peripheral organs or the central sensory affected by pathological

disorders. These intellectual disorders consist in the production

of such psychoses as are contradictory to the nine kinds of tiqti or

intellectual complacence and eight kinds of tiddJu or fruition of

intellectual operations. Thus altogether there are twenty-eight

kinds of disorders of the intellect.^

S 2. The Treatment in the Antient Medical Literature

In the medical works of the ancient Hindus we find a description

and erqilanation of various kinds of sense-disorders and consequent

abnormalities in sense-perception. Our account of abnormal percep-

tions would be incomplete without a reference to this account in

the medical works. First we shall give an account ofthe abnormalities

of visual perception as described by Sulruta. But his account of the

disorders of visual perception cannot be fully understood unless we
understand his view of the mechanism of the visual organ. So we
briefly refer to the mechanism of the eye described by him.

§ 3. Mechanism of the Visual Organ

The eye-ball {nayana-hudbuda) is almost round in shape and

about an inch in diameter. It is made up of five elements. The
muscles of the eye-ball are formed by the solid elements of earth

{bha) ;
the blood in the veins and arteries of the eye-ball is formed

by the element of heat ifejas) ; the black part of the eye-ball (iris,

etc.} in which the pupil is situated is formed by the gaseous element

{yOyii) ; the white part of the eye-ball (vitreous body) is made up of

the fluid element {^jala) ; and the lachrymal or other ducts or sacs

{airumarga) through which the secretions are discharged, are made

up of the ethereal element {ttkaia).

There are five mandalas, or circles, and six pafalaSy or layers, in

the eye. The five mandalas are the following, viz. (i) the drffi-

num^la (the pupil), (2) the krfna-mcm^la (the choroid), (3) the

iveta-man^ala (the sclerotic and cornea), (4) the vartma-mandala

^ STK., 49, and GaadajAdabhlfya, 49.
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(the eye-lid), and (5) the pakfma-mandala (the circle of the

eye-lashes).^

“The different parts of the eye-ball are held together by the

blood-vessels, the muscles, the vitreous body, and the choroid. Beyond

the choroid, the eye-ball is held (in the orbit) by a mass of SleAmS
(viscid substance—capsule of Tenon) supported by a number of

vessels. The deranged Doshas which pass upward to the region of

the eyes through the channels of the up-coursing veins and nerves

give rise to a good many dreadful diseases in that r^on.” *

% 4. Abnormalities in Visual Perception

According to the Hindu medical science, all diseases are due

to the provocation of three humours of the body, flatulent, bilious,

and phlegmatic. So the disorders of visual perception are brought

about by the bodily humours {dosas) attacking the diflFerent layers

of the eye.

(i) “All extertuil objects appear dim and hazy to the sight when
the deranged Doshas of the locality passing through the veins (SirS)

of the eye, get into and are incarcerated within the first Patala (inner-

most coat) of the pupil (Drishti).”

(a) “ False images of gnats, flics, hairs, nets or cobwebs, rings

(circular patches), flags, ear-rings appear to the sight, and the external

objects seem to be enveloped in mist or haze or as if laid under a

sheet of water or as viewed in rain and on cloudy days, and meteors

of different colours seem to be fidling constantly in all directions in

the event of the deranged Doshas being similarly confined in the

second Patala (coat) of the Drishti. In such cases the near

appearance of an actually remote object and the contrary [Miopia

and Biopia) also should be ascribed to some deficiency in the range

of vision (error of refraction in the crystalline lens) which incapacitates

the patient from looking through the eye and hence from threading

a needle.”

(3)
“ Objects situate high above are seen and these placed below

remain unol»erved when the deranged Doshas are infiltrated into

the third Patala (coat) of the Drishti. The Doshas affecting the

Drishti (crystalline lens), if highly enraged, impart their spedfic

colours to the objects of vision. . . . The deranged Doshas situated

at and obstructing the lower, upper, and lateral parts of the Drishti

^ Snirutasaihhitl, Uttaratantra, Ck. I. tc E.T. by KufijalBl Bhisbagratna.
* Sufruta SaifahiO, Uttara-Tantra, vol. iii, English translation by ^viraj

Knnjalal Bhishagratna, p. 4.
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(crystalline lens) respectively shut out the view of near, distant and

laterally situate objects. A dim and confused view of the external

world is all that can be had when the deranged Doshas spread over

and affect the whole of the Drishti (crystalline lens). A thing ai^>ears

to the sight as if cut into two (bifurcated) when the deranged Doshas

affect the middle part of the lens, and as triply divided and severed

when the Doshas are scattered in two parts j while a multifarious

image of the same object is the result of the manifold distributions

of movability of the Doshas over the Drishti.” ^

(4) When the fourth patala of the eye is attacked by the deranged

humours, we have a loss of vi»on {Unard). When the vision is

completely obstructed by the deranged humours, it is called ImganSia

(blindness). When linganHia is not deep-seated but superficial, we
have only a faint perception of the images of the sun, the moon
and the stars, the heaven, a flash of lightning, and such other highly

brilliant objects. The ImganSia (blindness) is also called mlikS and

kSca.^

^ 5 . Timira (Loss of Fision)

There are various kinds of titsm^a or loss of vision. In the type

of timara due to the derangement of the flatulent humour (vStaja)^

external objects appear to the sight as cloudy, moving, crooked, and

red. In the type of timira due to the derangement of the bilious

humour (pittaja)^ external objects appear to be invested with the

different colours of the spectrum, of the glow-worm, of the flash of

lightning, of the feathers of a peacock, or coloured with a dark blue

tint. In the type of timira due to the derangement of the phlegmatic

humour (kaphaja)^ all objects appear to the sight as covered with

a thick white coat like that of a patch of white cloud, and look white,

oily, and dull, and appear hazy and cloudy on a fine day, or as if laid

under a sheet of water. In the type of timira due to deranged blood

(raktaja), all objects appear red or enveloped in gloom, and they

assume a greyish, blackish or variegated colour. In another type

of timira (sSnmpStika\ external objects appear to the vision as doubled

or trebled, variegated and confused, and abnormal images of stars

and planets float about in the vision. In the type of timira due to

deranged bile in concert with deranged blood, which is called

parimlSyi, the quarters of the heaven look yellow and appear to the

^ Su^rau Saiiihita, Uttara Tantia, vol. iii, Engluh translation of

Kaviraj Knnjalal Bhuhagratna, chapter vii, pp. 25-6,
* Ibid., voL iii, ch. vii.
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sight as if brilliant with the light of the rising sun, and trees appear

as if sparkling with the flashes of glow-worms.

Besides these six tjrpes of UnganBla^ there are six other kinds

peculiar to the drfti (pupil), which are called pitta-vidagdha-drffi,

slepna-vidagdha-dffti, dhBma-dfffi, hrasva-jittya, nakulOndhya and

gamUdrika.

(1) In pitta-vidagdha-dr}ti all external objects appear yellow

to the sight, and nothing can be seen in the day, but things can be

seen only at night. It is due to an accumulation of the deranged bile

in the third patala or coat of the eye.

(2) In sleftna-wdagdiia-driti all external objects appear white

to the sight, and they can be seen only in the day, but not at night

;

this is called nocturnal blindness. It is due to an accumulation of

the deranged phlegm in all the three patalas or coats of the eye.

(3) In dhOma-drfti the external objects appear smoky. It is

due to grief, high fever, excessive physical exercise, or injury to

head, etc.

(4) In hrasva-jatja small objects can be seen with the greatest

difficulty even in the day-time, but they can be seen easily and

distinctly at night.

(5) In nahdondhya the external objects appear multi-coloured

in Ae day-time, and nothing can be seen at night.

(6) In gambhirika the pupil is contracted and deformed and sinks

into the so^et, attended with an extreme pain in the affected parts.^

Caraka says that when the cerebrum is injured the eye-sight is

affected and we have disorders in visual perception * And he also

says that Unara or blindness is due to the excessive provocation of

the flatulent humour.*

% 6. Jbnormalities in Auditory Perception

Su^ruta describes three kinds of disorders in sound-perception,

viz. pronada or karna-nSda, karna-kpueda^ and bSdMrya. In pranuda

or karna-nUda, ringing and various other sounds are heard in the

ear. In karna-kpueda, only a peculiar type of sound is heard in the

ear. It differs from karna-nuda in that in this disease only a sound

of a special kind, viz. that of a wind-pipe, is heard in the ear, while

^ Suimta Saihhita, Uttara Tantra, English translation, vol. iii, chapter vii,

pp. 25-30.
* Caraka-Sadihitfli Siddhuthflnamy ch. iz* 9.
* Ibid., Satra-sthlnam, chapter xx, la.
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in the latter various kinds of sounds are produced in the ear. In

badhirya or deafness there is a complete loss of hearing.^

Caraka holds that badhirya or complete deafness is due to the

provocation of the flatulent humour. He mentions two other kinds

of disorders in auditory perception, viz. aSabda-iravana and uccaihiruti^

which also are due to the provocation of the flatulent humour.

The former is that kind of deafness in which a person can hear

words uttered very softly or in whispers only. The latter is that

form ofdeafness in which a person hears only such words as are uttered

very loudly.*

% 7. Abnormalities in Olfactory Perception

Su^ruta describes many disorders of the olfactory organ, of

which one may be regarded as a cause of the loss of the sense of

smell. In aptnUla (obstruction in the nostrils) there is a choking

and burning sensation in the nostrils with a deposit of filthy slimy

mucus in their passages, which deaden the sense of smell and taste

for the time being. In a malignant type of pratisyitya (catarrh), too,

there is an insensibility to smell.*

Caraka also refers to ghrUna-ndsa which consists in the loss of

the sensation of smel4 ^d is due to the provocation of the flatulent

humour.*

^ 8. Abnormalities in Gustatory Perception

Caraka mentions arasanjatS as a disease of the tongue in which

there is a complete loss of the sensation of taste 5 it is due to the

provocation of the flatulent humour. He also describes the different

kinds of tastes owing to the provocation of difiFerent kinds ofhumours.

Owing to the provocation of the flatulent humour a person has an

astringent taste in the mouth, and sometimes does not feel any taste

at all. Owing to the provocation of the bilious humour a person

feels in his tongue the presence of an acrid or sour taste. Owing to

the provocation of the phlegmatic humour a person feels in his

mouth the presence of a sweet taste. And owing to the simultaneous

provocation of all the three humours, a person feels the presence of

many tastes in his mouth. Caraka dso refers to the disease of

1 Sufruta Sadihits, Uttara Tantra, ch. zx.

* Caraka Saihhia, SGtra-stbKna, lesson xz, 12.

* Sufruta Saihhita, Uttara Tantra, ch. xzii.

* Candui Saifahia, SQtra-sthSna, lesson zx, 12.
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tiktBsyata or a constant bitter taste in the mouth owing to the pro-

vocation of the bilious humour. He also refers to mukhamUdhttrya

or a constant sweet taste in the moudi, and kafUjUsjata or a constant

astringent taste in the mouth.^

S 9. AhnormaMes in Tactual Perception

Caralca and Su^ruta describe cutaneous afPections as kuffhas.,

which are of various kinds and which give rise to various kinds of

disordered cutaneous sensations. According to Su^ruta, when the

cutaneous affection is confined only to the serous fluid of the skin,

there are the following symptoms, viz. loss of the perception of touch,

itching sensation, etc. j when it is confined to the blood, it brings

about complete anaesthesia ; when it affects only the flesh, there

are various symptoms such as excruciating pricking pain in the affected

part and its numbness } and when it affects the fat, the body seems

to be covered with a plaster.^ In the various kinds of cutaneous

affections described by Caraka and Su^ruta there is partial or complete

anaesthesia together with various kinds of disorders in cutaneous,

organic, and muscular sensations.*

Caraka also mentions various other abnormalities in tactile

sensations (including organic and muscular sensations) such as

ekOngaroga (partial or lo^ paralysis), pakfabadha (side paralysis),

sarvSngaroga (complete paralysis), dan^ka (stiffness of the whole

body like a log of wood), osa (the disease in which the patient feels

the sensation of fire bemg always placed very near his body), plofa

(the disease in which the patient has the sensation of his body being

dightly scorched by fire), daha (a sensation of burning experienced

in every part of the body), davathu (a sensation of every part of the

body having been subject to painful inflammation), ontardBha

(a burning sensation wi^in the body, generally within the thorax),

amSadsha (a burning sensation in the shoulders), u^mUdlakya (excess

of internal heat in the body), mdmsadBha (a sensation of burning in

the flesh), etc*

§10. Disorders in the Motor Organs

Caraka refers to the abnormalities of the vocal organ such as

vBksanga (temporary dumbness or difficulty in speaking, e.g.

1 Caraka Samhio, Sutra-sthlna, lesson x.

* Sufruta Saihhita, Nidlna-sthSiui, ch. v.

* Sufruta Sadihits, NidBiu-sthSna, ch. v, and Caraka Samhita, SQtra-

sthlna, ch. zz.

* Caraka Saihhitf, SCtra-sthlna, lesson z.
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stammering) gadgadatva (slowness of q>eech), and tnUkatva (complete

dumbness). When the cerebrum is injure^ there are slowness of

speech, loss of voice, and complete dumbness.^ Temporary dumbness

{vUksanga) and complete dumbness (mOkatva) are due to the pro-

vocation of the flatulent humour.*

Caraka says that when the cerebrum is injured there is a loss

of motor effort {cesfSnaia)^ According to him, the heart is the seat

of the mind, the intellect, and consciousness. But the cerebrum is

the seat of sensory and motor centres. He says that just as the rays

of the sun have their seat in the sun, so the sensory and motor organs

and the vital currents of the sense-organs have their seat in the

cerebrum.*

^ II. Mental Blindness {Manobadha)

According to Caraka, the heart is the seat of consdousness.

So when the heart is injured, we have epilepsy (apasfndra), insanity

{unmada)y delirium {pralapa)^ and loss of the mind {cittanSla). This

paralysis of the mind (eittandla) may be called “ mental blindness
”

in the language of William James. “ When mental blindness is

more complete,” says James, “ neither sight, touch, nor sound avails

to steer the patient, and a sort of dementia which has been called

asymbolia or apraxia is the result.” *

According to Caraka, the prOna and the udOnoy which are

biomorphic forces, the mind {manas)y the intellect (buddhi), and

consdousness (cetana) have their seat in the heart ® So when the

heart is overpowered by the provocation of the phlegmatic humour,

consciousness is benumbed, and lapses into semi-unconsciousness

Ifandra)? And when the heart is overpowered by the provocation

of the flatulent humour, consaousness is suspended and lapses into

torpor or unconsciousness {meha).

§ 12. Causes of Sense-disorders and Menial Disorders

According to Caraka, there are four kinds of correlarion or

contact of the sense-organs with their objects, viz. atiyogOy or excess

^ Caraka Sa^tB, SiddhisthXna, ix, 9.

* Caraka Sadhits, Sutra-sthBna, zz, 12.

* Ibid., Siddhisthina, ch. iz, 9.

* Ibid., Siddhiathgna, ch. iz,

* Principles of Psychology^ voL i, p. 52.

* CaTaka SamhitX, SiddhisthSna, iz, 4.

Ibid , iz, 28.
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of contact^ ajogti or tx>tal absence of contact, JOneyega or sparing or

partial contact, and ndthyBytga or contact of sense-organs with dis-

agreeable objects. Atiyoga corresponds to over-use of a sense-organ,

ayoga^ to its non-use, hSnayoga^ to its under-use, and nnthyi^oga^ to

its misuse. This account of Caraka has a strangely modem ring.

There is no doubt that sense-disorders are to a great extent due to

the abnormal functioning of the sense-organs. So Caralca’s explana^

tion is very significant. He accounts for the disorders of the sense-

organs and consequent abnormalities of sense-perceptions by the

excess of correlation, absence of correlation, partial or insufficient

correlation, and injudicious correlation of the sense-organs with

their respective objects. YathSyoga or judicious correlation ofa sense-

organ with its object preserves the normal condition of the organ,

and also keeps the perceptions produced by that organ unimpaired.

But excessive exercise, absence of judicious exerase, insufficient

exera’se, and injudicious exercise impair the sense-organs, and con-

sequendy impair the percepdons produced by them. Caraka gives

us some examples to illustrate the different kinds of correlation of

the sense-organs with their objects. A continuous gaze at very bright

objects is an example of excessive correlation of the visual organ.

Total abstention from exercising the eye is absence of correlation.

The sight of objects that are very minute or very distant, or that are

hateful, terrible, amazing, repulsive, or extremely ugly is an example

of injudicious correlation. All these impair the sense of vision.

Excessive correlation of the auditory organ arises from constandy

exposing the ear to the stunning report of thunder or beat of a drum

or loud cries. Total abstention from hearing by closing the ears is

the absence of correlation. Injudicious correlation arises from

hearing sounds that are rough, harsh, dreadful, uncongenial, dis-

agreeable, and indicative ofdanger. These impair the sense ofhearing.

Excessive correlation of the olfactory organ arises from constandy

smelling very keen and powerful scents which call forth tears, excite

nausea, produce stupefaaion, etc. Total abstention from all scents

is the absence of correlation. Injudicious correlation arises from

smelling odours emitted by putrid objects, or objects that are poisonous,

disagreeable, or repulsive. These impair the sense of smell.

Excessive correlation of the gustatory organ arises when the

objects producing any of the six kinds of taste are taken in an excessive

d^ree. Total abstention from tasting is the absence of correlation.

Injudicious correlation arises from tasting things which are made up

of incompatible ingredients, or which are not suitable to the organism.

These impair the sense of taste.
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Excessive correlation of the tactiial organ arises from exposure

to excessive heat and cold, excessive indulgence in bathing and rubbing

the skin with oil, etc., and indulgence in sudden changes of tempera-

ture. Total abstention from enjoying the sense of touch or from

allowing the body to be touched is the absence of correlation. Contact

of the body with poisonous objects or with untimely heat and cold

is injudicious correlation. These impair the sense of touch.^

1 Caraka Samhita, Sutra-sthana, ch. d, 27-3 2 E.T. by Abmash Chandra
Kaviratna.





BOOK VII

Chapter XVIII

SUPER-NORMAL PERCEPTIONS

^ 1. Introduction

In the last Book we have dealt with indefinite perceptions,

illusions and hallucinations, dreams, and abnormal perceptions.

In this Book we shall deal with super-normal perceptions, divine

perception, the perception of the individual witness (Jiva-Sakfin),

and Ae perception of the divine witness (I^vara-Sslcjin).

The Indian treatment of super-normal perceptions is more
descriptive than explanatory. Indian philosophers have distinguished

between abnormal perceptions and super-normal perceptions, inas-

much as the former are disorders and aberrations of perception,

while the latter are the higher grades of perception. Super-normal

perceptions are above the general laws and conditions of normal

perceptions. They transcend the categories of time, space, and

causality, and apprehend the real nature of things divested of all their

acddental assodadons of names, concepts, and so forth. So we cannot

understand their nature by appealing to the facts of our ordinary

percepdons. We must have a concepdon of these higher grades of

super-normal percepdon on the basis of speculadon, unless we our-

selves attain the stage of higher intuidons. And Indian philosophers

have tried to arrive at a concepdon of these super-normal percepdons

by using speculadve arguments and appealing to their own higher

intuidons. Almost all schools of Indimi philosophers believe in super-

normal percepdons. Only the materi^ist Cin^ka cannot believe

in any other source of knowledge than sense-percepdon. And the

Mlmiihsaka also denies the posubility of super-normal percepdons,

because according to him, the past, the future, the distant, and the

subtle can be known only through the injuncdons of the Vedas.

But the NyfLya-Vaiicfika, the Saihkhya-P£tafljala, the VedSndst,

the Buddhist, and the Jaina believe in super-normal percepdons,

though they give different accounts of them.

The modem science of hypnotism and other occult and esoteric

sciences will find sufficient material for research and investigation

335
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in the Indian account of super-normal perceptions. They will

find in it evidences of auto-suggestion, clairvo
3
rance, clairaudience,

hyperaesthcsia of vision, hearing, touch, etc., hypermnesia, thought-

re^ng, thought-transference or telepathy, and different kinds of

trance or ecstasy.

^ 2. The MimSmsaka Denial of Top-Pratyaksa

YSmunScSlrya, in his Siddhitraya., gives us a lucid account of

the MlmSiiisaka argument against the possibility of yogic or ecstatic

intuition. Is yogic perception sensuous or non-sensuous ? Is it

produced by the sense-organs or not ? If it is sensuous, is it produced

by the external sense-oigans or by the internal organ or mind ?

The external sense-organs produce cognitions of their appropriate

objects only when they come in contact with their objects. But as

the external sense-organs can never come in contact with distant,

past, and future objects, they can never produce cognitions of these

objects. Hence yogic perception can never be produced by the

external sense-organs.

Nor can it be produced by the central sensory or mind. For the

mind can produce the perception of only mental sutes, e.g. pleasure,

pun, etc., independently of the external sense-organs. But it carmot

produce the perception of external objects independently of the

external sense-organs. If the mind did not depend upon the external

sense<K>rgans to produce the perception of external objects, then

there would be no need of the external organs at all in the perception

of external objects, and no one would be blind or deaf. Hence the

MimSmsaka concludes that external objects cannot be perceived

through the central sensory or mind independently of the peripheral

organs.

Nor can it be said that the external organs can apprehend objects

even without coming in contact with them, when they attain the

highest degree of excellence through the powers of occult medicines,

incantations, and the practice of austerities and intense meditation or

yoga $ for all that these can do is to bring about a manifestation

of only the natural capacities of the sense-organs, which are not

unlimited, but strictly limited within their proper ^here. The ear

can never produce the perception of colour or taste, even if it is

extremely refined by the application of medicines. A sense-organ

can never transcend its natural limitttions, even when it attains the

highest d^ree of perfection by intense meditation ; the function of

a sense-organ is alwa)rs restricted within a limited sphere } so a
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sense-organ, even in its highest degree of excellence, cannot transcend

its natural limits. Hence, sensuous knowledge can never apprehend

past, distant, and future objects.

The perception of the yogin is said to be the result of intense

meditation or re-representation. But though the cognition produced

by constant meditation is manifested as a distinct presentation, does

it cognize a thing as apprehended in the past or more than that ?

If it apprehends exactly the same thing as was apprehended in the past,

then the cognition produced by intense meditation is nothing but

memory or reproduction of the past experience. And if it apprehends

more than what was perceived in the past, then it is illusory as it

apprehends something which has no real existence. Therefore, either

the intuition of the yogin is not of the nature of perception, or if

it is perceptual it is illusory. If it is regarded as perceptual in character,

why should it transgress the general condition of perception that it

must be produced by the contact of a sense-organ with its proper

object ? Hence, the MlmUmsaka concludes that there can be no

yogic perception of past, distant, and future objects ; these can be

known only through the injunction of the Vedas.i

§ 3. (iij The TslySya-Vaiiesika Fiew of Togi-pratyak$a

Prorf of the Possibility of Togi-Pratyaisa

Srldhara proves the possibility of yogic perception by the following

arguments :

—

(1) In the first place, just as by constant practice we learn new
things in different sciences and arts, so by the collective force of

constant meditation upon the self, akHia^ and other super-sensible

objects we acquire true knowledge of these objects.

(2) In the second place, the varying grades of the intellect

must reach the highest limit beyond which it cannot go, because they

are varying grades, like the varying grades of magnitude.* Jayanta

Bha^ also offers the same argument. He says that just as there are

various degrees of whiteness and other qualities, so there are various

degrees ofthe fiuailty ofperception and the highest degree ofperfection

is reached by man in yogic perception which apprehends all objects,

subtle, hidden, remote, past, future, and the like ; and there is nothing

improbable in this. We see only proximate objects with the help of

light. But cats can see objects even in utter ^rkness, and vultures

can see objects from a very great distance. Why shall we not suppose,

1 Siddhitraya, pp. 70-a.

• NK., p. 196 ; Jha, E.T., p. 413.
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then, that we can acquire super-sensuous vision by constant practice

in mediation ?
^

But it has been objected that the mere presence of the varying

d^rees of an object does not necessarily imply that it should reach

the highest limit. For instance, there are varying degrees of heat

when water is heated } but we never find it reaching the highest

limit of heat and turning into fire itself ; nor do we ever perceive

the highest limit of jumping as there is no man who can jump over

all the three worlds.

Srtdhara replies that this objection does not apply to yogic practices.

That property which has a permanent substratum, and which produces

a peculiarity in it gradually reaches the highest limit of excellence

through constant practice or repetition. For instance, when gold is

repeatedly heated and treated by the method of “ putap3ka ” its

purity gradually reaches the highest limit and acquires the character

of the raktasOra. As for the heating of water, it has no permanent

substratum ; so repetition carmot bring it up to the highest limit of

perfection. That water has no permanent substratum is proved by

the fiict that it entirely disappears on the application of intense heat.

Then as for the practice ofjumping it does not produce any peculiarity

in its substratum j because the first act ofjumping is totally destroyed

and leaves no such trace behind, so that the second and subsequent

acts ofjumping may be helped by the effect ofthe first act of jumping j

all these acts of jumping are effects of different forces and efforts^

and hence any subsequent excellence of jumping may not be due

to the previous jumping. It is for this reason that when a man is

tired by three or four jumps his limit of jumping begins to decline,

owing to the decrease of strength. As for the intellect {huddM^

on the other hand, it has a permanent substratum and produces a

peculiarity in it ; since we find that though something is quite

unintelligible to us at firsts it becomes thoroughly intelligible when
we repeatedly apply intelligence to it. Thus the more we pracdse

meditation upon an object, the greater peculiarity is product in it

at each step of the practice, and when the practice is kept up con-

tinuously for a long time, the intellect acquires a fresh force due to

the peculiar powers or merit {dharma) bom ofYoga and must reach its

highest limit of excellence. And there is nothing unreasonable in

this.*

Then, again, it has been objected that yogis cannot perceive

super-sensuous objects because they are living beings like ourselves.

^ NM., p. 103.
• NK., pp. 196-7; Jha, E.T., pp. +13-14.
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Sildhara says that this argument is not convincing. The yogis

are, no doubt, living beings but they may be omniscient, too. The
character of living beings is not inconsistent with omniscience $

they arc not mutually exclusive of each other. No inconsistency has

ever been found between omniscience and the character of living

beings. But since we catmot definitely ascertain whether our want

of omniscience is due to our character of living beings, or due to the

absence of the peculiar power of dharma born of yoga, which is

regarded as the cause ofomniscience, there is a doubtful concomitance

of omniscience with the character of living beings. And because

there is a doubtful concomitance between the character of living

beings and onuiisdence, the former can never prove the inference

that yogis cannot have super-sensuous knowledge because they are

livmg beings. But the fact that the dharma^ or a peculiar power bom
of yoga, is the cause of super-sensuous knowledge is well-known to

us. So Sridhara concludes that our want of omniscience is due to

the absence of the peculiar power of dharma produced by constant

meditation.^

S 4. Tht Nature ef Top-Pratyaksa

Jayanta Bhatm describes the nature of Yogi-Pratyaksa in

Nyttyamanjari. The yt^s can perceive all objects past, distant,

and future, hidden, subtle, and remote, and even dharma which is

absolutely supersensible to us. But do the yogis perceive all objects

by one cognition or by many cognitions ? Not by one cognition,

Mnce contradictory qualities like heat and cold cannot be apprehended

by a single cognition. Nor by many cognitions, since they cannot arise

simultaneously owing to the atomic nature of enanas ; and if they

are produced successively, then yogis would require infinite time

to perceive all the objects of the world. Hence yogis cannot be

omniscient.

Jayanta Bha^ refutes this objection by saying that yogis

perceive all the objects of the world wmultaneously by one cognition,

and there is nothing unreasonable in it. It is found in actual eiqrerience

that contradictory qualities like blue, yellow, etc., do appear in a

single psychosis {citrapratyaya), and heat and cold are perceived

simultaneously by a person with the lower part of bis body plunged

in water and the upper part of his body in the scorching rays of the

^ NK., pp. 197-8; Jha, E.T., pp. 415-16. Cf. NTD., p. 82, and

NM„ p. 105.
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sun. Thus Jayanta Bhafta concludes that yogis perceive all objects

of the world simultaneously by a single intuition.^

^ 5. Tegic Perception and Ordinary Perception

Bhasarvajfia divides perception into two kinds, yogic perception

(joppratyakfd) and non-yogic perception {ayoppratyakfa). He
defines ordinary or non-yogic perception as direct and immediate

apprehension of gross objects, produced by a particular relation

between sense-organs and their objects with the help of light, time

(“ now space (“ here merit or demerit of the person. And
he defines yogic perception as direct and immediate apprehension

of distant, past, future, and subtle objects.*

% 6. Yopc Perception and Divine Perception

If yogis can perceive all objects of the world, past, present, future,

hidden, subtle, and remote, and supersensible objects like dharma^

etc, how do they diflFer from omniscient God ? How does the percep-

tion of yogis differ from divine perception Jayanta Bham says

that the difference lies in that the omniscience of yogis is produced

by constant meditation, while divine omniscience is eternal. More-
over, the divine perception of dharma (Moral Law) is natural

{sSthsiddJttka) to God ; dharma constitutes the essential nature of

God, which is the cause of the Vedic injunctions of dharma. But

yogis at first learn the real nature of dharma from the Vedic

injunctions and then by unceasing practice in meditation they come

to perceive dharma ; and when they acquire an intuition of dharma^

the conception that the Vedic injunction is the ultimate standard

of duty or moral obligation loses its hold upon their minds.*

^ 7. Different Kinds of Top-Pratyaksa

(i) Yukta-pratyakfa and Fiyukta-pratyakfa

Praiastiq>ada divides yogic perception into two kinds, viz.

(i) yuktapratyaksa or the perception of those who are in ecstasy,

and (ii) viyuktapratyaksa or the perception of those who have i^en
off fix>m ecstasy. Those who are in a state of ecstasy can perceive

their own selves, the selves of others, Bkaia^ space, time, atoms, air,

manaSf and the qualities, actions, generalities, and particularities

* NM., pp. 107-8. NyfyaiSra, p. 3, and NTD., p. 8a.

» NM„ p. 108.
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inhering in these, and inherence itself through the manas aided bjr

the peculiar powers or dharma produced by meditation. And those

who have fallen off from ecstasy perceive subtle, hidden, and remote

things, owing to the fourfold contact of the self, manas., sense-organs,

and objects, and by virtue of the peculiar powers produced by

meditation.^

Bhasarvajfla also follows Pra^astapSda in dividing yogic

perception into two kinds : (i) ecstatic intuition or intuition in

the state of ecstasy, and (2) non-ecstatic intuition or intuition out

of the state of ecstasy. In the ecstatic condition there is no peripheral

stimulation or intercourse of the external sense-organs with outward

objects ; but the perception of all the objects follows from the

conjunction of the self with the internal organ or manas, aided by

a certain dharyna brought about by intense meditation and the grace

of God. Thus in the state of ecstasy the internal organ or masias

alone is operative, the external organs being entirely inoperative

at the time. But in the non-ecstatic condition the yogic perception

of supersensible objects follows from the four-fold, three-fold or

two-fold contact as required in different cases.* When objects are

perceived through the olfactory organ, gustatory organ, visual organ,

or tactual organ, perception is brought about by the four-fold contact

of the self with the manas, of the manas with the external sense-

organs, and of these external sense-organs with their proper objects.

In the perception of sound there is the three-fold contact of the

self with the manas, and of the manas with the auditory organ. And
in the perception of pleasure, etc., there is the two-fold contact

of the self with the manas.

^

Similarly Neo-Naiyayikas divide yogic perception into two

kinds : (ij the perception of a yogin who has attained union with

the supreme Being (jukta), and (ii) the perception of a yogin who is

endeavouring to attain such a union (ytmjona). The first yogin

enjoys a constant perception of all the objects of the world, ether,

atoms, etc., through his mind aided by a certain dharma bom of

meditation, while the second yogin can acquire perception of all the

objects with a little effort of attention or meditation.*

(ii) Savikalpaka and Nirvikalpaka Top-Pratyakfa

Is yogic perception determinate (savikalpa) or indeterminate

(mrvika/pa) i Jayasirhhasari holds that the yi^c perception in

* PBh., p. 187. • Nyayistra, p. 3. • NTD., p. 83,
* SM., Sloka 6;, pp. 384-$.
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die state of ecstasy is indeterminate, since the complete focussing

of attention in ecstasy cannot be brought about by a determinate

or discriminative perception. There is no element of discrimination

in the yogic intuition in the state of ecstasy. But it must not

be supposed that the yogic intuition in ecstasy is the same as our

indeterminate perception which apprehends the mere forms of objects

and not their mutual relations. Our indeterminate perception marks

the lowest stage of immediacy, while the yogic intuition in ecstasy

marks the highest limit of immediacy. Our indeterminate perception

is below determinate perception, while the indeterminate perception

of the yogin in a state of ecstasy is above determinate perception and,

indeed, above all determinate cognitions, presentadve and represen-

tative, perceptual and conceptual. Our indeterminate perception is

immediate “ sense-perception ”, while that of the yogin in ecstasy

is immediate “ intellectual intuition ”. Our indeterminate perception

apprehends the mere form of an object through an external sense-

organ, while that of the yc^in in ecstasy apprehends all the objects

of the world simultaneously. Therein lies the speciality of the

indeterminate perception of the yogin in a state of ecstasy. But

the perception of a yogin out of the condition of ecstasy can be both

indeterminate and determinate.^

Dharmottara, the author of NydyahmdtOHay also holds that

the perception of a yogin in the highest stage is indeterminate.

(iii) Samfrajndta SamSdhi and Asamprajfiata SamSdJn

Stfdhara explains the meaning of yoga as ecstasy {samSdfu)

which is of two kinds, conscious {samprajMta) and supra-consdous

(asamprajnUta). The word asamfrajhata has been translated

by Dr. Ganganatha Jha as unconscious. And it has been translated

by Professor Krishna Chandra Bhattacharya as supra-conscious,

and by Dr. S. N. Das Gupta as ultra-cognitive. The latter seems

to be the better verson. In the highest stage of ecstasy there is the

most clear, most distinct, most vivid, and most concentrated conscious-

ness of the self. It is supra-conscious rather than unconscious. The
conscious ecstasy consists in the union of the mnrnr, which has been

controlled and concentrated on an aspect of the self, with the self

in which there is a desire for true knowledge. And the supra-

consdous ecstasy consists in the union of the controlled manat with

an aspect of the self in which there is no desire or craving owing

to its unruffled condition. The supra-consdous ecstasy is fully

» NTD., p. 86.
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developed in the highest stage of the spiritual life of a person who
has thoroughly suppressed all desires and cravings and seeks only

deliverance ; it does not produce any merit {dhanna) as there is no
desire in the self to acquire merit and avoid demerit ; nor does

it tend towards any external object as the manai is concentrated on
the self alone. The conscious ecstasy, on the other hand, is always

aided by a certain desire or craving, and as such brings about a true

knowledge of the object for which there is a desire in the self.^

Other Kinds of Supetr-normal Perception

(iv) ArsajHana (Intuition of Sages)

Pra^astapSda describes the nature of Srsa-jnSna which is kindred

to yop-pratyakfa. He says that the sages who are the authors of the

fistras have a true intuitive cognition of all objects, past, present,

and future, and also of Dharma (Moral Law) and other super-

sensible objects, owing to the contact of the manas with the self

and a peculiar dhanna or power bom of austerities 5 such an intuitive

cognition is called Ursa-jnSna. This cognition is perceptual in

character, since it is not produced by inferential marks and so forth ;

but it differs from ordinary perception in that it is not produced by

the external organs, but by the manas with the help of certam powers

acquired by learning, austerities, and meditation. This intuition is

also called prBtihha-jhana as it is a distinct and vivid perception which

is not produced by the sense-organs, inferential marks, and so forth.

It is a valid cognition as it is free from doubts and illusions. It is

not a doubtful cognition because it does not osallate between two

alternatives. It is not an illusion as it is actually found to agree with

fiicts.*

Jayasiihhasuri says that essentially there is no difference between

sagic intuition (BriajnOna) and yogic intuition (yop-pratyak^a)

as both of them are produced by a peculiar dharma or merit. The
only difference between them lies in the &ct that the former is

produced by the practice of austerities (tapojamta)^ while the latter

is produced by meditation (yogaja). Botb of them are non-sensuous.

The organ of both these kincb of higher intuition is the manas.*

(v) Siddha Dariana (Occult Perception)

Besides the mtuidons of yogis and sages, Praiastapada describes

the perceptions of occultists who cannot perceive supersensible

1 NK., pp. 195-6; Jha, E.T., pp. 411-ia.
• PBL and NK., p. 258, • NTD., p. 84.
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only visible objects. It can never see odour or taste when it attains

the highest d^ree of excellence by constant meditation j it can at

best see subtle and remote objects, but it can never see dhartna which

is absolutely super-sensible. Jayanta Bhafpi contends that it is not

impossible for the yogis to acquire a vision of dharma which is super-

sensible to us. If those things which are too remote for our vision,

and which are hidden from our view by other things or concealed

by utter darkness can be seen by other animals like vultures, cats,

flies, etc., is it quite unreasonable to suppose that dharma which is

not an object of our vision can be an object of the vision of yogis ?

(ii) Secondly, Kumarila uiges that if dharma which is super-

sensible can be an object of the vision of yogis, then their eyes would

perceive smell, taste, etc., which are not their proper objects. Jayanta

Bhatm replies that this is an unwarrantable assumption, since the

other sense-oigans of the yogis, too, attain perfection and apprehend

their proper objects. But similarly it can not be argued that dharma

cannot be an object of yogic vision, since it is not the proper object

of vision like smell, taste, etc. For how do you know that dharma

is not a proper object of the vision of the yogis ? We know that

an object is not the proper object of a sense-organ, if we cannot

perceive it m the presence of that sense-organ. For instance, we can-

not perceive sound even in the presence of the eyes $ so we conclude

that sound is not the proper object of the eyes. But how do you know
that a yogin can not perceive dharma even in the presence of his visual

organ ?

(Hi) Thirdly, Kumlrila urges that dharma is above all temporal

limits 5 it is not detennined by the past, the present, or the future.

Is it then not absurd to suppose that it is an object of vision or sense-

perception ? Jayanu Bham replies that certainly it is absurd in

the case of or^nary human bein^ whose perception is confined to

“ here and now ” but not in the case of yogis who have transcended

the limitations of time and ^nce.

(iv) Fourthly, if the Mlmaihsaka insists that dharma can never

be an object of external sense-perception, Jayanta Bha^ argues

that it may be an object of internal perception. The yogis can perceive

even super-sensible dharma throu^ their internal organs or minds

by constant practice in meditation. The mind can apprehend all

objects : there is nothing which » not an object of the mind. Even

those objects which are beyond the range of external sense-organs

are found to be clearly perceived by the mind by constant pracdoe

m meditation. For instance, the lover mad in love for a woman
perceives his beloved as present before his e)res, though not really
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present. But is it not a false analogy ? Jayanta Bha^ says that

though the perception of the lover is illusory and that of the yogin

is perfectly valid, they agree in being clear and distinct presentations.

Hence, even super-sensible objects like dharma can be perceived

by yogis through the internal organ or mind, if not through the

peripheral organs.

(v) Lastly, just as we have flashes of intuition of future objects

in frdtthhajaona^ so yogis can perceive all objects past, distant, and

future, hidden, subtle, and remote, and even dharma which is

absolutely super-sensible to us.^

S 9. (in) The SSmkhya

According to S2ihkhya, everything exists at the present moment

;

nothing goes out of existence and nothing comes into existence.

The various qualities of things are only modes of energy acting in

different collocations of the original gunas or reals, mass (tamas)

energy (yajas) and essence {sattva). “ And these various Energies

are sometimes actual (kinetic),sometimes potential, rising to actuality,

and sometimes sublatent, subsidii^ from actuality into sub-latency.” *

Thus the so-called future objects are present as latent or potential,

and the so-called past objects are present as sublatent ; and only

those things which are supposed to be present are actual. So the mind

of the yogin can come in contact with past and future objects which

are not non-existent at present, but exist only as sub-latent and

potential respectively by virtue of certain peculiar powers produced

by meditation. Certainly the Sariikhya cjqilanation of the yogic

perception of past and future objects is more convincing than that

of the Nyaya-Vaiie$ika. If the past and the future exist at present

in some form or other, it is easier to conceive that the mind of the

yogin can come in contact with them and produce a perception of

the past and the future.

Vijfianabhikpi points out that the mind of the yogin can come

in contact with distant and hidden objects by virtue of the peculiar

power (atiJeya) acquired by meditation. This peculiar power of

the mind consists in its all-pervasiveness or its power of acting on

all objects owing to the complete suppression of the inertia or matter-

stuff (tamas) of the mind which prevents it from acting on all objects.

He also points out that the inertia (tamas) of the mind is removed

sometimes by the intercourse of the sense-organs with their objects

^ NM., pp. io*-8.
• B. N. Seal, Tie Positive Sciettces oftie Jncient Hindtu, p. 17.
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as in ordinary sense-perception, and sometimes by the dharma bom
of mediudon as in yogic peroepdon.^

Aniruddha says that the percepdon of a yogin is produced by the

internal organ or mind and not by the external organs, and con-

sequendy, it is not like the percepdon of an ordinary person. The
yogin alone, who has acquired peculiar powers through the fevourable

influence of the dharma bom of y(^a, can perceive objects in all

dmes and places through the coimecdon of his mind with Prakrd,

the uldmate groimd of all existence.*

% 10. (iv) The Putahjala

Patahjali holds that ordinarily the mind is a continuous stream

of mental fimcdons. VySsa says that it has five stages : (i) wandering

(ifipta)j (ii) forgetful (mildha)^ (iii) occasionally steady (viifipta),

(iv) one-pointed (ekagra)y and (v) restrained {mruddha).^ In the

first stage, the mind being overpowered by energy (rajas)y becomes

extremely unsteady and constantly flits from one object to another.

In the second stage, the mind is overpowered by merda (tamas)

and sinks into lisdessness, drowsmess, and deep sleep. In the third

stage, the mind, though unsteady for the most part, becomes occasion-

ally steady when it avoids painfiil things and is temporarily absorbed

in pleasureable objects. In the fourth stage, the mind is withdrawn

from all other objects and concentrated on one object, either material

or mental, and assumes an unflickering and unwavering atdtude

with regard to that object owing to the predominance of essence

(sattva). In the last stage, all the mental funedons are arrested

and the mind retains only the potencies of its funedons. In the fourth

stage, the mind fells into conscious ecstasy {samprajnata samUdM).

In the last stage, the mind reaches the highest stage of supra-conscious

ecstasy {asamprajhata samadht).

The mental fiinaions can be arrested by constant praedee of

abstracdon and concentradon and exdrpadon of passion for objects

of enjoyment. Trance or ecstasy {samadht) is the uldmate result

of the long and arduous processes of the inhibidon of the bodily

aedvides or perfect posture ofthe body {asana)y reguladon ofbreathing

{pranayttma)y withdrawal of the mind from distracting influences

{pratyahara)y fixadon of the mind on certain parts of the body

1 SPB., i, 91.
• SSV., i, 90.
• VySubbB^ i; also Das Gupta, Te^a as Pktlosopky and Re/igien,

P- 95.
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{dhSrana)y and constant meditation on the same object {dhyOna).

When the mind by deep concentration on an object is transformed

into it and feels at one with it, that condition of the mind is called

ecstasy {samBdhi).

Patafijali recognizes two kinds of ecstasy : (i) conscious ecstasy

{samprajnSta samaditt\ and (ii) supra-conscious ecstasy {asamprajHUta

samSdhi).

RSmananda Yati and Vacaspatimi^ra divide conscious ecstasy

(samprajfiBta samBdhi) into eight kinds, which may be represented

as follows :

—

SamprajUSta SamSdlii

VitarkSnugata VicarSnugata Anandfinugata Aanutanugata

I

Savicara NimcSra
|

Sssnuta Asnuta

Savitarka Nirvltarka Sananda AnandaroStra or NirSnanda

Just as an archer at first tries to pierce a large object and then

points his arrow at a small object, so a yogin at first concentrates his

mind on gross (sthola) objects and then on subtle {sGksma) objects.

Thus the yogin rises to higher and higher stages of ecstasy according

as he identifies his mind with subtler and subtler objects and at last

reaches the highest stage of purely objectless and supra-consdous

ecstasy. Let us explain the nature of the different kinds of consaous

ecstasy in their ascending order.

(1) Savitarka samBdhi is the condition of the mind when by

deep concentration it becomes one with a gross (^sthela) object [artha)

together with its name {iabda) and concept [jhBna). This is the lowest

stage of samBdhi. In this stage, the object of contemplation does not

appear in consaousness in its pure form but associated and identified

with its name and concept, though, as a matter of fact, the object,

the name, and the concept are quite distinct from one another.

Thus savitarka samBdhi cannot give us true knowledge of the real

nature ofan object ; it erroneously identifies the object of contempla-

tion with its name and concept.^

(2) Nirvitaria samBdhi is the condition of the mind when by

deep concentration it becomes identified with a gross {sthola) object

divested of all associations of name and concept. This is a higher

^ Das Gupta, Toga as Philosophy and Religion, p. 150; The Study of

Patanjali, p. i ;6.
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stage than tavHarka smadhi, because it gives us true knowledge

of the real nature of its object firee from all kinds of association,

which serve to conceal its real nature. “ The thing in this state does

not appear to be an object ofmy consciousness, but my consciousness

becoming divested of all ‘ I ’ or * mine becomes one with the object

itself ; so that there is no notion here as ‘ I know this ’, but the mind

becomes one with the thing, so that the notion of subject and object

drops off and the result is the one steady transformation of the mind

into the object of its contemplation.” ^

The objects of the above two kinds of samddhi are gross material

objects according to Rimilnanda Yati and VScaspadmi^ra. But

according to BhojarSja, NSge&^ and Vijf(anabhik$u, gross material

objects (stheiaiheta) and gross sense-organs (sthc/a htdriya) are the

objects of contemplation in senAtarka iomUdhi and mrvitarka samadhi

which are comprehended imder one name as lArtakBriugata. But

Rimlnanda Yati and VScaspatimi^ra regard the sense-organs as

the objects of contemplation in semanda samndhi.

(3) SavicOra samUdht is the condition of the mind when by

deep contemplation it becomes one with subtle objects such as atoms,

tanmSirasy etc., associated with the notions of time, space, and

causality, qualified by many other qualifications and erroneously

identified with their names and concepts.

(4) NirvicHra samSdU is the condition of the mind when by

deep concentration it becomes identified with subtle objects such as

atoms, tanmStras., etc., in their pure state, divested of all the notions

of dme, space, and causality, and devoid of all qualifications and

assodadons.

SavicSra samadhi and mrvicOra samUdhi may have for their

objects, atoms, tanmatras^ the Ahamkara, the Buddhi, and the

Prakrd. They are comprehended under one name as vicOrOnugata.

(5) Sonanda samadhi is the determinate state of the mind when
by deep concentradon it becomes idendfied with the gross sense-

organs the essence of which is sattva owing to their power of mani-

festing objects. This is the view of Ramananda Yad and Vacas-

padmi^ra. But Bhojaraja, Nage&, and Vijfianabhikfu hold that the

sense-organs are the objects of sawtarka somadU. According to

them, the object of sOnanda samadhi is extreme bliss arising from

the predominance of sattva (essence), though rajas (energy) and

tamas (inertia) are not endrely suppressed.

(6) NtrOnanda samadtu is the indetermirute state of the mind

Toga as Philosophy assi Peligion, p. 151.
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when by deep concentration it becomes identified with gross sense-

organs. But Vijmnabhikju holds that Otumda somadhi does not

admit of two forms, viz., sOtumda and mrOnanda.

(7) SSsrmta somadhi is the determinate state of the mind when
by deep concentration it becomes one with the Buddhi (the cause

of the sense-organs) which is identified nvith the self. This is the

view of RSmananda Yad and Vlcaspadmi^ra.

According to Vij{iSnabhik$u, the object ofasnuta is the conscious-

ness transformed into the form of the pure self. This kind ofsomadhi

may have for its object either the finite self {jivOtman) or the infinite

self {poromatmon). According to Bhojaraja, in this stage the Buddi

which is endowed with pure sattvo^ rojos and tamos being endrely

suppressed, becomes the object of contempladon.

(8) NirOnanda sosnadhi is the indeterminate state of the mind

when it becomes one with the Buddhi which is identified with the

pure self.

Ram2nanda Yad and Vacaspadmilra recognize the above eight

kinds of somprajhato somadhi. But Vijfianabhikfu does not recognize

two forms of somadhi each under enandOnugate and osmtanugoto.

He recognizes only six kinds of somadhi.

VScaspadmilra comprehends all the different kinds ofsomprajnata

somadh under three classes : (i) grahyo-somadhi or concentradon

on external objects, (2) grohona-samadhi or concentration on the

sense-organs, and (3) grohstf-somadJn or concentradon on the ego.

In the different stages of somprajhato somadhi the yogin attains

certain miraculous powers {siddlns) which strengthen his &'th in

the process of y<^. Different miraculous powers are achieved as

the result of concentradon on different objects. No reason is given

why these powers are attained and why particular powers are attained

as the result of concentration on particular objects. These are the

fiuts of actual experience of the yc^tn, and they have been recorded

as such. Some of these miraculous powers are clairvoyance, clair-

audience, thought-reatUng, interpretadon of veridical dreams, under-

standing the language of animals, memory of past lives, knowledge

of the past and the future, the distant and the subde, and knowledge

of the self or Puru^.

The different kinds of somprajhato somadJu (conscious ecstasy)

are called so<injo somadh because they contain the seed of bondage

iruismuch as they do not bring about true knowledge of the disdncdon

between Puru?a and Prakfti.

Asompraj^a sosnadhi (supra-consdous ecstasy) is produced by

constant practice of extreme passionlessness whidi is the cause of
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the conq>lete cessation of the mental functions. In this stage all

the mental functions are arrested, leaving behind only their potencies

or traces in the mind. Extreme passionlessness destroys even its

own traces, and thus brings about the highest stage of asamprajfUtta

samadhiy which is called mnAja tamUdU because it is absolutely

objectless and does not contain the seed of bondage.*

Sii. (v) TCht Samkara-FedOntiit

SadSnada Yati, the author of Advaita-Brahma-SiddUy has

accepted Patahjali’s classification of samUdhi in its entirety. He
divides samadfu mainly into two kinds, viz. samprajnUta samSdhi

and asamprajnata samadhi. And like VijASnabhil^u he divides

the former, again, into six kinds
:

(i) savitarka samSdhiy (2) mrvi-

tarka samUtOuy (3) savicSra samUdhiy (4) tttrvtcOra samUdMy (5)

sSnanda samttdkuy and (6) sSsmita samadhi. From another stand-

point, he divides samprajhota samadhi into three kinds : (i)

grahyasemadhiy (2) grahona-samadidy and (3) grahxtfsamadhi. Here

he agrees with Vacaspatimi^ra. Thus Sadananda Yati has

incorporated the Patafljala system of yoga-practice into the

Vedantic culture.

But Vedantists generally recognize only two kinds of samadhiy

viz. samaprajHata samadhi or savikalpa samadUy and asamprajnata

somadM or nirvikalpa somadfn. Mahadeva SarasvaH Muni, the

author of TottvansaondhOnay divides samadhi into the above two

kinds. He defines samprajhata samadhi as an unbroken stream of

mental functions having for their object the pure consciousness

(dt or Brahman) without the distinction of subject and object.

In this stage the mental modes are not entirely destroyed ; they

have for their object Brahman or pure consciousness and are trans-

formed into it. In it the consdousness of subjea and object drops

off altogether, but the mental modes remain concentrated on and

transformed into pure consciousness ; it is the result of the utmost

perfection of the practice of concentration.

Mahadeva Sarasvad Muni defines asamprajnata samadhi as the

complete suppression of all mental functions {sarvadhinirodha) on

the suppresrion ofthe effects ofsomprajHata samadhi. MahSdevSnanda

Sarasvad Muni explains it as the transformation of the mind into

die form of Brahman or pure consdousness without the medium

of mental modes which are entirely destroyed.*

* See also Das Gupta, Toga as Philostpkj and Re/igion, ch. xiii.

* Advaitadntxkaustubha, pp. 398-9.
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Sadinanda, the author of FedOntasOra., recx>gnizes two kinds of

tamadhiy viz. savikalpa samSdti and mruikalpa semUdK. He defines

the former as the mental mode which has for its object Brahman
or pure consciousness into which it is transformed and in which the

distinction of the knower, the known, and the knowledge is not

destroyed. In this stage there is the consciousness of Identity (the

pure self) through the medium of mental modes in spite of the

consdousness of duality of subject and object. He defines the latter

as the mental mode which has for its object Brahman or pure con-

sciousness into which it is transformed and with which it is more

completely identified ; in this stage, though there is a mental mode
which is transformed into Brahman or pure consciousness, there is

no consciousness of the mental mode, but only the consciousness

of pure Brahman.

But, then, what is the difference between nirvikalpa samSdhi

and dreamless sleep (sufupti)} Sadananda says that though in both

the states there is no consciousness of any mental mode, yet in the

former there is a mental mode {vrtti) which is transformed into the

form of Brahman, while in the latter there is no mental mode at all

because the mind is dissolved into avidyH in deep sleep.^

Nfsiihha Sarasvad, the author of Subodhini^ a commentary on

VedantasSra^ describes two stages of savikalpa samadhi. In the

first stage, there is the consciousness of Brahman through the medium
of a mental mode (vrtti) which is interpenetrated by the authoritative

knowledge that *' I am Brahman So, in this stage, there is a

mental mode; its object is Brahman; there is the consciousness

of Brahman through the mental mode ; and there is the consciousness

of the injunction of the iastras, “ Thou art that.” In the second

stage, there is the continuous consciousness of Brahman through

the medium of a mental mode which is not interpenetrated by the

authoritative knowledge that “ I am Brahman ”. So, in this stage,

there is a mental mode ; its object is Brahman : there is a continuous

consdousness of Brahman through the mental mode ; but there is

no authoritative knowledge that ” I am Brahman ”. In both

there is the consdousness of the distinction between the knower,

the known, and the knowledge. But though there is this consdous-

ness of disdnedon or duality there is a consdousness of Identity.

In both these stages there is a consciousness of Identity with the

consdousness of duality. The only difference between them lies

in that in the first stage there is the consdousness of the authoritadve

VeiantasSra, pp. 45-7 (Jacob’s edition).
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injunction “ Thou art that ”, while in the second stage there is no

such consdousness.^

Nrsimha Sarasvad describes two stages of nirvikalpa stmadtu

also. In the first stage, there is the consdousness of Brahman

through the medium of a mental mode (vrtti) which is transformed

into and identified with Brahman with the aid of the subconsdous

impressions of the mental modes in the state of determinate ecstasy

(saviialpa samadhi) devoid of the consdousness of the knower, the

known, and the knowledge. In this stage, therefore, there are the

following foctors : (i) there is a mental mode having for its object

Brahman
;

(ii) there are subconsdous impressions of the mental

modes in the state of determinate ecstasy, which colour and modify

the present mode in the state of indeterminate ecstasy
;

(iii) there

is no consdousness of the knower, the known, and the knowledge.

In the second stage there is the existence of Brahman (pure con-

sdousness and bliss) without the medium ofany mental mode modified

into the form of Brahman and thus manifesting it, in which there is

no consdousness of the distinction among the knower, the known,

and the knowledge, and in which there is no trace of subconsdous

impressions of mental modes, which are beit^ completely destroyed

by the constant practice of indeterminate ecstasy. In this state,

therefore, there are neither any mental modes {vrtti) nor any sub-

consdous impressions {samsiOra) of past psychoses, nor any consdous-

ness of duality of subject and object ; there is the existence of pure

absolute consdousness and bliss (Brahman). This is the highest

stage of samadhi.*

According to Sadananda, there are mental modes in both

determinate and indeterminate ecstasy. But in indeterminate

ecstasy though there are mental modes there is no consdousness of

them. According to him, in determinate ecstasy there is the

consdousness of Identity (Brahman) together with the consdousness

of duality of subject and object, while in indeterminate ecstasy there

is the pure consciousness of Identity (Brahman) without the con-

sdousness of duality of subject and object. According to Nreiihha

Sarasvatr also, in determinate ecstasy there is the consciousness of

Identity together with the consciousness of duality, while in

indeterminate ecstasy there is the pure consciousness of Identity

(Brahman) divested of all consdousness of relativity of subject and

object. But according to him, in the highest stage of indeterminate

ecstasy all mental modes and their subconsdous impressions are

^ FedJhstasira (Subodhinl), p. 45 (Jacob’s edition).

• Ibid., pp. 46-7.
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destroyed and there remain only the pure absolute consciousness

and bliss. It is the pure, absolute, transcendental consciousness

free from all empirical modes and determinations and devoid of all

consciousness of relativity. This state of ecstasy alone should

properly be called indetenninate ecstasy. All the other kinds of

ecstasy in which there is empirical consciousness revealed through

mentd modes should be called savikalpa samSdhi.

MahZdeva Sarasvatl also holds that m the highest stage of ecstasy

(asamprajfiata lamSdhi) all mental modes and their subconscious

impressions are totally destroyed and the mind is transformed into

Brahman or pure consciousness and bliss, though devoid of all mental

modes. But according to him, in samprajndta samddhi only there

are mental modes which are transformed into Brahman or pure

consciousness, but there is no consciousness of relativity of subject

and object. But this is niruikalpa satnadht^ according to SadSnanda.

The author of Ratndvali also describes asamprajnata samSdM
as the condition of the mind in which all mental functions are

completely arrested.

Ramatirtha Yad, the author of yidvanmani>ran‘'a7dy idendhes

consdous ecstasy {samprajndta samddhi) with determinate ecstasy

{savikalpa samddfu) and supra-consdous ecstasy {asamprajndta

samddU) with indetenninate ecstasy {nirvikalpa samddhi)^

5 12. (vi) The Buddhist

According to Dharmaldrri, the author of Nydyabindu, the

intuidve percepdon of a yogin is produced by constant contempladon

of the uidmate truths when it reaches the highest limit of perfecdon.

Dharmottara dearly explains the nature of yogic intuition in Nydya-

lindufikd. There are four uidmate truths according to the Buddhists :

(i) all is momentary, (2) all is void, (3) all is pain, and (4) every-

thing is like itself. By constant contempladon of these four truths

the yogin gradually attains a more and more distinct vision of them ;

and when he attains the highest and most perfect stage of contempla-

tion, he acquires the most distinct vision or intuition of the ultimate

truths. Until the yogin reaches the highest limit of distinct vision

bom of constant contemplation, he perceives the objects of con-

templation as slightly indistinct, as if hidden behind mica. But when
he reaches the highest limit of distinct vision by constant contempla-

tion of the ultimate truths, he perceives the objects of contemplation

^ Vedimtasira (Vidvannumorafijanl), p. 129 (Jacob’s edition}.
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most distinctly, as if they were within his own grasp. And because

he has the most distinct vision of the ultimate tru^ at the highest

stage of contemplation, his intuitive perception is indeterminate.

According to the Buddhists, indeterminate perception alone is distinct

and vivid ; and the s(xalled determinate perception is not in itself

disdnct and vivid, but it acquires distinctness and vividness from its

contact with indeterminate percq>tion which is its immediate

antecedent.^

Anuruddha, the author of Ahtudhamnlttthasangaha^ describes

tihe different levels of consciousness. He divides consciousness into

two orders, viz. subliminal consdousness or subconsciousness below

the threshold of consciousness {manodvSra)^ and supra-liminal

consciousness or consciousness above the threshold of consciousness

{numodvOra). He divides supra-liminal consciousness, again, into

two orders, viz. normal consciousness and super-normal conscious-

ness. Normal consciousness is called Klma-dtta as it is generally

confined to the Kama-loka or the plane of existence in which kOma

or desire prevails. Super-normal consciousness is called Mahaggata-

citta or sublime or exalted consciousness. And this super-normal

consciousness, again, is subdivided into RQpa-dtta, which is generally

found in the RQpa-loka or the sphere of visible forms which are not

altogether immaterial, and ArQpa-citta, which is concerned with

ArQpaloka or the sphere of the invisible or formless, and Lokuttara-

dtta or transcendental consdousness which is above the three worlds,

viz. KSma-loka, RQpa-loka, and ArQpa-loka.’

In order to pass from the Kama-dtta or normal consdousness

to the ROpa-dtta or the lowest order of super-normal consciousness

a severe disdpline and concentration of the mind are necessary.

A monk (bhikkhu) must inhibit all physical and mental activity

and concentrate his mind on a single selected object or sensation

without changing the object of thought. After some time the

sensuous mark or symbol is replaced by the corresponding image.

This concentration of the mind on a bare sensation or its image is

called “preliminary concentration” [parikamma-samadhi). Then
by more intense concentration of the mind the image is divested of

its concrete, sensuous, or imaginal form, and is converted into

an abstract conceptualized image, though not completely de-

individualized. The concentration of the mind on this con-

ceptualized image during the period of transition from normal

consdousness to super-normal consdousness is still known as “ access

^ NBT., pp. 20-1.
* Aung, Compendium of PhUoiopkj, introduction, pp. lo and la.
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concentration ” (upacffra-samadltt).^ At this stage there intervenes

the lowest order of super-normal consciousness known as the first

RQpa-jhina.

The Pali word jh^lna corresponds to the Sanskrit word dhyOna^

which means “ concentrative meditation”, or “ecstatic musing”.

There are five RQpa-jhSnas, which consist in the gradual elimination

of the factors of consciousness and attainment of an “ intensified

inward vision ” and on absolute equanimity or hedonic indifference.

(i) The first jhanic consciousness of the RQpa-loka has five

factors
:

(i) Vitakka or initial attention by which sloth-and-torpor

iflma-midha) is inhibited
;

(ii) Vieira or sustained attention by

which doubt {vidkiuha) is inhibited
;

(iii) Piti or pleasurable interest

or zest by which aversion {byopada) is inhibited
;

(iv) Sukha or

pleasure or happiness by which distraction and worry {uddhacca-

kukkucca) are inhibited
}

(v) Ekaggati or one-pointedness of con-

sciousness or individualization which develops into ecstatic con-

centration {appona-samadhi) and inhibits all sensuous desire {kSma-

chanda).^

(a) In the second Rapa-jb£na, initial attention {vitakka) is

elimiiuted ; and it occurs together with sustained attention {viedra)^

pleasurable interest or zest (piti)', pleasure (sukha), and individualiza-

tion (ekaggatS).

(3) In the third Rupa-jhSna, both initial attention (vitakka)

and sustained attention (vicOra) are got rid of ; and it occurs together

with pleasurable interest or zest (piti), pleasure (sukha), and

individualization (ekaggatd).

(4) In the fourth Rapa-jhina, pleasurable interest (piti) also

is eliminated ; and it occurs together with pleasure (sukha) and

individualization (ekaggatd).

(5) In the fifth Rapa-jhOna, pleasure or happiness (sukha) is

eliminated ; and it occurs together with neutral feeling or hedonic

indifference (upekkhd) and individualization (ekaggatd). Sometimes

the fourth Jhina and the fifth Jhina are combined into one and only

four RQpa-jhSnas are spoken of.*

The higher stages of satnddiu in the yoga system are attained

by concentrating the mind on subtler and subtler objects. But the

higher stages of JhSna in the Buddhist system are attained by

eliminating the factors of consdousness gradually.

^ Budditst Psychology, p. 109.

* Compendium of Philosophy, Introduction, p. 56.

* Ibid., Introduction, pp. 57-8.
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“ Here we have,” says Mrs. Rhys Davids, “ a gradual composure

and collectedness of consciousness gradually brought about by the

deliberate elimination of
:

(i) the restless, discursive work of intellect,

seeking likenesses and differences, establishing relations, forming

conclusions
; (2) the expansive suffusion of zest, keen interest,

creative joy ; (3) all hedonistic consciousness. The residual content

of consciousness is admitted to be (</) a sort of sublimated or clarified

sati.^ an intensified inward vision or intuition, such as a god or spirit

might conceivably be capable of
;

(A) indifference or equanimity,

also god-like.” ^

Above the level of the RQpa-dtta there is the ArQpa-citta which

is concerned with ArQpa-loka or the world of the invisible or formless.

The ArQpa-loka is entirely non-spadal. And the experience of

this world can never be sensuous. In the highest stage of the RQpa-

dtta, which is attained by the gradual elimination of the factors of

consdousness, there is the abnormal clarity of inward vision or

intuition together with hedonic indifference or equanimity. Above

this stage there is no longer any elimination of factors of consdous-

ness, but of all consdousness of distinctions or limitations. Just

as there are four stages of ROpa-jhSna, so there are four stages of

ArQpa-jhlna.

(1) At the first stage of ArQpa-jhana, the mind transcends the

consdousness of matter and form, distinctions and limitations, and

being concentrated on the concept of infinite space, acquires “ the

blissful consciousness, subtle yet actual, of an infinite sensation of

q>ace ”.* This may be compared to Kant’s pure intuition of qiace

as distinguished from his empirical intuition of space.

(2) At the second stage of ArQpa-jhana, the mind transcends

the sensation of infinite space, and being concentrated on the concept

of infinite consciousness ” becomes conscious only of a concept,

subtle yet actual, of consdousness as infinite ”.*

(3) At the third stage of ArQpa-jhina, the mind wholly transcends

the conceptual sphere of consdousness as infinite, and being con-

centrated on the concept of nothingness “ becomes consdous only

of a concept, subtle yet actual, of infinite nothingness ”.*

(4) At the fourth stage of ArQpa-jhZna, the mind wholly

transcends the sphere of nothingness and attains the stage of an all

but complete hypnosis or quasi-unconsciousness whiA may be

described as “ neither percipience nor non-perdpience ”.“

1 Buddhist Psychology, p. iii (1914}.
• Ibid., pp. 117-18.
* Ibid., p, 1 1 8.

» Ibid., p. 118.

* Ibid., p. 1 1 8.
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When the mind transcends all these different stages of super-

normal consciousness concerned with the ROpa-loka and the

ArQpa-loka, it attains the highest stage of super-normal consciousness

which is called transcendental or supra-mundane consciousness

(Lokuttara-citta).

Jhana-consciousness is mystic consciousness. It is brought

about by auto-suggestion. It consists in intensifying or con-

centrating consciousness on a single object. The object is first of

all a percept, then an image, then a concept. So far the mind is

in the preparatory stage. Then gradually the contents of conscious-

ness are eliminated in the different stages of RQpa-jhina till the mind

at last acquires super-normal clarity ofvision and hedonic indifference.

So long the mind is in the plane of visible forms (RQpa-Ioka). It is

conscious of the ethereal but not of the immaterial or non-spadal.

Then the mind comes in touch with the entirely immaterial world

of the invisible or formless by gradually eliminating all consciousness

of distinctions and limitations. The mind is, at first, concentrated

on infinite space, then on infinite consciousness, then on infinite

nothingness, and last of all attains the stage of complete trance or

quasi-unconsciousness which may be described as neither conscious-

ness nor unconsciousness. This is the highest stage of Jhana-

consciousness, but not the highest plane of consciousness. When
the mind completely transcends even the plane of the invisible or

formless (ArOpa-loka), it attains the stage of transcendental or supra-

mundane consciousness (Lokutura-citta).

According to William James, inefebility, nOetic quality,

transiency, and passivity are the characteristics of mystical conscious-

ness. As to transiency and inefiability, Mrs. Rhys Davids says,

“ the former is markedly true concerning the momentary ecstasy

of attainment or appand, as also concerning the realization of great

spiritual elevation generally. Touching the ‘Fruit’ of each
‘ Path ’ of spiritual progress appears to have been a momentary

{khanika) fla^ of insight. As to the latter, inefiability, it is also

true that we find no attempts by brethren who were expert at JhSna

to enter in detail into their abnormal experiences. . . . Language

is everywhere too much the creature and product of our five-fold

world of sense, with a varying coefficient of motor consciousness,

to be of much use in describing consciousness that has apparently

got beyond the range of sense and local movement.” ^

As to the noetic quality, Jhana-consciousness is strongly

^ Buiikist Ptyckolcgp, pp. 115-16.
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characterized by it. It gives us insight into depths of truth

unfathomed by the discursive intellect; it brings the mind into

touch with higher and higher planes of existence. The chief

intellectual result of the different stages of JhSna-consciousness is

a super-normal clarity of inward vision or intuition “ untroubled by

either discursive intellection or hedonistic affection The Jhina-

process gives us the following powers :

—

(i) Hyperaesthesia of vision or clairvoyance (dibbacakkhu-

abhinnd), e.g. the super-normal vision of the past and the future

history of a particular individual.

(ii) Hyperaesthesia of hearing or clairaudience (dibba-sota)^

e.g. super-normal hearing of sounds and voices, both hunun and

celesti^, the distant becoming near.

(iii) Thought-reading and thought-transference or telepathy

{cttopariya-nSna or paracitta-vijdnOna).

(iv) Hypermnesia {puhhenivasilHussati)^ or reminiscence of the

past history of former lives.^

According to William James, mystical consciousness has got

another characteristic, viz. passivity. “When mystical conscious-

ness has once set in,” says James, “ the mystic feels as if his own will

were in abeyance, and indeed sometimes as if he were grasped and held

by a superior power.” * This characteristic of passivity, however,

is lacking in Jhina-consdousness and differentiates it from other

kinds of mystical consciousness. It differentiates it from the

eucharistic consciousness or the mystic sense of union with the divine

one, and also from the Vedintic sense of identity of the individual

soul with the world-soul. “There was, of course, this deep

cleavage,” says Mrs. Rhys Davids, “ between it and the eucharistic

consciousness, that the self was banished, and no sense of union

with the divine One, or any One, aimed at or felt Herein, too,

the Buddhist differs from the Vedintist, who sought to realize

identity with Atman, that is, the identity of the world-soul and his

own self or Stman—“ Tat tvam asi ” (That are thou).” •

But why is Jhana-consdousness wanting in passivity ? Mrs. Rhys

Davids offers a reason for it. She says, “ it has the essential no$tic

quality too strongly to permit of passivity as a constant. Intellect

and volition, for Buddhist thought, are hardly distinguishable, and

the jhayin seems to be always master of himself and self-possessed,

^ Comfendium of Philosophy, Introduction, pp. 63-4.

The Faneties of Peltgtous Experiente, p. 381.
* Buddhist Psychology, p. 114.
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even in ecstasy, even to the deliberate falling into and emerging

from trance. There is a synergy about this JhSna, combined with

an absence of any reference whatever to a merging or melting into

something greater, that for many may reveal defect, but which is

certainly a most interesting and sigm'Hcant difference.” ^

^13. (vii) The Jaina

The Jaina divides perception into two kinds : (i) empirical

perception {sdmvyavahOrika fratyakfa)^ and (2} transcendental

perception {pOramOriMka pratyakfa). Empirical perception b what

we have in everyday life. It b of two kinds
:

(i) sensuous perception

{indr^a-mbandhana) or perception derived ^m the sense-organs

(i.e. external sense-organs), and (2) non-sensuous perception

{amndriya-nibandhana) or perception derived from the mind which

is not a sense-oigan according to the Jaina. Transcendental percep-

tion owes its origin to the self alone ; it is neither derived from the

sense-organs nor from the mind. It b directly derived from the

self owing to the destruction of the impediments to perfect know-

ledge. It is of two kinds, viz. imperfect or deficient {vikala) and

perfea or complete (sakala). The former, ^ain, b of two Wnds,

viz. clairvoyant perception of objects at a distance of time and space

(avadhs) and direct perception ofthe thoughts ofothers, as in telepathic

knowledge of the thoughts of other minds {manahparyaya). The
latter b omniscience [kevalajhSna) or the perfect knowledge of all

the objects of the universe due to the complete destruction of the

karTna-ttaxtxx which is an obstacle to knowle^e. Thus the highest

stage of transcendental perception, according to the Jaina, is omni-

science {kevala-jnOna). The Jaina does not believe in the existence of

God and consequently in divine omniscience. But he holds that the

Jiva or the individual self can attain perfection and onmiscience by

completely destroying the karma-tazxxcr which b an obstacle to

perf^ knowledge. The knowlet^ of all objects exists in the self.

But it is veiled by karma-aaxttr. When the veil of karma-xiaxtcT

b completely destroyed, the self realizes its omnbdence.* Thb
perfect intuition of the whole universe b not produced by the external

sense-organs, or by the internal org^ of mind, as the NySya-

Vai^ika holds. So before we discuss the nature of omniscience,

let us briefly refer to the Jaina criticism of the Nyiya-Vai&jika

doctrine of yogjc intuition.
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^ 14. Hie Jatna Criticism ef the NySya-Faiiefika Doctrine of

To^ Intidtion

According to some, the external sense-organs aided by the dharma

or merit bom of meditation (joga) can apprehend past, future, distant,

and subtle objects. But the Jaiiu (Prabhicandra) urges that the

sense-organs can never be freed from their inherent imperfections,

and so even the sense-organs of yogis can never enter into direct

relation with supersensible objects (e.g. atoms), like ours because

they are, after all, sense-organs. What is the nature ofthe aid rendered

by the peculiar power or dharma born of meditation to the sense-

organs i Does the dharma bom of meditation increase the capacity

of the sense-organs when they function with regard to their objects

(e.g. atoms) ? Or does it merely assist the sense-organs when they

operate on their own objects ? The first alternative is unteruble,

because the sense-organs by themselves can never operate on atoms,

etc. If they do operate on atoms, etc., they do not stand in need

of the aid of the dharma bom oiyoga ; and if they operate on atoms,

etc., only when they are aided by the dharma bom of yoga^ then

there is a circular reasoning. The dharma bom of yoga increases

the capacity of the sense-organs, when they operate on their objects,

e.g. atoms, etc. ; and the sense-or^uis operate on atoms, etc., when
they are aided by the dharma bom ofyoga. The sectxid alternative

also is impossible. If the dharma bom of yoga carmot increase the

capacity of the sense-organs, but merely assists them in operating

on supersensible objects like atoms, etc., what is the use of the aid

of dharma rendered to the sense-organs in their apprehension of

supersensible objects ?

According to the NySya-Vai^ika, the internal org/ui of manas

with the aid of the dharma bom ofyoga can simultaneously produce

a kno^edge of all the objects of the world, past, future, remote,

and subde. But PrabhScandra contends that the manas which is

regarded as atomic by the Ny3ya-Vaije;ika can never enter into

direct relation with all the objects of the world simultaneously,

and therefore, cannot produce a knowledge ofthem at the same time

;

otherwise there would be a simultaneous perception of all the qualities

ofa cake, e.g. its taste, colour, odour, etc., at the time of eating a cake,

which is not admitted by the Nylya-Vai^ika. In fturt, the NySya-

Vaifcfika does not admit the possibility of simultaneous cognitions

owing to the atomic nature of the mind. How, then, can it produce

a knowledge of all the objects of the world at the same time, even
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when it is aided by the dharma bom ofyoga ? How can the atomic

mind enter into relation with many objects at the same time by

contradicting its very nature 1

It is more reasoiuible to hold that it is the self which apprehends

all the objects of the world independently of the mind by virtue

of the specific powers bom of meditation. What is the use of

supposing that the self knows an infinite number of objects through

the atomic mind at the same time ? If it is urged that the mind

of a yogin enters into relation with all the objects of the world not

simultaneously but successively, then there would be no difference

between the perception of a yc^n and that of an ordinary person.

Hence Prabl^candra concludes that the atomic mind can never

enter into direct relation with all the objects of the world at the same

time.

But it may be urged that the mind of a yogin enters into relation

with all the objects of the world, through its union with God who
is ubiquitous and consequently related to everything in the world.

Prabhicandra contends that the mind of the yogin can enter into

relation with the present objects alone through its union with God,

but never with past and future objects, since they are non-existent

at the time when the mind enters into union with God. Hence
the Jairu concludes that omniscience, or a Imowledge of all the

objects of the world, can never be produced either by the external

organs or the so-called internal organ of mind, though they are aided

by the peculiar powers bom of meditation.^

S 15. The yaina Doctrine of Omniscience

According to the Jaina, there is no eternal and omniscient God,
but the finite self or Jiva can attain onuiiscience when all the karma-

matter is totally destroyed, which is an impediment to right know-
ledge. And this omniscience is not derived through the charmel

of the external sense-organs or the internal organ of mind. And
further, the Jaina holds that constant meditation carurot produce

omniscience, undl and unless the karma-naxtet^ which is an

impediment to right knowledge, is wholly destroyed. Herein

lies the difference between the NyJlya-Vaifcfika and the Jaina view.

Just as the Nyiya-Vai^ika proves the existence ofyogic intuition

by inference, so the Jaina also proves the existence of omniscience

by the ontological argiunent. Just as heat is subject to varying

» PKM., p. s.
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grades and consequently reaches the highest limit, so right knowledge

which is subject to varying grades owing to the various degrees of

the iarma-natter impeding it, reaches the highest limit ofomniscience

when the hindrance of the four kinds of ioma-matter is cmnpletely

destroyed.

I^iliat is the nature of this omniscience ? It is not derived

from authority or scripture, because authority can never give us

a direct and distinct presentative knowledge which charamrizes

omniscience. Nor can it be derived from inference for the same

reason. Nor can it be derived from peripheral organs or the central

organ of mind, as we have found already. Hence it is neither

verbal, nor inferential, nor sensuous. It is a transcendental percep-

tion or pure intuition of the whole worid, produced by the complete

decay and destruction of the iarma-natteT. It is a distinct percep-

tion of all the supersensible objects of the world on the complete

destruction of karma.^

% 16. The MimMuaka's 0)gecAem to the 'Jaina View of

Otmmdence

The Mlmiihsaka, however, does not advocate this view of

omniscience. He asks : What is the meaning of omniscience ?

Does it mean the knowledge of all the objects of the world f Or
does it mean the knowledge of certain principal objects i In the

first alternative, does it mean the knowledge of all the objects of the

world in succession or at the same time ?

(1) If the former, then there can be no omniscience. The
objects of the world, past, present, and future can never be exhausted,

and so their knowledge also can never be complete. And since

there can be no knowledge of all the objects of the world, there can

be no omniscience.

(2) If the latter, then also there can be no omnisdence. All the

objects of the world caimot be known simultaneously, because

contradictory things like heat and cold cannot be apprehended at

the same time by a single cognition.

(3) Moreover, if all the objects are known at one moment
by the omniscient self, then in Ac next moment it would become

unconscious having nothing to know.

(4) And further, the omniscient self would be tainted by the

desires and aversions of others in knowing them, and would thus

cease to be omniscient, since these are impediments to right knowledge.

» PKM., p. 65.
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Thus, omnisdence cannot mean the knowledge of all the objects

of the world either at the same time or in succession. Nor, in the

second place, can it be held that omniscience means the knowledge

of certain principal objects or archetypal forms, because only when all

the objects of the world are known can there be a discrimination

of principal objects from subordinate objects.

(5) Moreover, how can there be a knowledge of the past and

the future, which are really non-existent i If the past and the future

are known by the omniscient self, though they are non-existent,

then its knowledge would be illusory. And if the past and the future

are known as real and existent, then they are converted into the

present ; and if the past and the future are known by the omniscient

self as present, then its knowledge would be illusory. Thus the

Jaina doctrine of omnisdence is untenable.

^17. The Jaina Refutation of the A^nUlmaka's Ohjections

Prabhacandra severely criddzes all these objections of the

Mlmiihsaka in PrameyakanutlamOrtanda in the following manner.

(t) In the first place, it has been asked : Is omnisaence made

up of a single cognition, or many cog^iitions ? PrabhScandra replies

that it is a single intuition of the whole world. It does not depend

upon the external sense-organs or the mind } so it need not be

diversified by many cognitions. Our perception is produced

the external organs or the internal organ ; so it caruiot apprehend

past, distant, future, and subtle objects. But the perception of the

omniscient self is not produced by the external sense-organs or the

mind j hence it can apprehend all supersensible objects. The pure

intuition of the omnisdent seif is not produced successively ; it

knows all the objects of the universe simultaneously by a single

stroke of intuition since it transcends the limits of time and space

which are the necessary conditions of all sense-perception owing

to the complete destruction of karma.

(2) In the second place, it has been urged that contradictory

things like heat and cold carmot be apprehended by a single cc^idon.

PrabhScandra asks : Can they not be perceived by a single cognidon,

because they cannot be present at the same dme, or because they

carmot be apprehended by a single cognidon, though they are

simultaneously present f The first view is untenable because contra-

dictory things like heat and cold can exist at the same dme *, fbr/i
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and the lower part is cold. Tlie second view also cannot be main-

tained ) because when there is a flash of lightning in the midst of

darkness, we have a simultaneous perception of contradictory things

like darkness and light.

(3) In the third place, the MlmSihsaka has ui^ed that if the

omniscient self knows all the objects of the world at one moment,

in the next moment it would become unconscious having nothing

to know. PraUilcandra replies that the objection would hold good,

if both the oixuiisdent cognition and the whole world were destroyed

in the next moment 5 but, in feet, both of these are never-ending.

The omnisdent self knows all the objects of the world by a single

unending intuition.

(4) In the fourth place, the MlmSihsaka has urged that if the

onmiscient self knows the desires and aversions of the non-liberated

souls, then it becomes tainted with these desires and aversions which

hinder omniscience. Prabh2candra replies that desires and aversions

are produced by changes or modifications {parinOma). But the

omniscient self is above all changes and modifications ; so it cannot

be tainted by the desires and aversions of others by merely knowing

them. Moreover, desires and aversions are of sensuous origin ; but

the knowledge of the omniscient self is non-sensuous ; hence it

cannot be tainted by the imperfections of ordinary men.

(5) In the fifth place, the MlmSihsaka has urged that the

omniscient self cannot perceive the past and the future, since they

are non-existent And if it knows them as existent, then the know-

ledge of the omnisdent self is illusory. Prabhacandra replies that

the past and the future are perceived by the omnisdent self not as

present, but as past and future re^rectively ; so the knowledge of

the omnisdent self is not illusory.

But how can the past be perceived ? The past is not present i

it is non-existent. PnbhScandra asks : Are past objects non-

existent in relation to the past time ? Or are they non-existent m
relation to the time when they are perceived by the omnisdent self ?

The first alternative is unteiuble. The past objects are as much
existent in relation to their own dme, as the present objects which

exist at their own dme. The past objects as much exist in the past,

as the present objects exist at present. The second altemadve is

true. The Jaiiu admits that the past objects are non-existent in

relation to the present dme when they are perceived by the onmisdent

self. The omnisdent self knows the past as exisdng in the past

;

and it knows the future as exisdng in the future. In other wonfa,

the omnisdent self knows the past as produced in the past } and it
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knows the future as to he produced in the future. Hence the know-
ledge of the omniscient self is not illusoiy.

But how can the past and the future be perceived by the omniscient

self as past and future respectively, though they are not existent

at the time of perception ? The Jaina replies that the omniscient

self is absolutely free from the bondage of physical existence ; its

knowledge is not produced by the external sense-organs or the mind ;

so there is nothing to obstruct its knowledge ofthe past and the future.

The MlmSihsaka himself admits that recognition, which is a kind

of perception according to him, can apprehend the past as well as

the present, and a flash of intuition in ordinary life (^OtibhajnAta)

can apprehend the future as future. Is it, then, impossible for the

omniscient self who is entirely free from the fetters of karma and

mundane existence to have a super-sensuous vision of the whole

world, past, present, and future f So the Jaina concludes that the

(unniscient self directly and immediately ^ows all the objects of

the world, past, present, and future, subtle and remote, by a single

unending intuition without the medium of the external sense-organs

or the so-called interrud organ of the mind.^

1 PKM
, pp. 67 ff



Chaptir XIX

DIVINE PERCEPTION

(Jivara-Pratyakfa)

^ I. Patafijalt's Proof of Divine Omniscience

We have discussed the different orders of human perception,

normal, abnormal, and super-normal. Now we shall briefly refer

to the nature of Divine Perception as conceived by the Indian

Philosophers, apart from its value and validity.

Just as the possibility of y<^c intuition has been proved by the

NySya-Vai^ka, and the possibility of the omniscience of the

individual self or Jiva has been proved by the Jaina by an appeal

to something like the ontological argument, so the omniscience

of God is proved by Patafljali by the ontological argument such as

we find in Anselm in the West. Gradation in degrees of worth

gradually leads to and implies as the terminus of the series ens

realissimtcm or the greatest reality which is onmiscient, omnipotent

and all-perfect. Patafljali describes God as the Supreme Person

untouched by all taint of imperfection, above the law of Karma,

and above the processes of fulfilling and fulfilment.^

We infer the existence of onmiscient God from our knowledge

of the supersensuous, whether in the past or future or present

whether separately or collectively, whether small or great. Our
supersensuous knowledge is the germ of omniscience ; so from this

we infer the existence of omniscient God. When this supersensuous

knowledge, which is the germ of omniscience, gradually increases

and reaches the acme of perfection in a person, he is called omniscient.

It is possible for the germ of omniscience to reach its highest limit

of perfection, for it admits of degrees of excellence, as in the case

of an ascending scale of magnitude. Whatever admits of degrees of

exceUence is capable of reaching the highest limit of excellence.

We actually find that knowledge admits of degrees of excellence

;

it gradually increases in proportion to the degree to which the tatnas,

or matter-stufl^ which covets the sattva, or pure essence, of the mind

is removed ; therefore it must reach the highest excellence of

^ YogasStta, i, 24.
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omniscience. But here we are not concerned with the proofs of the

existence of God. We are concerned only with the nature of Divine

Knowledge,^

\ 2. 77te Natyaytia p'inu of tht Nature rf Divine Knowledge

Jayanta Bhatta has discussed the nature of divine knowledge

in Nyayamohjari. He says that God is free from all taint of imperfec-

tion, and so He is omniscient. But we are corrupted by the impurities

of cravings, aversions, etc., and so we cannot perceive all objects

of the world.

Divme knowledge, which is all-embracing, is eternal } it is

without a beginning and without an end. If there were a break

in divine consciousness even for a moment, there would be a collapse

of the whole universe, since it is created and sustained by the divine

will which is inseparable from divine knowledge. Even at the time

of the dissolution of the universe divine knowledge is not suspended,

since there is no cause of its destruction at that dme. And at the

time of the creation of the universe, divine knowledge is not created,

since there is no cause of its creation at that time. Hence divine

knowledge is eternal. Herein lies the difference between the human
omniscience and the divine omniscience j the former is produced,

while the latter is eternal j the former is acquired, while the latter

is natural and essential.

Divine knowledge is not diversified by many cognitions ; it

grasps all the objects of the universe, past, present, and future, subtle

and remote, by a single all-embradng intuidon. Were it not so, God
would have many cognidons either successively or simultaneously.

But He caimot have them in succession, for, in that case. He would

have discrete, discontinuous cognidons, and consequently. He would

be unconscious at intervals, and thus would bring about a collapse

of the universe at intervals, which would make all human acdvides

impossible. How can God have many cogm’dons simultaneously,

for, in that case, there would be no cause of the difference of divine

o^idons ?
*

Divine Knowledge is perceptual in character as it sadsfies the

essential condidons of percepdon. Viivanitha defines perception

as a cognidon which is not derived through the instrumentality of

any other cognidon.’ Inference is derived through the medium of

’ VyasabhSi^ and Yogavttrtika, i, aj (Benares, 1884), pp. 48-9.
* NySyamafijari, pp. 200-1.

* J
ninalraranatiiTii

j
ffgnarfi pratyakpim SiddhlntSinuktSvali, p. 1 37.
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the knowledge ofinvariable concomitance. Analogy is derived through

the medium of the knowledge of rimilarity. Verbal knowledge is

derived through the medium of the knowledge of the import of a

term or a proposition. Thus perception alone is direct, immediate,

and presentative knowledge. And divine knowledge is perceptual

in character as it consists in direct and immediate apprehension of

the whole universe. Divine percq)tion is not produced by the inter-

course of the sense-organs with their objects, as God luu no sense-

oigans at aU. In &ct, divine perception is not produced at all ; it

is beginningless and endless ; it is eternal. Divine perception, there-

fore, is not of the nature of sensuous perception, but of the nature

of “ creative intuition ”. God evolves the materials of His conscious-

ness by the divine will, and perceives them all by a single all-embracing

intuition, even as the sun illumines all the objects of the universe,

though it is not produced by them. Thus the knowledge of God
is not determined by its objects ; but the objects are determined by

the knowledge of God.^

Thus divine knowledge is perceptual in character and is eternal.

And because divine perception is eternal, God has no subconscious

impression {samskOra). He is never subconscious or unconscious.

And because He has no subconscious impression. He has no memory.

And because He has no memory. He has no inferential knowledge

which depends on memory. He has no need of inference as it is

a mark of limitation or finitude. God does not know things in a

fragmentary and piecemeal fitshion ; He knows all the objects of

the universe, past, present, and future in one intuitive glance 5 He
is above the limitations of time and space ; so He has no need of

inferential or discursive knowledge. For the same reason He has no

analogical or verbal knowledge.*

^ 3. Divine Knowledge and Human Knowledge

Human knowledge is finite and limited, while divine knowledge

is infinite and unlimited. Human knowledge is produced by many
causes, while divine knowledge is eternal. Human knowledge is

tainted by errors and illusions, while divine knowledge is free from

errors and imperfections. Human knowledge is conditioned while

divine knowMge is unconditioned. Human knowledge admits of

degrees of excellence, while divine knowledge is unequalled and

unexcelled.

t Sidd hantamuktflvall, pp. 237-240.
* Nyfyavfrtika and Nj^yavlrtikatctparyatlks, iv, 1-2 1.
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Human knowledge is derived from perception, inference,

analogy, and authority, while divine knowledge is neither inferential,

nor analogical, nor verbal, but only perceptual in character. In

human knowledge there is memory produced by subconscious

impressions, while in divine knowledge there is no subconscious

impression at all, and, therefore, no memory. There are breaks in

human knowledge, while divine knowledge is unbroken and con-

tinuous. Man is sometimes subconscious or unconscious ; but God
is never subconscious or unconscious.

Human perception is sensuous, while divine perception b non-

sensuous. Human perception is determined by its objects, while

divine perception is not determined by its objects, but it determines

its own objects. Human perception is limited by space and time,

while divine perception is above the limitations of space and time.

Human perception is confined to “ here and now ” while divine

perception grasps the past, the present, the future, and the remote

in an Eternal Now. Man has sometimes a flash of intuition of the

future, and can attain omniscience by constant meditation, practice

of austerities, and so on, but divine omniscience is natural and eternal.

This higher intuition of man is acquired through the internal organ

of mind. But divine intuition depends neither upon the external

organs nor upon the internal organ.

$ 4. Divine Omniscience and Human Illusions

This interesting question has been raised by Udayana in NySya-

KusumUnjali in connection with the validity of divine knowledge.

God is omniscient. There is nothing in the universe which

is unknown to God ; so there is nothing in human experience

which escapes divine knowledge. And since there are illusory

cognitions in human experience, these, too, must be objects of divine

knowledge. And if God knows human illusions. He must know also

the objects of these illusions, since there caimot be a cognition of

another cognition without apprehending the object of that cognition.

Just as there cannot be a cognition without apprehending an object,

so there cannot be a cognition of another cognition without

apprehending the object of the latter cognition. So, ifhuman illusions

are objects of divine knowledge, the objects of these illusions, too,

must necessarily be objects of divine knowledge. In other words,

God being omniscient, must perceive certain objects as different

things, and thus God must be subject to illusions like human beings.

It cannot be said that God doa not know the errors and illusions
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of human experience, for God is omniscient. But God cannot be

subject to illusions as a penalty^ for His omnisdence. His knowledge

of human illusions is not itsdf illusory. When we perceive silver

in a nacre, our perception is illusory { but when God perceives

our illusory perception of silver. He does not perceive silver in a

nacre, but He perceives silver as the real object of the cognition

of silver, and so His cognition is not illusory. When we perceive

that we have a perception of silver, though we do not know that it

is illusory, this second perception, viz. the perception of the perception

of silver, is not illusory. A cognition of ^ver in a nacre is illusory ;

but when it is appropriated by the sdf, the cognition of this illusory

cognition is not illusory. Likewise, God never perceives silver in

a nacre ; He perceives everything as it really is ; but when we
perceive silver in a nacre God perceives that we have an illusory

perception of silver in a nacre. Hence, God can never be subject

to the illusions and imperfecdons of human experience. Divine

knowledge is absolutely free from limitations and imperfections,

illusions and hallucinations. It is the supreme norm and ultimate

criterion of the validity of human knowl^ge.^

^ N^yakusumZ&jali and Praksk, ch. iv.



Chaptkr XX

Jiyj-SJKSl-PRJTTJKSA and UVJRJ-SJKSl-
PRJTYAKSA

s 1. The Samkara-Vedentist

The author of VedOnta-Paribhasa not only distinguishes between

the Jiva (finite sdf) and l^vara (God), but also between the Jlva-

S2k;in and the I^vara-Sskfin, and consequently he distinguishes

between the perception of the Jlva-Ssk$in and the perception of

the i^ra-SsJc}in. This view is peculiar to the Sariikara-VedSnea.

^ 2, The Jiva and the Jlva-Saifin

According to the Samkarite, there is one, undifferenced, eternal

consciousness (caitanya). And this universal consciousness is

particularized by certain determinants. There are two classes of

determinants, namely, qualifying adjuncts or qualifications (visefona)

and limiting adjuncts or conditions (upadhi). A qu^ificauon

(vi/esana) is intimately connected with and inseparable from the

qualified object^ and as such distinguishes it from other objects.

For instance, the particular colour of a jar qualifies it in such a way
that it cannot be separated from the jar, and as such it distinguishes

the jar from all other objects. A limiting adjunct or condition

{upadfu), on the other hand, does not qualify an object in such a

way that it cannot be separated from it, but simply limits the object

to a particular time and space. For instance, the ear-drum is the

limiting adjunct or condition of ether {iskala), because it is not

inseparable from dkilia, but simply limits it to a particular time and

space, and can be separated from it.^ Thus there are two kinds of

determinants which particularize the one eternal consciousness.

According to the Samkarite, antahkarana, or the internal organ,

is the principle ot individuation ; it particularizes the eternal

consdousness in two different ways. When the umVersal consdous-

ncss is determined by antahkaroM as a qualifying adjunct or qualifica-

tion {ynieiana\ it is called the Jiva or the individual self, and when
it is determined by antahkarana as merely a limiting adjunct or

* Vedlntaparibha?*, p. 103.
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condition (upadhi), it is called the Jlva-S£k^n or the Witness Self.

jfntahiarana is not separable from die individual self (jiva) because

it enters as a constituent element into the mdividual self ; but it

is separable from the Witness Self (Jiva-Sskjin), because it limits

it merely as an adventitious condition. In both the individual self

(Jiva) and the Witness Self (Jlva-^tit^in) the presence of antahkarana

is necessary as a determining condition. But in the case of

the individual self (Jiva), it is a qualification of the universal

consciousness (caitanya)^ while in the case of the Witness Self it

is merely a limiting adjunct or condition {upBdM) of the universal

consciousness. Thus antahkarana is a constituent factor of the

individual self (JIva), but it is merely an adventitious condition of

the Wimess Self (Jlva-Sak?in).*-

It is the Jiva or the individual self that is the knower

doer (kartr)y and enjoyer (bhoktr)^ but that in the individual self

through which there is the manifestation {avabhSsa) of consciousness

(caitanya) is the jTva-S3k;in or the Witness Self. Antahkarana or

the internal organ is material and unconscious, and hence it caimot

manifest consciousness in the individual self. It is the Jlva-Slk$in

or the Witness Self which manifests consciousness and all objects

of individual experience. This Jlva-Sak?in is not one j but it differs

in each individual self for otherwise there would be no compartmental

division of individual e:q>eriences.

But what is the use of the distinction between the Jiva and the

Jlva-Sak§in f The empirical ego is the object of consciousness.

But who is the cognizer of the empirical ego ? There must be a

S^in (Seer or Witnessj of the empirical ego, otherwise there would

be no unity of apperception in our knowledge of external objects and

that of the empirical ego. But the Jlva-S3k$in is not known as an

object of knowledge ; it is the presupposition of all knowledge,

the knowledge of objects and the knowledge of the empirical ego

or the subject. It is the Transcendental Ego as distinguished from

the Empirical Ego. Thus the Jiva is the Empirical Ego, and the

Jlva-Sak$in is the Transcendental Ego.

The Jiva which is manifested either as a knower {jHOtf) or a

doer {kartf)y or an enjoyer {bhoktf)^ is a psycho-phpical organism ;

it is intimately connected with the material antahkarana which enters

into it as a constituent frctor. But the Jiva-Silqin is the uiuversal

consciousness only limited by antahkarana to a particular individual

and thus individualized by it; it is not qualified by antahkarana

as a constituent factor, and hence it is not a psycho-physical organism.

1 Vedlntaporibblfi, p. loa.
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But it is not altogether free from connection with organism (e.g. the

internal organ) ; it is limited and individualized by the internal

organ. The Jlva-S2k$in may be regarded as the super-organic self,

but limited by antahkarana to a particular individual, while the Jiva

is the psycho-physical organism ofwhich antahkarana is a constituent

factor. The JIva is the Empirical Ego which is the centre of all

feelings of “ me ” and “ mine ” intimately connected with the

organism, while the Jiva-Sakfin is the Transcendental Ego which
li^ts up all the experience of the individual self, the experience of

the known objects and the knowing subject.

S 3. livara and I/vara-Saksin

According to the Sariikara-VedSntist, just as the universal

consciousness is particularized by antahkarana in two different ways,

so it is determined by MayfE (cosmic nescience) in two different ways.

When it is determined by May3 as a qualifying adjunct (vUefana)

it is called I^ra (God) ; and when it is determined by Maya as

a limiting condition (upddh*), it is called I^vara-Sakfin (the Divine

Witness). In other words, when MayS enters as a constituent factor

into relation with the universal consciousness, it is called l^ra;
and when Maya enters into relation with the universal consciousness

merely as an adventitious condition, it is called I^vara-Sak^in.

i^vara-&L]qin is the connoisseur before whom the cosmic

panorama unfolds itself. Though there is a difference between the

character of I^vara and the character of livara-Saksin, according

as the determinant Maya enters into relation with the universal

consciousness either as a constituent factor (viiesana) or as an

adventitious or limiting condition (upadhi)., yet there is no difference

whatsoever in the substrata of these two characters, namely, I^vara

and i^vara-Sak$in. Just as one and the same person, viz. Devadatta

may be a cook as well as a reader, so one and the same universal

consciousness may be I^vara and l^vara-S3k$in. Just as there is

a difference between the two functions of Devadatta, viz. cooking

and reading, but there is no different* in their substrata, viz. the

cook and the reader, they being one and the same person, viz. Deva-

datta, so there is a difference between the two characters of the

universal consciousness, viz. those of Ifvara (Ihjaratva) and

ifvara-Sak§in {livora-Sakfitva), but there is no difference in their

substrata, viz. I^vara and I^vara-^k^in, they being one and the same

universal consciousness.

Though there is a plurality ofJiva-Sakjins owing to the plurality
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of the limiting conditions, viz. antahkaranas or internal organs, there

is only one i^ra-Sik;in owing to the oneness of its limiting condition,

viz. May! or cosmic nescience ; and this I^vara-^Gc^in is eternal

as its limiting condition, MSyS, is eternal. Thus according to the

Saihkarite, there is not only a difference between human perception

{Jma-pratyakfa) and divine perception {llvara-pratyakfa)^ but there

is also a difference between the perception of the Jlva-Sak?in or the

Witness Self and that of I^ra-Sak$in or the Divine Witness. The
author of FedOntaparibhasH does not spedfy the distinctive characters

of these different kinds of perception, viz. Jlva-pratyak$a, Jlva-

Sak^-pratyak^ I^ara-pratyak$a, and ijvara-Slk$i-pratyak$a.
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NyBya-Vaijefika doctrine, 192—4

;
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;
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;
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1 8-20, 44 ;
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;
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of th^ 12 ;
the sites of the, 13 ;

the processes of the, 13; the
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;
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145-6
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Sridhara, 39, 40, 41, 52, 59, 60,
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, 314 n., 316 n.,
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Sujruta, I, 8—10, 321, 325, 328,

329. 330
Synthesis, 31, 39
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Taylor, A, E., 317
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;

akhydti, 284-5 ; alaukika-khyatt,

289-

290 ; anirvacanlyakhyati,

290-

4 ; anyathd-khyati, 301-2 ;

asatkhyati, 285-6 ; dtmakhyati,

286-9
;

prasiddkdrthakhydti,

297-8 ; sadssatkhydti, 296-7

;

satkhydti, 294-6 ; vivekdklqdtt,

298-301
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103-6 ; }i^, 106-9 ; Mlmldi-
saka, 114-16; Naij^yika, 109-

113; Neo-Naiylyika, 1 1 3-14

;

Stokhya, 117-128; Saiiikara-

Vedlnta, 128-139
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Buddhist on, 149-150, 153-4,

156-160; denid of, as an in-

dependent entity, 1 52-3 ; Naiyl-

yika on, 149, 154-5 ; Vedantist

on, 160-2
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153-6; distmetion of, at per-
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Trtfuflpratyaksavdda, 212-13;
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Udayana, 22, 92, 202, 204, 205,

224, 226, 265, 268, 269,
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313, 315, 316, 317, 318, 319,
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of, 266-7 5 and sashfaya, 267-8 ;
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308 n.
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Wundt, 314, 317
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of, 336—7 ; indeterminate, 341—2

;

353-S; Jaina on, 361-7; Taina
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doctrine, 362-3 ; Jaina doctrine
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Jaina
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340-5. 349-35 *. 35*- 5 . 357-

360, 361 ; MlmOihsaka denial of,

336-

7 ; Mimlihsaka’s objections

to the Jaina doctrine of omni-

science, 364-5 ; nature of, 339-

340; Nylya-Vaiie^ika on, 337-
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345-7 ; Pitafijala on, 348-35* 5
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in ordinary life), 233, 344-5

;

proof of, 337-9 ; SaAkhya on,

347-8 ; Subkara-VedAntist on,
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perception), 343H- 5 supra-con-
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